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Abstract 

A study of the wave-induced motions experienced by slender twin-hull vessels was con
ducted through experimental measurements and numerical computation. Particular 
attention was required in the analysis of measured data for comparison with the pre
dicted motions. The difficulties of analysing measured data from a vessel that had 
encountered sea waves of a random nature were addressed by grouping the data into 
subsets based on primary wave direction, vessel speed, and hull configuration. The pri
mary wave direction was determined by considering the motions of the vessel as for a 
directional wave buoy. The data acquisition system consisted of hardware and software 
that was developed and assembled on two twin-hull full-scale vessels for periods of up 
to 12 months each. Designed to operate mostly unsupervised whilst collecting data in 
remote locations, a data recording sequence was initiated through a preset trigger level 
from a motion sensor. In the subsequent analysis, transfer functions were obtained 
from the measured data based on the sorted data subsets. 

Numerical modelling of the vessels in head sea waves used an existing strip theory 
code that defined the hull as sectional boundary elements that contributed to solving a 
Green function problem for the free surface and sectional motion in the time domain. 
A modification to the code allowed the effects of motion control surfaces on the motion 
transfer functions to be determined through selection of appropriate gain setting that 
minimised the average vertical hull accelerations. With the damping effect of control 
surfaces not scaling linearly with wave height, the controls were modelled to minimise 
the hull average vertical acceleration in a 2.5 metre Bretschneider wave spectrum of 
7 second average period. The inclusion of control surfaces in the motion computation 
combined with non-linear wave height effects in some instances greatly improved the 
correlation between the numerical and measured motion transfer functions by reducing 
the frequency of maximum response. 

The accelerations and motion sickness incidence (MSI) distributions derived through 
computations on an 86 metre vessel indicate the presence of high accelerations that are 
not fully counteracted by a motion control system of practicable size. 

Future advances in numerical prediction codes may require verification with detailed 
full-scale measurements to ensure the scale effects are adequately considered. Full
scale measurements should therefore constitute part of a complete testing and analysis 
program for motions, but due to the high cost of these trials the measurements required 
for analysis may best be obtained from data supplied from on board monitoring systems 
during regular service operations. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Development of High Speed Vessels and Emergence 
of Motion Problems 

High-$peed vessels have been operating for many decades and in development since 
the advent of the steam reciprocating engine in the early nineteenth century but high 
Froude number hull forms are of more recent design. With the ability to move directly 
into the wind also came the necessity to move directly into the waves, which increased 
the motions, loads and slamming type phenomenon (see Lewis (1988a)). 

During the nineteenth century an 83ft vessel built in 1873 achieved 21 knots whilst a 
147ft torpedo boat built in 1887 reached 26 knots. Speeds over 30 knots first appeared in 
1896 with a 200ft torpedo boat called the Turbinia, a lOOft craft of 43-ton displacement, 
which achieved approximately 32 knots (see Dorey (1990)). In comparison, hydrofoils 
developed from 1897 to 1905 achieved speeds up to 50 knots in sheltered waters (see 
Coggeshall (1985)). 

Navigation between continents remained the domain of slower sailing ships up un
til 1819 when the paddle steamer MV Savannah crossed the North Atlantic from the 
Savannah River to Liverpool in 27 days. From that time, passenger numbers began to 
increase as their reliability improved. When the steam turbine and multiple propellers 
replaced the steam reciprocating engine and paddle wheel, cruising speeds increased 
from 9 knots in 1838 with the Great Western to 29 knots in 1936 with the liners Nor
mandy and Queen Mary where they remained for the next few decades. Most of the 
existing liners had excellent seakeeping characteristics because of their length, large 
displacement and low metacentric height, a combination of hull parameters that are 
impossible to duplicate on smaller vessels (see Lloyd (1989)). At their high cruising 
speeds, these vessels were able to maintain acceptable seakeeping standards as their 
length based Froude numbers generally remained low, in a range below 0.3 (see Oth
fors and Ljungstrom (2003)). Maintaining acceptable roll motions was achieved with 
the provision of bilge keels and active roll damping mechanisms such as the roll fin 
introduced in 1890 (see Saul (1946)) or the gyroscopic roll stabilizer (see Scarborough 
(1958)), which was effective at reducing roll right down to zero forward speed. 

With the advent of airline travel between continents, long distant travel by ship 
decreased and the liner was eventually replaced by the slower more economic cruise 
ship designed for the leisure market and generally slow short distance voyages. 

Achieving higher speeds with displacement hull forms, required compact high
powere~ engines combined with a slender, lightweight hull constructed of aluminium 
alloy (see Callahan (1991)). The medium speed diesel engine or gas turbines combined 
with lighter construction methods of the large aluminium displacement vessels in the 
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1980s (see Hercus (1988)) made not only higher speeds possible but also higher Froude 
numbers. Compared with the traditional liner, cruise ship or conventional passenger 
ferry, these vessels were much shorter in length, had a shallow draft and in favourable 
wave conditions could achieve speeds of over 40 knots. As these designs matured, ap
proval was obtained for these vessels to operate in open water routes but the limited 
ability of the lighter structural design to withstand the loadings of larger wave heights, 
which were a high probability in open waters, meant that restrictions had to be im
posed. These included limiting the operational wave height and the provision that the 
route allowed the vessel to seek a sheltered harbour in the case of adverse wave condi
tions within a certain amount of time. Restricted wave height operations also existed 
because the adopted novel evacuation systems required as part of their effective oper
ation, a relatively quick transition of personnel to the life rafts tethered along side in 
the event of a major fire outbreak or catastrophic structural failure due to for example, 
collision or grounding. 

Shortly after the recruitment of high Froude number passenger vessels into service, 
large resonant heave motions were reported that caused severe discomfort and even 
~Ihesis to a large proportion of the passenger population. This problem improved with 
the installation of motion control devices (see Hercus et al. (1991) and Adams (1996)), 
which were an existing technology but still in development for this type of application. 
Despite the improvement these devices made, it was common for the vessel's speed to 
be reduced in combination with a course change in the event of adverse wave conditions 
with the expectation this would improve passenger comfort and reduce the severity of 
wave impacts ~n the hull (see Dogliani and Bondini (1999)). Under the circumstances 
where a reduction in speed was sought, the high Froude number, operationally limited 
vessel would often find that its cruising speed would end up below 28 knots and thus 
no better than the cruising speed of the modern unrestricted steel Ro-Ro mono-hull 
ferries. Wave-induced motions and structural loads on these vessels therefore remain 
an important consideration if their operational limitations are to be improved. 

Maintenance and versatility of recent motion control systems have improved to the 
point where hydraulic actuators are controlled from computer software through a digital 
network, but their force capability essentially remains a device size issue that must be 
considered in relation to the magnitude of wave forces on the hull. Unfortunately, the 
sizing of a motion control device is often a compromise with other hull design constraints 
such as hydrodynamic resistance and structural weight. 

Seakeeping in general involves more than just subtle changes in hull shape or del
icate optimizations (see Holloway (1998)) to achieve major performance benefits (see 
Gaillarde (2002)). However, the cost of ignoring the seakeeping aspects of a hull design 
are often misunderstood, so there remains much scope for seakeeping to be defined 
in terms of economic cost to the owner, operator and ultimately the manufacturer. 
Such benefits however may not by readily apparent when placed into the context of the 
many other demanding economic issues that an operator must deal with. For example, 
a passenger ferry purchased for operation without an understanding of its seakeeping 
characteristics may end up proving that it was entirely an unsuitable combination with 
the encountered wave conditions. In these circumstances low passenger numbers and 
reduced onboard sales of merchandise may be one outcome brought on simply because 
of passenger discomfort. It is likely that a prior understanding of both the wave envi
ronment and hull motion characteristics will avoid these problems and the operator will 
thus be better assured of an acceptable outcome for both the business operations and 
passengers. Alternatively, the operator of a successful vessel may not recognize that 
the seakeeping performance and compatibility with the wave environment contributed 
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enormously to that outcome. 
For many, the complexity of a seakeeping analysis and the difficulty of extracting 

information that can make a useful contribution to the design process remains the 
largest obstacle for seakeeping prediction methods or model tests to be fully utilized 
(see Hearn (1991)). This problem is set to improve as some consensus and accuracy 
of numerical prediction methods improves and the presentation of useful results to the 
designer are standardized. 

The prediction of motions and loads are some of the most heavily regulated and 
time consuming areas in ship design and these regulations are increasing as practical 
tools become more available. Higher hull speeds have increased the complexity of 
hull motions and loads so the scope and dimension of some long-standing problems in 
seakeeping remain. In particular, the magnitude of response at resonant frequencies is 
much more pronounced and coupling between degrees of freedom is more important, 
particularly for high Froude number vessels. 

Motion and load prediction methods have steadily improved since the introduction 
of strip theory by Korvin-Kroukovsky and Jacobs (1957), \yith validation predominantly 
coming from experimental model tests. Whilst these tests form an invaluable part of the 
verification process, the complete solution may not be immediately clear until verified 
with full-scale experiments, particularly as numerical prediction methods overcome 
their inherent shortcomings and improve both their accuracy and reliability. 

Saunders (Second printing 1982) in 1960 stated, "In a seaway, the ship is moved 
involuntarily in all its six degrees of freedom, by forces over which man has as yet only 
a rather feeble and certainly an inadequate control. Until this control is achieved, he 
should at least know what motions may be expected under any given set of conditions. 
At the time of writing he knows relatively little." 

Seakeeping is one of the most important aspects of ship design as it relates to the 
on-board comfort and enjoyment of personnel while at anchor, vessel integrity and 
safety while at sea or the feel-good impression and perception of being on board a safe 
and seaworthy vessel (see Gaillarde (2002)). Non-linear motions exhibited by the high 
speed light craft (see Zhao and Aarsnes (1995)) make full scale tests more important 
if prediction methods are to be improved whilst maintaining an adequate check on the 
reality of the problem. 

1.2 Vessel Motion in Waves 

1.2.1 Experimental Model Studies 

Formal seakeeping studies that preceded present day thinking commenced with the 
pioneering work of William Froude and his son Robert Edmund in the 1860s shortly 
before their first tank work in 1871. The first tanks in Europe appeared shortly after, 
but experimental model scale investigation of ship motions in waves did not begin until 
the first installation of wave makers in model basins in 1887 in Great Britain, 1894 in 
the Soviet Union and 1916 in the United States. Full-scale experimental testing and 
observations occurred later on a more organized basis in the early 1900s. 

A general overview of the subject material has been provided by standard texts 
such as Saunders (Second printing 1982), Korvin-Kroukovsky (1961) and Lewis (1989). 

Towing tanks have been used on numerous occasions to test and validate numerical 
models and theories. To the operator of a high Froude number vessel the seakeeping 
is of great importance to ensure structural integrity and motion levels.are appropriate 
for its intended use. It is more common therefore for seakeeping criteria and motion 
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guarantees to b~ confirmed. This can occur through validated numerical predictions, 
but usually sea trials or a model-testing program is required for verification (see Dussert
Vidalet et al. (1995) provides an example of this for a Corsaire 11000 mono-hull). 
Other validations made through tank tests are too numerous to list but by way of 
example, Gong et al. (1994) conducted model-tests specifically to validate a 2D strip 
theory method on an 80 metre catamaran at Froude numbers up to 0.67. Hudson 
et al. (1995) conducted model tests on a displacement catamaran with various hull 
separations for comparison with three potential flow prediction methods that included 
a three dimensional panel source distributiop. and simple strip theory. In the results 
it was observed that in some cases an unexplained lower frequency of response in 
the measured heave and pitch resonance peaks occurred compared with the predicted 
solutions. 

Wellicome et al. (1995) conducted some generic model tests on a "series 60" hull and 
produced transfer functions and phases in heave, roll and pitch providing researchers 
with a reference on this hull type for numerical comparisons. 

1.2.2 Analytical Predictions 

Formal analytical methods for the prediction of hull motions com]nenced with the work 
of Froude (1861), Kriloff (1896), Kriloff (1898) and the more recent work by St Denis 
and Pierson (1953) for his contribution on the application of the principle of super
position. Korvin.:Kroukovsky (1955) introduced a "strip" method which allowed the 
hydrodynamic load distribution along the .length of the hull to be determined. Further 
comparison with experimental data showed that improvements and corrections could 
be made to the bending moment calculations which lead to the subsequent work of 
Korvin-Kroukovsky and Jacobs (1957) (also contained in the text Korvin-Kroukovsky 
(1961)). This was the first method considered suitable for numerical computations and 
was enhanced by Jacobs (1958) to include regular wave induced vertical shear forces. A 
reasonable review of the progress of this era was given by Ogilvie (1964) and was shortly 
followed by slender ship theory to improve the forward speed effects not accounted for 
in simple strip theory. The original strip theory of Korvin-Kroukovsky and Jacobs 
(1957) was recognized by Salvesen et al. (1970) to be one of the most significant contri
butions in seakeeping but the theory published by Salvesen et al. (1970) is now a more 
recent standard. Nordenstr!Z)m et al. (1971) applied this theory to a catamaran at zero 
forward speed. Since that time, numerous two- and three-dimensional methods have 
evolved to improve on the generally acknowledge shortcoming of strip theory which is 
its theoretical validity being limited to low speeds and high frequencies (see for example 
Newman (1978), Yeung and Kim (1984), Faltinsen and Zhao (1991)). Outside these 
boundaries, the results clearly become less acceptable (Holloway and Davis (200la)), 
particularly for less conventional hull forms. Furthermore, these numerical methods 
are unable to deal with the non-linear responses evident at high Froude numbers and 
high wave heights. This problem was partly addressed with developments such as the 
rational strip theory of Ogilvie and Tuck (1969), which was a higher order theory in a 
moving reference frame, the unified theory of Newman (1978), Newman and Sclavounos 
(1980), Ym,mg and Kim (1981) and Yeung and Kim (1984). Some of these have also 
been reviewed by Kashiwagi (1997) and a more general overview of the analytical sea
keeping methods given by Hutchison (1990). Holloway and Davis (2001a) reviewed 
some notable strip, strip like and 3D theories since 1970 and proposed the hypothesis 
that dissipative damping had a significant effect on hull motions. This implies that the 
merit of highly complex potential theories have been brought into question as a useful 
engineering tool as they are unable to account for these effects whilst also possessing a 
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long computation time to obtain a solution that cannot not fully achieve validation by 
experiment, particularly at high Froude numbers. 

1.2.2.1 Motion Control 

For prediction codes to be useful to the designer, they must also have the capacity 
to deal with the non-linear effects introduced by a motion control system. Since the 
early 1990s as the high Froude number passenger vessel developed, such systems are 
considered a necessity (see Adams (1994), Adams (1996), Akers (1999)) to reduce 
the large heave excitations observed, to reduce fuel consumption through improved 
hull resistance in waves (see Burns (1990)) and to improve passenger comfort through 
reduced accelerations. 

Any numerical ship motion prediction method can utilize motion control devices in 
the computation and numerous publications have reported such attempts in both the 
frequency and time domain. However, without a common method of control, appendage 
size and type, results will remain unique to a particular hull form and motion control 
appendage configuration. 

Kvalsvold et al. (1999) investigated the operability of a high speed mono-hull fitted 
with a motion control system and experimented with a range of control coefficients to 
determine the operapility against a range of motion criteria. Improving the operability 
depended on the selection of devices combined with an appropriate selection of control 
coefficients. 

Kang and Gong (1995) modelled the effect of motion,control fins on a catamaran 
with a time domain solution formulated to solve the wave exciting force with a 3D 
transient Green function (see Wehausen and Laitone (1960)). Using transient hydro
dynamic theory of Newman (1977), the force reduction and change in the force phase 
due to the sinusoidal change in fin angle of attack and sinusoidal wave particle veloc
ity were accounted for using the Wagner and Kussner functions respectively. The flap 
angle was limited to the assumed stall angle of 35 degrees at approximately 20 knots 
(Fn=0.548) vessel speed but did not address the possible effects of cavitation. 

Ohtsubo and Kubota (1991) modelled a hydrofoil with a time domain strip theory 
that included a steady lift component, an unsteady component due to the orbital wave 
motion using gust theory, an unsteady component due to the ship motions and finally, 
the lift reduction due to the proximity of the free surface. The lift due to the proximity 
of the free surface was based on experimental results, which increased exponentially 
from approximately zero at the free surface to a maximum at some depth below five 
chord lengths. Their definition had the advantage that it accounted for the angle of 
attack of the foil at a given depth by decreasing the foil lift as the angle of attack1 

increased. Wadlin and Christopher (1958) produced a theoretical derivation to account 
for foil depth effects but their formulation was much less influenced by the foil angle 
of attack. At moderate attack angles (say 6°), their formulation began to resemble 
th~t of Ohtsubo and Kubota (1991) where the lift reduction with depth occurred at 
approximately the same rate, but this quickly changed with only a few degrees change 
in foil angle of attack. Wadlin and Christopher (1958) also determined the lift generated 
by a planning surface, such as a foil as it rides over the free surface and changes from 
a submerged lifting device to a planning surface, which for shallow draft high Froude 
number hull forms is a distinct possibility. Fossen (1994, p 383) also accounted for 
a reduction in lift due to foil depth that changed linearly from a factor of 0.5 at the 

1 Increased foil camber also had an effect but the foils discussed in this work are symmetrical, thus 
have zero camber. 
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free surface to a factor of one at a depth equivalent to one chord. (see figure 1.1 for a 
comparison in the lift reduction factor at an angle of attack of 8 degrees) Theoretical 
and experimental work conducted by Lee et al. (1997) on fins mounted on a strut 
showed that the free surface influenced the foil lift for submergence depths less than 
three chord lengths. 
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Figure 1.1: Lift reduction factor with depth/chord ratio. (foil angle of attack a= 8°, 
chord == 2 metres) 

Schellin and Rathje (1995) developed a 3D potential theory for predicting hull 
motions using pulsating sources and included the lift generated by cantilevered motion 
control fins. The lift calculation based at the fin centre of pressure included the influence 
of incident waves made up of the wave particle velocities, the translation and rotation 
due to the ship's motion and forward speed. Neglected are the effect of radiated and 
diffracted waves, down wash between fins, free surface influence and blockage of the 
other hull. Included is the body-fin interaction using the procedure given by Lee and 
Curphey (1977) (see also the original source Pitts et al. (1959)). This empirical formula 
considered the lift generated on the hull due to the cantilevered fin and the lift on the 
cantilevered fin due to the hull. The modelling in detail of further effects was considered 
to be a difficult task to accomplish satisfactorily. Each fin was located on the inboard 
side of the SWATH demi-hulls. 

Other work has moved to create more complex numerical models for predicting the 
forces on hydrofoils. For example, Walree (1997) developed a computational method 
for evaluating the hydrodynamic performance of arbitrary hydrofoil configurations per
forming arbitrary motions in six degrees of freedom, based on an unsteady vortex lattice 
time domain panel method. However, Savitsky and Brown (1976) remains the most 
relevant work for lift generated by a transom flap/tab. 
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1.3 Development of Full-Scale Motion Measurements 

Full-scale measurements and the collection of data from ships at sea were a need that 
had existed for a long time before Kent (1924) (see also Kent (1927)) commenced some 
work by making six ocean voyages on three passenger liners. The observations reported 
the environmental conditions and the ship response to these conditions (see Korvin
Kroukovsky (1961, pp. 183-184)) generally using only the standard ship equipment. 
The only specialized equipment was for measuring roll and pitch angles with a flywheel 
type device and pen recorder. During this period, J. L. Kent presented only a small 
part of the collected material in numerous papers, which was related in no small part 
to the difficulty in post processing the information. 

The measurement of heave, roll and pitch simultaneously over long time periods was 
possible after the development of the accelerometer and gyro-type sensor combined with 
a simultaneous pen recorder. Korvin-Kroukovsky (1961) noted that prior to 1955, no 
comparison of calculated and measured ship model motions had been made, despite the 
existence of full-scale measurements and mathematical methods. The first comparison 
was conducted by Korvin-Kroukov~ky and Lewis (1955). Research methods improved 
with the introduction of the portable computer, so large amounts of data could be 
collected over long periods and processed simultaneously or stored for later analysis. 

The study of motion and loads potentially involves complex motion and vibration 
problems that can include any number of degrees of freedom. Experimentation at model 
scale remains the prime means of comparison as wave conditions can be prescribed and 
it can be the most efficient means to obtain a result. However, scale effects can often 
reduce the accuracy and reliability of the results when they are not fully understood 
so full-scale experimentation remains a valuable option in the numerical validation 
process. 

1.3.1 Motion Measurement 

Full-scale measurements have often been undertaken in conjunction with hull moni
toring programs in which data was recorded during routine vessel operations and in 
some cases over an extended period of time, such as those conducted by Vulovich 
et al. (1989), Beaumont and Robinson (1991), Brown et al. (1991), Witmer and Lewis 
(1994), Witmer and Lewis (1995). and Cannon and Mutton (1997). In some instances 
the measured data was not only stored for post-analysis, but was used to present the 
crew with real time hull motions, loads and wave conditions, thus providing an addi
tional resource that could contribute to the ship operations decision-making process. 
Dogliani arid Bondini (1999) made long term measurements on a high speed mono-hull 
whilst in operational service but had to rely on visual estimations and hind cast data 
to determine the dominant wave direction for each data record. 

Most full-scale measurements reported by numerous authors have been for confirm
ing the seakeeping performance of a new vessel, to evaluate a numerical prediction 
method or to verify model test results. Some are for the express purpose of improv
ing or developing a new measurement technique. These include work by Klaka and 
Webb (1992) who conducted full-scale measurements to verify a shallow water motions 
prediction method through the derivation of transfer functions and responses from full 
scale measurements. However, they were unable to detect changes in hull response 
with changes in water depth. There was also difficulty in resolving the approach of the 
transfer functions to unity at low frequencies. Kohlmoos and Schellin (2002) conducted 
specific full-scale measurements to derive transfer functions and a motion sickness pre
diction according to the method described by the International Organisation for Stan-
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dardisation, ISO 2631/3 (1985) and motion sickness incidence according to O'Hanlon 
and McCauley (1974) for a 52 metre catamaran fitted with a motion control system. 
Yum et al. (1995) conducted full-scale measurements on an actively controlled foil 
catamaran and made comparisons with a simple strip theory and 3D panel method by 
deriving root mean square responses for comparisons of heave, roll and pitch. Boulton 
(1999) used full-scale measurement data from a new vessel to verify its seakeeping and 
for comparison with previous vessels. Rantanen et al. (1995) used full-scale measure
ments to confirm the seakeeping performance of a new vessel and to evaluate numerical 
predictions and model tests, as did Schellin and Papanikolaou (1991) for a SWATH 
hull form in which comparative transfer functions were presented. Wang et al. (1999) 
used full-scale measurements on a mono-hull to evaluate both linear and non-linear nu
merical methods. Thompson (1979) conducted extensive full-scale measurements on an 
Attack Class ;patrol Boat and was able to derive response spectra and transfer functions 
for roll and pitch using a wave rider buoy and analogue instrumentation techniques. 
Haywood and Duncan (1997) used full-scale measurements on high-speed ferries to tune 
a motion control system using a system identification techniques. Aksu et al. (2002) 
performed full-scale trials on a twin hull 86 metre vessel, which was a similar type to 
the 86 metre vessel used for the present study. They conducted motion measurements 
at various wave headings and speeds for comparison with a numerical three-dimensional 
panel method. Finally, as part of the program of extensive ship monitoring and data 
recording conducted by Witmer and Lewis (1994) and Witmer and Lewis (1995), it 
was important to provide feedback of the measurements to the crew by means of a 
display monitor mounted on the bridge during the monitoring period so they could 
make appropriate decisions and take action to maintain the ship operation within the 
defined loading limits. This required almost real time data post processing and data 
storage. 

1.3.2 Wave Measurement 

Wave measurement instruments broadly fall into two categories that include point 
measurement or spatial averaging devices. Wave rider buoys contairnng instrumentation 
or pressure sensors generally fall under the former description and can provide either 
omni- or uni-directional wave statistics (see Clauss et al. (1999)). Satellites fall into 
the description of spatial averaging devices that require calibration with a wave rider 
buoy but are generally unsuitable for providing local wave statistics in real time for a 
vessel at sea. 

The Darbyshire wave spectrum was developed with a ship borne wave recorder (see 
Tucker (1952)) that consisted of a pressure gauge mounted on the hull approximately 
lOft below the free surface on both the port and starboard side. Combined with each 
gauge was an integrating accelerometer that recorded the stationary ship's heave motion 
over 7 to 10 minutes (see also Tucker (1956), Tucker (1991)). 

Cartwright (1956) tried to measure the directional distribution of waves in the 
open sea using a ship mounted wave recorder that could be analysed to obtain a scalar 
spectrum. By steering the ship around a regular dodecagonal circuit (12 sided) at 
7 knots, the directional sensitivity was determined through calculating the "Doppler 
shift". Theoretically it was possible to determine the directional spectrum from this 
procedure but the variability in the spectral estimates were too great due to the short 
sample duration of 12 minutes to make the evaluation practical (see Korvin-Kroukovsky 
(1961)). 

In another method proposed by St. Denis (1957), several probes were arranged along 
a straight line and orientated alternately in several directions but this was not tried 
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experimentally. In other work Barber (1954) used a row of detectors mounted on wharf 
piles, each consisting of a pair of parallel vertical copper strips partly immersed in the 
water, but this was not demonstrated for use as a ship borne system. Similarly, Dipper 
(1987) evaluated various methods to accurately estimate the directional components 
of ocean and basin waves to assist with requirements for manoeuvring and seakeeping 
tests. He went on to examine a method to estimate the directional wave spectra through 
an application of the Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM). This method was capable of 
such estimates provided the spacing of the fixed wave probe arrays were tuned spatially 
with respect to the frequency content of the waves for which a directional spectrum is 
to be estimated. He had better success with closely spaced wire capacitance transducers 
than a broadly spaced ultrasonic transducers. This problem was related to the poor 
tuning of the sonic transducers to the analysed wave conditions. The procedure was 
well equipped to determine the directional wave spectra for presentation and analysis 
at both full and model scale, but the method implies that the transducer mounting 
must be fixed in space. 

Investigations using full-scale ship motions alone to estimate the wave spectra were 
undertaken by Marks (1967). Hua and Palmquist (1995) determined the wave spectra 
from hull response measurements, which they called the variation method. These proved 
to be successful in bow waves but following wave directions gave unsatisfactory results. 

Bachman et al. (1987) investigated the use of a surface following wave buoy for 
application to full-scale measurement and analysis. They noted that there were differ
ences between the frequency of ship encountered waves and buoy encountered waves, 
which could be increased if the buoy was free to move with a current moving in the 
opposite direction to the vessel. Furthermore, it could not be guaranteed that the wave 
data recorded would correspond to those encountered by the vessel as the trials course 
would often take the vessel some distance from the buoy location. 

Recent developments make use of ultrasonic, laser, infrared or microwave trans
ducer (more details in sections 1.3.2.1 to 1.3.2.4 respectively) techniques for making 
uni-directional relative distance measurement from a vessel to the sea surface. More 
sophisticated radar systems are better described as a far field devices that provide 
directional wave spectra to a base of either wave or encounter frequency. These trans
ducers have the ability to scan the sea surface that surrounds the vessel, from which 
the statistical surface heights may be determined as a function of wave height and wave 
direction. 

1.3.2.1 Ultrasonic Transducers 

For particular applications the ultrasonic transducer makes a relatively low cost dis
tance ranging device. They can only operate at the speed of sound so their maximum 
sample rate is a function of the time taken for a sound pulse to be transmitted and 
received over the range being measured. These units are also subject to ambient temper
ature variations that can be allowed for with temperature compensation. High sample 
rate is thus associated with short range measurement whilst long range measurement 
must suffer a reduction in sample rate. (section 2.2.1 discusses sample rate issues). 

To operate effectively, an ultrasonic transducer must have an orthogonal surface to 
reflect the acoustic pulse so it is possible from time to time for a return signal to be 
lost or received through secondary reflections causing erroneous readings. With the 
relatively short range of ultrasonic transducers it is often necessary to mount the unit 
as close to the free surface as possible. In the event of extreme seas, this increases the 
likelihood of erroneous readings with the possibility of the transducer unit becoming 
submerged below the free surface or enveloped by spray. 
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1.3.2.2 Laser Transducers 

Whilst laser units are expensive and their delicate construction make them prone to 
breakage, they can make excellent ranging devices for wave measurement (see Slotwinski 
et al. (1989)). Experience with these units showed that a return signal is possible whilst 
operating at low grazing angles 2 to the free surface. In principle, the laser units required 
a relatively high number of returns in order to determine the range measurement with 
an acceptable order of accuracy. For example, over a range of 10 metres to achieve an 
accuracy of 0.1 metres the maximum sample rate is limited to 1 Hertz. 

1.3.2.3 Infra.red Transducers 

Infrared transducers have been used with success for wave height measurement on fixed 
platforms and was used with success for wave measurement from a moving vessel for 
deriving wave encounter spectra by Steinmann et al. (1999). They have a range of up 
to 50 metres and have been used primarily for fixed position wave height measurement. 

1.3.2.4 Microwave Transducers 

The microwave transducer has been used successfully in previous studies such as those 
by Yasuda et al. (1985) .and Rantanen et al. (1995) that produced a ship borne type 
microwave Doppler radar for full-scale measurements. The work of the former sub
sequently became the microwave unit of Tsurumi Seiki Co. Ltd. (TSK) (see TSK 
(2003)). Dipper (1997) attempted to measure the waves with a TSK ship borne radar, 
which on occasion was compared with a wave rider buoy by holding the vessel station
ary. Good agreement was obtained between the two measurement systems except at 
very low frequencies (approximately 0.06 Hz) where the TSK results appeared to be 
slightly attenuated. Steinmann et al. (1999) concluded from experiments with a TSK 
microwave radar and a Thorn infrared meter, that there was little difference between 
the two apart from erroneous low frequency results in the wave spectra of the TSK unit. 
Korvin-Kroukovsky (1961, pp. 67-68) suggested that such effects may be the result of 
d-c drift in the recording electronics where the wave record drifts away from the preset 
zero of the recorder. This is manifest in the spectrum as a spike at or near the zero 
frequency and corresponds to the apparent infinite wave period generated by the drift. 
This can be a particular problem for ship mounted wave sensors that move with the 
speed of the ship as there is difficulty in measuring low frequency components, partic
ularly if there are wave components travelling in the same direction as the vessel. This 
proposition contributes to the likelihood of not detecting any following wave patterns 
moving in the direction of vessel travel, which may exclude waves whose headings are 
aft of the beam from forming part of a seakeeping analysis when a fixed ship mounted 
sea surface sensor is used. Generally the linear drift is not a serious problem if the 
measurement application is planned with appropriate filters. 

It was a similar TSK microwave transducer device that was installed on vessels for 
wave measurements in the present analysis. 

1.3.3 Spectral Derivation 

There are various accounts given on the analysis procedure adopted for full-scale anal
ysis. A general overview has been given by Bendat and Piersol (1980), Beauchamp and 
Yuen (1979) and more particular application to sea spectrum derivation by Korvin
Kroukovsky (1961). 

2 35 degrees was quite achievable for these units. 
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Tucker (1991) suggested that response spectra should be produced from a data 
record that contained a minimum of 100 motion cycles (Run time= lOOTp, where Tp = 
mean period of motion peaks) to obtain reasonable confidence in the spectral estimates. 

Dipper (1997) recorded data for 30 minutes at 8 Hertz with a ship mounted TSK 
microwave Doppler wave radar whose operation is described by Yasuda et al. (1985) 
with the assumption that the amplitude data followed a Raleigh distribution. According 
to Pierce (1992) high run lengths are required to achieve at least a 90 percent accuracy 
in resolving the power spectral density (PSD) for the ship motions in beam sea waves. 
Higher encounter frequencies in head sea wave measurements increase the statistical 
reliability for a given recording period, whilst a lower encounter frequency in following 
waves lowers the statistical reliability unless the record length is extended. Comparisons 
made by Dipper (1997) between wave spectra developed from forward speed and zero 
forward speed wave spectra showed good agreement. PSb analyses was conducted by 
first removing extraneous frequencies above the Nyquist frequency using a linear phase 
filter with a cut off frequency of 2.0 Hz., then applying a 503 data segment overlap 
with a full cosine data window. The 503 overlap is also an approach to FFT analysis 
presented by Welch (1967). 

Wang et al. (1999) used full-scale measurements on a mono-hull to evaluate both 
linear and non-linear numerical methods. Derived power spectra came from an average 
of 36 data record segments of equal length taken from a one-hour sample period. This 
resulted in a spectrum derived from a 100 second FFT to give a spectral resolution of 
0.01 Hz. 

Rodriguez et al. (1999) investigated different numerical methods of spectral estima
tion and considered the uncertainty associated with the spectral parameters for mea
sured wave records. These included the Blackman-Tukey method, the direct Fourier 
transform method, which are two classical or non-parametric methods and the max
imum entropy method, which is a parametric procedure. They found that different 
methods of spectral estimation did not have a significant effect on the variability of the 
spectral wave parameters whose magnitude depends on the overall spectrum. However, 
parameters that depend on only a few spectral estimations such as the peak period, 
show a large variation between the spectral estimation methods. The estimation of the 
power spectrum by means of the maximum entropy method showed excellent statistical 
behaviour of the spectral wave parameters. 

1.4 Motions in Waves at High Froude Numbers and Onset 
of Passenger Sickness 

Accelerations, combined with the perception of motion through eye vision, are primar
ily responsible for the physical sensation of movement. Furthermore, accelerations of 
specific magnitude and frequency can lead to motion sickness and physical debilita
tion to both passengers and crew (see Smith (1995)). The speeds achieved by modern 
high-speed craft has taken them to unusually high Froude numbers and thus have also 
been responsible for an increase in resonant motion amplitudes (see Holloway (1998)) 
and accelerations, which have exacerbated the problem of motion sickness. Reason and 
Brand (1975) gave a broad overview of motion sickness where they discuss the extent of 
the problem, the nature of the phenomenon and the physiological aspects such as the 
nature of the stimulus and the role of the vestibular system before discussing personal 
susceptibility and preventative measures through drugs or otherwise. 

Shaw (1954) and Geller (1940) according to Korvin-Kroukovsky (1961) proved that 
there was a direct connection between acceleration and sea sickness which subsequently 
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lead to'a range of predictive measures for motion sickness, although it is widely consid
ered that other factors play a significant yet unquantifiable part. Subsequently it was 
found that the various acceleration levels across the deck influenced personnel sense 
of well being depending on their position within the hull (see Lawther and Griffin 
(1980)). Various passenger surveys have also yielded supportive evidence of the factors 
that influence passenger illness (see Lawther (1983) reports one such survey). 

The International Organisation for Standardisation, ISO 2631/3 (1985) document 
provides a basis for determining the limitation of human exposure to vibration transmit
ted to the body in the frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 0.63 Hz (the Australian Standard, 
AS 2670.3 (1990) is a similar document). The recommendation applied particularly to 
discrete-frequency and narrow-banded vibration and provisionally to random or non
periodic vibrations in the vertical z-axis direction. The tests were conducted with 
unadjusted sitting or standing young men and provided a guide to acceleration levels 
known as "comfort curves" plotted to a scale of log base 10, with centre frequencies of 
1/3 octave bands against the root mean square (RMS) acceleration levels (see appendix 
F.2). The nominal discomfort boundaries were set as a function of frequency and ex
posure times of 30 minutes, 2 hours and 8 hours. The acceleration level occurring at 
one of these boundaries is a function of the exposure time t and follows the relation
ship a2t = constant. "Severe discomfort" defined by these publications was the broad 
spectrum of motion sickness symptoms that occur successively in order of increasing 
severity. Individual symptoms progress from pallor and dizziness through nausea to 
vomiting and complete disability. These symptoms can vary from subject to subject 
in both severity and duration and that it can change for a given subject depending on 
circumstances and habitation. If the boundaries were exceeded it was expected that 
a significant proportion of human habitants would experience severe discomfort and 
temporarily disability. Whilst these values could be raised or modified to adapt for the 
acclimatized traveller, they could be considered to be optimistic in their application 
due to the many other factors that influence the inducement of motion sickness. Unfor
tunately, the range of frequencies within the tests that caused the most severe motion 
sickness in the participants generally coincided with a component of the frequency of 
response associated with high Froude number vessels. 

The vertical direction arguably has a great effect on motion sickness but other 
modes of motion such as surge, sway, roll and pitch can reduce the acceleration comfort 
boundaries by up to 253. Other factors such as age and gender will contribute to reduce 
these levels further. No specific experiments were conducted for women, children or 
elderly people but indications were that the sickness levels would be 253 higher than 
those given by the standard. In addition, no experimental data was available from 
typical irregular wave induced motions at sea. 

The standard suggests that these boundaries will reflect the sickness levels for 853 
of a population, indicating that 153 will be sick before these levels are reached. In order 
for these boundaries to be increased to reflect the sickness levels for 903 of a population, 
the acceleration levels would need to be reduced by about 203. The incidence of 
slamming experienced by a vessel will also contribute to passenger discomfort due to 
the violent vibrations initiated in the hull structure. 

This approach for assessing motion sickness in vessels at sea has yet to be substanti
ated together with the adoption of 1/3 octave bands as a legitimate method of dividing 
up the range of acceleration response. It has been used in various vessel motion studies 
where the work of Hercus et al. (1991) and Adams (1996) are two examples. 

The British Standards, BS 6841 (1987) define a motion sickness dose value (MSDV) 
to include acceleration, frequency and time exposure as variables (see also Lawther and 
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Griffin (1987) and Lawther and Griffin (1988) for a calculation and use of a motion 
dose). 

Motion sickness incidence (MSI) or the percentage of persons to vomit as a result of 
experiencing accelerations of a given magnitude and frequency over a two hour period, 
was first proposed by O'Hanlon and McCauley (1974) after conducting a study on the 
effects of sinusoidal motion at various frequencies on human sickness (see mathematical 
description in appendix F.1). This was later refined with the follow up work of Mc
Cauley et al. (1976) to include exposure time of the human subject as an independent 
variable. 

Colwell (1994) expressed the inadequacy in most approaches (that are well reviewed) 
to sea sickness or human profi.~iency at sea for the naval environment because firstly, 
they are not related to task performance, secondly, they do not cover the full spectrum of 
problem types and finally they are essentially exclusively based on short-term exposures 
to motion. He present~d a new approach by describing a method that accounts for the 
reduction in motion sickness incidence due to the adaptation of personnel with long 
term exposure to motion, giving more realistic values for motion sickness in the naval 
environment. 

More recently, Smith (1997) (see also Smith and Koss (1995)) presented a new 
measure of Kinetosis acceleration that took on the frequency weighted function defined 
by British Standards, BS 6841 (1987) and included a time based accumulation and 
recovery represented by a constant parameter, first order differential equation. Some 
work reported by Smith and Koss (1997) involved field studies of various hull types 
that included catamarans. 

1.5 Development of Motion Control Systems 

Development of motion control systems for high Froude number vessels began in the 
late 1980s as these craft began to enter service to improve the resonant heave responses 
(see Adams (1994)). Some developmental aspects of control theories, strategies and 
numerical computations were discussed for example by Haywood (1995), Haywood et al. 
(1995), Klaka (1997) and Haywood and Duncan (1997) (see also Haywood et al. (1994), 
Swanton et al. (1999)). Motion control systems were however already in existence for 
a range of low speed applications such as for luxury motor yachts, where the effects of 
cavitation were less of a problem (see Gaillarde (2002) and Redmayne(ed.) (2003) for 
a discussion on seakeeping of luxury yachts). 

1.5.1 Active Control Devices 

Motion control systems installed on high Froude number vessels have largely adopted 
the use of hydrofoils, interceptors or transom tabs as hydrodynamic devices among the 
range available (see Kubinec (2001)). The interceptor was introduced to high-speed 
craft when Ponomarev (1991) demonstrated through full-scale tests on a mono-hull 
planning their effectiveness as hydrodynamic force devices in controlling roll, pitch and 
trim. Further work was also conducted by Ponomarev et al. (1995) where they were 
fitted to the trailing edge of propeller blades to improve the propulsive performance. 
These devices were recognised as an alternative to the transom tab installation on 
high Froude number vessels from 1992 (see Duffy (1999)) ~here there were some obvi
ous benefits compared with the transom tab (see Wilson(ed.) (2000)) such as reduced 
fabrication, operation and maintenance costs and reduced hydraulic operating power 
requirements. Some installations also utilize them for trimming on small high-speed 
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craft (see Pike (2003)). They can even be used as a high speed steering device (see 
Widmark (2001)). Ericson (2002) looked at a comparison of the lift and drag char
acteristics between the interceptor and transom tab through wind tunnel tests and 
numerical analysis. The force characteristics between the devices are different, thus 
making a selection between the devices for a particular application depend on factors 
such as vessel operating speed, machinery configuration and weight requirements. 

Another device contemplated for high Froude number vessels include the lift dump
ing foil (see Shock and Thiagarajan (1998)). Other devices not so prominent on high
speed craft include the transversely actuated moving mass (see Anonymous (1999) for 
an example of a 100 tonne moving mass for an oceanographic research vessel), the use 
of actively controlled rudders (see Goodwin et al. (2000), Perez et al. (2000)) and active 
tanks (see Treakle (1998), Coyle (2000) and Knaggs(ed.) (2000)). These devices are 
more common on large mono-hulls with a comparatively low metacentric height. 

The higher speeds of recently designed vessels makes cavitation an issue that must be 
considered and managed through material selection (see Ito et al. (1997) for cavitation 
erosion tests on high tensile stainless steels for a Techno-Superliner) and foil design. 
Super cavitating foils or possibly an unproven type of intercepted foil may be required 
in some cases to address these issues. Weight considerations in hull design have given 
rise to the need to produce lighter foils from materials such as high strength steels, 
,aluminium, titanium or composites (Moan et al. (1991)). 

1.6 Objective of Present Investigation 

Model tests for the purpose of validation and experimentation are made possible by 
the scaling laws on which they are based and provide an environment that can be 
customized and controlled with greater certainty than with full scale measurements. 
Similarity between model and full scale in both the physical model and the wave envi
ronment has been achieved to a certain extent with the differences dealt with through 
the use of correlation coefficients (particularly in resistance tests). Clauss et al. (1999) 
discusses the uncertainties in wave modelling, which included the full scale measurement 
of the real wave field environment and their analysis through mathematical modelling. 
It also includes the mechanical restrictions in the wave generation process, their propa
gation and decay over the length of the tank, instrumentation accuracy, their measure
ment and linear spectral analysis. Whilst full scale measurements also share some of 
these problems, they do not need to deal with issues of scaling and wave reproduction. 
However, they do need to deal with the issues of measurement and instrumentation so 
as to obtain an accurate record that provides a complete understanding of the events 
measured and recorded for use during the analysis of the data. 

Transfer functions or response amplitude operators (RAO) can be derived if suf
ficiently long time records are available to resolve cross spectra of signals accurately. 
When deriving a specific energy spectrum of ship response it is necessary for the mea
surements of the wave environment and ship response to be taken over a relatively short 
duration where the wave conditions can be considered to remain constant to obtain a 
useful result. However, under the assumption of linear ship response it is not essential 
for the sea conditions to remain identical when deriving transfer functions as all the 
ensemble averages of wave spectra and response spectra can be averaged together, pro
vided the data can be organised into groups of constant wave direction, vessel speed 
and even wave height if linearity is an issue. With the vessel encountered wave di
rection changing significantly during a period of measurement from 0 to 360 degrees, 
resolving wave directions aft of the beam with ship mounted wave measurement devices 
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becomes difficult without complex equipment. Therefore, central to such observations 
is the measurement of the sea surface profile using either radar and ultrasonic sensors 
mounted on the vessel bow from which the wave encounter spectra can be derived. 

This thesis seeks to develop some of the techniques and practices involved in per
forming full scale motion measurements with instrumentation mounted on an 81 and 
86 metre· aluminium twin-hull car/passenger ferries operating in an omni-directional 
wave environment. Assumptions and simplification of the measurement records were 
made to enable a comparison of the data through spectral analysis with a numerical 
time domain prediction method for waves encountered on the bow (head seas). The 
numerical computations predicted the motion responses at Froude numbers of 0.235 to 
0.798 (12.5 to 45.5 knots) through the use of a time domain strip theory program (see 
Holloway (1998)) with the inclusion of motion control surfaces. 

1.6.1 Limitations of the Results 

The approach of this research was to involve both experimental and computational 
results to achieve a balance of outcomes. The scope of measurements achieved and the 
type of experiments undertaken were restricted by limitations that include: 

• the experimental tests were carried out with the use of a full-scale craft where the 
wave environment could not be controlled or regulated. The measurement of the 
wave climate did not take into account its three dimensional nature and so some 
assumptions had to be made to account for this. No model scale experimental 
motion data from a towing tank was available to further validate the results, 
due to time and financial constraints. Ideally, some results from a towing tank 
would have provided more credence to the outcomes due to the ability of such 
experiments to isolate and limit the measured variables. This would have been a 
useful comparison however, the scope of the present work was necessarily limited 
to comparison of full-scale and computed responses. 

• the recording of ,experimental data during the course of normal ship operations 
due to the high cost for dedicated ship time. The implication was that without 
measuring every influencing variable of the ship motions (for example, whether 
the motion control system was on or off, although in practice the motion con
trol system was invariably active), some ambiguity remained in the results due 
to broad assumptions and averaging of the data. In addition, operational re
quirements overwhelmingly dictated the preferred course of the vessel relative to 
the predominant wave direction, so the probability of obtaining data for all wave 
directions reduced considerably. 

• the motion control system algorithm implemented on the vessel was not known 
exactly for reasons of commercial security. As a result the control algorithm could 
not be exactly modelled in the numerical computation and certain assumptions 
had to be made about its method of operation. However, the general principle of 
the motion control system is to act as a damper and it was considered that this 
was sufficient to represent the motion controls in the numerical computation, and 

• time and the availability of computational resources meant that only head seas 
could be modeled for comparison with the experimental data. The ability to 
model other wave directions may have yielded more information about the re
sponse of the vessel in omni-directional seas similar to the type of waves encoun
tered in the experimental measurements. 
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1.6.2 Thesis Outline 

The present chapter has introduced the wave-induced motions of high Froude number 
craft with some background discussion of the literature relevant to this research topic. 
Chapter 2 covers the methods employed in the experimental work and introduces a 
solution to resolving the measured dominant wave direction to allow data analysis to 
be conducted for known directions for the encountered sea. Chapter 3 presents the 
methods employed in the computational simulation. Chapter 4 presents the results of 
the full-scale measurements through transfer functions, spectra and response measure
ments. Chapter 5 presents the results of the numerical computation through transfer 
functions and response spectra for bow waves at two loading conditions for the hull con
figured both with and without motion control surfaces. Chapter 6 contains a discussion 
that brings the results of full-scale measurements and numerical computations together 
and finally Chapter 7 forms the conclusion and highlights some areas of possible future 
research. 



Chapter 2 

Experimental Meth.ads For 
Full-Scale Wave Response 
Measurements 

2.1 Overall Strategy 

Experimental measurements were conducted on two twin-hull type car/passenger ves
sels illustrated in figures 2.1 and 2.2. Measurements commenced on an 81 meter vessel 
(Incat hull number 038) and concluded on a second 86 metre vessel (Incat hull number 
042) (see Appendix A for further details on these vessels). The hull form features a 
chine below the waterline with cantilevered, low volume hulls in the bow above the 
waterline. The sectional beam at the waterline of each demi-hull is greater than any 
underwater section, unlike the underwater shape of the Small Water plane Area Twin 
Hull (SWATH) or the semi-SWATH (see Holloway and Davis (1997)). These generally 
have a waterline beam in the extreme aft end that is greater than any underwater sec
tion, but in the forward end the greatest section beam is well below the still waterline. 
The 81 and 86 metre hull forms of this study are thus conventional in general form. 

A data acquisition system fitted to each vessel was left to operate largely unsuper
vised to accumulate data. The 81 metre vessel after its delivery to the United Kingdom, 
operated between Weymouth, Guernsey and Jersey in the English Channel, whilst the 
86 metre vessel, which eventually replaced the 81 metre vessel, operated on the same 
route for a further 12 months before all measuring equipment was removed (see Hynds 
(1997) for some background information of the 86 metre vessel on this route). 

The delivery voyage of the 81 metre vessel started in Hobart, Australia on 8th 

March 1996 before proceeding to Perth Australia, Seychelles, Djibouti, Suez Canal and 
Malta before arriving in Portland, England on 3rd April 1996, some 26 days later. 
Data was collected during the delivery voyage and during sea trials conducted out of 
Portland before the vessel went into service shortly after the 19th April 1996. The last 
measurement of the vessel in service was taken on the 3rd December 1996, some 228 
days later. 

The delivery voyage of the 86 metre vessel also started in Hobart Australia on 14th 
December 1996 before proceeding to Sydney Australia, Perth Australia, Seychelles, 
Suez Canal and Malta before arriving in Portland, England on 15th January 1997, 
some 32 days later. Data was collected during the delivery voyage prior to the vessel 
going into service about 1 st February 1997. The last measurement of the vessel in 
service was taken on the 7th May 1998, some 460 days later. 
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Figure 2.1: 81 metre (Incat Hull 038) - first experimental measurements 

Figure 2.2: 86 metre (Incat Hull 042) - second experimental measurements 

2.1.1 Hull Configuration 

2.1.1.1 Hull Particulars 
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The hull displacement throughout the delivery could vary significantly because of the 
substantial fuel usage between fuel stops. For the 81 metre vessel, the fuel load was 
over 360 tonnes and over 380 tonnes for the 86 metre vessel, which represents approx
imately 303 of the total vessel displacement. Whilst it was not feasible to calculate 
the precise displacement of the vessel for each data record, the overall range of possible 
loading conditions was calculated. During the delivery voyage, the change in loaded 
displacement occurred due to fuel reduction, whilst during service operations, the vari
ation in displacement was due to the daily variation in passenger and vehicle numbers 
combined with fuel usage. 

Implicit in the calculation for the loading of the vessel was the corresponding range 
of radius of gyration in roll, pitch and yaw. These were estimated for each vessel at 
the departure and the 103 arrival1 conditions for both the delivery voyage and service 
operating conditions. These estimations showed that there was only a small change 

110% arrival condition represents for a given loading departure condition the corresponding loading 
condition of the vessel toward the end of its journey where the fuel and other liquid expenditure or 
usage has diminished to the 10% capacity level. For some liquids this merely involves a transfer from 
one tank to another within the vessel but for items like fuel these weights are lost to the atmosphere 
after combustion in the engines. 
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in the toll gyration radius for both the delivery and service configurations whilst a 
larger variation occurred for the pitch and yaw gyration radii. This was not surprising 
with the fuel tanks concentrated near amidships and the loading areas extending well 
forward and aft. The range of loading conditions considered for each vessel are listed 
in Appendix A. 

2.1.1.2 Motion Control Configuration 

Throughout the period of data acquisition, each vessel was fitted with transom mounted 
trim tabs, which were an extension of the hull's underside shell plating. The tab was 
pivoted about a hinge line on the leading edge about one metre forward of the transom 
with a 2 metre chord and a 4 metre span located vertically above the hull baseline 1.4 
and 1.296 metres for the 81 and the 86 metre vessel respectively. Up and down deflection 
of this surface by a hydraulic ram would increase or decrease the hydrodynamic lift 
force near the transom. After the delivery voyage to the United Kingdom and prior 
to operational service, both vessels were fitted with a horizontal foil on the forward 
keel of each demi-hull which was connected to the keel by a single vertical strut to 
form an inverted tee shape, a configuration commonly known as a T-foil. These were 
located 55.8 and 61.8 metres forward of the transom for the 81 and 86 metre vessels 
respectively and 0.2 metres above the hull baseline (or approximately 0.5 metres below 
the local keel). These T-foils could also create both upward and downward lift through 
two hydrodynamic processes. The first was by inducing an angle of attack through 
the vertical movement of the foil as the vessel heaved and pitched or by the controlled 
deflection of the trailing edge flap. 

2.2 Measurement of Encountered Wave Surface 

Measurement of the encountered wave surface profile used a bow mounted TSK type 
microwave radar wave meter. It measured the relative velocity of the free surface by 
timing the Doppler phase shift of the return signal relative to the output signal. The 
relative wave displacement was then be found by the integration of this signal with 
respect to time. The mounting of this device at the forward most bow position was 
suited to the twin-hull vessel where the target area on the water surface was well clear of 
any interference of the hull on the sea surface. In close proximity was an accelerometer 
suspended on a gimbal mechanism in a bath of viscous fluid. By twice integrating the 
accelerometer signal with respect to time, the relative displacement in time of the bow 
was calculated. Calculation of the wave profile under the microwave sensor subtracted 
the relative displacement between the water surface and the microwave sensor from the 
bow displacement (determined from the accelerometer). The position reference was 
determined through integration of each signal over a long-term average level. 

The centre bow arrangement on both the 81 and 86 meter vessels provided a suitable 
mounting platform for the transducer providing a downward view of the water surface 
that was free from any obstruction by the hull. This unit proved to be more effective 
than ultrasonics transducers at the time as there was no manufacturer at the time that 
produced any units suitable for this type of measurement in both range and sampling 
frequency. 

2.2.1 Wave Meter Sample Rate 

It can be shown that for a given forward speed, the greatest wave encounter frequency We 

will occur with the waves encountered directly on the bow. Predicted transfer functions 
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for these vessels in head, bow-quartering and beam seas show that a dimensionless 
encounter frequency (w:) of 8 (2.9 rad/s or 0.46 Hz, where assumed length is 76.412m) 
was sufficient to capture the diminishing upper frequencies tail of the heave and pitch 
transfE;)r functions. To capture the high frequency wave energy of a 3 to 4 second 
average period wave spectrum with a vessel forward speed of 42.5 knots required a high 
frequency cut off of at least 15 rad/s (2.4 Hz). The established sampling frequency of 
10 Hertz of the sea surface transducer was therefore greater than the required sample 
rate whilst also sufficient to prevent aliasing of the frequencies below the required 2.4 
Hertz by remaining above the minimum sampling frequency of 4.8 Hertz. Similarly, 
the lowest frequency of vessel response can extend down to the DC level. The ability 
of the transducer to detect this will depend upon its signal to noise level. Ideally, 
the transducer should be able to detect frequencies down to 0.15 rad/s (0.024 Hz) to 
capture waves up to 20 second average period although there will be higher frequency 
components within this spectrum. 

If the sampling frequency Cfs) is set at the Nyquist frequency of 2we(max), it can be 
shown that the minimum measurable regular wave length (Amin) in deep water is given 
by 

1 [/¥!7rg 27r ] fs = - -- - --Ucosµ 
7r Amin Amin 

(2.1) 

where U the forward speed (m/s) and µ is the wave heading. The sample fre
quency can be either positive where the hull encounters the waves on their front face 
or negative where the hull encounters the waves on their rear face. The solutions are 
shown in figure 2.3 with the minimum measurable wave length Amin against U cosµ. 
For some values of U cosµ there are two solutions of fs, which are apparent- in figure 
2.3. This condition is similar to the relationship discussed by Lloyd (1989) between 
wave encounter, wavelength and the speed term U cosµ. It highlights the problem that 
waves detected and measured by a single point transducer encountered aft of the beam 
can introduce an ambiguity by the fact that there can be two possible solutions of wave 
length under certain conditions. 

Both vessels were fitted with a TSK wave meter that sampled the relative sea surface 
distance at a frequency of 20 Hertz 2 • With the vessel top speed of approximately 42.5 
knots, the minimum measurable wave length was less than 5 meters or 6.53 of the 
waterline length. This sample rate was higher than would normally be required for this 
type of experiment, but provides the opportunity for the sample rate of the raw data 
to be reduced through data decimation, which effectively reduced the sample frequency 
to 5 Hertz for spectral analysis. 

In this analysis, a maximum encounter frequency in the transfer functions of say 
w: = 10 corresponds to a deep water wave length of approximately 54.5 meters (713 
of the hull waterline length) at a forward speed of 42.5 knots in head seas. 

2 Ideally the TSK unit should of had a low pass filter of 10 Hertz (or less) but it is unknown what 
type of filtering the TSK contained to prevent aliasing. 
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Figure 2.3: Minimum measurable wave length by a sea surface transducer given its 
sampling frequency, the vessel speed and the encountered wave direction for (a) long 
wave lengths and (b) short wave lengths. 
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2.3 Determination of Primary Wave Direction 

A vessel instrumented with a sea surface sensing radar has the capacity to only mea
sure the encountered wave surface profile in the vicinity underneath the bow where it 
was mounted. On a mono-hull vessel, this is difficult to achieve because of the wake 
disturbance near the bow created by the forward movement of the vessel. On a twin
hull vessel however, the sea surface beneath a bow-mounted sensor was generally free 
from the disturbing influence of the side hulls because of the spacing between them. 
The transducer only measures the distance between the sea surface and the sensor it
self and when combined with a double integrated vertical acceleration measurement 
from the same location was able to produce a profile of the sea surface in time. This 
provides only an indication of the wave height with no indication of wave direction, sur
face orientation or wave celerity with respect to the direction of vessel forward speed. 
To acquire this information from the wave environment, a more complex wave-sensing 
device was required. Such devices based on radar sensing are in use on some ferries 
and may in the future become part of a compulsory ship monitoring system. Where 
the wave sensing device has limited capacity to gather sufficient information for the 
production of motion response spectra, the only practical approach was to use the hull 
motions as the means to determine wave direction. For a vessel in commercial service, 
this removes the reliance on crew to obtain visual wave data, which can be unreliable, 
particularly at night when there may be poor visibility. Visual wave data can however 
be useful to provide confirmation for the recorded or computed wave data. 

Whilst twin-hull vessels have heave, roll and pitch motions that are prone to ex
citation at relatively short wave encounter periods, the heave transfer functions with 
respect to wave height or wave slope which are close to unity in longer wave encounter 
periods. On this basis, it was reasonable to assume that the wave direction could be 
determined through full-scale measurements of roll and pitch displacement magnitudes 
combined with the heave velocity at the vessel's centre of gravity. 

The solution was implemented assuming small angle rotations with a right handed 
coordinate system with its origin located at the hull centre of gravity (CG) with x 
forward, y to port and z upwards such that the notation 'f/4 is for roll positive starboard 
side down, 'f/s for pitch positive bow down and 'f/g for heave positive up. A unit vector 
was constructed at the CG (see figure 2.4) and fixed in the z-direction of the hull body 
coordinates such that as the hull rolls ( rJ4 ) and pitches ( rJs) the unit vector remains 
perpendicular to the deck on the ZB-axis. In the presence of waves as the hull rolls and 
pitches, components of this unit vector can be projected onto the non rotating x, y and 
z trihedron, which moves forward with the vessel thus creating components a, b, c and 
m giVing an instantaneous direction of deck slope (denoted X6w). 

From this notation the following relationships are created 

tan2 (x8 ) 

m2 
(2.2) - b2 

m2 c2 +a2 (2.3) 

tan ("14) 
c (2.4) -
b 

tan ("ls) 
a (2.5) 
b 

tan (x6w) 
c (2.6) -
a 

Substituting equation 2.4 and 2.5 into 2.3 for c and a, then substituting equation 
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Figure 2.4: Nomenclature and geometry used for the determination of the primary 
wave dirction (µ). ZB is perpendicular to the deck. Roll (ry4 ) and pitch (ry5 ) angles are 
exagurated for clarity. 

2.3 into 2.2, it can be shown from equation 2.2 that the magnitude of the deck slope 
x 8 at any instant in time can be determined with 

(2.7) 

where Xs will always be positive. In addition, by substituting equations 2.4 and 2.5 
into equation 2.6 for c and a the direction of the deck slope X6w at an instant in time 
can be determined by 

tan (ry4 ) 7r 
tan (x6w) = ( ) : ry4 , ry5 -=/= ±-2 tan ry5 

(2.8) 

where x6w will always be in the direction of downward deck slope. To ensure the correct 
orientation of X6w from equation 2.8 within the 0° to 360° range rather than a ±90° 
range, table 2.1 shows the required corrections based on figure 2.5. A corrected X6w 
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indicates a downward deck slope magnitude that has a direction in degrees to port from 
the bow such that a deck with a roll angle to port and a bow down pitch angle of equal 
magnitude would give X6w = 45°. 

y 
1/4 (-) 1/4 (+) 
1/s (-) 1/s (-) 

r.wt- _dftc:llon_dlelillon.gle 

Figure 2.5: Sign of roll (714 ) and pitch (715 ) angles for various angles of downward deck 
slope ( 77Bw). 

I X6w quadrant I Pitch sign I Roll sign I Correction to X6w result 

1 775 ( +) 774 (-) X6w + ~ 
2 775 (-) 774 (-) X6w + % 
3 775 (-) 774 ( +) X6w - ~ 
4 775 ( +) 774 ( +) X6w - % 

Table 2.1: Correction to the downward deck slope result of equation 2.8 

From the relationships of 2.7 and 2.8 it was possible to determine both the mag
nitude (x8 ) and direction (x6w) of the instantaneous deck slope from both the roll 
displacement (714 ) and pitch displacement (715). Under the assumption the vessel was 
operating in the presence of a significant wave environment, two maximum values of 
deck slope (x8 ) emerge that correspond with two values of deck slope direction (x6w) 
that differ by approximately 180° (see plot (2a) in figures 2.6 to 2.8). One of these max
imum values will correspond with the primary wave direction (denoted xx.(+)) and the 
other will correspond with the wave encounter direction relative to the vessel (denoted 
xx.(-))· However, it was not clear which of the two represents the primary wave direc
tion and which the wave encounter direction. The distribution of deck slope magnitude 
(x8 ) as a function of deck slope direction (x6w) can be improved by a summation of all 
the instantaneously measured data within each increment of deck slope direction (x6w) 
of say 5° (see plot (2b) in figures 2.6 to 2.8). This reduces the data whilst emphasising 
the directions of deck slope that contain a higher number of data points. 

With a similar approach to that described for the deck slope (x8 ) , the instantaneous 
heave velocity (i13) as a function of deck slope direction (x6w) can be determined. This 
yields two maximum values of heave velocity ( i13) that will differ by approximately 180°, 
but in this case, one will be positive and the other negative. A positive maximum value 
indicates the vessel was on the front face of a wave heaving upwards and a negative 
maximum indicates the vessel was on the back face of a wave heaving downwards 
(see plot (la) in figures 2.6 to 2.8) . It was of course obvious that the deck slope 
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direction ( X6w) that corresponds with the former will correspond with the primary 
wave direction (denoted by x.,h(+)) and the later will correspond with the direction of 
wave encounter (denoted by xr,

3
(-))· As with the case of deck slope, the distribution of 

heave velocity (i/3 ) as a function of deck slope direction (xBw) can be improved through 
similar reasoning by a summation of all the instantaneously measured data within each 
increment of deck slope direction (xBw) of say 5° (see plot (lb) in figures 2.6 to 2.8). 
It was clear however, that the sign convention of the heave velocity will in this case 
remove the ambiguity present when considering only the deck slope (xs) as a function 
of deck slope direction (xBw) by yielding the primary wave direction (xr,

3
(+)) and the 

wave encounter direction ( xr,
3 
(-)). 

The two elements of instantaneous heave velocity ( f/3 ) and instantaneous deck slope 
(xs) can be multiplied such that the product x8 f/3 is made a function of the deck 
slope direction (xBw). This yielded two maximum values that differed by approximately 
180° (see plot (3) in figures 2.6 to 2.8). Firstly, a positive maximum occurred that is 
coincident with a value of deck slope direction (xBw), which indicated the primary 
wave direction (denotedµ) such that a positive maximum of 180° indicates the waves 
are encountered on the bow of the vessel . Secondly, a negative maximum occurred 
that is coincident with a value of deck slope direction (xBw), which indicated the wave 
encounter direction (µe). 

In an irregular short crested wave environment, there is a degree of wave spreading, 
which implies that not all waves are travelling precisely in the same direction as the 
primary wave direction. This phenomenon combined with the possibility that the roll 
or pitch transfer function may independently vary to some extent from unity (although 
this is assumed to be small) for a given wave encounter frequency, means that there 
will be varying magnitudes in the product x8 f/3 . The distribution of the product Xsi/3 
as a function of deck slope direction (xBw) will vary between the positive maximum cor
responding to the primary wave direction (µ) and a negative maximum corresponding 
to the direction of wave encounter (µe), a difference of approximately 180°. It is clear 
that it would be convenient for the primary wave direction to be defined at exactly one 
direction for the duration of a data sampling period, so that the positive and negative 
maximums of x 8 f/3 should in theory be exactly 180° apart. Therefore, by taking the 
mean of these two values (µ and µe) which are already approximately in opposite direc
tions and adding ±90° as appropriate, both values will contribute to determining the 
most probable primary wave direction relative to the vessel. Based on this approach, 
it can be shown that the mean primary wave direction P, can be determined by 

(2.9) 

It is implied by the assumptions that in the presence of a significant wave environ
ment the vessel must undergo roll, pitch and heave motions of sufficient magnitudes 
to use the hull as a directional wave buoy for estimating the primary wave direction 
(µ) from equation 2.9. To ensure a data set contains the characteristics that makes it 
suitable for determining the primary wave direction, some experience with the data set 
showed the following. Firstly, the absolute heave acceleration should be of sufficient 
magnitude. Second and thirdly, the deck slope directions of xr,

3
(+) and Xr,3 (-) should 

correspond closely with the wave direction (µ) and the wave encounter direction (µe) 
respectively. Fourthly, the wave direction (µ) and the wave encounter direction (µe) 
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should be approximately 180° apart. These four criteria are summarized as, 

lii31max > 0.07g 

lxiJ3(+) - µI < 45° 

lxiJ3(-) - µel < 45° 

1180 - Iµ- µell < 45° 
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(2.10) 

(2.11) 
(2.12) 

(2.13) 

The important aspect of the selected bow acceleration criterion level was that the 
other lower criteria could have been satisfied whilst the vessel was under the influence 
of very small motions, causing it to roll and pitch only a modest amount. For the 
vessel to show vertical accelerations greater than the underlying noise level that might 
be recorded in nominally calm water, there was thus reasonable certainty that the 
vessel was at sea and responding to significant waves. The data recorded was thus not 
obtained in low wave heights or even in calm conditions. However, the acceleration level 
for data collection may well have been lower or higher than 0.07g at the vessel's centre 
of gravity. It can be seen that 0.07g measured at the vessel's centre of gravity is about 
four times smaller than the trigger level set for general data acquisition from the bow 
accelerometer. In some typical cases this was the approximate difference in acceleration 
levels between the bow and centre of gravity positions. Had the general trigger level of 
the bow accelerometer that initiated the data acquisition sequence been lower, then the 
criterion level of 0.07g at the vessel's centre of gravity would also have been effectively 
lower. The acceleration value therefore was not particularly critical provided it served 
its purpose of removing data records of low motion levels and therefore not of interest 
in the analysis. 

Figures 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 present three sets of sample results for head, bow quartering 
and beam sea primary wave directions respectively. The figures represent the derivation 
of x 8 i]3 as a function of deck slope direction (x6w) from the raw data of deck slope and 
heave velocity. Each value in plots (lb), (2b) and (3) represents the summation of all 
values that lay within a narrow band, which in this case was a 5° increment. The raw 
data displayed in each of the figures represent a time record of 4096 samples taken at 
the sampling rate of 20 Hertz. For the case where a head sea was predicted (see plot 
(3) of figure 2.6) a distinct positive maximum peak value (µ) can be identified near 
the deck slope direction (x6w) of 180°. In the case where a bow quartering sea was 
predicted (see plot (3) of figure 2. 7) a distinct positive maximum peak value (µ) can be 
identified near the deck slope direction ( X6w) of 225°. In the case where a port beam 
sea was predicted (see plot (3) of figure 2.8) a distinct positive maximum peak value(µ) 
can be identified near the deck slope direction ( X6w) of 90°. In each instance there is a 
corresponding negative maximum approximately 180° out of phase confirming the wave 
encounter direction (µe) such that between the two, the mean primary wave direction 
(p,) can be determined according to equation 2.9. The peak of each of these examples 
can vary in sharpness depending on. how well the primary wave direction has been 
distinguished from less pronounced waves from surrounding directions, or how long or 
short crested the sea surface is. A sharp peak would tend to define a well defined wave 
direction whilst a less defined peak produces only a moderately defined wave direction. 
Typically, the magnitude of the product x8 i]3 is reduced to half its peak level within a 
directional bandwidth of ±45° and in the circumstance of a well defined outcome this 
directional bandwidth is reduced to less than ±10°. 

An issue with this method is firstly, the possibility that the vessel's course will 
occasionally change because of operational requirements or because of inadequate di
rectional stability and course tracking control, which can also have the secondary effect 
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of course correction through an automatic or manually operated helm. Other distin
guishing nonlinear events were also noted in the following sea wave directions where 
the ship course could vary by up to 20° because of phase lags in the autopilot of the 
ship steering system. As the sea overtakes the vessel, the steering mechanisms attempt 
to correct the induced yawing moment but the over correction results in the vessel 
following a zigzag course, which is evident in the wake of the vessel. Under these cir
cumstances, the pitch angles and velocities or accelerations are of similar magnitude 
to the roll induced motions as the vessel undergoes yaw oscillations across the wave 
front. Because of this phenomenon, this method of determining the wave direction can 
become unreliable in seas between the beam and following directions. However, the 
low level of accelerations in such seas resulted in inadequate data being collected for 
the purpose of transfer function and sea direction analysis. Secondly, the likelihood 
that the speed can fluctuate with a data record or across a data group means that the 
selection of suitable data records where these variations were maintained below an ac
ceptable threshold is important. These variations are inevitable, so the data collected 
that is related to the sea state in some form will not remain constant as would be the 
case in ideal conditions. Finding and being exposed to conditions of sufficient duration 
so as to collect enough data for this type of analysis and spectral derivation is a real 
issue that to some extent was inadequately achieved during the time frame of this work. 
With this proposition much of the data records had to branded with the assumption of 
linearity, particularly with regard to wave amplitude, the sector size of wave directions 
so that wave spectra, ship, response and finally the derived transfer functions could be 
created. 

These results present a clear case that the primary wave direction in certain cir
cumstances may be determined where the broad criterion of 2.10 to 2.13 are at least 
satisfied. However, without further confirmation from additional independent inputs 
that can provide wave direction in a fixed reference frame such as wind speed and 
direction transducers, three-dimensional wave sensing radar or simultaneous metrolog
ical data this method can in no wise guarantee that a sufficient description of the wave 
conditions has been achieved. This approach is presented as the means by which the 
primary wave direction was predicted for each sampled data set wherein each data 
set was assigned to the nearest 45° ± 22.5° centre banded increment from 0° to 360°. 
However, only the primary wave directions coinciding with the centre bands of 90°, 
135°, 180°, 225° and 270° were further developed to produce the motion responses and 
transfer functions in this work. In particular, these specific wave directions represent 
the wave encounter directions or head, bow-quartering and beam seas. Data obtained 
in aft-quartering to following sea wave directions, although present, did not emerge 
through this process, as these conditions created ambiguous results that were typified 
by low accelerations and less pronounce motions that made them difficult to determine 
with any certainty their primary wave direction. Removal of this data occurred after ap
plying the criteria of 2.10 to 2.13. Further, the data collected was triggered by a signal 
based on the bow accelerations, which was greatest in bow to beam sea wave directions 
and of much less significance in the beam to following sea wave encounter directions 
for which very little data was collected. Other wave directions sampled and grouped 
outside of the specific wave directions of head (180°), bow-quartering (135° or 225°) 
and beam (90° or 270°) seas (see table 4.1 for the 81 metre and table 4.2 for the 86 
metre vessels) were excluded from further analysis as presenth1g this data would not 
add meaningfully to the discussions raised in this analysis. · 
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Figure 2.6: Primary wave direction predicted at 180° (Head sea wave direction). (Mod
erately well defined wave direction) 
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Figure 2.7: Primary wave direction predicted at 225° (Port bow-quartering wave direc
tion) (Moderately well defined wave direction) 
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Figure 2.8: Primary wave direction predicted at 90° (Starboard beam wave direction) 
(Well defined wave direction) 
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2.4 Measurement of Vessel Motions 

Experimental motion measurements on the 81 metre vessel proceeded with a vertical 
accelerometer and gyroscopic angular rate sensors located near the vessel's centre of 
gravity (CG). The angular rate was converted to a signal that was proportional to the 
roll and pitch motions prior to reaching the acquisition system, which were recorded 
with the data. A vertical accelerometer was also placed at the CG and at the bow. 

The 86 metre vessel only used vertical accelerometers placed at the CG, bow, stern 
and port side adjacent to the CG. The roll and pitch angles were calculated by combin
ing the signals of two or more vertical accelerometers with a known separation distance 
in the transverse and the longitudinal planes respectively. Calculation of hull motions 
or displacements in time was conducted through double integration of the vertical and 
the rotational acceleration signals. 

2.5 Data Acquisition 

The platform for shipboard data acquisition consisted of a portable notebook com
puter installed with instrumentation software and a hard disk drive for data storage. 
Connected through the computer's parallel port was an analogue to digital (A/D) 
card module which provided an interface between the computer and the motion trans
ducers consisting of vertical accelerometers and/ or electronic rate gyroscopes. Also 
connected, was a Global Positioning System (GPS) and bow mounted microwave radar 
from Tsurumi Seiki Co. Ltd. (TSK) (see TSK (2003)) for relative water surface dis
tance measurement that operated in a similar fashion to the unit described by Yasuda 
et al. (1985). 

The computer was a portable Toshiba T2130CS DX486 75MHz notebook (PC) that 
contained 8 MB of random access memory (RAM) and 350 MB of available hard disk 
storage space (500 MB total) running on a Microsoft Windows version 3.11 operating 
system. There was sufficient data storage with this arrangement for approximately 
six months of data before downloading of the hard disk was required. The analog to 
digital (A/D) conversion system was a 16 channel IOtech DBK112B daqbook device 
connected to the PC through the parallel port and contained a screw terminal card as 
an interface with the ship wiring connections. 

Power interruptions would frequently occur as power was switched from ship to 
shore based supply. In the event of a power failure or interruption from the ship's 240-
volt supply, the PC battery would keep the system going for a short period whilst also 
providing some protection from power surges. Should the PC shut down completely, 
a manual reboot was required to restore the power, after which the instrument-based 
software would automatically initialize itself. For the remaining equipment and trans
ducers, no independent power backup was available, but these were generally able to 
function without supervision. 

Data was sampled from the Global Positioning System (GPS) at less than 0.1 Hertz 
through a serial connection. The data consisted of the ship speed, global position 
coordinates, heading relative to north and universal mean time (UMT). 

The smaller 81 metre vessel was fitted with an electronic rate gyroscope located 
in close proximity to the vessel's centre of gravity and a vertical accelerometer at the 
bow. The 86 metre vessel had only vertical accelerometers located on the port beam, 
the hull centreline near the vessel's centre of gravity, and at the bow and stern. 

An electrical ground loop detected on the 81 meter vessel between the computer 
and the motion control system caused interference with other systems such as the 
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transom flaps. The only solution available was a temporary disconnection of the system 
during manoeuvring. This issue was solved on the subsequent 86 meter vessel by the 
installation of an optical-isolator between the ship motion control system and the data 
acquisition system, which prevented the reference voltages of the analogue to digital 
(A/D) card from interfering with the reference voltages of the ship motion control 
system. 

The retention of raw data also provided the flexibility to analyse and interrogate 
data in various ways after completion of the measurements. Acquisition of data on the 
81 and 86 metre vessels, was accomplished with the portable PC programmed with the 
National Instruments software product Labview, version 3.1, to acquire data automat
ically by continuously monitoring the acceleration of the bow due to the wave induced 
motions. Provided a recording sequence was not currently underway, and the bow 
accelerations exceeded a predefined threshold, a new recording sequence was initiated 
where data was held in memory from the motion sensing transducers, bow mounted 
wave measurement transducer and the Global Positioning System (GPS) before being 
stored to the hard disk drive. This was clearly a demanding task for the computer 
hardware system to perform efficiently and would often result in modest delays while 
the system wrote data to disk before a new acquisition sequence could commence. 

2.5.1 Data Initialisation Trigger Level 

The initialisation of a data recording sequence commenced when the constantly mon
itored signal of the bow accelerometer exceeded a predefined threshold. The bow ac
celerometer was chosen because its location generally had the largest motion levels in 
most wave conditions and so provided a greater range over which to select a suitable 
trigger level. The trigger level on the 81 metre vessel was set to an acceleration level 
of between 0.05g and 0.5g. Similarly, the trigger level on the 86 metre vessel was set 
to an acceleration level of between 0.05g and 0.5g where the acceleration level was 
defined over and above the acceleration due to gravity and typically ended up at least 
about 0.3g for many of the data records. In retrospect it may have been better to 
maintain a low level and thus acquired a greater amount of data for motion analysis. 
However, data storage was relatively expensive at the time of the measurements and 
it was not known how much potential there was to acquire data of sufficient quality. 
Taking a conservative approach it was decided to limit the data records to those that 
contained reasonable levels of motion. This ensured the data storage would not run out 
of space before a data download could be achieved and that significant measurement 
opportunities were not missed. 

The trigger level was based on machine units that could be converted to acceleration 
provided the transducer calibration was known together with the voltage range. The 
bow accelerometer had a range of ±2g about its mean level of lg and the 12 bit data 
acquisition board had the voltage range of ±5V (see appendix B). This gave a machine 
unit trigger level (T L) setting of T L = 40i 5 V = 40i 5 g, where Vis the equivalent voltage 
level and g is the equivalent non-dimensional acceleration. By example, a trigger level 
of 0.05g or 0.3g over the acceleration due to gravity required a setting of 2150 and 2662 
respectively. 

2.5.2 81 metre Vessel Data Records 

Data records of the 81 metre vessel were sampled at 10 Hertz over a 102.4 or 204.8 
second period. This data was stored in compact uncalibrated binary format on the 
data acquisition computer. After retrieval of this data from the ship, it was calibrated 
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and converted to ASCII text format ready for analysis. To maintain an ordered file 
sequence, each raw data file was designated by the month in which it was sampled 
followed by a monthly sequence number. For example, the 37th file recorded in April 
was named 'apr_87.bin'. The raw data acquired from the transducers included 

1. bow vertical accelerometer; 

2. vertical accelerometer at the hull centre of gravity; 

3. roll displacement derived from the rate gyroscope; 

4. pitch displacement derived from the angular rate gyroscope; 

5. port tab hydraulic ram; 

6. starboard tab hydraulic ram; 

7. vertical displacement of the bow measured by the accelerometer associated with 
the microwave wave radar; 

8. sea surface relative distance measured by the microwave wave radar; 

9. significant wave height as calculated by the microwave wave radar processor, and 

10. average wave period as calculated by the microwave wave radar processor. 

Measurements of the port and starboard transom tabs in items 5 and 6 above, used 
a linear transducer made from a resistance multi-turn potentiometer mounted on the 
hydraulic ram of each transom tab. Calibrated resistance potentiometers provided a 
voltage of the ram displacement in time that could be logged by the data acquisition 
system. After a short period into the delivery voyage, these measurements ceased when 
the equipment broke beyond repair. 

The statistical information associated with each data file was simultaneously stored 
by creating a single line entry into a statistical summary file. This information describ
ing the circumstances in which the file was created was considered just as important 
as the measured data itself. Therefore, each file had a name that matched the month 
in which it was first created, followed by a sequence number for the given month and 
the year in which it was created. For the example previously used, the statistical in
formation would be stored in a file called "aprL96.sum", where this file was the first 
statistical summary file created in April of 1996. These files were limited to a nominal 
figure of 250 entries before creating a new file, so it was possible to have more than one 
statistical summary file in a month. The summary file for each analogue input channel 
consisted of the 

1. minimum value; 

2. maximum value; 

3. RMS value; 

4. standard deviation, and 

5. average value. 
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A general header was also included containing a list of the channel numbers, the 
channel gains, the trigger source, the trigger level, the number of scans per data file, 
the sample rate and the polarity of each channel. 

Data received from the GPS serial string was summarized at the end of each acqui
sition and saved to file after which the original data was discarded. This summary file 
consisted of 

1. final GPS time stamp; 

2. GPS average speed for the duration of the data record; 

3. PC's last time stamp; 

4. PC's last date stamp, and 

5. raw data file's monthly incremental run number. 

2.5.3 86 metre Vessel Data Records 

The configuration of the data acquisition on the 86 metre vessel recorded eight consec
utive data files after the initiation of an acquisition sequence through the automatic 
trigger. Each of these eight data files contained four sets of 1024 samples taken at 
20 Hertz, thus giving 4096 samples per file. This configuration complied with limita
tions in the IOtech daqbook drivers supplied with the A/D module for the Labview 
acquisition software where after each 1024 data samples the software had to be reset 
before sampling could continue. The separation time created by the reset was system 
dependant so could not be guaranteed to be consistent with the general timing of the 
sample intervals. 

Data received from the GPS serial string was stored separately for future retrieval 
and a summary of the GPS data acquired with each 4096 sample file was also recorded 
at the end of each acquisition. The summary file consisted of 

1. data binary file name; 

2. GPS data file name; 

3. computer day and date; 

4. computer time; 

5. GPS local time; 

6. GPS Universal Mean Time; 

7. average GPS speed over ground for the period of the data file recording; 

8. minimum GPS speed over ground for the period of the data file recording; 

9. maximum GPS speed over ground for the period of the data file recording; 

10. variation in GPS speed over ground for the period of the data file recording; 

11. average true north heading for the period of the data file recording; 

12. variation in true north heading for the period of the data file recording; 

13. average magnetic north heading for the period of the data file recording; 
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14. variation in magnetic north heading for the period of the data file recording; 

15. latitude and longitude position, and 

16. number of samples acquired by the raw data file. 

This information was stored in ASCII text format because of its relatively small 
storage requirement and included a file header containing the channel numbers used, 
the gains for each channel, the trigger source, the trigger level, the number of scans per 
data file, the sample rate, and polarity of each channel. Data acquired from transducers 
included 

1. bow vertical accelerometer; 

2. vertical accelerometer near the hull centre of gravity; 

3. aft vertical accelerometer; 

4. port side vertical accelerometer; 

5. vertical displacement of the bow as measured by the accelerometer associated 
with the microwave wave radar; 

6. relative distance from the microwave wave radar to the sea surface; 

7. sea surface profile as calculated by the microwave wave radar processor, and 

8. significant wave height as calculated by the microwave wave radar processor. 

In a similar approach to that used for the 81 metre vessel, the recorded data was 
stored in uncalibrated binary format. During post analysis the data was calibrated and 
converted to ASCII text format for further analysis. Each data file was named according 
to the month in which it was sampled, followed by a sequenced sample number within 
a group of 8 consecutively sampled data files. For example, the 5th data file recorded 
in the 17th group in December was named "Dec175.bin". Likewise, the corresponding 
GPS serial data was named "Deel 75.gps". 

2.6 Data Analysis Methods 

2.6.1 Data Manipulation 

When full-scale measurements are conducted at sea under a variety of operating con
ditions and wave climates, the measurements will include any number of conceivable 
wave heights, directions and periods within the sampled data records. They will also 
include variations of hull motion control configuration, loading condition and opera
tional speed. Full-scale measurements therefore do not have the freedom to isolate 
and manipulate the measured variables to the extent available with model tests con
ducted in a controlled environment. The variation within and across the data records of 
these experiments were therefore managed collectively by grouping the data into cate
gories where multiple records within each category were averaged together. Variation of 
record wave heights, wave periods or vessel loading conditions were not considered and 
a range of these variables were therefore included in each group of data. Vessel speeds 
were divided into 5 knot increments from 2.5 to 42.5 knots (±2.5 knots), although only 
speeds from 12.5 knots were analysed as data below this speed generally represented 
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data recorded manually in sheltered calm water near the vessel's port facilities. By 
assuming that the vessel response to waves was symmetrical about the hull longitudi
nal centre-line, the wave directions recorded from 0° to 360° were grouped in sectors 
from 0° to 180° in 45° increments. With the limitation that only waves forward of 
the beam could be more effectively resolved in the wave measurements, only results for 
bow (180° ± 22.5°), bow quartering (135° ± 22.5°) and beam (90° ± 22.5°) seas were 
considered in the spectral analysis. The sector angles were kept at 45° to encompass 
most of the limited quantities of data available whilst also acknowledging the difficulty 
of showing that the method of determining the wave direction could be resolved with 
sufficient accuracy to sector sizes less than 45°. 

Each vessel had two distinct hull configurations of motion control equipment on 
each demi-hull consisting of only a transom tab for the delivery voyage and then a 
transom tab and forward mounted T-foil during subsequent operational service. Whilst 
no distinction was made in the analysis between the control surfaces being in active 
or fixed mode, the vast majority of measurements were conducted with the controls in 
active mode, and inactive controls were selected only on very rare occasions. Therefore, 
grouping the results created 144 possible record groups of 9 speeds (2.5 to 42.5kn), 8 
wave directions (0° to 360° in 45° increments) and 2 hull configurations (trim tabs only 
or trim tabs and T-foils). However, not every record group contained usable data such 
as the two lowest speeds and following sea wave directions for reasons explained. Thus 
truncating the speeds and selecting the bow, bow quartering and beam wave directions 
left 42 record groups of 7 speeds (12.5 to 42.5kn), 3 wave directions (180°, 135° and 
90°) and 2 hull configurations (trim tabs only or trim tabs and T-foils) that could be 
used for spectral analysis and presentation. A summary of the data within each record 
group is discussed later in more detail and shown in table 4.1 for the 81 metre vessel 
and table 4.2 for the 86 metre vessel. 

2.6.2 Data Analysis 

Post analysis of the data proceeded with the use the National Instruments software 
package Labview that contained modules suitable for digital signal processing with 
regard to filtering, integration and spectral analysis. It was apparent from the outset 
that with the large quantity of data, a certain amount of automation had to be built 
into the analysis, firstly to determine into which data group (see preceding section 2.6.1 
for a description of the basis for these groups) each individual data ;ecord should be 
placed and finally to perform spectral analysis on the data within each group. 

2.6.2.1 Integration and Filtering 

Of the issues involved with spectral analysis of full-scale measurement data, the con
version of time wise vertical acceleration data acquired from accelerometers to dis
placement in time through integration is of particular interest. Over the time frame 
of any particular data record, the average mean position in heave, pitch or roll will 
be constantly changing due to non-linear variables such as vessel speed, wind forces 
on the hull, wave encounter direction, statistical variations in the wave profile, drift in 
the electronic transducers and changes in the hull displacement. Unless an accurate 
average of the time-wise signal is known prior to integration, the integrated signal will 
contain an element of drift that must be removed through high pass filtering at each 
stage of the integration process. In many applications where a time varying shift in the 
average condition does not occur, drift in the integrated signal is greatly reduced, mak
ing integration of long record durations possible, with less high pass filtering. In the 
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present investigation, the data records were sectioned over relatively short durations, 
then integrated and averaged together over all the records contained within each data 
group. 

When acceleration data was digitally converted during the analysis, a 0.16 Hertz 
high pass filter was applied at each stage of the integration to remove the low frequency 
drift associated with the integration of time records whilst a 0.6 Hertz low pass filter 
was applied to remove high frequency noise. The filter applied was a linear-phase finite 
impulse response (FIR) filter with equiripple characteristics using a Parks-McClellan 
algorithm. When measured wave data was employed in the spectral analysis no digital 
filtering was imposed on the data records obtained from the TSK wave meter. 

The effect of the low and high pass filtering on the energy represented by the 
measured acceleration response spectra was small (see section 4.4). This is because the 
filter was only applied during the integration process as the measured acceleration data 
was converted to velocity and displacement to create the motion transfer functions. 
In this case the results were truncated as this filtering removed any reliability in the 
outcome for frequencies below 0.16 Hertz. The transfer functions derived from measured 
data are further described in section 4.5. Clearly no significant amounts of energy was 
removed from the signal obtained from the wave data as no further digital filtering was 
applied. 

2.6.2.2 Power Spectrum Derivation 

To enable the use of efficient fast Fourier transform (FFT) techniques, the data sample 
records were made up of a factor of 2n samples such that a typical data file of 4096 
data samples was split into segments of 1024 samples with a 503 overlap (see Welch 
(1967) in which a similar approach was used). Furthermore the data segments were 
increased through data decimation to reduce the effective sample rate to 5 Hertz, thus 
maintaining a sample rate which was more than twice the Nyquist frequency (!8 /2) or 
the highest of all the applied low pass filters being 2 Hertz. To achieve a sample rate 
of 5 Hertz on both the 81 and 86 metre vessel, the data was decimated by a factor of 2 
and 4 respectively. This also had the effect of increasing the number of data sets that 
could be averaged together after obtaining a spectrum for each. This segmented record 
length also provided sufficient spectral resolution (of) calculated as 

of= fs : [Hertz] 
n 

(2.14) 

where n is the number of samples, fs is the sample frequency to give an approximate 
spectral resolution (of) of 0.01 Hertz and 0.02 Hertz for the 81 and 86 metre vessels 
respectively. Each data segment had a Hamming spectral window applied before per
forming an FFT on the data to obtain both a set of response spectra and wave spectra. 
As many sets of spectra that were available from a particular record group (defined 
by vessel speed, wave direction and hull control surface configuration) were combined 
to obtain an averaged power spectral density function with the units of 11;.~8/ (r~d) 
(where V represents the input data unit). This computation was performed on the 
wave data to obtain wave spectra and on the heave, roll and pitch data to obtain the 
corresponding response spectra. To check data integrity the coherence function was 
calculated for each data segment between the sampled wave data and response data 
where a value greater than 0.4 for a given encounter frequency was considered sufficient 
for spectral results to be presented. 
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In the event of encounter frequency spectra being required as wave frequency spec
tra, the transformation of the abscissa was made with the deep water wave relationship 
of 

w2U 
We= w - --cosµ 

g 
(2.15) 

and the transformation of the ordinate Sc;, (we) to Sc;, (w), whilst preserving the variance 
with the relationship 

I 
2wU I Sc( we) 1 - -

9
- cosµ 

) 
ckve 

Sc;, (we ckv 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 



Chapter 3 

Prediction of Vessel Response 

3 .1 Review of Alternative Methods Available 

A broad introduction to analytical ship motion methods has been given in section 1.2.2. 
Strip theory suitable for numerical computations developed from the theory of Korvin
Kroukovsky and Jacobs (1957). Their theory has been recognized as a significant 
contribution to seakeeping because it introduced many of the concepts now used in 
more recent methods. Further development and improvements to this method were 
made by Salvesen et al. (1970) which is now a more recent standard theory which has 
provided the means to extract both motions and loads through the integration of hull 
hydrodynamic pressures. 

Despite the considerable progress made with numerical solutions to the three
dimensional unsteady fluid domain problem, these techniques involve greater complex
ity and computational time, making their practical application to engineering problems 
currently unsuitable using affordable desk top computers. Some of these methods for 
example included those developed by Nakos and Sclavounos (1991); Beck et al. (1993), 
Beck (1994), Beck et al. (1994); Zhu and Katory (1995) and Zhu and Katory (1998). 
Strip theories by comparison are of lesser complexity and will solve a numerical compu
tation in a relatively short time frame, making the results (which are often satisfactory 
for conventional hulls) an acceptable compromise whilst incurring only a modest loss 
of accuracy. Indeed, three dimensional methods are sensitive to conditions aft of and 
near to the transom. This leads to difficulty in predicting pitch by such methods at 
high Froude number (see Davis and Holloway (2003a)). The application of strip theo
ries make them especially suitable for the analysis of slender hull forms that generally 
have the required geometrical characteristics required by the constraining assumptions. 
Hulls with non-slender geometrical characteristics in the strict sense require a three
dimensional theory to represent the fluid domain, although some strip theories have 
been adapted to overcome some of these shortfalls. Holloway (1998) identified that 
validity of some of the notable theories can be characterized by hull slenderness, wave
length and speed. These categories are reproduced in table 3.1, where the low Froude 
number theories are notably frequency domain formulations and the "non-slender hull" 
formulations are not strip theory. 

The conventional strip theories, developed from the work of Korvin-Kroukovsky 
and Jacobs (1957) to the more recent standard theory of Salvesen et al. (1970), were 
primarily designed to provide reasonable predictions for the low speed ships at relatively 
high wave frequencies or short wavelengths. Although critical forward speed effects were 
neglected in the formulation, Faltinsen (1993) states that "Generally speaking, strip 
theories are still the most successful theories for wave-induced motions of conventional 
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I slender hull non-slender hull 
short .X (high fre- I any ..\ (any fre- any ..\ (any fre-
quency) quency) quency) 

low Fn (Frequ. do- Salvesen et al. Newman (1978) Newman (1991) 
main) (1970) (unified) (3D) 
any Fn (time do- Yeung and Kim Yeung and Kim Linear 3D 
main) (1981) (1984) (compre-

hensive) 
high (i.e. any) Fn Faltinsen and Nakos and 
with steady interac- Zhao (1991) Sclavounos (1991) 
tion 

Table 3.1: Relationship between various strip or strip-like theories and some 3D theories 
(Reproduced from table 4.1 of Holloway (1998)) 

ships at forward speed". This was generally true because the "conventional ships" on 
which strip theory calculations were based for many years were relatively slow vessels 
with low length based Froude numbers. Thus the emergence of problems associated 
with high Froude numbers were not apparent until the advent of large high-speed 
displacement hull forms. 

Two-dimensional transverse strips of the hull in traditional theory have been formu
lated to have independence from each other with no interaction. This had not been so 
important at low Froude numbers where gradual changes in hull geometry essentially 
produce transverse wave radiation at low forward speed and interaction between the 
strips is less critical for obtaining reasonable motions results. 

The unified theory of Newman (1978) attempted to address some of the three
dimensional effects ignored by traditional strip theory by modifying the two-dimensional 
strips to impose some interaction between them to match a three dimensional solution. 

Yeung and Kim (1981) proposed a forward speed strip theory with a pseudo-time 
variable that was designed to address the forward speed terms and provide a solution 
to the high speed restrictions imposed by conventional strip theory. This formed the 
basis of an advancement to a more comprehensive theory later given by Yeung and Kim 
(1984) that contained no restrictions on forward speed and frequency of oscillation. 

Faltinsen and Zhao (1991) developed a strip theory method that took account of 
forward speed effects. While acknowledging the deficiencies of conventional strip theory 
they sought to improve these areas and keep the method relatively simple without 
adopting a complete three-dimensional theory. The effect of the local steady flow was 
included in the body boundary conditions, free surface conditions and the pressure 
calculations. Their solution starts at the bow where it assigns a zero value to the 
velocity potential and its x-derivative before stepping the solution of the unsteady free 
surface and velocity potential in the downstream direction. The free-surface condition 
differs from the ordinary strip theory formulation in that the terms proportional to the 
forward velocity squared are retained, which are neglected in the ordinary strip theory. 

The three-dimensional theory of Newman (1991) was not so much intended to be 
a practical procedure as to obtain a solution to the ship motion problem and obtain 
results that could remove the uncertainty inherent in experimental comparisons. This 
may be where three-dimensional theories that can prove their worth through accurate 
validations, given the available computing power. As computer speed increases this 
will become less of an issue. 

The work of Nakos and Sclavounos (1991) represents a new phase of computational 
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ship hydrodynamics that seeks to solve the time-harmonic three-dimensional ship mo
tion problem by a Rankine Panel method. A new free surface condition is derived 
which is shown to be valid uniformly for all Froude numbers and frequencies and pro
vides a solution that gives improvement over strip theory. Once again, the intention 
is that a good solution to the unsteady ship piotion problem could provide an alter
native to experimental results for numerical comparison. The adoption of some strip 
theories to partially account for the forward speed effects has implied that they can no 
longer be strictly designated as two-dimensional in which case they are often labelled 
2~-dimensional theories. 

3.2 Basis of High Speed Strip Theory Method 

The high speed strip theory implemented in this analysis was developed by Holloway 
(1998) as a time domain alternative to conventional frequency domain strip theories, 
with particular differences in the fundamental treatment of the free surface boundary 
condition. It departs from the moving reference frame formulation used in traditional 
strip theories and replaces it with a stationary reference frame that is fixed in the 
absolute reference frame of the water. This eliminates the need for the 8/8x terms in 
the free surface boundary condition. In doing this it solves the potential problem for 
each strip of water in a stationary reference frame, thus removing any speed dependent 
terms in the free surface boundary condition. Prior to the hull passing by, each strip 
of _water remains undisturbed until the bow progresses into the strip of water, which 
commences to generate waves. As each section of the hull passes through the strip of 
water, the waves initiated by the first strip at the bow continue to propagate away from 
the hull whilst the hydrodynamic effects of each subsequent hull section contribute to 
the wave pattern of each strip of water until the hull has completely passed the fixed 
water strip. This is unlike traditional strip theory in so far as that at no time does 
a strip of water have waves that extend to infinity. Also each hull section is fully 
influenced by the waves generated by the hull forward of its position. Traditional strip 
theory and this method will only produce similar results at zero forward speed. 

As with traditional strip theory, the hull boundary condition for each strip is ex
actly satisfied. However, in this case the linearised free surface boundary condition is 
necessary in each two-dimensional solution .. owing to the form of the Green function 
used. 

The rationale behind the time domain strip theory is that it has the potential for 
non-linear wave and vessel behaviour to 'be introduced to the numerical problem. It 
also allows for forward speed effects and obviates the need to consider them in the 
free surface boundary condition. The non-linear problem that is accounted for in the 
method is the changing hull submergence as it oscillates in waves. By using a free 
surface Green function panel method, the need for source distributions on the free 
surface is eliminated without any need for special treatment in the problem where the 
hull intersects the free surface. However, many of the strip theory assumptions must 
still apply. 

The objective for implementing a strip theory is to approximate the motions of 
a hull form in a three-dimensional fluid without the complexity and computational 
demand necessarily required by a full three-dimensional computational method. If this 
can be achieved without a significant loss in the solution accuracy then a strip theory 
approach may well be applied to many modern hull shapes with reasonable success. 
The assumptions inherent in traditional strip theory were expressed by Salvesen et al. 
(1970) and Newman (1977). Most of these apply to the time domain method adopted 
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for this analysis and when strictly applied would include the assumptions of small wave 
amplitude, small ship motions and hull slenderness. 

(B,T) l --« 
L 

(3.1) 

That is, the hull beam and draft should be small compared with the hull length and 
that the hull cross section and fluid domain properties thus vary slowly longitudinally. 
This assumption is consistent with most high speed hull forms used at high Froude 
number, which are the focus of investigation in this analysis. However, the restriction 
that traditional strip theory should only be applied to high frequencies and low speeds 
(Fn < 0.4) no longer apply. 

Being a time domain computation with no special treatment required at the hull 
boundary intersection with the free surface, it is possible for the hull shape above and 
below the still water free surface level to be considered in the computation. Non
linearities due to the variation of immersed hull section shape are considered. Added 
mass and damping terms are not introduced specifically as they are in traditional strip 
theory. Increasing the computed wave height on a non-wall sided hull form will thus 
alter the hull response per unit wave height. This can be important when comparing 
numerical solutions with experimental results obtained in sea waves that are large 
compared with the vessel draft and beam. 

3.2.1 Synopsis of the Green Function Method 

The Green function formulation used in this analysis, derived by Holloway (1998) and 
presented here for reference, lends itself to the application of ship motions as a practical 
solution to the body boundary and fluid surface boundary conditions to determine the 
hydrodynamic forces on a slender hull form using a form of strip theory. The rigid 
body hull motions can be determined from the hydrodynamic forces and moments on 
the hull such that the problem is only concerned with the disturbance flow field about 
the moving hull form instantaneously submerged below the free surface. 

To put this in perspective, the linearised full three-dimensional disturbance potential 
due to the moving ship in waves is defined in the fluid domain by the equation 

82</J 82</J a2<P 
8x2 + 8y2 + 8z2 = O (3.2) 

and on the equilibrium free surface (z = 0) by the equation 

82</J 8</J 
8t2 + g 8z = O, (3.3) 

on the hull surface by the equation 

(3.4) 

where <P 1 is the incident wave potential. The far field is represented by 

(3.5) 

where z is in the vertical and x in the forward direction of the ship. 
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All strip theories by their definition use a two dimensional form of the fluid field 
equation that is expressed as 

a2c/J a2c/J 
8y2 + 8z2 = 0, (3.6) 

which is justified on the basis that slender ships generate fluid motions (at least near 
the hull) that are essentially in planes perpendicular to the centreline. Three dimen
sional effects in the far-field is unlikely to introduce significant errors in the hull forces 
and motions because of the distant proximity of these areas to the immediate hull 
disturbance flow field about the moving hull. 

Traditional strip theory further approximates the solution by adopting a moving 
reference frame, in which the free surface boundary condition is expressed in its full 
form as 

( a a ) 2 
8efJ - - U- cjJ + g- = 0 

at ax az ' 
(3.7) 

where the U gx terms must be neglected in a strip theory. For ships moving with 
increasingly high forward speed or in particular, high length based Froude numbers, 
this approximation becomes difficult to justify on the basis that the forward speed 
effects are an important contribution to a reasonable numerical outcome. 

However, by using a fixed reference frame approach as proposed, presented and 
solved by Holloway (1998) (see also, Holloway and Davis (2001b), Holloway and Davis 
(2001a), Holloway and Davis (2002a), Davis and Holloway (2003a)), where stationary 
strips of water are created numerically through which the ship penetrates as it moves 
forward, the original free surface boundary condition can be retained thus avoiding any 
need for approximation of equation 3. 7. The outcome of this procedure is that the 
solution is necessarily transient, even for regular motions. 

This has necessitated a solution to the transient two dimensional motion problem for 
spatially fixed sections of the water orientated in a perpendicular plane to the direction 
of forward motion. The m~thod adopted uses a boundary element method based on a 
Green function given by Wehausen and Laitone (1960) as 

f (z, t) = 
Q (t) Q (t) 
-ln(z- c(t)) - -ln(z - c(t)) 

2n 2n 

lo
t 100 1 -_!!_ Q (7) -e-ik(z-c(r)) sin[# (t - 7)] dk d7 

no o ../9k 
(3.8) 

where Q is the source strength, k is the wavenumber, c is the source location and c 
its complex conjugate. This function satisfies the conditions above, hence it is only 
necessary to locate the sources on the hull surface without the need to also include the 
free surface of the surrounding fluid. This provides a simplification of the computation 
and thus avoids problems often associated with the boundaries of the free surface at a 
distance from the hull and its disturbance flow field. 

The complex velocity W = u - iv is obtained by integrating * over all sources 
positioned on the hull surface. Application of the hull boundary condition then leads 
to a set of equations for the source strength terms at each time step in terms of the 
hull motion and the previous time history integrals. 

The contribution of a source of unsteady strength Q distributed over boundary 
element j with endpoints c1 and c2 to the velocity at a collocation point i at z is given 
by 
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- e ln -- -e,..,ln --Q ( -if3 (z -c1) ia (z -c1)) 
2n z - c2 z - c2 

t [ w2 lw2 -i r eif3(r)Q(7) e. erf~ d7 
Jo Ji (z - c) 

w1 

(3.9) 

where the slope of the source element is f3 = arg(c2 - c1). If the sources are distributed 
over a finite number of elements, the hull boundary condition then leads to the equations 
for the source strengths in matrix form as 

[A] {Q} = {R}. (3.10) 

Here the unknown source strengths at the current time step ( { Q}) are separated 
from the historical source strengths appearing in the convolution integral of ~.j by 
putting 

{ ia [ ( ) ( - )] } 
e . z-~ . z-~ 

Ai,j =-Im - e-if31n -- - eif31n --_-
2n z - c2 z - c2 

(3.11) 

and 

Ri - (v-\l<h)·n 

-Im {eia [i {i_ t f Cl::..teif3(r)Qj (7) [ e~2 erf~ ]w
2

]} (3.12) V -;i ·-1 k-O - Ii (z - c) J- - y W1 

where 7 = kl::..t, nt = lt, a = slope of the hull surface at point i, C is a trapezoidal 

integration coefficient(=! fork= 0or1 otherwise), w = i(t~r) ~' Wk = w (ck (7)), 
(v - 'V<h) is the local hull element velocity in a stationary reference frame relative to 
the wave particle motion in the absence of the hull (i.e. v is the local hull velocity, \1 </>1 
is the local wave particle velocity) and the source strength history is approximated by 
discrete values at time intervals l::..t where the radiated and diffracted waves are treated 
together. The source strengths may then be determined as [Ar1 {R}, where there is 
an equal number of source elements and collocation points. 

The hull forces are obtained from pressures calculated over the hull surface, which 
can be determined from p = -p!!Jf. Integrating %f over each element and summing for 
all source elements the contribution at point i from a single element j can be shown to 
be 

(3.13) 

where Ak = Qdc~tt), B = -~ + iQ!Jjf. The result is independent of"( provided that 
the path of integration of the logarithm terms crosses the positive real axis, and this 
can be guaranteed by adopting 'Y = arg (z - ! (c1 (t) + c2 (t))) if z-:/= ! (c1 (t) + c2 (t)), 
otherwise J = (arg(c2 - c1) + U· 
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This computational method was also validated by Holloway and Davis (2002a) with 
reference to analytic solutions for the wave-maker problem and the transient response 
of a floating cylinder, as well as against numerous steady or periodic motion problems. 

With the instantaneous wetted hull sections being panelled up to the free surface 
as the time marching solution proceeds it is possible for large amplitude motions to 
be considered, even to the extent of non-wall sided hull forms. This nonlinearity, 
coupled with the effects of the motion control surfaces has the potential to bridge the 
gap between the linear motion solution and the full scale measured solution of hull 
response, which will be addressed in the proceeding chapters. However, this nonlinear 
benefit obtained with the Green function formulation does not extend to the free surface 
where the boundary condition is linearised. Other non-linear effects associated with 
the free surface cannot be directly considered with this procedure. These effects are 
not considered.to have a significant contribution in the motions of high Froude number 
vessels. 

Methods for solving the potentially unstable numerical integration of the equations 
have been presented by Holloway and Davis (2001b) and Holloway and Davis (2002b) 
(see also Davis and Holloway (2003a)) where the reader is left to refer to these for 
further detail. 

With each stationary strip of water transferring the unsteady disturbance history 
down stream, so too do the steady flow disturbance due to the hull forward motion get 
included in the solution. With the hull free to trim and sink in the solution it is possible 
to determine these properties in solutions where no incident waves are included. In the 
results presented by this analysis these results are revealed at the zero frequency of the 
motion transfer functions (w: = 0) presented generally in chapter 5. 

3.2.1.1 Frictional effects 

Frictional effects not considered by the Green function formulation in reality will have 
some contribution to the motion solution. Some frictional effects are thought to have a 
greater effect at model scale than full scale (see Davis and Holloway (2003a) and Davis 
et al. (2003) for further discussion). Therefore, a small viscous correction of the form 
D = ~C8pUvB (where D is the force per unit length, C8 is a drag coefficient, B is the 
local beam, U the forward speed of the ship and v is the local vertical velocity relative 
to the local water surface) was added to the sectional transverse potential forces to 
realistically account for dissipative effects that find their origin through a variety of 
mechanisms. These include skin friction, flow separation, vortex shedding, bow wave 
breaking and the lift associated with separated flow at the transom. The tendency for 
potential based motion predictions published in the open literature to almost always 
show an over prediction of peaks may possibly be contributed to the frictional effects 
but these effects are likely to be modest with a value for the drag coefficient being 
generally less than 0.15. In this analysis a value of 0.1 was generally applied to all 
motion solutions because it was not considered necessary to spend time iterating the 
magnitude of the transfer function peaks in demonstrating the outcomes in comparison 
with the experimental results. 

The high speed strip theory described has previously been extensively validated 
for hull motions against model tests on conventional mono-hulls, catamarans and 
SWATHs at Froude numbers ranging up to 1.14 with good agreement (see Davis and 
Holloway (2003a), Holloway and Davis (2001a), Holloway and Davis (2002b) and Hol
loway (1998)). The motion solutions have generally shown a substantial improvement 
to classical strip theory, particularly at the high Froude numbers. 
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3.3 The High Speed Strip Theory Program BESTSEA 

Details of the computational modelling of ship motions and hydrodynamic loads are 
presented in this section. This includes a method for modelling the ride control system 
which has been incorporated into the time-domain ship motions program BESTSEA for 
regular head sea waves. Issues of hull definition and other input parameters required 
by the ship motions program are presented. Transfer functions of the heave and pitch 
motions with various configurations of motion control devices are combined with a 
Bretschneider wave spectrum of 2.5 metre significant wave height and 7 second average 
period to determine the vessel accelerations. 

3.3.1 Code Overview 

The computational modelling of hull motions and hydrodynamic loads was undertaken 
with a modified version of BESTSEA, a program written in Fortran 90 (Holloway 
(1998)). When compiled in the appropriate format, the program will run either on an 
IBM compatible personal computer running Windows NT or on a UNIX workstation. 
Its method of operation was to compute a numerical time-domain solution for a vessel 
progressing in long-crested regular head sea waves. It computes the unsteady hydrody
namic hull forces and the resulting ship motions which can be further post-processed 
to determine the motion transfer functions, phases, structural bending moments and 
shear forces. 

BESTSEA considers a single hull that moves forward in head seas at a constant 
speed U in the positive x direction where the system coordinates are stationary and 
fixed relative to the equilibrium position of the water. Each strip of water lays undis
turbed forward of the bow prior to the hull advancing onto the strip. When the bow 
reaches a strip of undisturbed water the strip observes the heave and pitch motion of 
the vessel while solving for the hydrodynamic forces on the hull by the Green Function 
method. The solution for each water strip commences as the pointed bow enters it and 
is terminated as the stern leaves it, after which the strip is discarded. The method 
requires that the vessel hull is slender (has a high length to beam ratio) so that the two 
dimensional deformation of each water strip can be considered a realistic representa
tion of the free surface and water motion process. No forward motion terms have been 
neglected which makes the solution valid for high Froude Numbers as the free surface 
boundary condition is satisfied in a spatially fixed reference frame. For low length to 
beam ratios hulls and low Froude numbers where the deformation of the free surface 
becomes strongly three-dimensional the code is less applicable. This approach however, 
suits the slender hulls measured and analysed in this work, which typically had a length 
to beam ratio of 17.7 and Froude numbers of 0.2 to 0.8 (12.5 to 42.5 knots). 

Modification to the program BESTSEA permitted the modelling of the hydrody
namic forces exerted on the vessel through one or more ride control surfaces, which in 
this work comprised a transom tab and forward mounted T-foil as only one hull of the 
twin hull vessel was considered for the head sea case. Other investigations with a twin 
hull solution have shown that interference between the two hulls is not significant for 
the Froude numbers and hull spacing of the analysed hull forms. The lift generated by 
these devices could be controlled in time as the solution proceeded by careful select~on 
of the control feedback gain parameters that demand a change in the angle of attack 
of the tab or flap as the vessel heaves and pitches through regular waves in the time 
stepped solution. The output of the program produced time records of the computed 
heave and pitch motions and hydrodynamic loads for each section of the hull. 

The number of sections required to define the hull shape has a direct relationship 
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to the number of time steps required by the program to complete a solution. In ad
dition, the number of sections must be sufficient to maintain adequate resolution in 
the descretization of time and length to allow an accurate completion of a solution. 
The BESTSEA method of calculation advanced the hull shape forward one hull section 
length b..x ( b..x = ~ , where L is the length of hull geometry and n 8 is the number of 
regularly spaced hull geometry sections) with each time step where the fluid domain 
computation would retain the information from the previous time step. Thus a single 
time step b..t is defined as 

(3.14) 

where U is the vessel speed in metres per second. 
To ensure a smooth transition of forces between each time step, a minimum number 

of eight time steps was nominated over a single regular wave length. The defined hull 
therefore must satisfy the relationship ft 2: 8, where Te is the wave encounter period. 
By substitution of b..t in equation 3.14 it can be shown that the number of sections 
must meet the broad requirement of 

> 8Lw: /g 
ns - U27r V£ (3.15) 

where w: is the dimensionless wave encounter frequency ( w: = we/f). 
A typical hull geometry will contain between twenty to fifty sections and as a general 

rule the number of sections required will increase as the ship speed decreases. At higher 
Froude numbers, proportionately fewer sections have proved satisfactory. 

The total number of time steps required to complete a computation is dependant 
on the numerical solution reaching a steady periodic response at the given frequency. 
This is a function of the wavelength, vessel speed and the number of sections defining 
the hull. Experience with previous solutions has shown that when measuring the hull 
trim in calm water whilst at speed the computation requires at least four hull lengths 
for the transient disturbances to disappear. In waves, the computation requires the hull 
to pass through an additional three wavelengths to achieve a reasonable steady state 
solution. It can thus be shown that the approximate minimum number of time steps 
required in a computation is 

(3.16) 

where Te/ b..t is the number of time steps per wavelength, and n 8 is the number 
of sections defining a hull surface. Ni and N2 are factors selected by the user, which 
experience has shown to be best selected as a value of 3 and 4 respectively. This clearly 
shows that as the wave encounter frequency decreases, the speed decreases, or as the 
number of hull sections is increased, the number of time steps will increase. Experience 
with a run time solution at a low vessel speed with dimensionless frequencies (w:) down 
to 1, required a solution of up to 422 time steps. Running the program on a Pentium-4 
with a single 2.4GHz central processor requires between 2.5 to 6 hours to compute 45 
frequencies at one forward speed to derive one set of associated transfer functions. 
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3.4 Modelling of Motion Control Surfaces 

Motion measurements on the full-scale vessels were for the majority of time conducted 
whilst the vessel was operating under the influence of an active motion control system. 
The system initially consisted of active transom mounted trim tabs throughout the 
delivery voyage and later included the T-foils mounted towards the bow when the 
vessel went into regular service. The manner in which the ride control system could 
alter the characteristics of the motion transfer functions was not well known and so the 
modelling of these devices was an essential area of investigation. 

The force exerted on a ship by a submerged lifting surface is a function of the 
lifting surface aspect ratio, plan area, section form, depth below the free surface and 
its angle of attack to the free stream flow. The trim tab force is derived by changing 
the momentum of the fluid and thus increasing the pressure on the underside of the 
hull whereas the hydrofoil generates a lift force by producing a circulation or a pressure 
differential between its upper and lower surfaces. The force generated by the transom 
tab could be controlled through a change in its angle or for the T-foil a change in 
the flap angle. In BESTSEA the feedback signal, which controlled the control surface 
deflections was made proportional to a linear combination of acceleration, velocity and 
displacement in both heave and pitch. Set at a constant angle, the forces remained 
constant except where the vertical hull motions relative to the water induced a change 
in the free stream incidence angle of the foil thus increasing the lift force. 

It was assumed that the tab, not operating as a lifting foil outside the hull effect, 
.was not affected by the motion of the hull relative to the water but produced a force 
that was directly proportional to the tab deflection only. 

3.4.1 T-foil Force Model 

The T-foil was mounted forward on the hull as close to the bow of the demi-hull as 
the geometric constraints permitted and consisted of a vertical strut connected to the 
keel that extended downwards to support a horizontal foil at its mid span that had 
the profile approximately of a NACA 0009 or 0012 section. The foil was comprised 
of two segments consisting of a fixed forward section and a trailing edge flap. The 
fixed forward section had a backward swept leading edge, which was forced to move 
and rotate with the hull motions through a rigid connection of the vertical strut. The 
trailing edge flap was rectangular in plan form and had a chord of 403 of the total 
mean chord length and force was generated when the free stream incidence angle was 
greater than zero (la! > 0) to the main foil section or by deflection of the trailing edge 
flap (181 > 0) that could be actuated by the hydraulics of the motion control system. 

An angular defection of a trailing edge flap (8i) thus generates lift even whilst the 
main foil remained at zero incidence angle (ai = 0). Plotting this effect on a lift curve 
would change they-intercept of the lift slope curve an amount proportional to the flap 

defection while the lift slope ( ~) remained constant (Hoerner and Borst (1975)). The 

total lift coefficient could therefore be expressed as a function of free stream incident 
angle (ai) and trailing flap deflection (8i) 

dCl dC1 
C1 (ai, Di) = dai O!i + 010 (ai) + doi Di (3.17) 

Since there is symmetry in the sectional geometry of the T-foil no. zero offset is 
required and thus C10 ( ai) = 0. The lift force is therefore expressed as 
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(3.18) 

where Ai is the plan area of the foil (m2), p is the water density (kg/m3 ) and Uthe 
vessel forward speed (m/s). 

The flap deflection ( 8i) relative to the chord line of the forward fixed section was 
controlled by feedback from the control system motion sensors. The lift force was 
determined by the free stream incidence angle ( ai) which was a function of the initial 
angle in the foil relative to the hull base line, the instantaneous pitch displacement , the 
instantaneous pitch or heave velocities, and the water velocity due to the presence of 
waves (see figure 3.1) . The free stream incidence angle (ai) is therefore 

ao - r/5 + axr,5 - ar,3 + aw 

x~/15 r,3 
ao - ry5 + U- - U + aw (3.19) 

where a 0 is the angle of incidence of the fixed part of T-foil relative to the hull baseline, 
ry5 is the pitch displacement, f75 is the pitch velocity, ar,3 is the angle of the free stream 
flow due to the heave velocity and the vessel forward speed, axr,5 is the angle of the 
free stream flow due to the pitch velocity and the vessel forward speed, aw is the flow 
incidence angle d~e to the presence of waves (ignoring the presence of hull), x1c is the 

4 

distance of the control surface quarter chord point from the LCG ( +ve forward) and 
U is the vessel forward velocity. 

r/3 
LCG 

r/s 

u 

NVpk>LNomenciatute ·lor·MCS.gle 

_ _ _ ___ u 

Vessel demi-hull (not to scale) 

Water velocity at foil 
due to vessel motion 

~+ve 
Water velocity at foil 
due to wave action 

w~ 
u 

Figure 3.1: Diagram showing the variables applied in the lifting surface computation 
where the 8i represents the deflection of the active component for the ith independent 
control surface (the hull and foil geometry exaggerated for clarity) 
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3.4.1.1 Incidence Change Due to Wave Particle Velocity 

According to linear wave theory (Lewis (1988a), Lloyd (1989), Tucker (1991)) regular 
wave water particles in deep water 1 move with a circular motion in the vertical plane 
parallel to the wave direction. On the free surface the orbit path has a radii of ( which 
decreases with depth in proportion to ekz, where z is the water depth from the mean 
water level (taken as negative). The plane of this orbit coincides with the vertical plane 
of motion of the vessel as it moves forward in a long crested head sea and has the effect 
of altering the free stream velocity over the lifting surface and changing the incident 
angle of the foil. For a vessel travelling at 30 knots in three metre high waves, this effect 
can 8:lter the incident angle of the foil by up to 4° provided the foil is mounted clear of 
the hull effect. Geometrically, the vertical (w) and the horizontat(u) particle velocity 
due to a regular long crested wave in time (tY and space in the x and z directions are 
given by 

U - (e-kZcsW COS( Wet+ kXlc) 
4 

w - -(e-kzc•w sin( wet+ kx1c) 
' 4 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

where ( is the wave amplitude, k is the wave number, Zcs is the vertical distance of 
the control surface to the mean water level, w is the wave frequency and x le is the 

4 
longitudinal distance between the hull centre of gravity and the centre of foil force 
application, which in this case is assumed to be at the quarter chord position. 

In deep water the horizontal and vertical velocity components are considered equal 
(u = w = -(e-kzc•w}. The maximum orbital velocity occurs at the free surface with 
amplitude Uma.x = -(w (where e-kzcs = 1) and reduces with depth such that it can be 
shown that the velocity amplitude of the water particles reduces to 13 ( u = 0.01 Uma.x) of 

the surface velocity at a depth (z) of z = l ln (O.Olumax) = l ln (O.Ol(-(w)) = -0. 733>.. 
k -(w k -(w 

In comparison the T-foil is submerged approximately 2 metres below the still water level 
which is within the influence of wave action. 

The change of incidence angle (o:w) on a lifting surface due to the orbital velocity 
of the water particles is expressed as 

w 
O:w=--

u+U 

where the velocity of fluid over the foil is u + U. 

3.4.1.2 Control Surface Depth Effects 

The shallow draft of the vessels modelled in this analysis implies that adequate sub
mergence depth of a T-foil in waves may not be possible. The extension of the foil 
below the keel by a strut increases the submergence, however a reduction or even a loss 
of lift will occur as the foil approaches or breaks through the free surface. A reduction 
in pressure over the foil surface will initiate cavitation and eventually ventilation if an 
air source is created. Fossen (1994) modelled the reduction in foil lift due to the free 
surface proximity, but neglecting any effect due to the nearby hull as 

1 Deep water in this sense means for practical purposes that the depth is greater than ~. 
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(3.22) 

where h is the depth of the quarter chord point of the hydrofoil below the free surface 
(his positive upwards from the mean surface level), c is the chord length, C1 (h) is the 
piece wise lift coefficient and C1

02 
is the deeply submerged lift coefficient. 

Cavitation also has a real and detrimental effect on the lift generated by a T-foil (see 
Tornblad (1987) for effects on propellers and Lewis (1988b) for general information) 
under certain operating conditions. As water passes around the foil surface, cavitation 
occurs when an increase in the fluid velocity causes a sufficient reduction in the local 
fluid pressure for vapour bubbles to form. This is often assumed to occur when the 
fluid pressure has fallen to the local water vapour pressure (Pv), which is dependant 
on temperature. However, this is considered optimistic and cavitation may occur at 
higher pressures, particularly in sea water (see Lewis (1988b, pl 73)). Once formed, the 
cavitation vapour bubble will collapse when it moves into a region of sufficiently high 
pressure. For a foil at a particular operating condition, the point of cavitation onset 
can be described by the cavitation number 

Po-Pv 
(}'= ---

q 
(3.23) 

where po is the total static pressure equal to the sum of the atmospheric (pa) and 
hydrostatic (pgh) pressures (pa+ pgh) and q is the dynamic or stagnation pressure 
(1/2.pVcf) and is dependant on the fluid density (p) and free stream velocity (Vo). If 
a foil is subjected to sufficient bubbles of cavitation over its surface then a loss of lift 
can occur. In this situation the assumption made is that the lift force is truncated to 
the value obtained at the flap deflection prior to the onset of cavitation. 

If one was to assume that vapour pressure was sustained on the low pressure side 
of the foil such that cavitation was occurring and that static pressure was sustained 
on the high pressure side of the foil, then the total lift on the foil would be equivalent 
to CPo - Pv) A, where A is the foil area. Foil lift is also expressed as 1/2.pVa2 AC1. 
It would be reasonable to assume that cavitation onset had been exceeded in this 
described condition, therefore an approximation for the onset of cavitation is when 
the lift coefficient is greater than or equal to the cavitation number (i.e. C1 ~ (}'). 
Therefore, to avoid cavitation on the foil the lift coefficient should be kept at some 
point less than the cavitation number. This approach is only approximate and a more 
rigorous approach would be required in critical applications. Further consideration was 
outside the scope of the present analysis but would normally be considered in the design 
of a new T-foil application. The exact section profile used on the full-scale vessels is 
unknown for use in the present analysis as this is proprietary manufacturing technology 
and so estimates of foil lift potential were used. 

3.4.2 T-foil Force 

Due to the influence of the surface boundary layer, particularly near the trailing edge, 

experimental results for the lift coefficient slope ( ~~~) tend to be lower than the 

equivalent theoretical predictions. For example, a symmetrical two dimensional foil 

has a theoretical lift coefficient slope of ( ~~~) 
2
D = 2n rad-1 (0.11 deg-1

), which is 
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unachievable for practical applications with foils of finite span according to Glauert 
(1959). He showed that the theoretical lift slope for an elliptical airfoil is 

dC1 ----
da 1 + .1LA ao 

7rA 
(3.24) 

and a rectangular foil is 

dC1 A 
da - 0.33 + 1.04.A ' 

ao 

(3.25) 

where A is the airfoil aspect ratio and ao is equivalent to (ddCr.) . It is assumed that in . 
°'• 2D 

a practical application the lift coefficient slope can only achieve 75% of the theoretical 
value such that ao = 0.75 (27r) = 4.7124. 

The T-foil used in the computations had a span of 2.395 metres and a plan area of 
3 square metres (aspect ratio (AR) of 1.91). Therefore, with an aspect ratio of 1.91 a 
practical lift coefficient slope based on equations 3.24 and 3.25 give 2.6395 and 2.541 
respectively. Thus taking an average one obtains 

~; = 2.591 rad-1 (0.045 deg-1) , (3.26) 

which should be a suitable approximation to adopt for a T-foil of aspect ratio 1.91 in 
this analysis. 

Hoerner and Borst (1975) provide some experimental data showing the flap effec
tiveness ratio for a foil with a 40% flap and aspect ratio of 1.92 to be 

da 
d8 = 0.744 (3.27) 

giving a flap lift coefficient slope of 

dC1da --
da d8 

= (2.578) (0.744) 

1.92 rad-1 (0.0335 deg-1) (3.28) 

The lift force given by equation 3.18 may be expressed as the sum of the lift gener
ated by the fixed foil and the additional lift generated by the flap deflection 

(3.29) 

where Fai = ( ~) ai!pU2 Ai and Ft;.= ( !lJi;) 8i!PU2 A. 
By separating the variables from the constants in equation 3.18 the total lift force 

generated by a T-foil is 

Fi (ai,8i) = [ (:~2 ) ai + ( 8~~2 ) oi] (U +u)
2 (3.30) 

where c:u2) = 3964 kg/(m.rad) (69.2 kg/(m. deg)) and (.t~\,i) = 2952 kg/(m.rad) 

(51.5 kg/(m. deg)). 
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The T-foil lift force was applied at the positions of 55.79m and 61.19m forward of 
the transom for the 81 and 86 metre vessels respectively. The vertical position was 
0.2m above the hull baseline for both vessels. 

Sometimes a poorly designed or loaded hull form will be unable to achieve its 
optimum running trim2 at forward speed through the deflection of the trim tab alone. 
In this case the T-foil may be used to assist the trans~m tab by imposing a mean 
deflection to the T-foil flap. In such conditions, the maximum unsteady force capacity of 
the T-foil is reduced because the maximum flap deflection about its new mean operating 
position has been effectively truncated by an amount equivalent to the imposed offset. 
Such limitations were not included in the motion computations carried out here. 

3.4.3 Transom Tab Force Model 

The transom mounted trim tabs have two purposes in the effective operation of the 
vessel. These are firstly, to provide a lifting force at the aft end which will alter the 
running trim of the vessel thus improve the hull efficiency and secondly, to provide 
an active motion control force. The device consists of a rigid flat or near flat plate 
hinged at its leading edge and connected to the hull at or just forward of the transom 
lower edge. The bottom surface is flush with the hull underside at its leading edge and 
its angle of incidence is controlled with a hydraulic ram attached to the transom that 
actuates a hinge mechanism interconnected between the transom and the upper side 
of the flap towards the trailing edge. An increasing upward hydrodynamic lift force is 
exerted on the hull when the tab deflection is increased in a downward direction. For 
a tab that is of equal width to the underside of the hull, the lift force F'i according to 
Brown (1971) and later restated by Savitsky and Brown (1976) is 

(3.31) 

where the sea water density p is approximately 1025 kg /m3 , U is the ship forward speed 
[m/s], Ai is the tab area [m2] and Di is the flap deflection (+ve downwards [deg]). 

It was assumed that the vessel trim, pitch velocity, heave velocity and the water 
movement due to wave action had little effect on the relative velocity of the free stream 
flow over the tab surface. This implies that the angular displacement Di of the tab was 
the only means of generating lift and a change in vessel trim had no effect on generating 
additional hydrodynamic forces. 

3.4.4 Transom Tab Force 

Equation 3.31 gives the transom flap lift coefficient per flap deflection to be 2.64 rad-1 

(0.046 deg-1). When the flap deflection is zero the flap is parallel to the hull underside. 
The projected plan area of this flap on the 81 and 86 metre vessels was 8.0 square 
metres (4.0 meter span (s), 2.0 meter chord). Rearranging equation 3.31 to separate 
the variables and constants gives 

(~~) ~pAi (3.32) 

10824 kg/ (m.rad) or (188.9 kg/ (m. deg)) 

According to Brown (1971) the lift force application point is 0.6 (span) metres forward 
of the tab trailing edge (giving 2.4 metres). For both vessels this position is 1.0 metre 

2In order to obtain the greatest hull efficiency which is determined by acheiving the maximum speed. 
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forward of the transom. The vertical position is 1.4 and 1.296 metres above the hull 
base line for the 81 and the 86 metre vessels respectively. 

In most instances in the use of a transom tab, part of the force produced by the 
device is used to reduce the stern trim of the vessel at speed to improve the hull 
efficiency through the water. In this work the tab was placed at a 6 degree offset 
with an operating range of ±6 degrees for active motion control. Sometimes a poorly 
designed or loaded hull form will have an existing optimum running trim3 at forward 
speed without the assistance of a transom tab offset. In such conditions, the tab is 
unable to operate about a mean position, which ideally would be in the middle4 of its 
effective range5 without creating an excessive bow down trim that is detrimental to 
the hull efficiency at forward speed. In this case the tab must operate at a zero mean 
deflection position thus removing any force that otherwise might have been produced 
through an upward deflection and therefore truncating any force capability in that 
direction. Such limitations were not included in the motion computations carried out 
in the present work. 

3.4.5 Application of Control Surface Force in Numerical Model 

In the case where the position of a motion control device may not coincide with the 
position of a numerical hull section, the hydrodynamic force generated by the lifting 
device must be distributed to the adjace!lt hull sections. This was implemented simply 
by allocating a proportion of the lift force to each section according to their relative 
longitudinal distance from the force application position of the device. 

3.4.6 Force Capacity of Motion Control Surfaces 

For a given forward vessel speed, the maximum limited force capability of each control 
device is a function of the frequency of motion and forward speed. Other effects creating 
a loss of lift include cavitation and ventilation, which are a function of the submergence 
depth. The net wave forces on the hull however increase with wave height and with 
decreasing wave encounter frequency. Therefore the influence of the motion control 
system on reducing the vessel motions can only be considered effective for a finite 
range of wave heights and frequencies. Thus, with the introduction of a motion control 
system to a numerical model there will be a unique solution of vessel response for 
each wave height, wave heading, wave frequency and vessel speed thus limiting the 
application of a linear solution to a single case should the motion control gains be set 
so as to maximise the control surface deflections for the particular conditions of the 
solution .. 

In a static sense the relative effect of a motion control device ~ill depend on the 
hull's waterplane area and the hydrostatic restoring force. Reducing the water plane 
area of the hu~l will increase the relative force capacity of the motion control devices 
for controlling heave and pitch whilst reducing the metacentric height will improve the 
relative roll force capacity of the same devices. The static roll and pitch angles possible 
from the maximum deflection of the control surfaces fitted to the 81 and 86 metre 
vessels were determined through a simple static analysis by taking moments about the 
hull centreline for roll and the longitudinal centre of floatation for pitch. The results 
of this static analysis for the 81 and 86 metre vessels at their respective in service full 

3 Determined through the fact that adjustment of the trim has the tendency to reduce the maximum 
speed for a given engine power output. 

4This is set at 6° for this analysis. 
5This is set at 12° for this analysis. 
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load departure condition (see appendix A for details) are shown in figure 3.2. With this 
calculation having been obtained independently of BESTSEA, these results are referred 
to as a static analysis as they do not take into account the running trim of the vessel due 
to forward speed effects such as the radiated waves. Thus this calculation produced 
different results to those obtained from the steady state computation of BESTSEA 
shown in figures 3.3 to 3.5 and discussed hereafter. They do however provide a useful 
comparison of the contribution of each device to the control of vessel motions without 
the need to run a time domain solution. They show that the force developed by the 
control surfaces only ever achieve about 143 of the total vessel displacement so their 
influence in reducing the vessel motions will be limited. They also show that the static 
roll angle is only slightly greater than the static pitch angle for the 81 metre vessel. 
The differences are a little greater for the 86 metre vessel where the static roll angles 
are clearly greater in every case. Clearly apparent from these results is the diminished 
effect of the devices as the speed of the vessel is reduced and the fact that the transom 
tab can create a static roll or pitch angle that is approximately twice that of the forward 
mounted T-foil. However, one cannot conclude from this that contribution of the tab 
in reducing the vessel motions is also twice that of the T-foil as the dynamics involved 
in reducing the motions based on some motion criteria may well not be so apparent. 

The unsteady excitation capacity of the motion control devices was computed with 
BESTSEA to determine the heave and pitch response with forward speed to the sinu
soidal excitation of the transom tabs and T-foil flaps in a free surface with no incident 
waves. These results are shown in figure 3.3 for the 86 metre vessel with transom 
tabs only, in figure 3.4 for a hull with an oscillating T-foil flap only and in figure 3.5 
for a hull with a fixed T-foil and an oscillating transom flap. In addition, the steady 
state condition is displayed for the control surface at w: = 0. In figure 3.3 with only 
a transom tab, the zero frequency was computed with the tab at the full deflection of 
12 degrees. In figure 3.4 with only a T-foil, the zero frequency was computed with the 
flap at the full deflection of 8 degrees. Finally, in figure 3.5 with an oscillating tab and 
a fixed T-foil, the zero frequency was computed with the tab at the full deflection of 
12 degrees and the T-foil fixed at 0 degrees. 

It can be seen that the pitch displacement at zero frequency (w: = 0) for the steady 
state tab deflection of figure 3.3 and steady state T-foil flap deflection of figure 3.4 
differ in some respects to the static pitch calculation of figure 3.2(b) where the tab 
produced the greatest difference. As stated, these differences are attributed to the fact 
that the BESTSEA computation also accounts for forward speed effects that influence 
the vessel trim. 

A notable feature of the unsteady excitation plots is that the T-foil produced a heave 
and pitch response that reached a peak and on either side of this peak, the magnitude 
reduced gradually to both the low and high frequencies. The tab by comparison had 
similar characteristics in the pitch excitation but generated a trough at a frequency just 
below the maximum heave excitation magnitude. The differences between the tab and 
T-foil plots appear to be strongly influenced by their respective longitudinal position on 
the hull. These characteristics will most certainly influence their use and effectiveness 
in a control strategy. 
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Figure 3.2: Steady state roll and pitch angle due to the maximum deflection force of 
the motion control surfaces for the (a) 81 metre and (b) 86 metre vessel on free surface 
with no incident waves at a range of forward speeds (Full load in service departure 
conditions of 1138t and 1251t respectively). Calculation based only on hull parameters 
independant of BESTSEA output. 
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Figure 3.3: 86 metre vessel response at forward speed in (a) heave and (b) pitch to 
sinusoidal transom tab excitation (no T-foil) on free surface with no incident waves 
When w~ = 0, surface is at full deflection ( 8 = 12°, where mean position is 8 = 6°). 
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Figure 3.4: 86 metre vessel response at forward speed in (a) heave and (b) pitch to 
sinusoidal T-foil flap excitation (no transom tab) on free surface with no incident waves. 
When w: = 0, surface is at full deflection (8 = 8°, where mean position is 8 = 0°). 
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Figure 3.5: 86 metre vessel response at forward speed in (a) heave and (b) pitch to 
sinusoidal transom tab excitation with a fixed T-foil on free surface with no incident 
waves. When w~ = 0, surface is at full deflection ( 8 = 12°, where mean position is 8 = 
60). 
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3.4.7 Motion Control Method 

Each motion control device in the BESTSEA numerical computation had its unsteady 
deflection controlled though a feedback control algorithm based on the computed heave 
and pitch motions. These motions each comprised displacement, velocity and acceler
ation that were selected and weighted to achieve the desired flap deflection magnitude. 
Using these variables with appropriate gain settings, the deflection (8i (t)) in time of 
the transom tab or T-foil flap was expressed as 

6 

Di (t) = L Kr,jifJj + Kr,,i'i/j + Kri,i'T/j 
j=l 

(3.33) 

where Kr,
3
,, Kr,

3
, and Kri,. represent the gain values assigned to the acceleration (fJj), 

velocity (i/j) and displacement ('l7j) of the lh degree of freedom of the ith control 
surface respectively. 

Selection of the appropriate gain settings is an iterative process where ship installed 
systems usually rely on an adaptive control algorithm. Real time control systems 
generally operate on the principle of adaptive gain control to achieve the best motion 
reduction based on a motion criterion objective function. With a modern control system 
and sufficient force capability it would be possible to minimise any one motion criterion 
from of a range of possible criteria. This task becomes more compl~x in an irregular sea 
where the control system must respond to and manage a range of frequency responses 
and degrees or freedom of motion created by the wave environment. This study does 
not have the scope to investigate this area thoroughly, particularly since only head 
seas were modelled, but it is reasonable to assume that given the relatively small force 
capability of the motion control devices it should be possible to obtain a practical idea 
of the level of motion reduction obtained by the use of these devices. In particular, 
the use of transom tabs and forward mounted T-foils were modelled in a range of 
combinations. 

3.4.7.1 Motion Criterion 

To determine the mode of operation for the motion control surfaces that would reduce 
the vessel motions to the largest extent, a motion criterion was defined as the average 
vertical acceleration over the longitudinal extent of the hull between the aft and for
ward perpendiculars. This averaging was determined over five equally spaced positions 
between the aft and forward perpendiculars in addition to the longitudinal centre of 
gravity position. When the average vertical acceleration had reached a minimum whilst 
varying the gains for the control surface actuator then it was clear that an optimum 
setting had been achieved. 

3.4. 7.2 Gain Finding Routine 

To determine appropriate gain settings for each control surface whilst keeping iterations 
to a manageable level, a procedure has been devised that was well suited to the fre
quency domain in which the results were presented. Owing to the number of variables 
required for each control surface, a reduced number of forward speeds from the original 
seven are presented for this part of the analysis. 

The selection of an appropriate control philosophy presents a number of options. 
Displacement feed back may be well suited for active motion control if the oscillations of 
the hull due to the waves always occurred about the calm water zero speed hydrostatic 
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condition. However, the hull sinkage and trim that occurs with forward speed would 
create a proportional offset demand in the control algorithm causing the motion control 
surfaces to exert a force to correct this condition of natural trim. This type of control 
most certainly has application where static heel or trim angles require correction or 
on hydrofoils, where ride height is important. Velocity or acceleration feedback for 
a displacement vessel would therefore be a more appropriate mechanism for control. 
Whilst acceleration creates the most crew and passenger discomfort it is uncertain 
that this signal alone would be appropriate for control. Davis and Holloway (2003a) 
were able to show through comparison of transfer function magnitudes that operating 
the controls in proportion to the local acceleration of the control surface they were 
unable to achieve any significant improvement in the magnitude and frequency of the 
maximum transfer function points. It will be shown in the results of this analysis that 
reducing the peaks of the motion transfer functions in heave and pitch may not alone 
guarantee the greatest motion reduction for a given sea spectrum that may have its 
peak located at different frequency. Therefore, the basis for motion reduction should 
be on the motion response. This ensures the effect of the sea spectrum at its modal 
frequency is considered in combination with the vessel transfer functions. In fact this 
is the practical basis on which ship adaptive control algorithms operate. As the wave 
conditions vary so too will the controller to achieve the best outcome based on its 
control philosophy. Davis and Holloway (2003a) were also able to show that operating 
the controls in proportion to the local velocity of the control surface they were able to 
achieve a greater reduction in the magnitude of the maximum transfer function points. 
Therefore, the basis of control for this analysis assumed a procedure based on velocity 
feedback whilst also making some comparisons (see chapter 5) based on the method of 
Davis and Holloway (2003a) comprising local velocity and acceleration feedback. 

For a hull encountering long crested head sea waves at a particular frequency (we), 
the deflection of a motion control device in time can be defined as a function of the 
heave and pitch velocity 

dry3 d'f/5 
Kr,ai dt + Kr,si dt 

- Kr,3 i (7]3we) cos(wet + c:sv) + Kr,5 i (7J5We) cos (wet+ C:5v) 
cos(wet) [Kr,3 i (7J3we) cos (esv) + Kr,5 i (7]5we) cos (e5v)] 

- sin( wet) [ Kr,3 i (7J3we) sin (c:sv) + Kr,5 i (7]5we) sin (e5v)] (3.34) 

where Kr,
3
i and Kr,

5
i are the respective heave and pitch velocity gains for the ith control 

surface. 7]3 and 7]5 are the respective heave and pitch displacement amplitudes of the 
hull calculated at the wave amplitude of the numerical computation. 7]3we and 7]5we are 
the heave and pitch velocity amplitudes. c:sv and e5v are the respective heave and pitch 
velocity phases that correspond with the heave and pitch velocity amplitudes such that 
c:sv = e3 + ~ and e5v = c:5 + ~ where e3 and e5 are the heave and pitch displacement 
phases. 

Introducing two new variables, Xi and Yi and setting them equal to two respective 
components of equation 3.34 and then converting the phases of velocity to phases of 
displacement, one obtains 

Xi [Kr,3 i (7]3we) cos (c:sv) + Kr,5 i (7J5we) cos (e5v)] 

= -Kr,
3
i (7]3we) sin (c:s) - Kr,5 i (7J5we) sin (c:5) 

Yi [Kr,3 i (7J3we) sin (c:sv) + Kr,5 i (7J5we).sin (e5v)] 

Kr,
3
i (7]3we) cos (c:s) + Kr,5 i (7]5we) cos (c:5) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 
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such that equation 3.34 now becomes 

(3.37) 

The oscillation of the ith control surface in regular waves will be of the form 

Di (t) - bi cos (wet+ </>i) 
bi [cos( wet) cos (<Pi) - sin( wet) sin ( </>i)] (3.38) 

where bi is the amplitude of oscillation or maximum deflection permitted by the me
chanical arrangement of the control surface and <Pi is the oscillation phase angle of the 
control surface. 

It can be seen that equations 3.37 and 3.38 are of similar form where bi = J X'; + r:2 , 

cos (</>i) = b, and sin (</>i) = k· Therefore, by simple geometry x, +Y,, x, +Yi 

bi cos ( <l>i) 
bi sin (<Pi) 

and so </>i = arctan ( f) leads to the control surface phase ( </>i) . 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

Also, one can conclude that the deflection of the control surface can be expressed 
as 

(3.41) 

where Xi and Yi can be described as the abscissa and ordinate values in the phase plane 
that depicts the control surface's oscillation. 

Equating equations 3.35 with 3.39 and 3.36 with 3.40, Xi and Yi can be expressed 
as two simultaneous equations 

bi cos ( </>i) = 

bi sin (<Pi) 

-Kr,3 i (rfawe) sin (e3) - Kr,5 i (r;5we) sin (es) 

Kr,3 i (773we) cos (e3) + Kr,5 i (r;5we) cos (es) (3.42) 

Except for the control surface deflection amplitude bi, all variables in these equations 
are unknown and can only be determined through iteration. However, by considering 
each motion control surface independently the iterations can be greatly reduced. Using 
a previously computed hull motion solution that represents as near as possible the 
active motion control surface configuration under consideration, the variables (r;3we), 
(r;5we), e3 and e5 for a particular wave amplitude ((0) and encounter frequency (we) 
can be estimated. For example, a computation involving an active transom tab only 
can have the variables (r;3we), (r;5we), e3 and e5 estimated by initially adopting the 
results from a previously determined motion solution that has no control surfaces (bare 
hull). Similarly, a computation involving an active T-foil only can have the variables 
(r;3we), (r;5we), e3 and e5 estimated by initially adopting the results from a previously 
determined fixed T-foil solution. Any subsequent iterations conducted after this first 
iteration to obtain a better result can thereafter make use of a similar configuration. 
A full list of these relationships that can be applied in the first iteration are shown in 
table 3.2. 

Solving the equations of 3.42, a value for Kr,
3
i can be determined with 
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Active MOS configuration I Suggested lst iteration estimation solution ("seed file") 

Transom tab Without control surfaces (bare hull) 
Transom tab (fixed T-foil) Fixed transom tab, fixed T-foil 

T-foil Fixed transom tab, fixed T-foil 
Transom tab and T-foil Fixed transom tab, fixed T-foil 

Table 3.2: Previous motion solution used to estimate the variables of active motion 
control configuration 

( 
6cos(</>,) 6sin </>· ) 

(7;5we) sin(c:s) + (7;5we) cos e5 

( 
1i We cos ea 1i We sin e3 ) 
fi5we) cos(c:s) - (7;5We) sin e5 

(3.43) 

and by substitution of Kr,
3
i a value of Kr,

5
i from 

8 sin (<Pi) ~ Kr,
3
i (ifawe) cos (c3) K.· i=~~~~~-=~~~~~~ 

715 (1j5we) cos (cs) 
(3.44) 

With the variables (7j3we), (r;5we), c3, cs estimated and 'Si known, multiple values of 
the heave and pitch gains Kr,

3
i and Kr,

5
i can be determined by substituting a range of 

motion control surface oscillation phase angles (<Pi) from 0 to 360 degrees in 45 degree 
increments for <Pi· Within this range, all the resu,lting values of the defined motion 
response criterion when plotted against the calculated phase angle <Pi, created a wave 
form of one cycle. 

An example of the typical results of this procedure are shown in figures 3.8 and 3.9. 
In figure 3.8, the value on which an improvement is sought is shown as a horizontal 
line and represents the maximum average acceleration spectral response value. This 
value has been extracted from the response spectrum ("seed file") used for the initial 
estimation of the hull response with a motion control surface (see table 3.2). For 
example, the value in figure 3.8(a) which is the hull response to various tab oscillations 
of various phases corresponds with the peak of the acceleration response without control 
surfaces shown in figure 5.22(a). The polynomial curve has been fitted to the various 
acceleration response values of different phases (<Pi). Only one phase angle along this 
curve represents a maximum motion response where the transom tab or the T-foil 
was amplifying the hull motions and one phase represents a minimum where the same 
control surface was reducing the hull motions. It was found that 45 degree increments 
of the phase angle <Pi provided sufficient data points in the range of 0 to 360 degrees 
to position a curve of best fit between the data points from which the phase angle <Pi 
coinciding with the point of minimum motion could be extracted. 

Whilst obtaining the correct phase angle <Pi is a relatively precise procedure, this 
value is only required for the purpose of directly calculating the unique gains values 
Kr,

3
i and Kr,

5
i. By now reapplying these newly found gain values to a solution that not 

only consists of the single nominated frequency but to the full range of wave encounter 
frequencies using the corresponding "seed" file (to estimate the values of (r;3we), (r;5we), 
c3, cs), a solution with an active control surface may be obtained. Such results are 
presented in chapter 5 together all other computational results. 

Once a computation using the optimised gain values (Kr,3i and Kr,5i) for the active 
surface is completed, the resulting motions and phases would clearly differ to those 
initially assumed from the "seed" file. This implies that the resulting oscillation phase 
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angle of the ith control surface (<Pi) may also change by a small amount from the value 
initially used to calculate the most appropriate gain values ( Kr,

3
i and Kr,

5
i). This 

will most likely be the case, especially since only one iteration has been conducted. 
However, after a new active motion control solution is obtained, a new value of <Pi can 
be calculated using the newly calculated values of (1]3we), (7]5we), c:3 , c:5 combined with 
the existing gain values of Kr,

3
i and Kr,

5
i using equations 3.35, 3.36 and either equation 

3.39 or 3.40. Should there be a dramatic variation, further iterations to obtain a more 
correct motion response may be required. 

Typical control installations on some ships operate with adaptive gain settings that 
are sensitive to the encountered wave period and significant wave height to maintain 
the optimum control system setting throughout their oper.ation. In contrast, this anal
ysis had the advantage of being based on the known vessel response to the selected 
wave environment and vessel forward speed and so the gain finding routine to target 
a specific wave environment could be implemented. The gain finding routine targeted 
a Bretschneider wave spectrum with an average wave spectral period of 7 seconds, as 
this produced one of the largest excitation responses in the vessel of any wave period6 

(see figure 5.25 in chapter 5). This wave period was the only one considered in all 
the computations that involved an active motion control system due to the necessary 
practical limitations placed on the scope of this analysis. 

The gain finding routine focussed on reducing the motion response of the hull at the 
unique encounter frequency where the maximum hull response occurred. For example, 
at the forward speeds of 12.5 and 42.5 knots, the unique encounter frequency corre
sponded to a dimensionless frequency (w:) of 4 and 5 respectively for the Service-Full 
Departure loading condition (see also Average Acceleration Spectral Density response 
results in figure 5.20(a) for the 12.5 knot case and figure 5.23(a) for the 42.5 knot case)). 
Once the gain finding routine had been completed and a suitable phase angle (<Pi) iden
tified at this unique encounter frequency, the heave and pitch gain values (Kr,

3
i and 

K17
5
i) were held constant whilst solving the hull response for the remaining encounter 

frequencies. Thus, a complete solution with the selected heave and pitch gain values 
(Kr,

3
i and Kr,

5
i) was conducted over the full range of wave encounter frequencies for 

each motion control device configuration. From the results, the complete heave and 
pitch motion transfer functions and phases were obtained for the active control system 
modelled. 

This approach implied that whilst substituting a range of motion control surface 
oscillation phase angles (<Pi) and solving for the heave and pitch gain values (K773 i and 
Kr,

5
i), only a computation at one frequency was required to successfully complete the 

gain finding task7• This approach required 7 minutes per frequency at 42.5 knots, 9 
minutes at 32.5 knots and 20 minutes per frequency at 12.5 knots, for one significant 
wave height and a single active control surface configuration. Overall this calculation 
required eight computations per speed and control surface so that on a computer run
ning a 2.4 GHz CPU, the total computation could be executed in a time of 40 minutes 

6 The wave period selected is not critical, but should be indicative of the wave environment of 
interest. By selecting the wave period that caused the greatest response in the vessel, it was expected 
that greater motion reductions could be achieved in the selected example. 

7 Given the benefit of greater computing power or compu'tation time, a better approach may be to 
minimize the average RMS acceleration rather than just the response for a single frequency. This would 
ensure the area under the response spectrum was minimized rather than just reducing the response peak 
at one frequency, although it is possible that a similar outcome would be achieved, but it is beyond the 
scope of this analysis to verify this. This implies that rather than conducting the gain finding routine 
at one frequency, all frequencies are solved for each substitution of the surface oscillation phase angle 
</>.,thus increasing the computation time considerably. Since the wave energy spectra are quite narrow, 
the full spectral analysis was not considered essential at this stage. 
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for the higher speeds and up to 2 hours for the lower speeds. 
This procedure was successfully completed for the 86 metre hull for each of its 

single active control surface configurations which included an active transom tab only, 
an active T-foil only and an active transom tab combined with a fixed (fixed flap) T
foil. Results obtained through only one iteration of this process at most speeds were 
encouraging where they provided a well defined solution of the required phase ( c/Ji), 
from which the gain values (Kr,

3
i and Kr,

5
i) were calculated. A list of these values used 

for 0.5 metre regular wave height computations are shown in table 3.3 for two loading 
conditions of the computed 86 metre vessel. Shown is the estimated phase calculated 
with the use of the seed file and the corresponding heave (Kr,

3
i) and pitch (Kr,

5
i) gain 

values. The actual phase achieved with these gain values and the new motion solution 
after the first iteration are also shown together with a column showing the difference 
between the estimated phase and the actual phase achieved. Further iterations using 
the new data may produce better convergence of the solution, but in general this was 
not conducted because the result after only one iteration had reasonable convergence, 
so a significant improvement in the transfer functions or response spectra was not 
expected. To show this, a second iteration was conducted with an active transom tab 
configuration and the results are shown in table 3.4. The change in the phase angle 
was approximately 25° but a significant difference was not seen in the heave and pitch 
transfer functions shown in figure 3.6. In addition, the phase values used for 2.5 metre 
regular wave height computations are shown in table 3.5. 

The general transfer functions obtained with active controls calculated by this 
method are shown in figures 5.8 to 5.13 of chapter 5 where they are also discussed. 

This approach essentially resembled a simplified ship system that could be adapted 
either manually or automatically to provide the maximum motion attenuation in a given 
wave environment of a given wave height and period. Should the wave environment 
change, so too would the gains of the controller be required to change to maintain 
its optimum settings, as both the wave height and period would affect the gains of 
a well tuned control system. The wave height will also affect the proportion of force 
that can be delivered by a motion control device, which will influence the shape of the 
corresponding transfer functions. Thus, a transfer function generated by this process 
for a hull fitted with any form of motion control surface whether fixed or active, must 
also reference both the wave spectrum and the corresponding regular wave amplitude 
to which it applies. In particular for the controlled surface this implies that the wave 
amplitude at which full deflection of the control surfaces is attained should be stated for 
the result to be meaningful. This may also be true for a hull without control surfaces 
solution when there is a variation in hull cross section moving through the free surface 
in time that essentially removes the linearity assumption over the broad range of wave 
heights as could be the case with BESTSEA if the solution is applied to large wave 
heights. If the linearity assumption implied with the use of transfer functions begins to 
break down then a comparison with experimental data of various wave height becomes 
difficult whilst remaining with a frequency domain approach. 

The remaining task was to apply control gains to the hull with two motion control 
surfaces combined, namely the configuration of a transom tab and a forward mounted T
foil. A similar procedure was adopted to determine the optimum phase for each surface 
in which all combinations of control surface phases were calculated. This amounted to 
64 combinations that were computed where each control surface had a range of set phase 
angles ( c/Ji) of 0 to 360 degrees in increments of 45 degrees. The output of these solutions 
used to determine the optimum phase are shown in figure 3.9 where the plots shown 
are effectively a two-dimensional representation of a three-dimensional solution space in 
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Active tabs 
tab 12.5 121.1 -0.2177 -1.0681 120.3 -0.8 
tab 22.5 147.6 -16.9040 -287.2440 136.5 -11.1 
tab 32.5 111.8 -0.0452 -2.6962 115.5 3.7 
tab 42.5 112.9 -0.0401 -2.8694 118.7 5.8 

Active T-foil 
T-foil 12.5 -67.3 0.5271 0.8460 -65.9 1.4 
T-foil 22.5 -67.3 -0.1419 1.1044 -67.8 -0.5 
T-foil 32.5 -91.8 -0.0470 2.2947 -90.7 1.2 
T-foil 42.5 -98.7 -0.0455 2.9756 -97.3 1.4 

Active tab, fixed T-foil 
tab 12.5 124.3 -0.2635 -1.0450 123.4 -0.9 
tab 22.5 116.8 0.0118 -1.7120 117.8 1.0 
tab 32.5 120.9 -0.0569 -3.0455 125.1 4.1 
tab 42.5 125.0 -0.0522 -3.1817 130.5 5.5 

Active tab and T-foil 
tab 32.5 124.6 -0.0666 -3.1384 128.7 4.1 

T-foil 32.5 -100.4 -0.0783 1.6807 -99.8 0.6 

Active tabs 
tab 12.5 -174.5 0.0124 -2.3323 175.9 350.4 
tab 22.5 157.4 0.0650 -1.9915 148.7 -8.7 
tab 32.5 116.9 -0.0590 -2.8757 123.3 6.4 
tab 42.5 113.6 0.0729 -0.8379 81.4 -32.2 

Active T-foil 
T-foil 12.5 13.4 -2.5954 17.8788 8.4 -5.0 
T-foil 22.5 -61.6 1.5687 4.3376 -48.7 12.9 
T-foil 32.5 -81.6 -0.2093 0.9119 -84.1 -2.5 
T-foil 42.5 -89.1 -0.0884 2.2320 -90.4 -1.3 

Active tab, fixed T-foil 
tab 12.5 179.5 0.5409 -5.1745 -179.6 -359.1 
tab 22.5 200.6 2.6568 2.3260 175.8 -24.8 
tab 32.5 124.6 -0.0352 -2.6428 128.5 3.9 
tab 42.5 123.5 -0.0356 -3.0629 129.8 6.3 

Table 3.3: Motion control surface phase (<Pi) estimated prior to first iteration and 
actual phase (<Pi) achieved after the first iteration with the corresponding heave (Kr,3 i) 
and pitch (Kr,

5
i) gain values calculated for the two loading conditions considered (86m 

vessel, Regular wave height of computation was 0.5m) 
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"Service-Full departure" load condition 

Initial Heave Actual Difference 
phase velocity Pitch phase between actual 

Applied Speed estimate gain velocity achieved and estimated 
MCS [kn] (<pJ [deg] (~3i) gain (K11si) (<pJ [deg] phase [deg] 

Active tabs 
tab 32.5 116.1 -0.0660 -3 .8607 91.2 -24.9 

Table 3.4: Motion control surface phase ( </>i) estimated prior to second iteration and 
actual phase ( </>i) achieved after the second iteration with the corresponding heave 
(Kr,

3
i) and pitch (Kr,

5
i) gain values calculated for the two loading conditions considered 

(86m vessel, Regular wave height of computation was 0.5m) 

"Service-Full departure" load condition 

Initial Heave Actual Difference 

phase velocity Pitch phase between actual 
Applied Speed estimate gain velocity achieved and estimated 

MCS [kn] (<pi) [deg] (Kn3i) gain (K115) (<pi) [deg] phase [deg] 

Active tabs 
tab 32.5 116.8 -0.0106 -0.8078 117.7 0.9 

Active T-foil 
T-foil 32.5 -135.8 -0.0237 0.2636 -135.7 0.0 

Active tab, fixed T-foil 
tab 32.5 129.7 -0.0143 -0.7823 131.1 1.4 

Active tab & T-foil 
tab 32.5 129.7 -0.0143 -0.7823 126.4 -3.3 

T-foil 32.5 -135.8 -0.0237 0.2636 -135.7 0.1 

Table 3.5: Motion control surface phase (<A) estimated prior to first iteration and actual 
phase ( </>i) achieved after the first iteration with the corresponding heave (Kr,

3
i) and 

pitch (Kr,
5
i) gain values calculated for the one loading condition considered (86m vessel, 

Regular wave height of computation was 2.5m) 
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which the task was to determine the minimum. Results from this exercise shown in table 
3.3 demonstrate that the calculated phases of this configuration did not significantly 
vary from those obtained when the control surfaces were considered independently. For 
example, referring to the "actual phase achieved" column of table 3.3 for the active 
tab configuration shows the calculated value to be 125.1°, compared with the solution 
with two control surfaces of 128.7°. Similarly, the T-foil result gave -90.7° for the single 
surface and -99.8° when combined with the tab. The difference these phases produce 
in the heave and pitch transfer functions are shown in figure 3.7. Therefore, the phase 
and gain values obtained for each control surface independently were also adopted 
as the gains for the multiple control surface configurations. Furthermore, conducting 
iterations with two independent controls would enormously increase the computational 
effort, only to achieve an outcome that would not necessarily improve the results and 
aim of this exercise, which was to approximate the best solution of minimum average 
vertical acceleration. 
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Figure 3.6: Variation in heave and pitch transfer functions between 1 and 2 iterations 
of the gain finding routine (86m vessel, 32.5kn, active tab only, Loading condition: 
Service-Full departure) 
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Figure 3.7: Variation in heave and pitch transfer functions (86m vessel, 32.5kn) for 
active tab and T-foil configuration when gains are determined for individual surfaces 
or combined. (Result after one iteration; Loading condition: Service-Full departure). 
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3.4. 7.3 Local Velocity or Local Acceleration Based Feedback Control? 

Local Velocity Based Feedback A motion control system approach proposed for 
high speed passenger vessels has been based on the force of the control surface (in 
the case of a transom tab or T-foil) opposing or acting 180° out of phase with the 
vertical velocity as calculated at the position of the motion control surface (see Haywood 
(1995)). To apply this particular method and determine how it compares with the 

procedure implemented in this analysis, the vertical velocity ( ~i (t)) at the position of 

the control surface in terms of heave (773) and p~tch (775) for waves encountered on the 
bow, can be expressed following a similar procedure to that given previously to give 

d773 d775 
- dt-xdt 

(7J3we) cos (wet+ C:3v) - X (7J5we) cos (wet+ C:5v) 

- cos( wet) [(7]3we) cos (c:3v) - x (7]5we) cos (c:5v)] 

- sin(wet) [(7J3we) sin (e3v) - x (7]5we) sin (c:5v)] (3.45) 

where 773 and 775 are the respective heave and pitch displacement amplitudes of the 
hull calculated at the wave amplitude of the numerical computation. 7]3we and 1j5we 
are the heave and pitch velocity amplitudes. C:3v and C:5v are the respective heave and 
pitch velocity phases such that C:3v = C:3 + ~ and C:5v = c:5 + ~ where c:3 and c:5 are 
the heave and pitch displacement phases. x is the distance between the LCG and the 
centre of lift of the control surface ( +ve forward). There is no need for an overall gain 
to be included as the object of this analysis is to obtain the phase of the control surface 
oscillation as a result of this method. 

Introducing two new variables, Xv, and Yv, and setting them equal to two respective 
components of equation 3.45 and then converting the phases of velocity to phases of 
displacement, one obtains 

Xv, = [(7j3We) cos (c:3v) - X (7]5we) cos (c:5v)] 

= - (7]3we) sin (c:3) + x (7]5we) sin (c:5) 

Yv, [(7J3we) sin (c:3v) - x (7J5we) sin (c:5v)] 

= (7j3We) cos (c:3) - X (1J5We) cos (c:5) 

such that equation 3.45 now becomes 

The oscillation of the ith control surface in regular waves will be of the form 

~i (t) - 8i cos (wet+ <PvJ 
8i [cos(wet) cos (<PvJ - sin(wet) sin (<PvJ] 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

(3.49) 

where 8i is the amplitude of oscillation or maximum deflection permitted by the me
chanical arrangement of the control surface and <Pv, is the phase of the hull vertical 
velocity at the location of the control surface. 
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It can be seen that equations 3.48 and 3.49 are of similar form where 8i = J x;. + Yv~, 

cos (<f>v.) = .Jx.:;"+Y.2 and sin (<f>v.) = .Jx;" y:z. Therefore, by simple geometry 
Vi Vi Vi.+ Vi 

Xvi = 8i COS ( <f>v.) 
Yv. = 8~ sin ( <f>v.) 

(3.50) 

(3.51) 

Also, one can conclude that the deflection of the control surface can be expressed as 

(3.52) 

where Xv. and Yv. can be described as the abscissa and ordinate values in the phase 
plane that depicts the vertical hull velocity at the location of the control surface. 

The oscillation phase the control surface must adopt to oppose the local vertical 

hull velocity ( ~i (t)) is therefore 

<f>vi = arctan ( ~: ) + 7r (3.53) 

where 7r is added to ensure the control surface force opposes the vertical velocity. (see 
discussion below in section 3.4.7.3) 

Local Acceleration Based Feedback Whilst opposing the hull local vertical ve
locity with a control surface may provide effective damping at particular encounter 
frequencies and hull forward speeds, the question of whether acceleration instead of 
velocity could be an effective control philosophy for reducing hull motions remains. 
In this instance, the control would then effectively be increasing the system effective 
mass. In a similar approach to that presented above for local velocity based feedback, 
the oscillation phase angle solution of the control surface operated to oppose the local 
hull acceleration can be calculated through the expression 

~i (t) 
d2'f/3 d2'f/5 

- dt2 - x dt2 

cos(wet) [(rfaw;) cos (c:3a) - x (r;5w;) cos (e5a)] 
- sin( wet) [ (r;3w;) sin (e3a) - x (ij5w;) sin (e5a) J (3.54) 

where r;3 and r;5 are the respective heave and pitch displacement amplitudes of the 
hull calculated at the wave amplitude of the numerical computation. ifaw~ and ij5w~ 
are the heave and pitch acceleration amplitudes. e3a and e5a are the respective heave 
and pitch acceleration phases such that e3a = e3 + 7r and e5a = t:5 + 7r where t:3 and e5 
are the heave and pitch displacement phases. x is the distance between the LCG and 
the centre of lift of the control surface ( +ve forward). Once again, there is no need for 
an overall gain to be included as the object of this analysis to obtain the phase of the 
control surface oscillation as a result of this method. 

Introducing two new variables, Xa, and Ya, and setting them equal to two respective 
components of equation 3.54 and then converting the phases of acceleration to phases 
of displacement, one obtains 

Xa, = [(r;3w;) cos (e3a) - x (ij5w;) cos (e5a)] 
= - (r;3w;) cos (s3) + x (r;5w;) cos (s5) (3.55) 

Yai - [ (r;3w;) sin (s3a) - x (r;5w;) sin (c5a) J 
- (r;3w;) sin (sa) + x (r;5w;) sin (c:5) (3.56) 
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such that equation 3.54 now becomes 

ei (t) = Xa, cos(wet) - Ya, sin(wet) 

J X~, + Y1. [cos(~et) Xa, - sin( wet) Ya, l (3.57) 
. I x2 + y2 . I x2 + y2 y·a.,. a, y·a.,, a.,, 

The oscillation of the ith control surface in regular waves will be of the form 

ei (t) 8i cos (wet+ <Pa.) 
= 8i [cos(wet) cos (<Pa.) - sin(wet) sin (<PaJ] (3.58) 

where 8i is the amplitude of oscillation or maximum deflection permitted by the me
chanical arrangement of the control surface and <Pa, is the phase of the hull vertical 
acceleration at the location of the control surface. 

It can be seen that equations 3.57 and 3.58 are of similar form where 8i = J X~i + Y1., 

cos (<PaJ = .Jx~~+Y2 and sin (<PaJ = .Jx1:/+Y2. Therefore, by simple geometry 
a, a.,. a'I. a1 

Xa, 8i COS ( <PaJ 
Yai = 8i sin ( <PaJ 

(3.59) 

(3.60) 

Also, one can conclude that the deflection of the control surface can be expressed as 

ei ( t) = J x~. + Y1. cos (Wet + <Pa,) (3.61) 

where Xa, and Ya, can be described as the abscissa and ordinate values in the phase 
plane that depicts the vertical hull velocity at the location of the control surface. 

The oscillation phase the control surface must adopt to oppose the local vertical 

hull acceleration (ei (t)) is therefore 

~a, = arctan ( ~.) + 7r (3.62) 

where 7r is added to ensure the control surface force opposes the vertical acceleration. 
The phase solution from this approach compared with the phase solution based on the 
gain finding method already described are presented in figure 3.10 for the transom tab 
and the T-foil configurations at two loading conditions. 

Local Velocity or Local Acceleration Feedback Discussion The phase solution 
from this approach compared with the phase solution based on the gain finding routine 
are presented by way of example in figures 3.8 and 3.9 where it is clear that the local 
velocity feedback method is correct only for the T-foil control surface (see figure 3.8(b)) 
in the sense that it has a similar phase angle to that determined by the gain finding 
routine already described. Using the local velocity approach with the transom tab 
produced a phase angle in this figure that was typically in error by some offset. However, 
these plots show one instance only and an overall comparison can be made with the 
results of figure 3.10, which shows the calculated phase angles for three control surface 
configurations, two loading conditions and four speeds based on the previously described 
gain finding routine, the local velocity feedback method just described and the local 
acceleration feedback method described below in section 3.4.7.3. It is apparent from 
these results that the velocity feedback method is suitable for the T-foil at all speeds 
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whilst the local acceleration feedback method was not. In the case of the transom tab, 
the local velocity feedback method almost becomes beneficial at the lowest speed of 
12.5 knots whilst the local acceleration feedback seems beneficial at only one speed 
somewhere between 12.5 and 17.5 knots for either loading condition. 
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Figure 3.8: 86 metre vessel examples of gain optimisation for (a) transom tab only, (b) 
T-foil only and (c) transom tab with fixed T-foil. The horizonal line (~symbols) is 
the uncontrolled average vertical acceleration spectral response on which a reduction 
is sought. Thus, the minimum value on the curve is the ideal phase. Also shown are 
the corresponding phases calculated by local velocity and local acceleration feedback 
control methods for comparison. 
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Figure 3.9: 86 metre vessel example of gain optimisation for two simultaneously 
oscillating control surfaces. (a) representation of solution space showing change 
in response against T-foil phase (each curve represents a constant tab phase 
( 0° to 360°, 45 ° increments) whilst (b) represents the two-dimensional envelope of solu
tion space of plot "a" against various tab phases. '.fhe minimum response of the three 
dimensional solution space has been shown in both plot (a) and (b). The horizonal 
line (.6. symbols) is the uncontrolled average vertical acceleration spectral response on 
which a reduction is sought. 
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Figure 3.10: 86 metre vessel optimum oscilation phase angle (Hence gains) for the (a) 
transom tab (with/without a fixed T-foil), (b) T-foil, for the (1) Service full departure 
loading condition and (2) Delivery, 103 arrival loading condition. All results were 
obtained after a single iteration. 
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3.4.8 Deflection Velocity and Acceleration Restriction 

In ship applications where the control surfaces are deflected by means of a hydraulic 
system, practical limitations must be imposed on the deflection rates as a result of the 
finite hydraulic power capability. These practical limits for commercial reasons were 
not known for the vessels analysed. Therefore, the deflection of the control surfaces 
in the computation had velocity and acceleration limits imposed that prevented them 
from exceeding the rates defin~d by a sinusoidal path based on the maximum deflection 
and the wave encounter frequ~ncy. Thus, the amplitude of angular velocity could not 
exceed 8i = 75iwe and the amplitude of angular acceleration could not exceed 8i = 75iw~ 
(where 75i is the maximum deflection of the ith control surface )8 . This implies that the 
surface deflection could not go from full positive deflection to full negative deflection 
within the course of one time step. The velocity limit was imposed in the current ( ith) 
time step by ensuring the deflection (82 ) was less than± (~t) 82 +8ci-l) and similarly the 
acceleration limit was imposing in the current ( ith) time step by ensuring the deflection 

(8i) was less than ±2 (~t) 8i + 28ci-2) - D(i-l)i where ~t is the size of the time step in 
seconds (see equation 3.14). 

3.4.9 Application of Motion Control with Transfer Functions 

One particular aspect of the BESTSEA time domain computation is that the computed 
wave height from which the motion transfer functions are derived can be selected by the 
user. With the addition of motion control surfaces to the hull in a numerical computa
tion, a new approach is required that allows the results to be presented in the frequency 
domain. The linear assumption that is generally made with frequency domain com
putations implies that the hull response increases proportionally with wave height. In 
contrast, the force generated by a motion control appendage essentially remains con
stant for a given speed irrespective of wave height. Furthermore, its influence on the 
motion response of the hull is a function of the exciting wave forces acting on the hull, 
which in broad terms relates to both the wave height and period. So clearly the addi
tional modelling of a control surface will remove to some extent the linear proportional 
hull response to wave height that may have existed for the hull configuration without 
control surfaces. However, if linearity in the solution of a hull with motion control 
appendages can be implied, if only for a reduced range of wave heights, then it may 
be still feasible to present a transfer function for the vessel based on a limited range 
of wave heights. Thus, in the case of a hull modelled with motion control appendages, 
the wave height and to a lesser extent the wave spectrum, will become unique for each 
transfer function solution. 

The transfer function derived from the computations of this work were generally 
calculated at the regular wave height of 0.5 metres, but the regular wave height at 
which most results were required for this analysis was 2.5 metres this being a typical 
wave height for the data acquired through measurements. The regular wave height of 
2.5 metres was used to have some equivalence with the Bretschneider wave spectrum 
used for deriving motion responses at 2.5 metres significant wave height and 7 seconds 
average period. It could be argued that whilst maintaining the significant wave height 

8In the numerical computation the maximum deflection of the transom flap was 6° (0.105 radians) 
about a mean offset of 6°. At the dimensionless wave encounter frequency of 5, this implied a velocity 
limit of 10.7 deg/s and an acceleration limit of 19.3 deg/s2

• Similarly for the T-foil flap, which had 
a maximum deflection of 8° (0.140 radians) about a mean offset of 0°. At the dimensionless wave 
encounter frequency of 5, this implied a velocity limit of 14.3 deg/s and an acceleration limit of 25.7 
deg/s2

• 
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of the wave spectrum at 2.5 metres, a regular wave height smaller than 2.5 metres 
should be computed, particularly if the results were sensitive to this parameter. In the 
case of the Bretschneider spectrum where the significant wave height is equivalent to 4 
standard deviations, the average spectral wave height of 2.5 standard deviations may be 
more appropriate. However, this question can only be answered by investigation of the 
non-linear characteristics over the range of wave heights within the wave spectrum or by 
looking at the variation in hull response when various computed regular wave heights 
are applied. Should there be a significant variation in the hull response for various 
wave heights within the wave spectrum, then it is likely that the force generated by a 
control surface would be under estimated for the lower range of wave heights and over 
estimated at the higher wave heights. This implies that the hull motions would be over 
predicted at lower wave heights and under predicted at higher wave heights. 

The use of regular wave heights other than 2.5 metres based on some rationale 
may in fact be justified for calculating the motion response with a Bretschneider wave 
spectrum of 2.5 metres significant wave height and 7 seconds average period, but this 
was not considered necessary. The reason for this will not be given here but will be 
investigated further in chapter 5 (with particular reference to the results of tables 5.1, 
5.3, 5.4 and figure 5.33). 

To model the appropriate force of the control surface with respect to the wave force 
on the hull, the forces generated by the transom tab and the T-foil were scaled by 
limiting the deflection of the flaps by a factor equivalent to the ratio of the computed 
regular wave height (in this case was 0.5 metres) divided by the simulated regular wave 
height (in this case was 2.5 metres) (see also Sections 3.4.2, 3.4.3). This was equivalent 
to saying that the deflection angles of the motion control surfaces were scaled so that 
full deflection from the control gains was only achieved in a 2.5 metre regular wave 
height. Scaling the inflow angle relative to the main foil section was not necessary 
in this case as the free stream incident angle to the foil was already scaled by the 
proportionally smaller computed regular waves. 

3.5 Development of Operating Interface Programs 

The BESTSEA solver was created as a command line executable requiring input data 
files to initialize variables in its computational procedure. The two types of input files 
consisted of a hull geometry file and a general hull particulars data file. These files 
contained the variables required to run a number of individual time-wise solutions for a 
single speed at discrete frequencies such that a completed multiple solution computation 
would provide sufficient information to complete one transfer function. The input 
file included the essential hull particulars such as hull displacement, pitch radius of 
gyration, hull length, longitudinal centre of gravity, nominal draft and wave height. 
When modelling the hydrodynamic lifting devices of a motion control system, the 
input files would also contain the variables for these devices. 

The hull geometry file specified the hull shape, defined by evenly distributed sections 
from the bow to the stern by listing the vertical and transverse coordinates from the 
keel to the deck edge. The first section of the defined geometry commenced one section 
aft of the bow stem and continued through to the transom. A right hand coordinate 
system relative to the nominal hull centre of gravity defined the x-axis toward the 
bow, the y-axis to port and the z-axis vertically upwards. Although the computation 
considers changes in the user defined hull geometry up to the free surface boundary, 
the program will assume a vertical hull side if the height of the hull definition is lower 
than the local free surface. 
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To facilitate the creation of the input files, a Windows based LABVIEW program 
(BESTINPUT) was created to partly automate the input of data to file that was re
quired to compute the transfer functions for multiple speeds. The LABVIEW program 
presented the user with all the required inputs. After the manual entry of these inputs, 
the information could be saved and retrieved for later use (see appendix D for a view 
of the screen interface). 

The output created by BESTSEA consisted of the time-wise motion results of heave 
and pitch and where appropriate, the deflection in time of each control surface. Hy
drodynamic force and moment distributions were also supplied and could be used to 
determine the wave induced global loads. To process this data and create the results re
quired by this analysis, a dedicated post-processing program (BESTVIEW) was created 
with the National Instruments software package LABVIEW. 

3.5.1 Motion Analysis 

K valsvold et al. (1995) showed that the differences in the longitudinal distribution of 
vertical motion between conventional hulls and SWATH hulls can vary significantly. 
Therefore, the computational motion analysis of the 86 metre vessel has particularly 
considered the longitudinal distribution of vertical motion for the headsea case. Yoo 
et al. (1997) suggested that the most severe motions occurred in bow quartering seas 
and that for particular wave frequencies and forward speeds, beam seas may create 
accelerations exceeding those produced by head-seas. This suggests that it is difficult 
to make generalizations about the response of any particular hull form without under
standing the entire solution space made up of all wave frequencies, wave heights and 
directions. However, Davis and Holloway (2003a) showed that the higher sea states 
of 3 metres, head seas produced some of the worst case motions of all headings whilst 
in smaller wave heights the more severe conditions were in the bow quartering (120°) 
wave direction. Wave heights considered here were at 2.5 metres (top of sea state 4) so 
head seas are invariably going to produce the most severe acceleration magnitudes of 
all wave directions. 

Over a sufficient number of time steps, the BESTSEA computation will achieve a 
regular sinusoidal motion and the vessel adopts a natural trim position. This condi
tion was clearly visible in the displacement time trace of the output data. A regular 
response condition was defined when the maximum difference between three successive 
amplitudes of the time wise dimensionless transfer function was less than 0.05. 

Within the time stepping routine of BESTSEA the phase was defined relative to 
the hull longitudinal centre of gravity where for the heave phase in time was relative 
to the wave displacement and the pitch phase in time was relative to the wave slope. 
A positive phase is in advance of the wave and a negative phase lags the wave. For low 

• encounter frequencies, the heave phase therefore approached zero and the pitch phase 
approached -90 degrees. 

The wave profile was defined by the expression rJ =A cos (wet+ kx) where in the 
first time step, the value of t = 0. This cosine wave profile was reproduced in the 
post processing routine where the phase had to be advanced one time step for it to 
correspond the BESTSEA computation. From equation 3.14, one time step b..t = n:uo, 
or ~; = b..t.fe cycles (360.b..t.fe degrees). For the wave profile of the postprocessor 
to be synchronized with the BESTSEA output data, the first time step data output 
had to correspond to the wave profile which had been advanced by 2n .b..t.fe radians 
such that rJ = A cos (wet+ kx + 2n.b..t.fe)· This occurs because the first output from 
BESTSEA is the computed result at the end of the first time step. 

With the wave profile known, the heave and pitch phase were determined using a 
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cross phase power spectrum within BESTVIEW and extracting the calculated phase at 
the corresponding encounter frequency. From this, the phase information was extracted 
from the spectrum at the predetermined wave encounter frequency of the BESTSEA 
computation. 

3.5.2 Motion Derivation about the LCG 

A vessel in a long crested wave environment defined by a fixed frame wave spectrum 
Sc;, (w) will encounter the waves at a different frequency due to the forward speed of the 
vessel and the wave heading relative to the waves, thus transforming the wave spectrum 
to Sc;, (we)· The magnitude of motion displacement or acceleration at a given location 
on a rigid vessel can be derived from the displacement transfer functions that describe 
the vessel's six degrees of freedom, namely surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw 
(rJi where i = 1 to 6 respectively). Defining the displacement transfer functions at the 
vessel centre of gravity (CG) as Hi (we) (where i = 1 to 6), the displacement transfer 
function at some other position about the vessel CG will be Hi (x,y,z,we). 

The response at some position ( x, y, z) on the vessel has the response spectrum 
81 (we) determined by the expression 

(3.63) 

The kth moment of the response spectrum is defined by 

The statistical properties of the vessel response can be calculated from the response 
spectrum moments. In particular the variance cr2 of the response is the zeroth moment 
of the response spectrum (mo) and the standard deviation is the square root of the 
zeroth moment such that er = .JmO. The significant response value is four times the 
standard deviation(4cr = 4.JmO) (see Lloyd (1989)). 

In all the instances where the acceleration response is required instead of the dis
placement response, the displacement transfer function Hi (we) can be interchanged 
with the acceleration transfer function Hi (we) which is derived by multiplying by the 
factor w~ (Lloyd (1989)) such that Hi (we) = Hi (we) w~. 

In determining the local response at some position (x, y, z) about the CG, the ver
tical displacement transfer function for that position was first calculated as a function 
of the heave Uh), roll (174) and pitch (775) magnitudes and their respective phases. 

(3.64) 

where rx and ry are the distances from the centre of gravity in the x and y directions 
respectively. 

According to Michel (1999) (see also Lloyd (1989) and Tucker (1991)) the period 
of response can be determined from the spectral moments. The zero crossing period is 

defined as T2 = Tz = 27r ~' the peak or mean crest period as Tp = Tc = 27r /ff!, 
and the average period as T1 = f' = 27r~. 
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3.5.3 Position of Minimum Motion in Regular Head Sea Waves 

In regular head sea waves, the harmonic heave ( ry3) and pitch ( ry5) displacements in time 
will produce a unique longitudinal position of minimum vertical displacement that can 
be determined through simple analysis (Holloway and Davis (1998)). It can be shown 
that the vertical displacement (e3 ) in time at any longitudinal position (x) within the 
vessel length is 

e3(x, t) = 'T/3 (t) - X'f/5 (t) (3.65) 

where x is the distance to the centre of gravity. The ship motion in heave is given by 

and pitch by 

'f/3 (t) - fj3 sin (wet+ c3) 

- r;3 sin (wet'+ €3 - cs) 

'T/s (t) fis sin (wet+ cs) 
r;5 sin (wet') 

(3.66) 

(3.67) 

where t' = t+ Bs... Thus using equation 3.65, 3.66 and 3.67, the vertical motion e3(x,t} 
We 

at a position x from the centre of gr_avity is given by 

e3(x, t) fj3 sin (wet'+ €3 - cs) - Xfj5 sin (wet') 
- r;3 sin (wet') cos (c3 - cs) + r;3 cos (wet') sin (c3 - cs) 

-xr;5 sin (Wet') 
- (fj3 cos (c3 - cs) - xr;5) sin (wet')+ (r;3 sin (c3 - cs)) cos (wet') 

Xm sin (wet'))+ Ym cos( wet') (3.68) 

where Xm and Ym are defined as 

Xm = (fi3 cos (c3 - cs) - xfj5) 

Ym (fj3 sin (c3 - cs)) 

such that equation 3.68 now becomes 

~3 (x, t) - Xmsin (wet'))+ Ymcos(wet') 

Jx~ + Y~ [sin (wet') J ;m 
2 

+ cos(wet') J ~m 2 ] 
Xm+Ym Xm+Ym 

Jx~ + Y~ [sin (wet') cos (f3) + cos(wet') sin (,6)) 

(3.69) 

(3.70) 

- Jx~ + Y~sin (wet'+ f3) (3.71) 

where cos (f3) = Xm and sin (,6) = Ym . The magnitude of e3(x, t) squared 
v'xa.+Y,?, v'xa.+Y,?, · 

is clearly now 

x2 +Y.2 m m 

(r;3 cos (c3 - cs) - xr;5)2 + (r;3 sin (c3 - cs) )2 

-2 2- - ( ) + 2-2 = 'f/3 - 'f/3'f/5XCOS €3 - €5 X 'f/5 (3.72) 
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The distance ( x) to the location of minimum motion from the LCG can be found 
by putting 

= 0 

2xr;g - 2r;3r;5 cos (c:3 - c:5) 

x - ~3 cos (c:3 - c5) 
'f/5 

(3.73) 

Figure 3.11 shows the position of minimum motion for the 81 and 86 metre vessels 
at 32.5 knots for a range of loading conditions without motion control surfaces. It also 
shows the position of minimum motion for the in "service - full departure" loading 
condition at a range of speeds. All instances show the result relative to amidships 
and the centre of gravity. These results show that the position of minimum motion 
generally lies aft of amidships and moves further aft relatively close to the transom at 
the frequency of maximum heave response. Both vessels show similar behaviour and the 
result is only moderately influenced by the loading condition and vessel forwards speed. 
At some frequencies the theoretical position of minimum motion actually extends aft 
beyond the hull transom, in which case the position of minimum motion within the 
hull would lie at the transom. 
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Figure 3.11: Variation in position of minimum vertical motion with encounter frequency 
(bare-hull, no motion control surfaces) for (1) 81 metre and (2) 86 metre vessel at 32.5 
knots for a range of loading condtions and (3) 86 metre at one loading condition for a 
range of speeds. (See appendix A for hull particulars) 



Chapter 4 

Full-Scale Experimental Results 

4.1 Introduction 

Data records collected during full-scale motion measurements with both the 81 and 
86 metre vessels are presented in this chapter comprising wave spectra, acceleration 
spectra and motion transfer functions. The arrangement of data and its presentation 
format is primarily based on the vessel type, control surface configuration, vessel speed 
and observed primary wave direction using the method presented in chapter 2. 

4.2 Overview of Data Records 

From the data records obtained during full-scale measurements on the 81 and 86 metre 
vessels during their delivery voyages and operational service, there was a proportion of 
the total data records for which the primary wave direction could be determined. This 
allowed further analysis of the data to be conducted where it was categorised according 
to speed and observed primary wave direction sectors. The remaining records for which 
the primary wave direction could not be determined through the procedure described 
in section 2.3 were discarded from further analysis and are not reflected in the results 
of this chapter. This generally also excluded all wave directions encountered aft of 
the beam where low encounter frequencies and low vertical acceleration responses were 
imposed on the vessel. In comparison, wave directions encountered forward of the beam 
had a progressively higher encounter frequency and higher vertical acceleration response 
as the sea direction moved toward the bow. These measurements also had generally 
better defined steady periodic motions that allowed more certainty in predicting the 
encountered wave direction. 

The duration of data records allocated to each data group according to forward 
-speed (12.5 to 42.5kn in 5kn increments ±2.5kn) and wave direction (90°, 135° 'and 
180°) for the 81 metre vessel are shown in table 4.1. The duration of data records 
created during the delivery voyage where only transom tabs were fitted are shown 
in this same table as well as the duration details of data created during operational 
service when the vessel had T-foils in addition to transom tabs. The data in table 
4.1 represent over 30 hours or 873 of the total data collected during the delivery 
voyage and 41 minutes or 503 of the total data collected during service operations 
on the English Channel that was retained for subsequent analysis. Throughout this 
period, the instrumentation was saving data to disk at an average of 81 minutes per 
day during the delivery voyage and only 0.4 minutes per day during passenger service 
operations. Obviously the time spent on the delivery voyage for the 81 metre vessel was 
more efficient in generating useful data than the time spent during passenger service 
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operations since severe conditions occurred on the delivery voyage whilst more mild 
conditions occurred during the introduction to service of the 81 metre vessel. In any 
event the calender period during which. service data was collected on the 81 metre 
vessel was 228 days before the instrumentation was moved to the 86 metre vessel so 
it is expected that there may have been times when data was not recorded due to 
instrumentation or software problems that were not corrected in a timely manner. 

The delivery voyage data is grouped into directional sectors that include, head sea 
waves containing 63.63 of the data, bow quartering waves with 22.93 and beam seas 
with the remaining 13.53 of the data. In operational service only 12.53 of the data 
was in head seas with 37.53 in bow quartering seas and 50.03 in beam seas. This 
was not unexpected as the route of this vessel between Weymouth on the south coast 
of England and the Channel Islands gave it exposure to the swells from the Atlantic 
that the vessel would have generally encountered on the beam to the bow quarter 
on the outward bound journey and the beam to stern quarter on the return journey. 
These circumstances would have left a very small proportion of the time where head 
sea encounters could have occurred unless from wind generated waves from some other 
direction or the vessel took a different course than would normally be part of its route. 

The delivery voyage data was limited to speeds less than 30 knots due to engine 
problems that persisted for the duration of the voyage, so it cannot be implied that 
the speed of measurement was necessarily influenced by the wave conditions. Once the 
vessel had entered operational service the measured speeds increased to over 35 knots 
which is reflected in these tables. 

As previously discussed in chapter 2, in cases where a data acquisition sequence 
commenced automatically, the bow accelerometer trigger level was set between 0.05 
to 0.5g but typically at about 0.3g for the 81 metre vessel. This decision affected the 
total amount of data collected by eliminating the number of records in smaller wave 
heights. The wave data will show in this chapter that most measurements were taken 
in significant wave heights of 0.8 metres (~ 0.2m RMS) or more. This aspect of the 
data acquisition will also be reflected in the acceleration results presented later in this 
chapter. 

The total durations of data records allocated to a data group according to forward 
speed (12.5 to 42.5 ±2.5kn) and wave directions from the beam to the bow for the 
86 metre vessel are shown in table 4.2. This table shows the duration of data records 
created during the delivery voyage where only transom tabs were fitted as well as for 
data records created during operational service when the vessel had T-foils fitted in 
addition to the transom tabs. The data in these tables represent over 46 hours or 
443 of the data collected during the delivery voyage and over 88 hours or 543 of the 
data collected during service operations on the English Channel that was retained for 
subsequent analysis. Throughout this period, the instrumentation was saving data to 
disk an average of 198 minutes per day during the delivery: voyage and 21 minutes per 
day during passenger service operations. Just like the experience with the 81 metre 
vessel, the time spent on the delivery voyage for the 86 metre vessel was more efficient 
in generating useful data for analysis owing to more severe conditions on the delivery 
voyage. Overall the records for the 86 metre vessel exceeded those of the 81 metre 
vessel on the delivery voyage by 3 times, during service operations by 120 times and 
overall by more than 7 times. This is largely because the instrumentation was left in 
place for up to 460 calendar days of service operations where it remained on-line for 
most of this period. 

The delivery voyage data of table 4.2 is grouped into directional sectors that include, 
head sea waves containing 73 of the data, bow quartering waves with 633 of the data 
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and beam seas with the remaining 303 of the data. In operational service only 2.43 
of the data was in head seas with 523 in bow quartering seas and 45.63 in beam seas. 
This was not unexpected as this vessel operated the same route as its predecessor (the 
81 metre vessel) between Weymouth on the south coast of England and the Channel 
Islands giving it the same exposure to the swells from the Atlantic where beam to the 
bow quarter waves would be typical on the outward bound journey and the beam to 
stern quarter on the return journey. These circumstances gave rise to the small volume 
of head sea data obtained from the vessel once in service. 

The 86 metre vessel also had a greater amount of data collected during the delivery 
and operational service than the 81 metre vessel. Furthermore, once in service the 
variety of speeds measured were much greater and of longer duration. The greatest 
amount of recorded time was at 37.5 knots constituting 433 of the data, this being the 
design speed of the vessel. 

Data collected on the two vessels that was not grouped and shown in tables 4.1 
and 4.2 and thus not utilised for subsequent analysis was made up of data that was 
recorded either manually whilst the vessel was tied up in harbour, in waves encountered 
aft of the beam, in small waves that induced only small heave accelerations or in waves 
with a broad directional spreading that made determining the primary wave direction 
difficult or not possible. 

The total length of data, which is needed to form the basis of spectral analysis or 
variance analysis is difficult to specify. In general, variance analysis is less demanding 
than energy spectral analysis, which in turn is less demanding than cross spectral 
analysis. Further, the question of the required length of data records is considerably 
complicated by the variability of sea conditions, in particular the sea direction, wave 
height and period associated with each speed and direction subset. For example, if 
there is relatively little spectral energy in the frequency band of significant motion 
response then clearly a much longer total record is needed to resolve an energy or 
cross spectrum. It is often suggested that 30 minutes forms a minimum record length, 
although this is only an approximate estimate made by experienced observers. On this 
basis, almost all of the subsets of data for each speed and direction shown in tables 4.1 
and 4.2 would appear to be adequate. Perhaps the greatest barrier to a formal analysis 
of the statistical reliability of the results obtained is the variability of sea direction 
over each subset of data for a particular speed and direction. It must be realised that 
the data in each subset is not generated from concurrent records, but may have been 
contributed over intervals of days, weeks or months and so the extent to which the 
sea direction is defined or somewhat confused is itself not a constant factor over a 
particular subset of data. In these circumstances the outcomes of the analysis (e.g. 
irregularity of spectra) were perhaps the only sensible indicators of probable statistical 
reliability. It was considered beyond the scope of the present project to attempt an 
analysis of statistical reliability of variance and spectral outcomes. Whilst this aspect 
should not be overlooked in considering the needs of future research projects, it seems 
that particular provision in the data acquisition process would need to be made to 
take account of variability of nominal condition parameters such as vessel speed, sea 
direction, wave height and wave period, and the extent to which the sea direction is 
well defined as opposed to being confused. 
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81 metre vessel delivery voyage (Active tabs only) 
Days equipment installed 
Total data record duration [s] 
Average recording time per day [min] 
Percentage of data used 
0° is following waves 
Seconds of data 

Middle of 
speed range 

±2.5kn 90° ±22.5° 
12.5 204.8 
17.5 6348.8 
22.5 7577.6 
27.5 819.2 
32.5 -
37.5 -
42.5 -

Total [s] 14950.4 
Total [hrs] 4.15 
Total[%] , 13.5% 

135° ±22.5° 
409.6 

10649.6 
13516.8 
716.8 

-
-
-

25292.8 
7.03 

22.9% 

26 
126,669 
81.2 

87.2% 

180° ±22.5° 
1843.2 

24780.8 
39424 
4198.4 

-
-
-

70246.4 
19.51 

63.6% 

Total [s] Total [hrs] 

2457.6 0.68 
41779.2 11.61 
60518.4 16.81 

5734.4 1.59 
0.0 0.00 
0.0 0.00 
0.0 0.00 

110,490 
30.7 

81 metre vessel in operational service (Active tabs and T-foils) 
Days equipment installed 
Total data record duration [s] 
Average recording time per day [min] 
Percentage of data used 
0° is following waves 
Seconds of data 

Middle of 
speed range 

±2.5kn 90° ±22.5° 
12.5 -
17.5 -
22.5 -
27.5 -
32.5 -
37.5 1126.4 
42.5 102.4 

Total [s] 1228.8 
Total [hrs] 0.34 
Total[%] 50.0% 

135° ±22.5° 
-
-
-

-
-

614.4 
307.2 
921.6 
0.26 

37.5% 

228 
4,915 

0.4 
50.0% 

180° ±22.5° Total [s] 

- 0.0 
- 0.0 
- 0.0 
- 0.0 
- 0.0 

102.4 1843.2 
204.8 614.4 
307.2 2,458 
0.09 

12.5% 
C:\I Nigel\038DATA \cor_I filebasis\tfl count( tabs and tabs_f)-038(45deg inc).xls 

Total [hrs] 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.51 
0.17 

0.7 

88 

Total[%] 

2.2% 
37.8% 
54.8% 

5.2% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

100% 

Total[%] 

0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

75.0% 
25.0% 

100% 

Table 4.1: Measurement record durations (81m vessel) at various speeds and observed 
wave heading sectors 
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86 metre vessel delivery voyage (Active tabs only) 
Days equipment installed 
Total data record duration [s] 
Average recording time per day [min] 
Percentage of data used 
0° is following waves 
Seconds of data 

Middle of 
speed range 

±2.5kn 90° ±22.5° 
12.5 8601.6 
17.5 18432 
22.5 4710.4 
27.5 10240 
32.5 7987.2 
37.5 409.6 
42.5 -

Total [s] 50380.8 
Total [hrs] 13.99 
Total[%] 30.1% 

135° ±22.5° 
4096 
25600 
1433.6 
43008 

30515.2 
614.4 

-
105267.2 

29.24 
62.9% 

32 
379,904 
197.9 

44.0% 

180° ±22.5° 
614.4 
3072 
204.8 

3276.8 
4505.6 

-
-

11673.6 
3.24 
7.0% 

Total [s] Total [hrs] 
13312.0 3.70 
47104.0 13.08 

6348.8 1.76 
56524.8 15.70 
43008.0 11 .95 

1024.0 0.28 
0.0 0.00 

167,322 
46.5 

86 metre vessel in operational service (Active tabs and T-foils) 
Days equipment installed 
Total data record duration [s] 
Average recording time per day [min] 
Percentage of data used 
0° is following waves 
Seconds of data 

Middle of 
speed range 

±2.5kn 90° ±22.5° 
12.5 204.8 
17.5 5324.8 
22.5 3481.6 
27.5 21504 
32.5 40345.6 

11 37.5 69632 

I' 42.5 4300.8 
Total [s] 144793.6 

Total [hrs] 40.22 
Total[%] 45.6% 

135° ±22.5° 
2048 

6963.2 
7372.8 
34816 

45465.6 
64921.6 
3891.2 

165478.4 
45.97 
52.1% 

460 
591,053 
21.4 

53.8% 

180° ±22.5° Total [s] 

1638.4 3891.2 
2048 14336.0 

- 10854.4 
- 56320.0 

2457.6 88268.8 
1433.6 135987.2 

- 8192.0 
7577.6 317,850 

2.10 
2.4% 

C:\l Nigel\042DATA\cor_l filebasis\tfl count( tabs and tabs_f)-042(45deg inc) .xls 

Total [hrs] 

1.08 
3.98 
3.02 

15.64 
24.52 
37.77 
2.28 

88.3 

89 

Total[%] 

8.0% 
28.2% 

3.8% 
33.8% 
25.7% 

0.6% 
0.0% 

100% 

Total[%] 
1.2% 
4.5% 
3.4% 

17.7% 
27.8% 
42.8% 

2.6% 

100% 

Table 4.2: Measurement record durations (86m vessel) at various speeds and observed 
wave heading sectors 
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4.3 Encountered Sea Conditions 

4.3.1 Wave Height and Period 

4.3.1.1 Combined Data of Both Vessels 

The measured average wave period against RMS wave height for the 81 and the 86 
metre vessels are shown in figure 4.1 for each data record retained for subsequent 
analysis and included as part of the duration data displayed in tables 4.1 and 4.2. The 
average values for each data record displayed in figure 4.1 are shown in table 4.3. 
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Figure 4.1: Measured RMS wave height verse wave period of each data record of the 
(1) 81 and (2) 86 metre vessels, (a) active tabs only (delivery voyage), (b) active tabs 
and T-foils (operational service). Shows lines drawn between average values and origin. 

It is clear from figure 4.1 that the waves encountered during the delivery voyages 
of both vessels were generally higher than those encountered whilst the vessel was 
in passenger service across the English Channel. The maximum RMS wave height 
encountered by the 81 metre vessel was over 2.6 metres (approximately 8.8m significant 
wave height). Further detailed inspection of the data revealed that these waves were 
encountered on the port beam to the port bow quarter where the largest wave measured 
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8lm, delivery voyage 
8 lm, in service operations 
86m, delivery voyage 
86m, in service operations 

0.464 
0.327 
0.629 
0.562 
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1.856 
1.309 
2.516 
2.247 

9.1 
8.9 
11.0 
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19.6 
27.2 
17.4 
17.7 
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Table 4.3: Overall measured averages of wave height, average wave period, and their 
ratio 

during this period was over 10.6 metres whilst the vessel was proceeding north at 19.5 
knots in the Atlantic Ocean near the Bay of Biscay. Similarly, the maximum RMS 
wave height encountered by the 86 metre vessel during delivery was approximately 
1.74 metres or 5.3 metres significant wave height on the port beam where the largest 
wave measured during this period was approximately 7.1 metres whilst the vessel was 
proceeding at 14 knots heading west one day out of Fremantle in the Indian Ocean. 
However, once in service a restriction of 3 to 4 metres significant wave height would 
have applied, resulting in the amount of data above 0.75 to 1 metre (RMS) to be greatly 
reduced. This is reflected in the data of the 86 metre vessel. 

Table 4.3 shows that the wave periods presented for the 81 metre vessel delivery 
voyage averaged 9.1 seconds (average wave period) where most were between 6 to 10 
seconds with some as high as 23 seconds. The small amount of data obtained in service 
for this vessel means that no real conclusion can be made about the periods but those 
that were measured were typical of the Atlantic swells the vessel would encounter during 
passenger service operations across the English Channel. These records contained an 
average period of 8.9 seconds. 

The 86 metre vessel experienced slightly longer wave periods during its delivery of 
11 seconds (average wave period) where most were between 6.5 and 14 seconds with 
some periods up to 23 seconds. During service operations in the English Channel the 
vessel experienced the majority of periods of between 6 and 14 seconds as indicated in 
figure 4.1 and an average period of 10 seconds. 

The wave heights against period in figure 4.1 indicate that as the wave period 
increases there is a general increase in the wave height. This increase is reflected in 
the slope of a line taken through the average data values (shown in table 4.3) and the 
origin, the inverse slope of which is given in table 4.3. Firstly, it should be noted that 
there is a considerable scatter of data on the wave height to wave period diagrams. 
This would be due to variation in the origin of wave generation and combination of 
waves due to local wind and swell. However, as table 4.3 shows, there is a tendency for 
the service conditions to have a rather large wave period to wave height ratio, reflecting 
most likely the influence of ocean originated swell on the service route conditions. 

4.3.1.2 Data of 81 metre Vessel 

The wave statistics presented previously in figure 4.1 for all vessels are presented in 
figure 4.2 specifically for the 81 metre vessel where the data has been further divided 
into categories of speed and wave direction. The delivery voyage statistics are shown in 
the speed range of 12.5 to 27.5 knots whilst the statistics collected during operational 
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service are shown for 37.5 and 42.5 knots. 
It is clear that of the data collected for this vessel, a reasonable amount was obtained 

at 17.5 and 22.5 knots whilst only a modest amount was collected at the other speeds 
on both the delivery and service operations. At 17.5 knots the majority of the data 
was obtained between the wave period of 6 to 10 seconds and wave heights of 0.2 to 
0.8 metres (RMS). A similar observation can be made about the majority of 22.5 knot 
data, which is also between 6 to 10 seconds but has a smaller range of wave heights 
being 0.2 to 0.6 metres (RMS). For these two speeds there did not appear to be a 
particular wave heading that featured more prominently as the wave height increased. 
At 22.5 knots, as the wave period increased the minimum wave height also increased 
and the wave heights measured tended to expand in range. 

Table 4.4 shows a summary of the average wave heights (RMS) and periods for 
each wave heading for the data contained in figure 4.2 where the zero crossing period 
(Tz), peak period (Tp) and average wave period (T1) are defined in section 3.5.2. With 
the small quantity of data contained in some of these groups it is not possible to draw 
valid conclusions about their distribution. The results obtained for the 81m vessel were 
significantly limited by the low speeds maintained during the delivery voyage and by 
the low efficiency of data collection whilst in service. 

Table 4.5 shows the ratio of measured average wave period to RMS wave height 
based on the individual data records displayed in figure 4.2. The ratio of wave period 
to wave height is an indication of the wave length relative to wave height, where lower 
values tend to represent waves that are increasing in steepness or wave slope. It can 
be seen in this table for the 81 metre vessel that the ratio of wave period to wave 
height has a strong tendency to increase with speed in head and bow quartering wave 
directions. In beam sea directions this tendency is not so apparent where the period 
to wave height ratio tended to decrease in the mid speed range of 22.5 to 27.5 knots 
before increasing again at 37.5 and 42.5 knots. 

4.3.1.3 Data of 86 metre Vessel 

The wave statistics presented previously in figure 4.1 for all vessels is presented in figures 
4.3 to 4.5 for the 86 metre vessel where the data has been further divided into categories 
of speed and wave direction. The delivery voyage statistics (tabs only configuration) 
are shown on the left side ("a" plots) whilst the operational service statistics (tabs and 
T-foils configuration) are shown on the right side ("b" plots). 

Modest quantities of data was obtained at most speeds and configurations except 
at 37.5 knots (figure 4.4(6a)) where only a few data points exist. Whilst the amounts 
of data varied between speeds and between delivery and service operations, the range 
of wave periods did not vary significantly although the range did include all the most 
probable periods anyway. Wave periods ranged from 6 to 20 seconds for the operational 
service data ("b" data) and 6 to 24 seconds for the delivery voyage data ("a" data). 

In service the wave height rarely exceeded 1.0 metres (RMS), which is approximately 
the regulatory limiting significant wave height of 3 to 4 metres for service operations. 
The range of speeds in these diagrams had a similar range of wave heights and periods 
indicating that whilst operating on this route in the English Channel there is not a 
clear relationship between the vessel speed and the wave height or period. 

Table 4.4 shows a summary of the average wave heights and periods for each wave 
heading for the data contained in figures 4.3 to 4.5 (see section 3.5.2 for definitions). 
From this data, of which there is a substantially greater volume than obtained from the 
81 metre vessel, one cannot draw an absolutely clear conclusion that the vessel speed 
decreased as the wave height increased or that a change in the wave period might have 
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been responsible for a change in the vessel speed. However, there is some evidence of a 
trend for the speed to reduce as the wave height increases. For example, the 86 metre 
vessel in service data with waves encountered on the bow quarter shows an average 
wave height of 0.83 metres RMS at 12.5 knots decreasing to 0.49 metres RMS at 37.5 
knots. Whilst this trend is not totally regular, similar effects can be seen for some of 
the other directions, both in service and on delivery. 

Table 4.5 shows the ratio of measured average wave period to RMS wave height and 
is based on individual data records also displayed in figures 4.3 to 4.5. As previously 
mentioned, the ratio of wave period to wave height is an indication of the wave length 
relative to wave height where lower values tend to reflect waves that are increasing in · 
steepness or wave slope. It can be seen in this table for the 86 metre vessel that the 
ratio of wave period to wave height has a strong tendency to increase with speed in 
head and bow quartering wave directions in a similar manner seen in the results for 
the 81 metre vessel. The beam sea directions had a similar tendency observed for the 
81 metre vessel of the period to wave height ratio tending to decrease in the mid speed 
range of 22.5 to 27.5 knots before increasing again at 37.5 and 42.5 knots. 
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Figure 4.2: 81 metre vessel measured RMS wave height verses average wave period (T1) 
(12.5 to 42.5kn). Various observed wave heading sectors. Configurations: active tabs 
(delivery voyage), active tabs and T-foils (operational service). (See table 4.4 for the 
average values of this data and table 4.5 for the period to wave height ratios based on 
speed and wave direction) 
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Table 4.4: Measured wave heights (RMS) and wave periods grouped according to speed 
and observed wave direction sectors (81 and 86m vessels) 
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Head sea Bow-quarter sea Beam sea 

Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio 

Speed (Tz/ (Tp I (T1 I (Tz/ (Tp/ (T1 I (Tz/ (Tp I (T1 I 

(±2.5) (IDo)°-5) (IDo)0.5) (IDo)0.5) (IDo)0.5) (IDo)0.5) (IDo)0.5) (IDo)0.5) Cmo)o.s) (IDo)0.5) 

[kn] [s/m] [s/m] [s/m] [s/m] [s/m] [s/m] [s/m] [s/m] [s/m] 
81 metre, delivery voyage (tabs only) 

12.5 14.7 6.0 17.4 15.2 6.1 18.3 12.2 5.0 14. l 

17.5 22.7 12.9 27.5 18.7 10.1 22.0 12.2 5.2 14.9 

22.5 22.l 14.5 25.4 18.3 9.7 21.7 9.9 4.7 11.5 

27.5 24.4 15.9 28.3 23.9 13.0 30.9 8.3 4.0 10.2 

32.5 - - - - - - - - -

37.5 - - - - - - - - -
42.5 - - - - - - - - -

81 metre, service operations (tabs and T-foils) 

12.5 - - - - - - - - -
17.5 - - - - - - - - -
22.5 - - - - - - - - -
27.5 - - - - - - - - -
32.5 - - - - - - - - -
37.5 32.9 21.3 36.4 22.4 13.l 25.3 20.6 10.3 24.4 

42.5 37.5 26.4 40.9 35.l 18.6 40.3 22.3 15.1 24.9 

86 metre, delivery voyage (tabs only) 

12.5 13.6 5.8 17.2 12.0 5.9 14.6 9.0 3.4 10.9 

17.5 15.1 7.5 18.8 15.3 7.4 18.6 14.4 5.0 17.9 

22.5 15 .8 8.6 19.6 15.2 7.7 18. l 13.3 4.3 16.6 

27.5 14.8 8.5 16.7 16.5 9.0 18.9 12.8 5.3 15.5 

32.5 24.8 13.6 28.6 19.9 11.8 22.8 18.7 10.3 22.0 

37.5 - - - 20.3 7.4 26.3 24.7 10.8 30.0 

42.5 - - - - - - - - -

86 metre, service operations (tabs and T-foils) 

12.5 9.5 5.9 10.5 9.5 5.7 10.6 22.0 6.6 29.9 

17.5 19.5 8.6 23.3 12.0 5.7 14.3 10.6 5.3 13.1 

22.5 - - - 15.3 7.0 18.4 14.8 7.1 17.6 

27.5 - - - 15.5 7.9 18.6 14.3 6.9 17.4 

32.5 20.4 11.0 23.9 16.1 8.9 18.8 13.6 6.5 16.5 

37.5 23.6 11.8 27.3 17.5 9.4 20.6 15.5 7.7 18.6 

42.5 - - - 19.4 10.5 22.2 19.6 8.9 23.3 

C:\1NigcM42DATAlcor_lfilebasis\038-042(averages table)-from rms files.xls 

Table 4.5: Ratio of wave period to measured wave heights (RMS) grouped according 
to speed and observed wave direction sectors (81 and 86m vessels) 
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Figure 4.3: 86 metre vessel measured RMS wave height verses average wave period (T1) 
(12.5 to 22.5kn). Various observed wave heading sectors. Configurations: active tabs 
(delivery voyage), active tabs and T-foils (operational service). (See table 4.4 for the 
average values of this data and table 4.5 for the period to wave height ratios based on 
speed and wave direction) 
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Figure 4.4: 86 metre vessel measured RMS wave height verses average wave period (T1) 
(27.5 to 37.5kn). Various observed wave heading sectors. Configurations: active tabs 
(delivery voyage), active tabs and T-foils (operational service). (See table 4.4 for the 
average values of this data and table 4.5 for the period to wave height ratios based on 
speed and wave direction) 
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Figure 4.5: 86 metre vessel measured RMS wave height verses average wave period 
(T1) (42.5kn). Various observed wave heading sectors. Configuration: active tabs and 
T-foils (operational service). (See table 4.4 for the average values of this data and table 
4.5 for the period to wave height ratios based on speed and wave direction) 
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4.3.2 Derived Wave Spectra 

4.3.2.1 Spectra for 81 metre Vessel 
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The process of collecting the data records taken from measurements during the delivery 
voyage and service operations has previously been discussed. In particular the process of 
grouping this data according to vessel speed and observed wave direction for subsequent 
data processing has also been applied in the derivation of spectra. All files contained 
within each group were averaged in the frequency domain to obtain the wave spectra 
at each speed and for each wave heading sector. The result of this process is shown 
for the 81 metre vessel in figure 4.6 for measurements with active tabs only and in 
figure 4.7 for measurements with active tabs and T-foils. The average wave energy 
spectra in figure 4.6 shows that in head and bow quartering seas, the most severe wave 
spectrum is at a forward speed of 12.5 knots whilst in beam seas the spectra for a range 
of speeds from 12.5 to 27.5 knots have similar magnitudes. The average wave spectra 
for service operations in figure 4.7 is generally smaller than the delivery voyage spectra, 
thus supporting the fact that the waves were on average smaller. This also can be seen 
in the statistics shown previously in figure 4.1. Further generalisations about this data 
are not warranted because the amount of data used to derive these spectra was small. 

With the wave energy spectra shown in these figures derived by taking the average 
of all wave spectra within each data group it was also possible to derive the correspond
ing bandwidth parameter for each averaged spectrum, which has two formulations. One 

given by Lloyd (1989) (i.e. c = ..j1 - m7i
4
), which can be used to determine the sig-

nificant wave height (i.e. H 1; 3 = 4Vl - e; .JmO) (see also appendix E) and relates to 

the ratio between the average period of the peaks and the average zero-crossing period. 

The other proposed by Tucker (1991) (i.e. v = ..jmmf2 - 1) is regarded by the same 

author as a more appropriate form because it removes the dependence on the fourth 
spectral moment ( m4) and is the normalised radius of gyration of the spectrum about 
its mean frequency value. Tucker's bandwidth parameter is also used in the formu
lation of spectral skewness (= (m6ms/m~ - 3v2 - 1) /v2). However, both bandwidth 
formulations will approach zero for narrow bandwidths and both will approach unity 
for broad spectral bandwidths, but they will both give different results where there is 
a significant spectral tail in the high frequency region. 

The bandwidth parameters shown in table 4.6 are relatively high compared with 
the well documented Pierson-Moskowitz (P-M) wave spectrum, which has a value of 
v = 0.426, the Modified Pierson-Moskowitz or Bretschneider wave spectrum, which has 
a value of v = 0.425 and the JONSWAP spectrum, which has a value of v = 0.39 (with 
/ = 3.3, a A= 0.7, aB = 0.9) (see Tucker (1991) p 97). Compared with the bandwidth 
parameter from Lloyd (1989), the Modified Pierson-Moskowitz or Bretschneider wave 
spectrum has a value of c = 1 and in the strict sense makes it broadbanded. However, 
in most cases the high frequency tail would be truncated at the frequencies of significant 
vessel response, thus removing the high frequency components that only contribute to 
increase the bandwidth but not to alter the vessel motions, in which case the bandwidth 
parameter c would be much less than unity and may even approach the narrow band 
case of c = 0. This indicates the possibility, of the measured wave spectra being the 
result of a combination of long wavelength swells and more local shorter length wind 
generated waves. Visual observations in some regions where data was acquired did 
indicate the presence of swells from one direction and wind waves from a different 
direction, but these values show the combination of the two types of waves of unknown 
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specific directions was quite general amongst the data. 
The skewness parameter of table 4.6 range from 0.80 to 4.58 compared with the 

value of the typical P-M wave spectrum of 5.60, which includes the high frequency 
tail. The parameter however is sensitive to the high frequency tail and if the spectrum 
is truncated to a value that is three times the mean spectral frequency, this value is 
reduced to 1.91. It is evident from the rather low values of the skewness in 'table 4.6 that 
the measured wave spectra probably are limited by truncation of the high frequency tail, 
but this should not be of importance in determination of the vessel response functions. 
Also, evaluation of the skewness is very sensitive to the spe~tra being bi-modal due to 
contributions form wind waves and swell. Thus the large range of skewness evident in 
the data is to be expected. 

It is evident that the spectra shown in figures 4.6 and 4. 7 are generally rather 
irregular. This comes about because they represent the averaged wave energy spectra 
obtained on different occasions fot which the sea conditions may be individually quite 
different. Thus the spectra are mainly of interest in the context of indicating the 
conditions under which the vessel response was determined and it is not to be expected 
that the wave energy spectra obtained will indicate any more than the conditions to 
which the vessel was on average exposed during data collection. 

4.3.2.2 Spectra for 86 metre Vessel 

In a similar manner to that presented for the 81 metre vessel, the wave spectra derived 
from measurements made on the 86 metre vessel at various speeds and observed wave 
headings during the delivery voyage and service operations are shown in figures 4.8 and 
4.9 respectively. 

The wave energy spectra in head seas (figure 4.8) show that for a number of oper
ational speeds two dominant wave frequencies were present in the overall set of data 
at approximately 0.3 and 0.9 radians per second. The precise reason for this is not 
cleat but it seems that this is simply due to the variation of sea conditions, which at 
times may have been in proximity to a coastline and at times in relatively open ocean. 
Much of this head sea data was collected during the early stages of the delivery voyage 
between Sydney and Perth. Overall there is a trend for the spectral density in the 
0.2 to 0.6 rad/s range to reduce as speed increased from 12.5 to 32.5 knots, but the 
trend was not entirely regular at intermediate speeds. In the 0.7 to 1.0 rad/s range 
there was little wave energy encountered at the highest speed (32.5kn) but a significant 
level of energy was measured when operating at lower speeds up to 27.5 knots. For the 
quartering seas encountered there is again evidence of seas with most energy in either 
the 0.2 to 0.6 rad/s range or the 0.7 to 1.0 rad/s range. The maximum spectral density 
occurred at the lowest wave frequency (0.2 rad/s) when the vessel was operating at the 
highest speed (37.5kn). However, at lower speeds there was no clear trend in the energy 
spectra with speed in the lower frequency range, but once again in the higher frequency 
range there was a tendency for greater wave energy to be associated with the lower op
erating speeds. In beam seas {figure 4.8(b)) there was no evidence of encounter seas 
with energy in the higher frequency range and there was a clear trend for the spectral 
density to be lower as the speed increased. It is difficult to draw firm conclusions from 
these results regarding the sea conditions encountered during the delivery voyage, but 
it is evident that relatively short seas and relatively long seas were both encountered in 
head and bow quartering conditions, whilst only longer seas were encountered in beam 
sea conditions. There is some evidence of lower speeds being associated with higher 
wave spectral energy, but this is not entirely a clear relationship. 

The average wave spectra in figure 4.8 shows there is no particular distinction 
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(±2.5) ro - ro - ~ 0\ ro - ro E--< .loo: 0\ ~d ~"-" Cl) ...... ~d ~ "-" Cl) ...... ~d ~"-" en ,...... 
[kn] 

81 metre, delivery voyage (tabs only) 
12.5 0.91 0.64 3.86 0.92 0.67 3.72 0.91 0.58 4.58 

17.5 0.82 0.69 1.23 0.84 0.62 1.84 0.90 0.70 3.00 

22.5 0.75 0.57 0.80 0.85 0.64 2.01 0.88 0.59 3.11 

27.5 0.76 0.59 0.80 0.84 0.82 1.15 0.88 0.70 2.40 

32.5 - - - - - - - - -
37.5 - - - - - - - - -
42.5 - - - - - - - - -

81 metre, service operations (tabs and T-foils) 
12.5 - - - - - - - - -
17.5 - - - - - - - - -
22.5 - - - - - - - - -
27.5 - - - - - - - - -
32.5 - - - - - - - - -
37.5 0.76 0.47 1.78 0.81 0.52 2.21 0.87 0.64 2.41 

42.5 0.71 0.43 1.31 0.85 0.57 2.49 0.74 0.49 1.13 

86 metre, delivery voyage (tabs only) 
12.5 0.91 0.78 2.60 0.87 0.70 2.03 0.93 0.67 4.07 

17.5 0.87 0.74 1.77 0.87 0.70 2.02 0.94 0.75 3.92 

22.5 0.84 0.73 1.35 0.86 0.64 2.13 0.94 0.76 4.33 

27.5 0.82 0.52 2.26 0.84 0.56 2.26 0.91 0.69 3.21 

32.5 0.84 0.58 2.12 0.80 0.56 1.65 0.84 0.61 1.91 

37.5 - - - 0.93 0.82 3.38 0.90 0.69 2.99 

42.5 - - - - - - - - -
86 metre, service operations (tabs and T-foils) 

12.5 0.79 0.47 2.14 0.80 0.48 2.28 0.95 0.92 4.18 

17.5 0.90 0.65 3.09 0.88 0.65 2.51 0.86 0.73 1.81 

22.5 - - - 0.89 0.67 2.62 0.88 0.65 2.49 

27.5 - - - 0.86 0.65 2.14 0.88 0.69 2.28 

32.5 0.84 0.61 2.10 0.83 0.61 1.86 0.88 0.69 2.28 

37.5 0.87 0.59 2.83 0.84 0.62 2.03 0.87 0.67 2.23 

42.5 - - - 0.84 0.55 2.65 0.89 0.65 2.99 

C:llNigcl\042DATA\cor_lfilebasis\038·042(averages table)-from rms files.xls 

Table 4.6: Measured bandwidth parameters from averaged experimental wave spectra 

based on Lloyd 1989 (=Ji - m7!J and Tucker 1991 (= Jm!T2 
- 1). Also skewness 

(= (m~m3/my -3v2 -1)/v2) grouped according to measured speed and observed wave 
direction sectors (81 and 86m vessels). Note: Bretschneider wave spectrum bandwidth 
Parameter (Lloyd) = 0 to 1; (Tucker) = 0.426; Skewness (Tucker) = 5.6 
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between the speeds within the head and bow quartering wave headings but the beam 
sea (figure 4.8(c)) shows that as the wave spectrum increased the vessel speed decreased. 
Furthermore, the lower speeds in beam seas were larger than any of the spectra from 
the other wave direction sectors. 

The average wave spectral densities measured during service operations and shown 
in figure 4.9(a) for head sea conditions show that the encountered waves were much less 
variable then during the delivery voyage, the energy spectra showing a single broader 
maximum without the presence of a second frequency of maximum wave energy. Also 
the maximum spectral density occurred at the lowest vessel speed (12.5kn) with pro
gressive reduction as speed increased to 32.5kn but with a moderate increase in spectral 
density at 37.5kn (although still much lower than at 12.5kn). 

For quartering seas shown in figure 4.9(b), the spectra are quite broad and irregu
lar. The largest volume of data was collected in quartering seas when in operational 
service and it seems that this has produced the widest range of encountered sea states. 
The maximum spectral energy density occurred at 12.5kn, and reduced as the speed 
increased to 32.5kn, but higher speeds to 42.5kn (for which the data volume was small) 
the spectral energy density increased again. 

In beam seas shown in figure 4.9(c), the wave energy density encountered indicated 
dominance of lower frequency long period and longer length waves with a concentration 
of wave spectral energy density around 0.3 rad/s at all speeds. The maximum wave 
spectral density was highest at the lowest speed and reduced as speed increased to 
32.5kn, but once again larger spectral energy density values were measured at the 
highest speed. 

In general it can be seen that the sea conditions encountered in service operation 
were somewhat less varied than during the delivery cruise for head and bow quartering 
seas. Beam sea encounter showed a dominance of longer lower frequency seas, in both 
delivery and service operations. 

Once again, the skewness values for this vessel (table 4.6) ranged from 0.80 to 4.58 
in comparison with the P-M wave spectrum that was discussed previously that could 
range from 1.91 to 5.60 depending on the truncation point of the high frequency tail. 
So it appears that this outcome in the measurements may be partly due to truncation 
of the measured spectra at high frequency (possibly due to the low pass filter applied 
to the signals during data analysis, which was set at 2 Hertz). 
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Figure 4.6: Measured wave spectra (81m vessel, active tabs only). Observed wave 
heading sectors: (a) Bow (180° ±22.5°), (b) Bow-quarter- (135° ±22.5°) and (c) Beam 
(90° ±22.5°). 
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Figure 4.7: Measured wave spectra (81m vessel, active tabs and T-foils). Observed 
wave heading sectors: (a) Bow (180° ±22.5°), (b) Bow-quarter (135° ±22.5°) and (c) 
Beam (90° ±22.5°). 
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Figure 4.8: Measured wave spectra (86m vessel, active tabs only). Observed wave 
heading sectors: (a) Bow (180° ±22.5°), (b) Bow-quarter (135° ±22.5°) and (c) Beam 
(90° ±22.5°). 
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Figure 4.9: Measured wave spectra (86m vessel, active tabs and T-foils). Observed 
wave heading sectors: (a) bow (180° ±22.5°), (b) bow-quarter (135° ±22.5°) and (c) 
beam (90° ±22.5°). 
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4.4 Vertical Accelerations 

4.4.1 Variation of Relative Acceleration with Longitudinal Position 
on Vessel 

The average vertical accelerations recorded during experimental measurements on both 
the 81 and 86 metre vessels are shown as longitudinal distributions in figures 4.10 to 
4.12. It is clear from these diagrams that the vertical acceleration toward the bow is 
often more than twice the vertical acceleration at the LCG and the aft end, particularly 
when the vessel had only transom tabs installed. When the T-foils were installed the 
difference is less pronounced particularly as the speed increases. In head seas the 
LCG acceleration is typically about 0.lg/m whilst the bow acceleration was as high as 
0.3g/m. It is significant to observe that the LCG acceleration of the 86 metre vessel 
with active tabs and T-foils in head seas only fell below 0.lg/m at the speed of 12.5 
knots. At the remaining speeds the acceleration was approximately equal to or greater 
than 0.lg/m. 

The 81 metre vessel generally had higher accelerations than the 86 metre vessel but 
the distribution of acceleration showed similar characteristics. 

The acceleration relative to wave height (g/m RMS) is the parameter shown in fig
ures 4.10 to 4.12 and it is based on the assumption that the vessel motion response to 
the encountered wave height is linear in nature. As has been explained previously, the 
data acquired in these series of full-scale trials was not sufficient to form the basis of a 
full spectral investigation of the effect of wave height and by implication the nonlinear 
nature of the vessel response (although in section 4.4.2 which follows, consideration is 
given to the effect of wave height and period on the relative acceleration RMS values). 
However, factors other than wave height will have a bearing on the acceleration relative 
to wave height. In particular the average wave period in relation to the frequency of 
maximum response of the vessel will have a direct effect on the acceleration relative 
to wave height. In particular for conditions where the encountered wave period corre
sponds closely to the frequency of maximum response it is to be expected that larger 
accelerations relative to wave height will be observed. Thus, whilst acceleration relative 
to wave height is a parameter of direct interest to operators and designers, it must be 
borne in mind that such values will necessarily reflect the sea conditions encountered, 
in particular the wave period. Thus whilst the result of figures 4.10 to 4.12 indicate 
that rather large accelerations relative to wave height is observed for both vessels, par
ticularly at the bow, when on the delivery voyage, it. may be that this is due to the 
difference of wave conditions encountered on delivery and in service as well as to the 
installation of the T-foils for service operations. Nevertheless, the results do seem to 
indicate that the T-foils have contributed to reduced bow motions for speeds between 
17.5 and 32.5 knots. 
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Figure 4.10: Measured acceleration verses hull position (81m and 86m vessels, 12.5 
to 22.5kn). Various observed wave heading sectors. Configurations: (a) active tabs 
(Delivery voyage) and (b) active tabs and T-foils (Operational service). 
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Figure 4.11: Measured acceleration verses hull position (81m and 86m vessels, 27.5 
to 37.5kn). Various observed wave heading sectors. Configurations: (a) active tabs 
(Delivery voyage) and (b) active tabs and T-foils (Operational service). 
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Figure 4.12: Measured acceleration verses hull position (81m and 86m vessels, 42.5kn). 
Various observed wave heading sectors. Configurations: (b) active tabs and T-foils 
(Operational service). 
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4.4.2 Variation of Relative Acceleration with Wave Height 

4.4.2.1 Data for 81 metre Vessel 

112 

The ratio of vertical acceleration to wave height (RMS) against the wave height (RMS) 
for the 81 metre vessel is shown in figure 4.13. Once again .the most detailed data in 
these diagrams was obtained at the 17.5 and 22.5 knot ranges. It is apparent that as 
the wave height increases the ratio of acceleration with wave height decreases except at 
the wave height of approximately 0.3 metres where there is a large range of acceleration 
values in the dataTecord at the one wave height. One cause for this may be the variation 
in vessel displacement and another cause may be a greater range of variability of period 
and direction in the encountered waves at the lower wave heights. 

Table 4. 7 shows the average wave heights and acceleration values for the various 
speeds and corresponds with figure 4.13. It can be seen that in head seas the average 
acceleration at the LCG tends to increase in both magnitude and in proportion with the 
unit wave height whilst the wave height actually decreases. These same observations 
apply to the bow quartering wave direction but not so clearly to the beam sea wave 
direction, which shows a reduction at the highest speed (27.5kn). 

4.4.2.2 Data for 86 metre Vessel 

The ratio of vertical acceleraticm to wave height ·(RMS) against the wave height (RMS) 
for the 86 metre vessel is shown in figures 4.14 to 4.16. Many of these diagrams clearly 
show in some cases a large reduction in the ratio of acceleration per metre wave height 
as the wave height increases. This characteristic may in part be due to effects of a 
nonlinear nature but could also be related to variations in ship displacement, vessel 
speed, changing wave periods, wave directions and wave directional spreading. These 

· variables have not been accounted for in the presentation of these results and would 
certainly contribute to the broad range of values displayed in these results. 

Table 4. 7 shows the average wave heights and acceleration values for the various 
speeds and corresponds with the previous figures 4.14 to 4.16. It can be seen that during 
the delivery voyage in head seas the speed tended to increase from 12.5 to 32.5 knots 
as the RMS wave height decreased from 0.47 to 0.32 metres. Also, the acceleration 
relative to wave height shows an increasing trend as the speed increases, except that at 

. the highest speed in each case where the data was sparse as evident in figures 4.15 and 
4.16. In considering the variations in acceleration relative to wave height with wave 
height for both vessels shown in figures 4.13 to 4.16 it should be borne in mind that 
the wave period varies with wave height as discussed in section 4.3. It thus seems most 
likely that the reduction in acceleration relative to wave height with increasing wave 
height as evident in figures 4.13 to 4.16 is in fact due to variance of wave period rather 
than of the wave height itself. This will be considered further in section 4.4.3 which 
follows. 
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Head sea Bow quartering sea Beam sea 

RMS RMS RMS 
wave RMS wave RMS wave RMS 

Speed height LCG height LCG height LCG 
(±2.5) Cmo)o.5 accel Ratio (lllo)0.5 accel Ratio (lllo)0.5 accel Ratio 
[kn] [m] [g] [g/m] [m] [g] [g/m] [m] [g] [g/m] 

81 metre, delivery voyage (tabs only) 
12.5 0.92 0.061 0.066 0.88 0.049 0.056 1.06 0.032 0.030 
17.5 0.37 0.071 0.193 0.50 0.071 0.144 0.79 0.050 0.063 
22.5 0.32 0.093 0.286 0.54 0.083 0.155 1.04 0.088 0.085 
27.5 0.29 0.093 0.321 0.35 0.081 0.232 0.91 0.055 0.061 
32.5 - - - - - - - - -

37.5 - - - - - - - - -
42.5 - - - - - - - - -

81 metre, service operations (tabs and T-foils) 
12.5 - - - - - - - - -
17.5 - - - - - - - - -

22.5 - - - - - - - - -
27.5 - - - - - - - - -
32.5 - - - - - - - - -
37.5 0.27 0.082 0.310 0.35 0.076 0.216 0.36 0.046 0.127 
42.5 0.23 0.094 0.402 0.26 0.064 0.249 0.24 0.057 0.236 

86 metre, delivery voyage (tabs only) 

12.5 0.64 0.038 0.059 0.65 0.050 0.077 1.30 0.043 0.033 

17.5 0.58 0.065 0.113 0.52 0.063 0.123 0.91 0.046 0.050 

22.5 0.52 0.080 0.153 0.69 0.068 0.098 0.96 0.038 0.039 

27.5 0.65 0.123 0.191 0.58 0.104 0.179 0.76 0.067 0.088 

32.5 0.42 0.077 0.185 0.39 0.100 0.254 0.53 0.083 0.158 

37.5 - - - 0.62 0.039 0.063 0.49 0.033 0.068 

42.5 - - - - - - - - -
86 metre, service operations (tabs and T-foils) 

12.5 0.85 0.082 0.096 0.83 0.070 0.084 0.55 0.017 0.031 

17.5 0.49 0.055 0.112 0.75 0.072 0.096 0.68 0.053 0.077 

22.5 - - - 0.55 0.081 0.146 0.62 0.057 0.091 

27.5 - - - 0.49 0.076 0.156 0.57 0.060 0.104 

32.5 0.44 0.082 0.187 0.49 0.095 0.192 0.64 0.076 0.120 

37.5 0.47 0.074 0.157 0.54 0.086 0.160 0.58 0.072 0.124 

42.5 - - - 0.56 0.084 0.149 0.61 0.063 0.102 

C:\ I NigeM42DATA\cor_lfilcbasis\03S·042(averages tabJc). from nns files.xls 

Table 4.7: Measured wave heights (RMS) and vertical accelerations (RMS) grouped 
according to speed and predicted wave direction (81 and 86m vessels) 
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Figure 4.13: Measured LCG acceleration verses wave height (81m vessel, 12.5 to 
42.5kn). Various predicted wave heading sectors. Configurations: active tabs (Delivery 
voyage) and active tabs and T-foils (Operational service). 
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Figure 4.14: Measured LCG acceleration verses wave height (86m vessel, 12.5 to 
22.5kn). Various predicted wave heading sectors. Configurations: active tabs (Delivery 
voyage) and active tabs and T-foils (Operational service). 
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Figure 4.15: Measured LCG acceleration verses wave height (86m vessel, 27.5 to 
37.5kn) . Various predicted wave heading sectors. Configurations: active tabs (Delivery 
voyage) and active tabs and T-foils (Operational service). 
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Figure 4.16: Measured LCG acceleration verses wave height (86rn vessel, 42.5kn). Vari
ous predicted wave heading sectors. Configuration: active tabs and T-foils (Operational 
service). 
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4.4.3 Variation of Relative Acceleration with Wave Period 

4.4.3.1 Data for 81 metre Vessel 
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The ratio of vertical acceleration to wave height (RMS) against the average wave period 
for the 81 metre vessel is shown in figure 4.17. It can be seen that as the wave period 
increases, the vertical acceleration relative to wave height tends to decrease generally 
for all speeds and control surface configurations. This outcome is expected where the 
accelerations should indeed increase up to a wave period where heave resonance occurs, 
which for the 81 metre vessel appears to be at the wave period of 7 to 9 seconds 
depending on the speed. Unfortunately there is insufficient data at the higher speeds 
to confirm this observation. 

Table 4.8 summarises the averages of the results in figure 4.17 and it can be seen 
that in service operations and on delivery there is a trend for longer period seas to be 
taken at lower speed. 

4.4.3.2 Data for 86 metre Vessel 

The ratio of vertical acceleration to wave height (RMS) against the average wave period 
for the 86 metre vessel is shown in figures 4.18 to 4.20. As with the 81 metre vessel, 
as the wave period increases the vertical acceleration relative to wave height tends to 
decrease generally for all speeds and control surface configurations. The wave period 
where maximum accelerations occurred was approximately 8 seconds for all speeds 
whilst there was a reduction in acceleration as the wave periods increased up to 20 
seconds. The implication of this is that the accelerations were reduced primarily by the 
vessel encountering a longer wave period for a given speed. As with previous results 
there still remains a broad range of accelerations for a given wave period but this may 
be attributed to the change in vessel displacement, variation in vessel speed, wave 
height variations and directional wave spreading. All these variations may have enough 
influence to have caused the variations of acceleration relative to wave height, which 
are evident, but nevertheless the period of maximum relative motions remains clearly 
identifiable at around the period of 8 seconds. There was not much data appearing 
below this period so it was not possible to detect a peak as the wave periods decreased 
to 3 or 4 seconds. 

Table 4.8 summarises the averages of the periods and accelerations for the various 
speeds and wave headings from figures 4.18 to 4.20. It shows no clear trends for variation 
of wave period with the speeds analysed for this vessel. This is no doubt merely a 
consequence of the particular conditions encountered and the operational response of 
the crew to these conditions. In this respect there appears to be a difference with the 
operation of the 81m vessel, for which data was mainly collected during delivery when 
quite severe conditions were encountered. Under these conditions of large long period 
waves it seems that the crew of the 81m vessel during its delivery elected to reduce 
speed although there were known engine problems during this period that were also 
known to contribute to a reduced speed independently of wave conditions. 

The general outcome of the results shown in figures 4.17 to 4.20 is that the variation 
of acceleration relative to wave height is primarily caused by variation of average wave 
period. As the wave period increases, in conjunction with increases of wave height, so 
that period becomes much longer than the period of maximum acceleration response 
of the vessel. Thus there is less wave energy in the range of dominant vessel response 
and so the acceleration relative to wave height is reduced. This general conclusion will 
be reemphasised by the spectra of vessel accelerations discussed in section 4.4.4, which 
follows. 
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Head sea 

10.2 0.071 0.193 10.9 0.071 0.144 
8.2 0.093 0.286 11.6 0.083 0.155 
8.2 0.093 0.321 10.8 0.081 0.232 

Beam sea 

14.9 0.032 0.030 
11.7 0.050 0.063 
11.9 0.088 0.085 
9.2 0.055 0.061 

81 metre, service operations (tabs and T-foils) 

9.7 0.082 0.310 8.9 0.076 0.216 8.9 0.046 0.127 
9.6 0.094 0.402 10.3 0.064 0.249 6.0 0.057 0.236 

86 metre, delivery voyage (tabs only) 
11.0 0.038 0.059 9.6 0.050 0.077 14.1 0.043 0.033 
10.8 0.065 0.113 9.6 0.063 0.123 16.4 0.046 0.050 
10.3 0.080 0.153 12.5 0.068 0.098 15.9 0.038 0.039 
10.8 0.123 0.191 11.0 0.104 0.179 11.8 0.067 0.088 
12.0 0.077 0.185 9.0 0.100 0.254 11.6 0.083 0.158 

16.3 0.039 0.063 14.6 0.033 0.068 

86 metre, service operations (tabs and T-foils) 
8.9 0.082 0.096 8.8 0.070 0.084 16.6 0.017 0.031 
11.5 0.055 0.112 10.7 0.072 0.096 8.9 0.053 0.077 

10.2 0.081 0.146 10.9 0.057 0.091 
9.0 0.076 0.156 10.0 0.060 0.104 

10.5 0.082 0.187 9.3 0.095 0.192 10.5 0.076 0.120 
12.8 0.074 0.157 11.0 0.086 0.160 10.8 0.072 0.124 

12.5 0.084 0.149 14.3 0.063 0.102 
C.\1N1gel\042DATA\cor_lfilebasis\038-042(averages table)-from ans files xls 
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Table 4.8: Measured wave periods and vertical accelerations (RMS) grouped according 
to speed and predicted wave direction (81 and 86m vessels) 
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Figure 4.17: Measured LCG acceleration verses average wave period (T1) (81m vessel, 
12.5 to 42.Skn). Various predicted wave heading sectors.Configurations: (a) active tabs 
(Delivery voyage) and (b) active tabs and T-foils (Operational service). 
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Figure 4.18: Measured LCG acceleration verses average wave period (T1) (86m vessel, 
12.5 to 22.5kn). Various observed wave heading sectors. Configurations: (a) active 
tabs (Delivery voyage) and (b) active tabs and T-foils (Operational service). 
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Figure 4.19: Measured LCG acceleration verses average wave period (T1) (86m vessel, 
27.5 to 37.5kn). Various observed wave heading sectors. Configurations: (a) active 
tabs (Delivery voyage) and (b) active tabs and T-foils (Operational service). 
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Figure 4.20: Measured LCG acceleration verses average wave period (T1) (86m vessel, 
42.5kn). Various observed wave heading sectors. Configuration: (b) active tabs and 
T-foils (Operational service). 
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The derived LCG acceleration response spectra derived from the measurements on the 
81 metre vessel during the delivery voyage are shown in figure 4.21 where the control 
surface configuration consisted of transom tabs only. Shown are the wave headings 
and variations of speed. It can be seen that the dimensionless frequency of maximum 
acceleration response is between 4 and 5. It is evident from these results that the 
double peak found in the wave energy spectra for the delivery voyage of this vessel 
in particular are not reflected in the measured acceleration spectra. This outcome 
demonstrates quite clearly, the controlling and over-riding influence of the inherent 
vessel acceleration response in determining the consequent on board accelerations. The 
vessel effectively filters the encountered wave energy and limits response energy to the 
range of frequency of vessel responsiveness. Also, it can be seen that the controlling 
influence of the vessel response is evident (figure 4.21) in that the acceleration spectral 
density is greatest at the highest vessel speeds. The reason for this will become apparent 
when the vessel transfer functions are discussed in section 4.5, which follows. 

The LCG acceleration response spectra derived from service operations data where 
the vessel had tabs and T-foils is shown in figure 4.22. It can be seen that the maximum 
response was again mostly about the dimensionless frequency of 4. Some speeds were 
slightly lower and some were slightly higher. It can also be seen that for the 81 metre 
vessel, the accelerations were only significant between the dimensionless frequencies of 
2 to 5. Outside this region the accelerations were negligible for all speeds and headings. 
However, it must be borne in mind that relatively little data was collected for this 
vessel during its service operations. 

4.4.4.2 Spectra for 86 metre Vessel 

The LCG acceleration response spectra derived from the measurements on the 86 metre 
vessel during the delivery voyage are shown in figure 4.23 where the control surface 
configuration consisted of transom tabs only. These results appear more regular than 
fot the 81 metre v~ssel as a result of the increased quantity of data available. A 
reduction in speed generally leads to a reduced spectral density, except at the highest 
speeds. As with the 81 metre vessel, it can be seen that the dimensionless frequency of 
maximum acceleration response is between 4 and 5. 

In the case of the LCG acceleration response spectra derived from the service oper
ations data on the English Channel shown in figure 4.24 where the vessel had tabs and 
T-foils, the maximum response was between the dimensionless frequencies of 3 and 4. 
Except for some instances in beam seas, the accelerations were only significant between 
the dimensionless frequencies of 2 to 6. Outside this region the accelerations were for 
the most part negligible for most speeds and headings. 

The general implication of the measured acceleration spectra is that the on board 
accelerations are strongly controlled by the vessel response. Furthermore, it can be 
seen that as with the variation of acceleration relative to wave period discussed in 
section 4.4.3, the vessel essentially acts as a filter to the encountered wave energy. 
This means that it is the vessel response which controls the dominant frequency of on 
board accelerations with direct consequences for passenger comfort and motion sickness 
incidence values. 
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Figure 4.21: Measured LCG acceleration response spectra (81m vessel, active tabs 
only). Observed wave heading sectors: (a) bow (180° ±22.5°), (b) bow-quarter (135° 
±22.5°) and (c) beam (90° ±22.5°). 
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Figure 4.22: Measured LCG acceleration response spectra (81m vessel, active tabs and 
T-foils). Observed wave heading sectors: (a) bow (180° ±22.5°), (b) bow-quarter (135° 
±22.5°) and (c) beam (90° ±22.5°). 
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Figure 4.23: Measured LCG acceleration response spectra (86m vessel, active tabs 
only). Observed wave heading sectors: (a) bow (180° ±22.5°), (b) bow-quarter (135° 
±22.5°) and (c) beam (90° ±22.5°). 
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Figure 4.24: Measured LCG acceleration response spectra (86m vessel, active tabs and 
T-foils). Observed wave heading sectors: (a) bow (180° ±22.5°), (b) bow-quarter (135° 
±22.5°) and (c) beam (90° ±22.5°). 
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4.5 Measured Transfer Functions 

The derived transfer functions in heave, roll and pitch are presented in this section and 
were created by grouping data records within categories defined by speed, observed 
wave direction sector and vessel configuration. The transfer functions are a result of 
the assemble averages of the measured wave spectra and measured response spectra 
and are therefore subject to the assumptions made in their derivation. The implication 
of evaluation of the vessel transfer functions is that a linear motion response to encoun
tered wave height is assumed to exist. As has been indicated previously, the volume of 
data available and the limited range of wave heights established by the data collection 
trigger levels created conditions where it was not possible to investigate the wave am
plitude nonlinearity of the transfer functions. As will be seen, the task of evaluating 
transfer functions for particular wave headings and speeds was about the limit of what 
could realistically be achieved. 

4.5.1 Measurements with Tabs Only on Delivery Voyages (81m and 
86m vessels) 

The transfer functions derived for the 81 and 86 metre vessels with transom tabs only 
are presented in figures 4.25 to 4.27 for heave, roll and pitch respectively. Each of these 
figures show a variety of speeds where there was data available to make a derivation in 
each of the wave headings analysed (head, bow quartering and beam sea directions). 

The heave results in figure 4.25 show a reduction in maximum heave in beam seas 
compared with the head and bow quartering wave direction sectors whilst clearly show
ing a reduction in heave in all directions as the vessel speed is reduced, although this 
result could not be strictly applied to each speed. In some case there was inconsistent 
behaviour in the transfer functions at some speeds which were not consistent with the 
other data leading one to conclude that the data may be of lesser quality. For example 
the 37.5 knots heave transfer function in bow quartering seas (figure 4.25(b)) is unusu
ally low compared with the other speeds. Inspection of the record duration in table 4.2 
shows this record has approximately 10 minutes of data, which may be less than ideal. 

The frequency of maximum heave response with tabs only was just under the di
mensionless frequency of 4 in head and bow quartering waves whilst it was just above 
4 for the beam sea wave direction. The resonant peaks were typically about 2 for the 
higher speed of 42.5 knots, reducing to a value less than unity at lower speeds showing 
no sign of resonance. The heave did not appear to be significant at dimensionless fre
quencies greater than 8, but the diagrams displayed the results up to 10 for consistency 
with the predicted results. 

The frequencies below 2.8 were not displayed because a 0.16 Hertz high pass filter 
was applied to the acceleration response data to remove the low frequency drift as it 
was double integrated to obtain the corresponding displacement (see section 2.6.2.1). 
Therefore it was not possible to resolve the transfer functions at frequencies lower 
than the 0.16 Hertz filter high pass cut off, which was equivalent to the dimensionless 
frequencies of 2.6 and 2.8 for the 81 and 86 metre vessels respectively. 

Most of the data from the 81 metre vessel is of lesser quality owing to the shorter 
record lengths but some results showed similar trends to the 86 metre vessel where 
higher magnitudes at the resonant frequencies can be seen at the higher speeds and 
a reduction with speed. In head seas the magnitude was closer to 2.5 although the 
frequency of resonant response is about the same as the 86 metre vessel. 

The roll transfer functions of the 81 and 86 metre vessels are shown in figure 4.26 for 
the configuration with transom tabs. The transfer functions of the 86 metre vessel are 
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much more variable than the heave transfer functions whilst the 81 metre roll transfer 
functions showed little resonance. In head seas of long crested waves one would not 
expect to see large responses shown in figure 4.26(a), which in some cases exceed unity 
by more than a factor of two. A likely reason for this is that there was a significant 
amount of wave spreading or waves from other directions than the bow that induced 
roll motions in the vessel. In these results, the mid speed range of 22.5 and 27.5 knots 
had the highest response compared with both the low speeds and the highest speed of 
42.5 knots, which was below 1. 75. One aspect of these results is that the frequency of 
maximum response reduced with speed, so that dimensionless frequencies were near 4 
at the higher speeds reducing to 3 at the lower speeds. 
" Similar changes in the frequency of maximum roll response can also be seen in the 
bow quarter wave direction for the 86 metre vessel, which were also between 3 and 4. 
This ,wave direction shows a more uniform spread of results, but once again the 22.5 
and 27.5 knot speeds show the highest roll response was about 2 compared with both 
the lower and higher speeds, which are all below 1. 75. 

In beam seas, the maximum roll peak of 3 occurred at 32.5 knots, which is relatively 
high whilst the peaks at other speeds were below 2. The dimensionless frequency of 
maximum response remained between 3 and 4 for all speeds. 

Generally in roll the frequency of response did not change significantly between the 
wave headings and the peaks were reasonably well behaved but a few peaks were quite 
high. 

The pitch transfer functions of the 81 and 86 metre vessels are shown in figure 4.27 
for the configuration with transom tabs. The pitch in head seas of the 86 metre vessel 
shows an unusually high peak at 22.5 knots with the remaining speeds below 2. The 
maximum frequencies of response for all speeds and both vessels were between 3 and 
4, which' is similar to the vessels maximum response frequency in both heave and roll. 
The maximum :frequency of response for the 81 metre vessel was slightly less than the 
86 metre vessel. It appears from figures 4.25 to 4.27 that the 86 metre vessel, head sea, 
22.5 knot data is significantly in error. This is probably because of the low quantity of 
data available being less than 4 minutes in total. 

In bow quartering seas, the magnitude of the peaks remained lower than all head 
sea cases at a value of 1.5 at 27.5 knots whilst the 22.5 and 32.5 knot speeds were 
slightly lower. The 12.5 and 37.5 knot speeds had peaks below unity 

The pitch in beam seas was generally small for both vessels but because the response 
was greater than zero there was still sufficient waves to pitch the vessels and to create 
a peak close to unity at 32.5 knots. All other speeds remained below unity. 

4.5.2 Meas{irements with Tabs and T-foils for Operational Service 
(81m and 86m vessels) 

The transfer functions derived for the 81 and 86 metre vessels with transom tabs and 
T-foils are presented in figures 4.28 to 4.30 for heave, roll and pitch respectively. Each 
of these figures show a range of speeds where there was sufficient data available to make 
a derivation in each of the wave headings analysed (head, bow quartering and beam 
sea directions). 

The heave results of figure 4.28 for the 86 metre vessel at 32.5 knots show a similar 
response to that shown previously for the transom tabs only configuration. The speeds 
of 12.5 and 17.5 show a reduction in magnitude as the speed reduces. There was a 
general reduction in the response magnitude of the peaks, which occurred at a frequency 
between 3 and 4, starting at 2 and reducing to unity as the speed reduced. 
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Most of the data from the 81 metre vessel characterises similar trends in the shape 
of the transfer functions to those of the 86 metre but contain large variations in their 
magnitudes and are of lesser quality. This is simply because of the limited volume of 
in service data for this vessel. 

The roll transfer functions of the 81 and 86 metre vessels are shown in figure 4.29 
for the configuration with transom tabs and T-foils. In head seas the maximum roll 
response remained below unity for all the measured speeds up to 37.5 knots. No signif
icant change in the frequency of maximum response occurred. Once again it is evident 
that variability of the actual sea direction has caused the vessel to ·roll significantly in 
sea that were nominally classified as head seas. 

In the bow quarter wave direction the 86 metre vessel showed a maximum roll 
response at 32.5 knots which reduced almost equally as the speed increased to 37.5 
knots and as the speed reduced to 27.5 knots to a value of 1. 7. The frequency of 
maximum response remained at about 3.7. At the lower speeds 12.5 and 17.5 }.<:nots 
the response dropped to near unity. The highest speed of 42.5 knots showed strong 
reduction in roll to about 1.25, but relatively modest amounts of data was obtained at 
this speed. 

In beam seas, the maximum roll peak of 2 occurred at 22.5 knots, which was almost 
exactly matched at 27.5 knots. The magnitude continued to decrease at 32.5 knots, 
37.5 knots and up to 42.5 knots where the peak was only about 1.35. The dimensionless 
frequency of maximum response remained between 3.5 and 3.8 for all speeds. Recent 
motion computations reported by Davis et al. (2003) using a twin hull omnidirectional 
time domain code (BEAMSEA, similar to the head sea code BESTSEA used for mono
hulls in the present analysis) have shown that the maximum predicted roll transfer 
function does reduce with speed in beam seas over the range for 1.8 to 1.0 at 37.5 knots 
and 17 .5 knots. The results of figure 4.29 ( c) are thus consistent with these more recent 
predictions. 

Generally in roll the frequency of maximum response did not change significantly 
between the wave headings and the peaks were reasonably well formed and showed that 
the maximum roll response generally occurred in the mid speed ranges. 

Compared with the configuration with transom tabs only, the addition of the T-foils 
reduced the roll response component of the vessel noticeably in the head, bow quartering 
and beam sea wave directions. Further reductions appear possible as resonant peaks 
greater than unity remained and further motion damping is feasible. 

The pitch transfer functions of the 81 and 86 metre vessels are shown in figure 
4.30 for the configuration with transom tabs and T-foils. The pitch in head seas (figure 
4.30( a)) of the 86 metre vessel shows a peak of 1.4 at the dimensionless frequency of 3.4. 
In this case most speeds had a similar peak magnitude which did not appreciably change 
from the high to the lower speeds. Compared with the vessel with only transom tabs, 

· there was a reduction in the magnitude but not a significant change in the frequency 
of maximum response. 

In bow quartering seas, the pitch magnitude of the 86 metre vessel was close to unity_ 
for most speeds, which also represents an improvement on the previous configuration 
with transom tabs only, where the peaks of maximum response had values of 1.5. 

The pitch in beam seas was generally small for both vessels but the response shows 
values greater than zero indicating there was still sufficient wave energy to pitch the 

·vessels and to create a peak at values less than unity for all speeds. This is probably 
because of variability of sea direction within the sea direction classified here as beam 
seas, not always being exactly on the beam. 

The heave, roll and pitch transfer functions were not significant at dimensionless fre-
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quencies greater than 8, but the diagrams displayed the results up to 10 for consistency 
with the predicted results. 

As with the previous results of section 4.5.1, the frequencies below 2.8 were not 
displayed because a 0.16 Hertz high pass filter was applied to the acceleration response 
data to remove the low frequency drift as it was double integrated to obtain the cor
responding displacement (see section 2.6.2.1). Therefore it was not possible to resolve 
the transfer functions at frequencies lower than the 0.16 Hertz filter high pass cut off, 
which was equivalent to the dimensionless frequencies of 2.6 and 2.8 for the 81 and 86 
metre vessels respectively. 

4.6 Summary 

This chapter has presented the measured results for the 81 and 86 metre vessels con
sidered in the present analysis. Key findings from these results include: 

Data records 

1. Only the primary wave direction between head and beam seas were investigated 
because of the very small motions for primary wave directions from the aft sectors. 
Furthermore, the level of wave directional spreading could not be determined. 
Therefore, improvements in the data quality and quantity could be achieved by 
better defining the wave environment. 

2. The duration of data records for the 81 and 86 metre vessels was 35.1 and 105.5 
hours respectively from the delivery voyage, whilst there was 1.4 and 164.2 hours 
respectively from the service operations. However, of that data collected for the 
81 and 86 metre vessels only 873 and 443 respectively could be used from the 
delivery voyage and-503 and 543 respectively could be used from service opera
tions. Only if an increased amount of well defined sea directions were encountered 
could a greater proportion of the data be used for analysis. 

3. Whilst long time frames were required to acquire sufficient data records, they were 
still limited to the speeds and wave headings that dominated the operational route 
of the vessel. However, data groups were formed from sufficient time records and 
averaged together for spectral analysis with useful outcomes. 

4. Lower speeds tended to be associated with higher wave heights. 

Vertical Accelerations 

1. The accelerations at the bow were much higher than the transom and centre of 
gravity (CG), particularly in head sea waves. The acceleration only fell below 
0.lg/m for speeds less than 12 knots and bow accelerations were up to 0.3g/m. 

2. There were insufficient data records to use wave height as a variable for creating 
a data group, so the nonlinear effect of accelerations with wave height could not 
be considered in further detail. Thus a much longer measurement period would 
be required to obtain sufficient quantities to further investigate this variable. 

3. It was found that varying the wave period affects accelerations as much as wave 
height. Acceleration per unit wave height tended to decrease with wave height for 
all speeds which may be attributed to the increasing wave periods of the larger 
waves. This was confirmed by the results that showed acceleration decreasing 
with increasing wave period. 
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4. The maximum spectral responses were generally between the dimensionless fre
quencies of 4 and 5, where most of the acceleration response energy was within 
the range of the dimensionless frequencies of 2 and 5. The vessel's natural acceler
ation response period clearly dominated over the wave peak period when looking 
at the vessel's maximum motion response. This indicates that the vessel filters 
the wave energy and limits the response to the range of frequencies corresponding 
with the vessel responsiveness. 

5. The vessel response generally increased with speed, but not necessarily in a linear 
sense. 

Transfer functions 

1. Larger resonant magnitudes occurred with increasing speed. Resonance in the 
vessel's response was confirmed with some peak transfer functions reaching 2.5. 
This indicated that the motion control system modelled was probably undersized 
in relation to the level of damping possible. 

2. The dimensionless frequency of maximum roll response tended to reduce with 
speed, which was generally between 3 and 4. 

3. The vessel's response with wave height could not realistically be investigated out
side the linear assumption but results obtained from another program BEAMSEA 
showed that vessel response was not linear with wave height (see also chapter 6). 
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Figure 4.25: Measured heave displacement transfer functions (81 and 86m vessels, active 
tabs only). Observed wave heading sectors: (a) bow (180° ±22.5°), (b) bow-quarter 
(135° ±22.5°) and (c) beam (90° ±22.5°). 
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Figure 4.26: Measured roll displacement transfer functions (81 and 86m vessels, active 
tabs only). Observed wave heading sectors: (a) bow (180° ±22.5°), (b) bow-quarter 
(135° ±22.5°) and (c) beam (90° ±22.5°). 
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Figure 4.27: Measured pitch displacement transfer functions (81and86m vessels, active 
tabs only). Observed wave heading sectors: (a) bow (180° ±22.5°), (b) bow-quarter 
(135° ±22.5°) and (c) beam (90° ±22.5°). 
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Figure 4.28: Measured heave displacement transfer functions (81 and 86m vessels, 
active tabs and T-foils). Observed wave heading sectors: (a) bow (180° ±22.5°), (b) 
bow-quarter (135° ±22.5°) and (c) beam (90° ±22.5°). 
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Figure 4.29: Measured roll displacement transfer functions (81 and 86m vessels, active 
tabs and T-foils). Observed wave heading sectors: (a) bow (180° ±22.5°), (b) bow
quarter (135° ±22.5°) and (c) beam (90° ±22.5°). 
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Figure 4.30: Measured pitch displacement transfer functions (81 and 86m vessels, active 
tabs and T-foils). Observed wave heading sectors: (a) bow (180° ±22.5°), (b) bow
quarter (135° ±22.5°) and (c) beam (90° ±22.5°). 



Chapter 5 

Predicted Motion Results 

5.1 Introduction 

The results presented in this chapter include those obtained with the numerical pre
dictions of BESTSEA. These results whilst showing the end result of the methods 
presented in chapter 3, also form the basis for comparison with full-scale measurement 
results of chapter 4. With the nature of the experimental measurements being broad in 
their application it was not feasible to present all the measured and predicted results 
together in these chapters. This was firstly because the nature of the experiments relied 
on obtaining data in conditions that were not controlled and therefore broad assump
tions and reasoning had to be made in the data reduction. This lead to an averaging of 
the data to form the final results. Secondly, the large amount of information presented 
within each plot made it more practical to segregate the two data sets of measured and 
predicted results. The predicted results will therefore be presented here and compar
isons between the measured motion transfer functions and numerical predictions will 
be made in chapter 6. 

5.2 Selection of Speed and Loading Conditions 

With the accumulation of experimental motion records collected over an extended pe
riod of time it is reasonable to expect that the vessel loading condition was subject to 
change from day to day and voyage to voyage within a reasonable range. For practical 
reasons1 it was not possible to digitally record the vessel loading condition for each 
voyage and furthermore this is not recorded during operations apart from the taking 
of draft marks. The distribution of vehicle loading can vary particularly when full ca
pacity is not met giving the operator the choice on how the vehicles can be arranged 
to best trim the vessel to their advantage. This may imply that positioning as many 
vehicles toward the bow to give more bow down trim is desirable. Although the vessel 
displacement can be determined through the reading of draft marks the vessel radius 
of gyration in roll, pitch and yaw generally remains unknown for a particular voyage 
and cannot be determined unless the position and weight of every deadweight item 
made up of items such as cars, fuel and passengers is known. However, the range of 
possible loading conditions can be determined through analysis by looking at the range 
of possible loading scenarios to determine those that are governing the vessel's dynamic 
motion response once the vessel begins to encounter incident waves on its voyage. If 
the measured vessel response proves to be outside the predicted response then other 

1This does not deminish the fact that it would certainly be useful to have the means to digitally 
record the loading condition variables. 
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variables such as wave height and wave period may need to be considered as the reason 
and may prove to be equally significant. 

The variability of the vessel loading condition was investigated by creating weight 
estimates of the vessel for both the delivery voyage and for its operating conditions 
whilst in passenger service across the English Channel. This analysis sought only to 
consider these two very different operating conditions and determine how they affected 
the heave and pitch transfer functions and their frequency of maximum response. The 
results for the 81 and 86 metre vessels are shown in appendix A which shows the de
livery departure and arrival conditions as well as the in service departure and arrival 
conditions for the vessels with a 503 and 1003 load. Also shown for each condition 
is the change in hydrostatic conditions when the mass of the entrained water within 
the waterjet inlets is considered. Most hydrostatic analysis programs do not consider 
the effect of this additional mass in their normal computation for use in the analysis 
of vessel dynamics as the entrained water must be accounted for depending on the 
hull particulars being considered. For example, the mass of the entrained water is not 
included as part of the vessel displacement but conversely the inlets do not contribute 
to the vessel's buoyancy. This implies that the use of strip theory for motions anal
ysis cannot resolve an equivalent displacement and position of the centre of gravity 
whilst also obtaining the correct draft. Generally, a strip theory calculation will not 
account for the weight of entrained water which can be over nine tonnes per jet. These 
vessels had two jets per hull so the entrained water consisted of approximately three 
to five percent of total vessel displacement. The entrained water is not part of the 
vessel's displacement but it is part of the vessel's moving mass and so was added to 
the displacement in the numerical model together with the modified centre of gravity 
and radius of gyration values. Table A.l shows the delivery loading conditions for the 
81 metre vessel whilst tables A.2 and A.3 show the 1003 and 503 full loading condi
tions respectively for the vessel in operational service. The corresponding ranges of the 
radius of gyration for the vessel in roll, pitch and yaw are shown in table A.4 where 
the effect of the entrained water is also shown. Similarly, table A.6 shows the delivery 
loading conditions for the 86 metre vessel whilst tables A. 7 and A.8 show the 1003 
and 503 full loading conditions respectively for the vessel in operational service. The 
corresponding ranges of the radius of gyration for the vessel in roll, pitch and yaw are 
shown in table A.9 where the effect of the entrained water is also shown. These loading 
conditions were selected because it was expected that the lightest and heaviest loading 
displacements would also create the broadest range of frequency response in the vessel. 
The half load condition was included to determine how this might effect the loading 
and in particular the radius of gyration when vehicles could be arranged in an uneven 
distribution on the vehicle deck. 

After numerically modelling the vessels in all these loading conditions the heave 
and pitch response of each vessel at 32.5 knots without the influence of control surfaces 
is shown in figure 5.1 for the 81 metre vessel and in 5.2 for the 86 metre vessel. Only 
one speed was selected as it was expected that similar trends would also occur at other 
speeds and that the loading conditions that were governing the range of frequency 
responses at this speed would also be the governing conditions at the other speeds. 

It can be seen in the figures that the magnitude and frequency of dominant response 
varied between the loading conditions in both heave and pitch. From these plots it can 
be seen that the broad range of predicted heave and pitch motions were essentially 
bounded by the "Service - full load departure" condition representing the lower dom
inant response frequency and the "Delivery - 103 arrival" condition representing the 
higher dominant response frequency. Whilst the former represented a heavy displace-
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ment it also had a larger pitch radius of gyration compared with the latter which was 
of lighter displacement and lower pitch radius of gyration. By only using these load
ing conditions for the remainder of the results it should be possible to determine the 
maximum range of motions amplitudes possible for a modelled wave condition merely 
by presenting the results for these two loading conditions. All predicted motion results 
are therefore presented as either the "Service - full load departure" condition or the 
"Delivery - 103 arrival" condition and should not be confused with the measured data, 
which was collected during the delivery voyage where the vessel was fitted only with 
active transom tabs and during service operations where both active transom tabs and 
T-foils were installed. In either case the two numerically modelled loading conditions 
selected could be compared with the measured data obtained from either the delivery 
voyage or during service operations. 

It can also be seen in these results that there were similar characteristics in the 
transfer functions between the 81 and 86 metre vessels so the results of the numerical 
predictions for the remainder of this chapter consist only of the 86 metre vessel to keep 
the computations to a practical level. Furthermore, the measured data for the 86 metre 
vessel contained in chapter 4 was of better quality because of its greater quantity and 
so would provide greater opportunity for comparison. 

Numerically modelling the vessel at the speeds of 12.5 to 42.5 knots in increments 
of 5 knots was a logical step that came out of the experimental results, which were 
grouped according to speed in 5 knot increments from 10 to 45 knots. The speeds 
selected for numerical computation therefore represent the median of the speed ranges 
within each group of measured data. 

We see from the results of figures 5.1 and 5.2 that when more heavily loaded the 
maximum heave response increased by about 603 and the frequency of maximum 
response reduces by about 153. This is as would be expected where increased mass in 
any dynamic system tending to reduce its damping relative to critical damping and to 
lower its frequency of maximum response. However, the effect of loading changes on 
the pitch response is much smaller, the response maximum increasing by about 203 
and its frequency reducing by only 53 at the higher displacement. 
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Figure 5.1: Transfer functions at various loading conditions (81m vessel, no control 
surfaces) in (a) heave and (b) pitch at 32.5kn. 
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Figure 5.2: Transfer functions at various loading conditions (86m vessel, no control 
surfaces) in (a) heave and (b) pitch at 32.5kn. 
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5.3 Modelling of Sea Conditions and Motion Control Sys
tem 

5.3.1 Wave Period Selection 

The procedure introduced in chapter 3 for determining the appropriate control gains 
for each motion control surface depend upon the wave spectrum and in particular the 
wave period of the spectrum. Whilst this procedure may be somewhat different to the 
control tuning method utilised in the commercial systems installed on the vessels, the 
predicted results are presented here at a single average wave period of 7 seconds. This 
period is lower than the average wave period (T1) obtained from head sea measurement 
records for the 86 metre vessel, which ranged from an average of 8.9 to 12.8 seconds 
for the various speeds (see table 4.4). However, it is expected that at the average wave 
period of 7 seconds the vessel response per unit wave height should by comparison give 
a greater vessel response than for higher measured periods. This can be seen in the 
results of acceleration per unit wave height shown hereafter in the diagrams of figures 
5.25 and 5.26 for the vessel with and without motion control surfaces. The selection 
of a shorter 7 second period for the computations also reflects the view that the route 
selected for the trials reported in chapter 4 was unusual in it exposure to incoming ocean 
swell thus giving rise to larger than usual average wave periods for a given condition of 
wave height. 

5.3.2 Wave Height Selection and Spectrum 

During the experimental measurements presented in chapter 4 it was found that the 
average wave heights measured in head seas for the 86 metre vessel ranged from 0.32 
to 0.64 metres (RMS) or approximately 1.28 to 2.56 metres significant wave height 
(see table 4.4). On this basis the significant wave height was modelled in the com
putations at 2.5 metres2 being closer to the upper side of this range and was based 
on the Bretschneider wave spectrum for that height. Its distribution with frequency 
is obviously somewhat different to the measured wave spectra presented in section 
4.3.2. Using the measured average wave spectrum at each speed from the full-scale 
measurements instead of the idealised Bretschneider wave spectrum would have been 
entirely possible and would certainly be an ideal alternative, but the wave spectrum at 
each speed was generally different in terms of magnitude and distribution and at some 
speeds there was no data. More importantly, the measured average spectra reported in 
chapter 4 are in many cases clearly influenced by averaging across data obtained under 
significantly different sea conditions and therefore do not follow one of the well known 
spectral forms such as the Bretschneider spectrum. To maintain consistency between 
the wave spectra for the numerical computations a constant wave spectral shape was 
therefore used. This will create differences in the acceleration spectra and magnitudes 
in the comparison but these will need to be explained based on the differences in terms 
of the underlying wave spectra. The comparative Bretschneider wave spectra were 
shown in chapter 4, section 4.3.2 in figures 4.6 to 4.9. The Bretschneider wave spectra 
used in the predictions are shown in figure 5.3 for a range of wave periods. The first 
diagram shows the unidirectional wave spectra whilst the remaining diagrams below 
it show the same spectra modified to the encounter frequencies corresponding to the 
four speeds analysed with active control surfaces, these being 12.5, 22.5, 32.5 and 42.5 
knots. The intermediate speeds of 17.5, 27.5 and 37.5 were excluded as they would not 
necessarily enhance the evidence of trends obtained from the other four speeds. 

2This also corresponds to the top level of Sea State 4. 
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In some instances of wave spectra within the diagrams of figure 5.3, it can be 
seen that the wave encounter spectrum for T1 = 15 seconds is slightly truncated at 
the minimum computed dimensionless wave encounter frequency of 1.0. This is not 
expected to significantly affect the calculations of the root mean square acceleration 
at this wave period which uses the area of the response spectrum. In particular, little 
significant acceleration response is expected at such low frequencies. Similarly, in some 
instances the wave encounter spectrum of T1 = 5 seconds has been more severely 
truncated at the maximum computed dimensionless wave encounter frequency of 9.8. 
This also is not expected to significantly affect the calculations of the root mean square 
acceleration at this wave period because the heave and pitch transfer functions are very 
small at or above this frequency and so the response will also be small. Furthermore, 
the results presented are based on a 7 second average wave period3 , which in itself 
has small magnitudes at the higher frequencies and for which truncation errors are not 
significant. 

5.3.3 Control Gain Settings with Active Controls 

The implementation of active controls in the numerical prediction used the motion 
criterion defined in section 3.4.7.1 of chapter 3 as the basis for determining the motion 
reduction performance when modelling active controls. This criterion was based on the 
average acceleration spectrum taken between six longitudinal hull positions. The gains 
were selected according to the method given in chapter 3 by minimising the spectrum 
peak. The progressive reduction in the peak of the average acceleration spectrum can 
be seen in the results shown hereafter in section 5.5.2. 

The control gains used to achieve the results with active control surfaces presented 
in this chapter were given in table 3.3 of chapter 3. 

_ The motion control surfaces position and sizes are shown in table A.5 for the 81 
metre vessel and table A.10 for the 86 metre vessel in appendix A although only the 
86 metre vessel with active controls was modelled in this analysis. 

3 The vertical acceleration reponse spectra for the 86 metre vessel are presented in figures 5.16 to 
5.19 for three longitudinal positions where it can be seen that low and high cut off frequencies are 
sufficient to capture the majority of the acceleration response bandwidth. These plots will be discussed 
in the following section. 
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Figure 5.3: Bretschneider wave spectrum and corresponding head sea wav~ encounter 
spectra as used in computations (Hs = 2.5m, T1 = 7s) 
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5.4 Effect of Speed on Tuansfer Functions 

Results obtained from the BESTSEA numerical computations for the 86 metre vessel 
are presented as transfer functions from figures 5.4 to 5.15 for a range of speeds where 
the time series hydrodynamic solutions were computed in regular 0.5 metre waves 
to obtain a-near linear solution at small wave height. In cases where active control 
surfaces were implemented, the computation scaled the control gains so as to obtain the 
maximum surface deflection in regular waves of 2.5 metres. The controls were optimized 
to reduce the average vessel acceleration in a Bretschneider wave spectrum of 2.5 metre 
significant wave height and 7 seconds average period. The hull configurations presented 
in this section include the two sets of motion control surfaces arranged in various 
combinations so that the incremental effects can be reviewed. These configurations 
consist of a 

1. hull without control surfaces; 

2. fixed transom tab and fixed T-foil; 

3. active transom tab only (no T-foil); 

4. active T-foil only (no transom tab); 

5. active transom tab, fixed T-foil, and 

6. active transom tab and active T-foil. 

The first set of transfer functions in figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the effect of speed 
on the vessel for the two selected loading conditions. The first diagram (a) on each 
page shows the results at the "Service - Full departure" loading condition, which repre
sents the heavier displacement whilst the second diagram (b) shows the results at the 
"Delivery - 10% arrival" loading condition, which represents the lighter displacement. 
As previously discussed, the former diagram has a lower frequency of response with a 
greater magnitude and the latter has a higher frequency of response of lower magni
tude. It is clear from these diagrams that the vessel heave reduces significantly with 
speed, particularly at the resonant frequency whilst in pitch a reduction in speed has 
a similar effect. However, reduction of speed does not significantly alter the frequency 
of maximum heave response for speeds in the 22.5 to 42.5 knot range. At lower speeds 
the frequency of maximum heave response does reduce somewhat. For speeds less than 
about 20 knots the heave transfer function remains less than 1.0 at all frequencies, 
but continues to exhibit a clear maximum at the dimensionless frequency of about 4.8 
(heavy loading condition) and 4.8 to 5.5 (light loading condition). The pitch response 
shows a more progressive reduction in frequency of the maximum transfer function as 
speed is reduced, and the maximum decreases more sharply at lower speeds. At the 
lowest speed (12.5kn) no maximum in the pitch transfer function is clear. 

The magnitude of the peak of these transfer functions is of course influenced by the 
magnitude of the applied friction coefficient, which was explained in section 3.2.1.1 of 
chapter 3. All these results were obtained with a friction coefficient of 0.1 which in 
some cases may arguably be either too low or too high. However, the only effect of 
varying this parameter is to change the magnitude of the resonant peak of the transfer 
functions which may ultimately improve the correlation between the measured and 
computed responses. 
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Figure 5.4: Predicted heave transfer functions (86m vessel, no control surfaces) at 
loading conditions of (a) "Service-full load departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 arrival" 
(Regular wave height of computation = 0.5m) 
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(b) "Delivery-10% arrival" loading condition 
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Figure 5.5: Predicted pitch transfer functions (86m vessel, no control surfaces) at 
loading conditions of (a) "Service-full load departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 arrival" 
(Regular wave height of computation = 0.5m) 
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5.4.1 With Fixed Motion Control Surfaces 

With the addition of motio,n control surfaces to the hull there is first interest in obt~ining 
a result that shows the damping effect of these surfaces without any active feedback 
from the control system. This result is shown in the diagrams of figures 5.6 and 5. 7 
whilst the previous result given for the hull without control surfaces is also shown. In 
this condition when the control surfaces are stationary relative to the hull, the transom 
tab only produces a steady lift force and does not produce a passive damping effect 
on the motion because the inflow angle of the fluid is assumed constant as the vessel 
heaves and pitches. In contrast, the T-foil is exposed to the free stream velocity and 
also assumed to be free from the influence of the hull by lying outside the region of 
reduced flow velocity due to the boundary layer and can generate a lift force as the free 
stream incidence angle changes in time due to the incident waves, the heave velocity, 
pitch displacement and pitch, velocity. 

It can be seen in these results that the motion reduction in both heave and pitch is 
greatest at the highest speed and the control effect steadily reduces with speed. This 
effect is to be expect~d as the lift force generated by the T-foil is proportional to the 
velocity squared and so a halving of the speed means a force reduction of 753. At the 
lowest speed the effect of the fixed control surfaces is almost nonexistent. The damped 
natural frequency has also reduced as expected in both heave and pitch. It can be 
seen that the addition of the fixed T-foil has substantially damped the heave response 
at higher speeds, the maximum value reducing and the sharpness of the maximum 
decreasing. Similar effects occur at both loading conditions but are stronger at the 
light load. At light loading and high speed the fixed control surfaces have virtually 
eliminated the resonant maximum in heave response, which is always less than unity at 
all frequencies. The pitch shows smaller changes with the addition of the fixed surfaces 
presumably because the stern tab has no practical effect and the T-foil iS closer to the 
centre of rotation in pitch. However, the fixed control surfaces do have an effect in 
increasing pitch damping at the higher speeds, the pitch reducing by about 203 at the 
highest speed. 

5.4.2 With Active Transom Tabs Only 

The benefit of using active transom tabs is shown through the numerical computation 
at the four speeds in figures 5.8 and 5.9. It can be seen that the benefit of these devices 
is relatively small, particularly at the lower speeds. The improvement in motion from 
these control surfaces appears greatest in reduced pitch by comparing the results in 
these two figures. The reduction in maximum heave at the top speed of 42.5 knots is 
about 53 for both loading conditions, whilst the pitch is reduced by about 203 at the 
top speed. These results raise serious issues about the benefit, or lack thereof, of fitting 
vessels only with transom tab motion controls. On the basis of these results it appears 
that such installations give relatively small benefit. This outcome is a direct result of 
the motion reduction objective which was to minimise the average vertical acceleration 
over the length of the hull. The transfer functions presented here are thus the result 
of that procedure where the reduction .of pitch with the transom tab has the greatest 
benefit although heave was also slightly reduced. 
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Figure 5.6: Predicted heave transfer functions (86m vessel, fixed tab and T-foil) at 
loading conditions of (a) "Service-full load departure" and (b) "Delivery-10% arrival" 
(Regular wave height of computation= 0.5m) 
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Figure 5.7: Predicted pitch transfer functions (86m vessel, fixed tab and T-foil) at 
loading conditions of (a) "Service-full load departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 arrival" 
(Regular wave height of computation= 0.5m) 
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Figure 5.8: Predicted heave transfer functions (86m vessel, active tab only) at loading 
conditions of (a) "Service-full load departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 arrival" (Regular 
wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control surface maximum 
deflection= 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave spectrum of Hs = 
2.5m, Ti= 7s) 
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Figure 5.9: Predicted pitch transfer functions (86m vessel, active tab only) at loading 
conditions of (a) "Service-full load departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 arrival" (Regular 
wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control surface maximum 
deflection = 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave spectrum of H 8 = 

2.5m, Ti= 7s) 
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5.4.3 With Active Transom Tabs and Fixed T-foils 

Adding fixed T-foils to the previous results whilst maintaining active transom tabs gave 
as expected only a slight improvement on the result obtained with fully fixed tabs and 
T-foils. This result is shown in figures 5.10 and 5.11 against the fully fixed configuration 
where a greater reduction in pitch than the heave can be seen. There is one anomaly 
in the results at 22.5 knots where the pitch transfer function has an irregular shape. 
This may in part be due to the time domain solution at some frequencies not reaching 
a steady periodic solution within the time frame nominated in the computation, thus 
introducing a small variation in the resolved magnitude. This irregular shape is clearly 
visible in the pitch transfer function of figure 5.ll(b) for the "delivery - 103 arrival" 
loading condition but is not evident in the results obtained for the heavier loading 
condition and is not evident in the heave results. 

The heave does not change significantly compared with the result from the fixed 
control surface configuration. The heave reduces by about 33 at the top speed only. 
In the lighter loading condition ("delivery - 103 arrival") the heave at the resonant 
frequency actually slightly increases whilst the pitch is reduced at all speeds. In the 
heavier loading condition the heave reduces slightly whilst the pitch is also reduced 
particularly at the higher speeds. Bearing in mind that the fixed transom tabs have 
no direct effect on the vessel dynamics, these results show that even if active the 
transom tab produce very little motion reduction. These results therefore reinforce the 
question regarding the suitability of transom tabs as motion control devices raised in 
section 5.4.2. As a consequence of these results it is suggested that there is a need to 
demonstrate the benefits of active transom tabs in sea trials. 

Fitting transom tabs is a commonly adopted vessel configuration and yet these 
computations suggest strongly that active transom tabs have almost negligible effect 
on vessel motions. Clearly there is an issue here which needs resolution. However, it 
is recognised that their benefit as static trim control devices to improve vessel speed 
performance remains and therefore any suggestion of removing them completely can 
not be suppqrted. 

5.4.4 With Active T-foils Only 

Based on the results presented for the fixed control surface configuration, it is clear that 
the T-foil even in the fixed configuration has significant effect in reducing the heave 
and pitch motions. The improvement due to the active control is shown to be less 
significant in figures 5.12 and 5.13 where the active T-foil result is displayed against 
the fixed control surface configuration result. The reduction in heave and pitch is 
about the same, which is a small improvement compared with the result from the fixed 
configuration. Once again there is a greater improvement at the higher speeds, with 
almost no improvement at the lowest speed of 12.5 knots. Once again these results 
raise serious issues concerning the benefits of active control systems at larger wave 
heights, the dominant effects of the motion controls being due to the passive action 
of the T-foils. However, the increased benefit that would result as the wave height is 
reduced cannot be overlooked and the fact that a T-foil of increased area or with a fully 
actuating control surface could also improve the result presented here. 
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Figure 5.10: Predicted heave transfer functions (86m vessel, active tab, fixed T-foil) 
at loading conditions of (a) "Service-full load departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 ar
rival" (Regular wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control 
surface maximum deflection = 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave 
spectrum of Hs. = 2.5m, Ti= 7s) 
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Figure 5.11: Predicted pitch transfer functions (86m vessel, active tab, fixed T-foil) 
at loading conditions of (a) "Service-full load departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 ar
rival" (Regular wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control 
surface maximum deflection = 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave 
spectrum of Hs = 2.5m, Ti = 7s) 
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Figure 5.12: Predicted heave transfer functions (86m vessel, active T-foil only) at 
loading conditions of (a) "Service-full load departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 arrival" 
(Regular wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control surface 
maximum deflection = 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave spec
trum of H 8 = 2.5m, Ti= 7s) 
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Figure 5.13: Predicted pitch transfer functions (86m vessel, active T-foil only) at load
ing conditions of (a) "Service-full load departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 arrival". (Reg
ular wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control surface maxi
mum deflection = 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave spectrum of 
Hs = 2.5m, T1 = 7s) 
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5.4.5 With Active Transom Tabs and T-foils 

As expected the greatest improvement in the transfer functions of heave and pitch was 
obtained with active transom tabs and T-foils. This result is shown in figures 5.14 and 
5.15, where the fixed control surface configuration results for the four speeds computed 
are also shown for comparison. 

There was no improvement in the motions at the lower speed of 12.5 knots whilst the 
highest speed showed the greatest improvement. The irregular shaped pitch transfer 
function at 22.5 knots is again seen in figure 5.15(b) at the lighter displacement and is 
associated with the influence of the transom tab whose influence on the vessel caused 
the pitch motion solution to be unable to achieve a steady periodic solution within the 
allocated computation time. 

The control gains selected for this solution were identical to those used for the 
devices when they were actively operated as independent surfaces. A table of these 
control gains was given in table 3.3 of chapter 3. These control gains were selected 
solely on the basis of minimising the average vertical acceleration over the hull length 
so the solution displayed by these transfer functions is the result of that procedure. This 
implies that the peak of the transfer function may not coincide with the frequency where 
the majority of the motion reduction is obtained but instead will be at the frequency of 
maximum average acceleration shown hereafter in the diagrams of figures 5.20 to 5.23. 
Whilst these results with both control surfaces active do show greater motion reduction 
due to the active control than for either surface in isolation, the active control feedback 
still has relatively modest effect and then only on the response at the higher speeds. 
At 42.5 knots the control feedback has reduced the heave transfer function maximum 
by 103 compared to the value with fixed surfaces and the pitch by about 53. Active 
motion control is also seen to be more beneficial at the heavier loading condition. 

5.4.6 Comparison of the Effect of Control Modes 

It is clear from the transfer functions that the greatest influence of the control surfaces 
is obtained when active tabs are used in combination with the active T-foil whilst 
the effect of the T-foil alone exceeded the effect of the transom tab alone. This is a 
significant result as the force generated by the transom tab is greater than the T-foil 
as shown by figures in chapter 3 and leads to the conclusion that the location of the 
motion control surface may have a more significant effect on reducing motions than 
the force produced by the control surface. Further, it seems that the benefits of active 
feedback control on the motion control surfaces are relatively small. In general the 
control surfaces have very little effect in reducing motion at the lower vessel speeds. 
Overall the dominant contributory factor to motion reduction is the passive action of 
forward T-foils. No doubt this is due to the occurrence of the largest motions near the 
vessel bow and the location of the T-foil near that position. Moreover, it is clear from 
this outcome that the T-foil should not be mounted so close to the hull that its effect 
is reduced by shielding from relative motion of the hull and water. Finally, it should 
be stressed that in this section only the response amplitude has been considered. The 
beneficial effect of motion controls is more likely to be seen in the acceleration response 
to be discussed in the following sections. Also, the sea spectrum to which the vessel 
is exposed will have a significant influence in the assessment of motion control system 
effectiveness. It will be noted that for these computations the effectiveness of active 
feedback to the control surfaces is not very great in so far as the motion amplitudes are 
not greatly reduced by active control feedback. This is most likely due to the use of a 
relatively large wave height (2.5 metres) as the reference for computations. Under lower 
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wave height conditions larger control gains could be used without reaching the physical 
limit of control surface actuation and so the controls would be relatively more effective 
in reducing motion response functions. Operating in seas approaching the operational 
limit of 3 metres would present a considerable challenge to a motion control system 
with limited force capabilities. 
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Figure 5.14: Predicted heave transfer functions (86m vessel, active tab and T-foil) at 
loading conditions of (a) "Service-full load departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 arrival" 
(Regular wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control surface 
maximum deflection= 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave spec
trum of Hs = 2.5m, Ti= 7s) 
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Figure 5.15: Predicted pitch transfer functions (86m vessel, active tab and T-foil) at 
loading conditions of (a) "Service-full load departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 arrival" 
(Regular wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control surface 
maximum deflection = 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave spec
trum of Hs = 2.5m, Ti= 7s) 
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5.5 Vertical Accelerations 

5.5.1 Effect of Position on Vessel on Vertical Acceleration Spectra 

The vertical acceleration response spectra calculated for three longitudinal positions 
that include the aft perpendicular (AP), longitudinal centre of gravity (LCG) and 
forward perpendicular (FP) at two loading conditions are shown in figures 5.16 to 5.19. 
A variation in the shape of the response spectra between the AP, LCG and FP can be 
seen. Furthermore, the magnitude of the FP response values are much greater than 
the AP and considerably greater than the LCG, even with active controls operating, 
especially at low speed. 

The response spectra at 12.5 and 22.5 knots have the notable distinction that the 
peak response of the AP and FP occur at a frequency that coincides with a reduction 
in heave response at the LCG, which indicates that at this frequency the local deck 
motions are predominantly due to the pitching motion. At these low speeds the heaving 
motion is not large as discussed in the previous section in terms of the motion transfer 
functions. At these two lowest speeds there is little effect of the motion controls on the 
motions, although the effect is greater at 22.5 knots than at 12.5 knots and there is 
little reduction of motion unless a forward T-foil is fitted. 

The response at 22.5 knots for the "delivery - 10% arrival" loading condition (see 
figure 5.17) presented an irregular behaviour that was distinctively different to the 
results at the service loading condition or other speeds. The nature of this result 
shows that for frequencies lower than the selected frequency for calculating the gains 
(i.e. w: = 4.6, see figure 5.21) for the active tab, fixed foil and active tab and active 
foil configurations, the gain selection was tending to increase the acceleration response 
at the AP and FP (see figure 5.21(b)). This suggests the problem was mainly due 
to the pitch excitation rather than heave, an assumption that was confirmed by the 
transfer functions of figures 5.10 and 5.11. It should be noted that the heave and 
pitch motions tend to be at 90° relative phasing and therefore adverse coupling can 
be induced, even through a damping algorithm based on heave and pitch velocities. 
The effect is present when the controls are made active and an increased pitch motion 
results due to coupling from the heave at lower frequencies. It is evident that making 
the motion controls active is not always beneficial at all positions. 

These acceleration spectra also confirm that the effectiveness of the control surfaces 
increase with speed. It can also be seen that from acceleration spectra at the lower 
speeds of 12.5 and 22.5 knots, the LCG has two modes of excitation whereas the AP and 
FP generally only have one and at the frequency where the AP and FP are experiencing 
the greatest excitation the LCG has a reduced motion. However, as the speed increases 
the two modes seen at the lower speeds disappear and the shape of the spectra at the 
three positions start to contain similar characteristics that are predominately of one 
excitation mode. At higher speeds, it can be seen that the frequency of the resonant 
peaks coincide with the greatest response of the heave transfer functions together with 
their relative phases, rather than at the frequency where the greatest energy in the 
wave spectra is located. This would be expected for a resonant dynamic system, which 
effectively acts to filter and amplify the input spectrum. 
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(1 b) Position: AP 
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Figure 5.16: Predicted acceleration response spectral density (86m vessel, 12.5kn) at (1) 
aft perpendicular (Al>), (2) longitudinal centre of gravity (LOG), (3) forward perpendic
ular (FP), for loading conditions of (a) "Service-full departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 
arrival" (Regular wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control 
surface maximum deflection = 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave 
spectrum of H 8 = 2.5m, Ti= 7s) 
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(1 b) Position: AP 
"Delivery-10% arrival" loading condition 
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Figure 5.17: Predicted acceleration response spectral density (86m vessel, 22.5kn) at (1) 
aft perpendicular (AP), (2) longitudinal centre of gravity (LCG), (3) forward perpendic
ular (FP), for loading conditions of (a) "Service-full departure" and (b) "Delivery-10% 
arrival" (Regular wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control 
surface maximum deflection = 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave 
spectrum of H 8 = 2.5m, Ti= 7s) 
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Figure 5.18: Predicted acceleration response spectral density (86m vessel, 32.5kn) at (1) 
aft perpendicular (AP), (2) longitudinal centre of gravity (LCG), (3) forward perpendic
ular (FP), for loading conditions of (a) "Service-full departure" and (b) "Delivery-10% 
arrival" (Regular wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control 
surface maximum deflection = 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave 
spectrum of H 8 = 2.5m, Ti= 7s) 
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(1 b) Position: AP 
"Delivery-10% arrival" loading condition 
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Figure 5.19: Predicted acceleration response spectral density (86m vessel, 42.5kn) at (1) 
aft perpendicular (AP), (2) longitudinal centre of gravity (LCG), (3) forward perpendic
ular (FP), for loading conditions of (a) "Service-full departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 
arrival" (Regular wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control 
surface maximum deflection = 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave 
spectrum of H 8 = 2.5m, Ti= 7s) 
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5.5.2 Effect of Speed on Average Acceleration Spectra 

By implementing the procedure for selection of the appropriate control gains from 
section 3.4. 7 of chapter 3, the average vertical acceleration response spectra in figures 
5.20 to 5.23 for the 12.5, 22.5, 32.5 and 42.5 knots forward speeds were obtained. In 
these results the values at those positions along the vessel discussed in the previous 
section have been averaged so as to give a clearer comparison of the effect of control on 
the responses at different speeds and vessel loadings. All these figures generally show an 
improvement in the vertical acceleration as the various control surface configurations 
were implemented. A greater effect was obtained at the higher speeds, whilst at the 
lowest speed of 12.5 knots the improvement was only small. This is clearly due to 
the larger force the control surface is able to produce at the higher forward speeds. 
A greater improvement appeared to be obtained with the control surfaces when the 
vessel was in the lighter "delivery - 103 arrival" loading condition for which rather 
large average motions occurred without motion control surfaces (figure 5.23(b)). The 
uncontrolled hull had a larger spectral response magnitude in all cases. 

These results show the effect of the control surfaces arising from the motion criterion 
used as the basis for selecting the gains as discussed previously in chapter 3. It is the 
frequency of the peak of these average spectra that was used as the basis for determining 
the gains for the motion control configuration based on the previously obtained solution. 
For example, the gains for the active tab configuration was based on the magnitude 
of the average acceleration obtained for the hull without control surfaces. This is 
consistent with the sequence set out in table 3.2 and the method described in section 
3.4. 7 to which the reader is directed for a full explanation, together with the gains 
selected that gave the results shown in this chapter. The averaged results show a useful 
although moderate benefit of using active tab (about 253 reduction at 42.5 knots 
when lightly loaded) and the strong effect of introducing fixed foils (623 reduction at 
42.5 knots when lightly loaded). Overall the motion control system when fully active 
reduced motions by 743 when lightly loaded and by 643 when heavily loaded. A 
clearer view of the overall benefit of fitting motion control systems optimised according 
to the procedure of chapter 3 is thus obtained through these results where the average 
vertical accelerations on the vessel are used. 
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Figure 5.20: Predicted acceleration response spectral density (86m vessel, 12.5 knots, 
average between positions on vessel) for various motion control configurations and load
ing conditions of (a) "Service-full departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 arrival" (Regular 
wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control surface maxi
mum deflection= 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave spectrum of 
Hs = 2.5m, Ti = 7s) 
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Figure 5.21: Predicted acceleration response spectral density (86m vessel, 22.5 knots, 
average between positions on vessel) for various motion control configurations and load
ing conditions of (a) "Service-full departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 arrival" (Regular 
wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control surface maxi
mum deflection = 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave spectrum of 
Hs = 2.5m, Ti= 7s) 
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Figure 5.22: Predicted acceleration response spectral density (86m vessel, 32.5 knots, 
average between positions on vessel) for various motion control configurations and load
ing conditions of (a) "Service-full departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 arrival" (Regular 
wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control surface maxi
mum deflection = 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave spectrum of 
H 8 = 2.5m, Ti= 7s) 
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Figure 5.23: Predicted acceleration response spectral density (86m vessel, 42.5 knots, 
average between positions on vessel) for various motion control configurations and load
ing conditions of (a) "Service-full departure" and (b) "Delivery-103 arrival" (Regular 
wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control surface maxi
mum deflection= 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave spectrum of 
H 8 = 2.5m, Ti= 7s) 
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5.5.3 Effect of Speed on Acceleration Relative to Wave Height 

From the acceleration spectra presented in the previous sections the root mean square 
(RMS) acceleration can be determined by integration of the spectra to obtain the 
RMS magnitude of acceleration based on the irregular wave Bretschneider spectrum. 
This was defined for these results with a significant wave height of 2.5 metres and an 
average period of 7 seconds. The observations made previously about the effectiveness 
of each control surface configuration is encapsulated by the results in the summary 
tables 5.1 and 5.2. These show the RMS acceleration for the positions of AP, LCG 
and FP corresponding to the spectra shown in figures 5.16 to 5.19 as well as the RMS 
acceleration based on the average spectra of figures 5.20 to 5.23. These results also 
confirm that the most effective control surface configuration is the active tab and T
foil combination as expected, with up to 323 improvement at 42.5 knots compared to 
the hull without control surfaces (bare hull) in the heavier loading condition ("service 
- full departure") and up to 403 improvement at 42.5 knots in the lighter loading 
condition ("delivery - 103 arrival"). The second best improvement was almost equal 
between using an active tab with fixed T-foil and the active T-foil only configurations. 
These were followed by the fixed (passive) control surface configuration (up to 223 
and 303 improvement for the respective loading conditions) and then the active tab 
only configuration, which gave only a small improvement of up to 93 on the bare hull 
response. 

These results have also been presented in figure 5.24 by plotting the vertical ac
celeration per unit, wave height against the vessel speed. It can be seen that in some 
instances the acceleration at the forward perpendicular increases moderately as the 
speed decreases until the speed drops below 22.5 knots where it then decreases rapidly. 
Similarly, the acceleration at the aft perpendicular ·increases as the speed drops be
low 32.5 knots and continues to increase down to 12.5 knots. However, at the LCG 
position, the acceleration reduces moderately with speed. It is clearly evident in this 
figure also that the greatest reduction in vertical acceleration occurs at the highest 
speed where the difference between the solution with control surfaces and the solution 
without control surfaces is the greatest. 

The two diagrams presented in figure 5.24 are at the heavy and light displacements. 
The characteristics of these vertical acceleration curves do vary to some extent between 
each other but it apparent that the heavier displacement generally has lower acceler
ations, which may have more to do with the larger radius of gyration than the extra 
mass involved. The trends at forward, LCG and aft positions indicate that whilst the 
relative acceleration increases steadily with speed at the centre of gravity, at the aft 
position lower speeds give rise to increased motion. From this it can be seen that the 
low speed motions are characterised by more severe pitching, whilst at high speed the 
combined effects of heaving and pitching to some extent reduce the aft motions as the 
heave (reflected in the motion at the LCG directly) increases. Figure 5.24 shows very 
clearly the increasing effectiveness of motion controls as the vessel speed increases. 
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Hull Speed 
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Service-Full departure condition 
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C:I 1 Nigel\bs\042\report_results\Motion control reduction summary (042bs_RMSAccel-std).xls 

Table 5.1: Acceleration per metre wave height (RMS) (86m vessel) (Regular wave height 
of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control surface maximum deflection 
= 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave spectrum of Hs = 2.5m, 
Ti = 7s, Loading condition: "Service-full departure") 
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32.5 0.25 27% 0.19 5% 0.11 35% 0.54 26% 

foil 
27.5 0.22 23% 0.20 6% 0.08 33% 0.49 23% 

22.5 0.20 18% 0.22 6% 0.07 26% 0.42 18% 

17.5 0.17 10% 0.23 5% 0.07 14% 0.35 10% 
12.5 0.14 7% 0.21 3% 0.07 6% 0.27 7% 
42.5 0.36 9% 0.20 11% 0.23 3% 0.69 12% 

Active tab 
32.5 0.32 7% 0.17 18% 0.17 1% 0.67 8% 
22.5 0.23 5% 0.21 9% 0.10 0% 0.48 6% 

12.5 0.15 1% 0.21 1% 0.07 0% 0.29 2% 

42.5 0.27 34% 0.20 9% 0.15 37% 0.52 34% 

Active T-foil 
32.5 0.24 30% 0.19 6% 0.10 38% 0.51 30% 

22.5 0.20 16% 0.21 9% 0.08 19% 0.43 16% 

12.5 0.14 8% 0.20 4% 0.07 8% 0.27 8% 

42.5 0.26 34% 0.18 21% 0.17 32% 0.49 37% 
Active tab, 32.5 0.23 31% 0.16 21% 0.11 32% 0.50 32% 
fixed T-foil 22.5 0.20 18% 0.22 5% 0.08 18% 0.41 20% 

12.5 0.14 8% 0.20 5% 0.07 4% 0.27 9% 

42.5 0.24 39% 0.17 22% 0.15 37% 0.46 42% 

Active tab and 32.5 0.22 35% 0.16 21% 0.11 37% 0.47 35% 
T-foil 22.5 0.20 15% 0.22 4% 0.09 13% 0.42 18% 

12.5 0.14 9% 0.20 5% 0.07 7% 0.26 10% 
C:\1 Nigel\bs\042\report_results\Motion control reduction summary (042bs_RMSAccel-std).xls 

Table 5.2: Acceleration per metre wave height (RMS) (86m vessel) (Regular wave height 
of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control surface maximum deflection 
= 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave spectrum of Hs = 2.5m, 
Ti = 7s, Loading condition: "Delivery-103 arrival") 
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Figure 5.24: Predicted vertical RMS acceleration per metre RMS wave height (86m 
vessel) for various speeds at the aft perpendicular (AP), longitudinal centre of gravity 
(LCG), forward perpendicular (FP), for loading conditions of (a) "Service-full depar
ture" and (b) "Delivery-103 arrival" (Regular wave height of computation = 0.5m, 
Regular wave height of control surface full deflection = 2.5m, Control gains calculated 
with Bretschneider wave spectrum of H 8 = 2.5m, Ti= 7s) 
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5.5.4 Effect of Wave Period on Accelerations 

In chapter 3 a method to determine suitable control gains was outlined, which relied 
on the selection of a motion criterion. Against this criterion suitable gains were se
lected that minimised the average acceleration over the longitudinal extent of the hull 
between perpendiculars where the acceleration was averaged between five equi-distant 
positions in addition to the plane of the LCG. Whilst this criterion was equally suited 
for application with any wave height and period, only one wave height and period is 
presented in the analysis of previous sections to place a practical limit on the number 
of computations required. However, when there are no active control surfaces modelled 
and linearity with wave height is assumed, then only one transfer function is required 
to calculate the vertical acceleration response of the 86 metre vessel for a range of wave 
periods. Alternatively if there are active controls to be considered then the procedure 
presented for selecting the gains is based on a unique wave height and period. Thus to 
calculate the root mean square (RMS) acceleration response for a range of wave peri
ods requires the gains to be determined at each variation of wave height and period. 
Although this may be entirely practical, only one wave height and period was solved 
in this analysis for cases with active controls at four speeds from 12.5 to 42.5 knots. 
Therefore, the results in figure 5.25 show the RMS vertical acceleration of the hull 
without control surfaces and with active tabs. The solution without control surfaces is 
valid for all periods displayed. However, although the solution with active tabs is also 
shown for a range of wave periods, the gains were only solved at the 7 second period 
and so the results at all other periods are based on gains that were not ideally suited 
for that period. The results in figure 5.26 show the RMS vertical acceleration of the 
hull with fixed control surfaces and with active tabs and T-foils. The solution without 
control surfaces is valid for all periods displayed. Once again, the solution with active 
tabs and T-foils is shown for a range of periods, although the gains were only solved 
at the 7 second period and so the results at all other periods are based on gains that 
were not ideally suited for that period. This implies that the result could be improved 
at the other periods if appropriate gains were selected for each of those periods. 

The diagrams presented in figures 5.25 and 5.26 show that for both control surface 
configurations there is a maximum vertical acceleration response at approximately 7 
seconds average wave period at the higher speeds. As the speed reduces the period 
of maximum response also decreased. This would be expected as the maximum re
sponse corresponds with the frequency of maximum excitation as the speed reduces 
and therefore so also will the resonant period. 

It is immediately obvious from these results that the motions in the bow are sig
nificantly greater than at the LCG and transom. This is not unexpected as most 
conventional hull forms display this phenomenon and has been evident in the discus
sion of the preceding sections. The results without control surfaces in figure 5.25 show 
that as the speed of the vessel decreases the bow accelerations decrease the most out 
of the ·three positions. Also, for wave periods around 9 seconds in the heavier loading 
condition (see 3a) there is an increase in motions as the speed decreases down to about 
22.5 knots before the motions also start to decrease. At even lower periods a reduction 
in speed will actually increase the accelerations (see figure 5.25(3a)). For example, in a 
5 second wave period the acceleration per unit wave height will increase from 0.25g/m 
to 0.35g/m if the speed is reduced from 42.5 knots to 32.5 knots. Furthermore, for 
wave periods less than 8 seconds, motions at the transom (AP) also increase as speed 
is reduced down to 12.5 knots (see figure 5.25(1a)). The motions at the LCG decrease 
with speed for all wave periods. These characteristics are not as prominent when the 
vessel displacement is lighter as shown in the corresponding diagrams on the right side 
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(see figure 5.25(1b), (2b) and (3b)). 
The results of figures 5.25 and 5.26 emphasise the importance of wave period, which 

has a very strong effect on the vessel motion. It is evident that a period of 6 to 7 seconds 
gives the maximum motion. This corresponds closely with the estimates made of the 
most likely wave period for the vessel to encounter in service, which was the basis of the 
computations in preceding sections. However, it should be noted that the operational 
measurements reported on the Channel Island route and on delivery voyages almost 
always showed significantly longer wave periods for which the motion response would 
not be as great. Thus it can be seen that the selection of wave period for the purpose 
of predicting motions on a particular service route is a critical issue. 
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Figure 5.25: Predicted vertical acceleration (86m vessel, without control surfaces) at (1) 
aft perpendicular (AP), (2) longitudinal centre of gravity (LCG), (3) forward perpendic
ular (FP), for loading conditions of (a) "Service-full departure" and (b) "Delivery-10% 
arrival" (Regular wave height of computation = 0.5m, Bretschneider wave spectrum of 
H 8 = 2.5m) 
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Figure 5.26: Predicted vertical acceleration (RMS) (86m vessel, fixed tab and T-foil) 
at (1) aft perpendicular (AP), (2) longitudinal centre of gravity (LCG), (3) forward 
perpendicular (FP), for loading conditions of (a) "Service-full departure" and (b) 
"Delivery-103 arrival" (Regular wave height of computation = 0.5m, Bretschneider 
wave spectrum of Hs = 2.5m) 
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5.5.5 Effect of Position and Controls on Acceleration Relative to 
Wave Height 

The longitudinal distribution of RMS acceleration determined at the six vessel positions 
are shown in figure 5.27 for a variety of motion control configurations and speeds. 
These results are computed for the standard wave period of 7 seconds and a 2.5 metre 
significant wave height, which is considered to be the most severe condition based on 
the results of the previous figures 5.25 and 5.26. It can be seen that positions near 
the longitudinal centre of gravity (LCG) present the lowest acceleration at any speed, 
whilst the bow consistently has the highest. However, the greatest improvement with 
active control surfaces is always at the bow, which achieved a minimum acceleration of 
approximately 0.25g/m at 12.5 knots whilst much smaller improvements are made at 
the LCG position, which achieved a minimum acceleration of approximately 0.06g/m 
also at 12.5 knots. Relative accelerations at the bow lie in the range 0.25 to 0.8g/m, 
those at the LCG in the range 0.06 to 0.19g/m and at the stern in the range 0.14 
to 0.23g/m. Relative acceleration is a parameter often used in design practice as an 
overall indicator of seakeeping behaviour, but it is based on the pre-supposition of linear 
response and should therefore be interpreted with caution. 
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Figure 5.27: Predicted vertical acceleration response distribution (86m vessel, 12.5 -
42.5kn). (Regular wave height of computation= 0.5m, Regular wave height of control 
surface maximum deflection = 2.5m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave 
spectrum of H 8 = 2.5m, Ti = 7s) 
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5.6 Effect of Regular Wave Height on Transfer Functions 
and Accelerations 

The assumption of a hull response that is linear wave height has been the basis on which 
the previous results in this chapter have been presented, where the regular wave height 
of computation was 0.5 metres. In cases where control surfaces were implemented the 
wave height of maximum control surface deflection in most instances were set at the 
regular wave height of 2.5 metres, which corresponded to the significant wave height 
at which the vessel responses were to be determined. The 0.5 metre computation wave 
height was small enough to avoid introducing the effects of hull shape and large wave 
force magnitudes that are associated with large amplitude motions into the numerical 
computation. The handling of the free surface by the time domain theory of BESTSEA 
permits it to account in the fluid domain, the instantaneous fully immersed hull section 
in the body boundary condition. With this in mind, additional results were obtained in 
which higher regular wave heights were implemented in the computation to determine 
the effect of wave height on the vessel heave and pitch. The regular wave height was 
increased to 2.5 metres, as this was within the range of wave heights that were observed 
during the full-scale measurements. Furthermore, the computations for active controls 
assumed the wave height of maximum control surface deflection was 2.5 metres and the 
wave spectrum had a significant wave height of 2.5 metres. Both of these assumptions 
remained the same as for previous computations using the regular wave height of 0.5 
metres. 

The transfer functions for the hull without motion control surfaces for a range of 
speeds are shown in figure 5.28 for heave and pitch together with the computational 
solutions for the 0.5 metre regular wave height (discussed previously in figures 5.4 and 
5.5). It can be clearly seen that the transfer functions generally show a reduction in the 
frequency of maximum response for both heave and pitch whilst the heave increases in 
magnitude at the frequency of maximum response. The pitch transfer functions also 
increase in magnitude at the lower speeds to the point where they exceed the magnitude 
of the higher speeds. Their shape also becomes more peaked about a lower frequency. 
It is obvious that the shape of these transfer functions at some points do not take on 
a smooth and regular form as those obtained from the smaller regular wave height of 
0.5 metres. This change in shape of the transfer functions is perhaps a reflection of 
the increased unsteady wave forces acting on the hull, particularly near the bow as it 
emerges and re-enters the free surface leading to greater difficulty in obtaining a regular 
periodic solution in the computation. The lower speeds of 12.5 and 22.5 knots show 
a large increase in maximum response for a narrow band of frequencies until at the 
higher speeds the shape takes on a smoother appearance of lower maximum response. 
Not only does the shape in the transfer function change but there are shifts at some 
frequencies in the phase, some of which are more significant than others and these will 
influence the magnitude of accelerations calculated at positions about the vessel centre 
of gravity. 

The transfer functions computed at the regular wave height of 2.5 metres (as op
posed to the transfer functions previously computed at the nominal wave height of 0.5 
metres) with fixed motion control surfaces are shown in figure 5.29 for heave and pitch 
together with the solution without control surfaces4 . It can be seen that the change in 
the shape of the transfer functions (calculated in regular waves of 2.5 metres) with fixed 

4This same solution without control surfaces and computed at the regular wave height of 2.5m was 
also used in the previous figure 5.28 for comparison with a computation at the regular wave height of 
0.5 metres. 
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control surfaces show a reduction in frequency of maximum response compared with 
the transfer functions calculated in regular waves of 0.5 metres shown in the previous 
figure 5.28. Compared with the solution without control surfaces (shown in the same 
figure) there has been a reduction in response magnitude without any real change in 
the frequency of maximum response. The increased damping of the fixed control sur
faces has created curves that are smoother and have a more regular shape at the higher 
speeds of 22.5 to 42.5 knots. Although the results in figure 5.29 represent a reduction 
in motions compared with the hull without control surfaces, the magnitude of response 
for all speeds at the dimensionless frequency of 4 are almost similar, being a value 
just below 1.5 for both heave and pitch. Another observation is that the reduction in 
response with fixed control surfaces at 12.5 knots is greater than that seen in figures 5.6 
and 5.7 where the regular wave height of computation was 0.5 metres. This indicates 
that fixed control surfaces may appear more effective in computations with a larger 
regular wave height than in computations that adopt a smaller regular wave height. 

These substantial changes in the characteristic of the transfer functions will most 
certainly have a significant effect on the degree of correlation that one can obtain with 
measurements and these will be referred to again in the discussion of the following 
chapter 6 where computed and measured responses are compared in detail. 

An additional set of transfer functions at 32.5 knots forward speed are shown in 
figure 5.30. These compare the effect on heave and.pitch for computations using regular 
wave heights of 0.5 and 2.5 metres for a range of motion control configurations. These 
include the hull without control surfaces, with fixed tab and T-foil, with active tab only 
and with active tab and T-foil configurations. The transfer functions computed at the 
higher wave height have the characteristics previously discussed of a lower frequency 
of maximum response and the reductions in response due to the implementation of 
control surfaces are of a similar magnitude but the absolute magnitudes have increased. 
This is to be expected as the increase in wave height has produced an increase in the 
proportional response of the vessel. Such properties indicate that hull response to waves 
is not necessarily linear. 

Combining the transfer functions derived through computation at the regular wave 
height of 2.5 metres with a Bretschneider wave spectrum of 2.5 metres significant wave 
height and 7 second average period, one obtains the acceleration response spectra of 
figure 5.31. It is clear from these results that the spectra generally have reduced the 
frequency of maximum response a small amount when implementing the higher 2.5 
metre regular waves in the computation. At the LCG the magnitude of response has 
increased (see figure 5.31(1b)). The bow motion has actually reduced substantially in 
magnitude at the larger wave height (see figure 5.31(1c)) whilst the stern has increased 
in magnitude at some frequencies and reduced at others (see figure 5.31(1a)). 

Taking the average of the acceleration spectra between six longitudinal positions 
the diagram of average acceleration spectra shown in figure 5.31(2) is obtained. In this 
result the average spectra has been reduced in magnitude and the peak of maximum 
response has been reduced in frequency at the larger wave height. 

There is no reason to believe that similar results would not be obtained if larger wave 
heights were also applied to the hull configured with active control surfaces. It would 
appear from the results presented thus far that computing the vessel accelerations at 
the smaller wave height of 0.5 metres may over predict the vessel acceleration at larger 
wave heights whilst also increasing the frequency of maximum response to a higher 
value than should otherwise be the case. 

Solving the acceleration response for a range of wave periods with the Bretschneider 
wave spectrum of 2.5 metre significant wave height and integrating the results, one 
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obtains the relative RMS acceleration for a range of wave periods. These results have 
been shown once again for the hull without and with fixed control surfaces (i.e. fixed 
tab and T-foil) in figure 5.32. The outcome shows that for the acceleration spectra 
at one wave period as in the previous figure 5.31, the increased regular wave height 
of computation of 2.5 metres has decreased the RMS acceleration at the bow. No 
significant change is seen at the stern. At the LCG the RMS acceleration has slightly 
increased for periods above 6 seconds, whilst slightly decreasing at periods below 6 
seconds. All these results were computed at the heavier "service-full departure" loading 
condition so the frequency of maximum response shown in these results represent the 
lowest that could be attained by varying the vessel displacement in the computation. 
Overall the effect of using a regular wave height in the computation that is closer to 
the significant wave height of interest, tends to show a lower average RMS acceleration 
over the length of the vessel. Therefore, the computation based on the regular wave 
height of 0.5 metres would tend to over predict the accelerations for a wave spectrum 
of 2.5 metres significant wave height. 

The results obtained in this section from a computation with regular waves at 2.5 
metres at this stage are an unsubstantiated outcome from the numerical method. As 
far as the author is aware no fundamental comparisons have been made using this 
theory in large wave heights from model tests or previously published work that would 
add more experimental verification of the transfer functions obtained here. However, 
they are added as their nature is consistent with the theoretical application of the body 
boundary conditions and in some cases the results seem plausible based on the results 
obtained from full-scale measurements discussed in chapter 4 and brought together with 
these results in chapter 6. 
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Figure 5.28: Predicted heave and pitch transfer functions (86m vessel, 32.5kn, without 
control surfaces). Comparison of computations at the regular wave heights of 0.5 and 
2.5 metres (Loading condition: "Service-full departure") 
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Figure 5.29: Predicted heave and pitch transfer functions (86m vessel, 32.5kn). Com
parison of hull without control surfaces to hull with fixed tab and T-foil. Computation 
only at 2.5 metre regular wave height (Loading condition: "Service-full departure") 
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Figure 5.30: Predicted heave and pitch transfer functions (86m vessel, 32.5kn, vari
ous configurations) comparing computations at 0.5 and 2.5 metre regular wave height 
(Loading condition: "Service-full departure") 
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Figure 5.31: Predicted acceleration response spectra (86m vessel, 32.5kn) for compu
tations at 0.5 and 2.5 metre regular wave heights. (la) aft perpendicular (AP), (lb) 
longitudinal centre of gravity (LCG), (le) forward perpendicular (FP). and (2) averaged 
between hull positions (Loading condition: "Service-full departure") 
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Figure 5.32: Predicted vertical acceleration (86m vessel, 32.5kn) for computations at 0.5 
and 2.5 metre regular wave heights. (1) aft perpendicular (AP), (2) longitudinal centre 
of gravity (LCG), (3) forward perpendicular (FP) and (a) without control surfaces, (b) 
fixed tab and T-foil (Loading condition: "Service-full departure", Bretschneider wave 
spectrum of H 8 = 2.5m) 
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5.7 Effect of MCS Target Wave Height on Acceleration 
Relative to Wave Height 

In prior sections the vessel response with control surfaces has been computed with 
regular waves of 0.5 metres and the control surfaces have been set up to obtain full 
deflection at the regular wave height of 2.5 metres through appropriate selection of 
the control gains, which also corresponds with the significant wave height of the wave 
spectrum. The transfer functions were then combined with a 7 second average period 
wave spectrum. In this section two additional solutions are obtained where the wave 
height of full control surface deflection is changed to regular wave heights of 1.25 and 
1.56 metres instead of the previous solution that used 2.5 metres. In effect this results 
in selection of higher control system gain settings. These additional wave heights for 
control limitation corresponded to half the significant wave height and the average wave 
height of a 2.5 metre Bretschneider wave spectrum. The root mean square (RMS) of 
the acceleration response obtained from this approach is shown in tables 5.3 and 5.4 
for the "service - full departure" loading condition and at three hull positions. These 
results can be directly compared with the results of table 5.1. 

Without control surfaces 32.5 0.30 0.19 0.20 0.60 
Fixed tab, fixed T-foil 32.5 0.24 22% 0.18 3% 0.15 27% 0.47 22% 
Active tab 32.5 0.28 9% 0.16 17% 0.20 1% 0.53 12% 
Active T-foil 32.5 0.22 27% 0.18 4% 0.13 33% 0.43 28% 
Active tab, fixed T-foil 32.5 0.22 29% 0.15 22% 0.15 26% 0.41 32% 
Active tab, active T-foil 32.5 0.20 33% 0.15 22% 0.14 31% 0.38 37% 
C \1 N1gel\bs\042\report_results\Mot1on control reduction summary (042bs_RMSAccel-std).xls 

Table 5.3: Acceleration per metre wave height (RMS) (86m vessel, 32.5kn, Regular 
wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control surface maximum 
deflection= l.25m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave spectrum of Hs = 
2.5m, Ti = 7s, Loading condition: "Service-full departure"; For comparison with table 
5.1 where the wave height of maximum control surface deflection is altered) 

The combined results from these three tables are shown in figure 5.33 where the 
RMS acceleration response at the aft perpendicular (AP), longitudinal centre of gravity 
(LCG) and forward perpendicular (FP) have been plotted against regular wave height 
for control limitation or the regular wave height for maximum control deflection. 

It can be seen in figure 5.33 that the majority of the RMS acceleration responses 
are constant with wave height, indicating that the RMS acceleration is not particularly 
sensitive to the regular wave height at which the control surfaces reach full deflection. 
However, the result at the FP does show some sensitivity to the selection of wave 
height for full control deflection because the RMS acceleration per unit wave height is 
not entire constant as the regular wave height of maximum control deflection increases. 
These results show that using the same wave height (i.e. 2.5 metres) as defined by 
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Without control surfaces 0.19 0.20 0.60 
Fixed tab, fixed T-foil 32.5 0.24 22% 0.18 3% 0.15 27% 0.47 22% 
Active tab 32.5 0.28 7% 0.16 14% 0.20 1% 0.54 10% 
Active T-foil 32.5 0.24 22% 0.18 3% 0.15 27% 0.47 22% 

Active tab, fixed T-foil 32.5 0.22 27% 0.14 24% 0.14 29% 0.44 27% 

Active tab, active T-foil 32.5 0.21 32% 0.15 20% 0.14 31% 0.39 35% 
C \ 1 N1gellbs\042\report_results\Mot1on control reduction summary (042bs_RMSAccel-std) xls 

Table 5.4: Acceleration per metre wave height (RMS) (86m vessel, 32.5kn, Regular 
wave height of computation = 0.5m, Regular wave height of control surface maximum 
deflection = l.56m, Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave spectrum of H 8 = 
2.5m, Ti = 7s, Loading condition: "Service-full departure"; For comparison with table 
5.1 where the wave height of maximum control surface deflection is altered) 

the wave spectrum for achieving full deflection may not significantly alter the RMS 
acceleration per unit wave height. 

The solutions in figure 5.33 without control surfaces appear as expected as lines 
of constant acceleration in all the diagrams. This is because these results are 'not 
influenced by controls and so do not change in relation to the wave height and the 
linear assumption applies. 

The reason for the lack of sensitivity of the relative motions to the wave height 
at which the control dynamic movement was limited can be seen in the results of 
previous sections where control activity has a relatively small effect in reducing motions 
compared to motions with inactive fixed control surfaces. However, even these modest 
reductions due to control dynamic activity were confined to frequencies near the motion 
resonance. The consequence of this is that control activity has a very small effect on 
the overall response to a random sea as seen in figure 5 .33. Once again it is apparent 
that in relatively large seas the control surfaces are severely limited by the maximum 
unsteady forces which they can produce as the control surfaces incidence is varied by 
the control system. 
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Figure 5.33: Predicted change in RMS acceleration (86m vessel, 32.Skn, "Service-Full 
departure" loading condition) due to variation in the targetted regular wave height of 
control surface maximum deflection. (a) aft perpendicular ( AP), (b) longitudinal centre 
of gravity (LCG), (c) forward perpendicular (FP) (Regular wave height of computation 
= 0.5m; Bretschneider wave spectrum Hs = 2.5m, Ti= 7s) 
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5.8 Effect of Vessel Acceleration on Human Tolerance 

Discussion that considers the vessel accelerations also implies that the human tolerance 
to vessel motions is an important component that regulates what defines a severe accel
eration. This is a broad subject that is outside the scope of this analysis and will only 
be briefly considered to place in perspective the accelerations levels. One of the ways 
that vertical accelerations have been defined in relation to the likelihood of a person 
experiencing motion sickness is from the experiments of McCauley et al. (1976). Whilst 
this method is not conclusive in its own right, it provides a measure of comparison that 
is founded on regular frequencies and their relationship to human tolerance to vertical 
accelerations over finite time intervals. 

5.8.1 Motion Sickness Incidence 

The calculation of motion sickness incidence (MSI) according to the method of Mc
Cauley et al. (1976) for a 2 hour period was calculated for the vessel at various speeds 
without motion control surfaces and with active tabs and T-foils at various longitudinal 
passenger positions. These results are shown in figure 5.34 where the MSI levels tend 
to follow the acceleration distribution as expected. The lowest level achieved at the 2.5 
metre significant wave height and 7 second period with active controls occurred at the 
LCG in the heavier ("service - full departure") loading condition at the lowest speed 
of 12.5 knots where the MSI was approximately 3%. The lowest MSI value at the bow 
was 46% at the speed of 42.5 knots whilst the lowest value at the stern was 12%, also 
occurring at the highest speed of 42.5 knots in the heavy loading condition. 

The highest level of MSI at the stern with active controls occurred at the lower 
speeds reaching about 40%. The medium speeds had the highest MSI at the bow of 
about 60%. The highest level of MSI at the LCG was about 15%. 

These figures clearly indicate that on vessels with this hull form the most comfort
able position is near the LCG position. Depending on the speed of the vessel, this 
optimal location will move forward somewhat at the lower speeds and move aft at the 
higher speeds. However, in general positions near the LCG are most comfortable for 
all the cases considered. 

Table 5.5 shows the average MSI over the length of the vessel without control 
surfaces and with active tab and T-foil. The outcome is similar to the acceleration 
without control surfaces where a reduction in speed also reduces the MSI but with 
active tab and T-foil the MSI initially increases before reducing. Furthermore, the 
average reduction with controls is not much improved, even at the lowest speed of 12.5 
knots. However, the average MSI improved by up to 38% with active control surfaces 
fitted at the highest speed of 42.5 knots. 

It can be seen from these results that the vessel in 2.5 metre, 7 second seas has 
MSI levels that vary significantly from bow to stern and can change significantly with 
speed and the level of control activity. However, the computations in the present work 
have necessarily been confined to the head sea conditions within the capacity of the 
program BESTSEA. Therefore, it was not considered appropriate to attempt further 
detailed investigation of MSI. 

5.9 Summary 

This chapter presented the predicted results for the 81 and 86 metre vessels consid
ered in the present analysis at two loading conditions, representing a range of motion 
responses. Key findings from these results include: 
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Without control 34.0 
surfaces 32.5 38.0 34.9 

42.5 37.7 37.7 
12.5 23.9 6.8% 20.9 18.4% 

Active tab and 22.5 27.1 20.4% 27.4 19.5% 
T-foil 32.5 27.8 26.9% 24.6 35.2% 

'1-2.5 24.9 33.9% 23.4 37.9% 

Table 5.5: Average MSI over length of vessel computed in head seas at two loading 
conditions (Control gains calculated with Bretschneider wave spectrum of H 8 = 2.5m, 
Ti = 7s; see also figure 5.34) 

1. The vessels heave and pitch magnitudes reduced with speed. 

2. A change in speed did not significantly alter the frequency of maximum response, 
except at speeds below 20 knots where larger variations were evident. 

3. Active transom tabs reduced pitch motion more than heave motion, where at the 
highest speed, heave was reduced by 53 compared to pitch at 20%. Therefore 
vessels fitted only with transom tabs receive only a modest benefit. 

4. The fixed T-foil alone had a significant effect in reducing the heave and pitch 
motions. The majority of the benefit occurred with the passive action of the 
device as opposed to the effect of active·controls. This has yet to be substantiated 
against full-scale tests. · 

5. The influence of the T-foil was greater than the transom tab. This is significant 
in the sense that the position of the control surface was more important than the 
control force, as in this analysis the transom tab had a greater force potential 
than the T-foil. 

6. Control surfaces have a decreasing benefit of motion reduction at low speed. 
They also have a reduced benefit as the wave height increases such that the size 
of motion control system would be severely challenged to provide sufficient force 
at the vessel's operating limit of 3 metres significant wave height. 

7. Wave period had a major effect on the vessel motions where accelerations gener
ally reduced with increasing period over approximately 7 seconds. The minimum 
acceleration predicted for the 86 metre vessel with a wave spectrum of 2.5m sig
nificant wave height and 7 seconds average period was 0.06g/m, located near the 
longitudinal centre of gravity. 

8. The use of larger regular wave heights in the computation resulted in smaller 
acceleration levels. The acceleration levels per_ unit wave height were not signifi
cantly sensitive to the regular wave height selected for maximum control surface 
deflection. The most effective control inputs in this analysis used both pitch and 
heave for the head sea computation. 
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9. The Motion Sickness Incidence (MSI) in head sea waves with active motion con
trols ranged from 203 to 253. This was an improvement of up to 343 on the 
hull without control surfaces. However, the MSI levels remained high. 
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Figure 5.34: Predicted motion sickness incidence (MSI) over 2-hours exposure duration 
(McCauley et al. (1976)) (86m vessel) at loading conditions of (a) "Service-full depar
ture" and (b) "Delivery-103 arrival" (Regular wave height of computation = 0.5m, 
Regular wave height of control surface maximum deflection = 2.5m, Control gains cal
culated with Bretschneider wave spectrum of H 8 = 2.5m, Ti = 7s; see also table 5.5) 



Chapter 6 

Comparison of computed and 
measured responses 

6.1 Introduction 

The results of full-scale experiments and numerical analysis have been presented in 
chapters 4 and 5 respectively where transfer functions were presented for heave, pitch 
and roll from measurements and for heave and pitch from head sea numerical predic
tions. In addition, the vertical accelerations per unit wave height were presented as 
distributions and magnitudes. The two sets of results were presented independently 
and now some of these results will be combined for comparison in this chapter to form 
the basis of a discussion on both the measurements and predictions. 

Where possible data from the numerical and predicted results will be presented in 
this chapter but in some cases chapters 4 and 5 may be referred to in support of some 
discussions. 

6.2 Comparison of Transfer Functions 

Most of the computed results of this work made the broad assumption that a linear 
solution would provide a reasonable prediction of transfer functions and a foundation 
from which the vessel accelerations could be determined. Comparison of the predicted 
transfer functions (see chapter 5) derived in small wave heights with derived transfer 
functions from full-scale measurements (see chapter 4) in head seas showed a dispar
ity between the two that was particularly apparent with the frequency of maximum 
response. In particular, the measured transfer functions had a lower frequency of re
sponse than predicted through numerical computations at small wave height. Data 
records obtained from full-scale measurements in head seas and presented in chapter 4 
are represented here with the predicted transfer functions. The available speeds from 
the delivery voyage of the 86 metre vessel include 12.5, 17.5, 22.5, 27.5 and 32.5 knots 
whilst available speeds from service operations on the English Channel include 12.5, 
17.5, 32.5 and 37.5 knots. From the delivery voyage data only the speeds of 12.5 and 
32.5 knots are used for comparison as they are representative of both the low and high 
speeds and showing the intermediate results would not necessarily add to the discus
sion. Furthermore, with the low quantity of data obtained at 22.5 knots the result 
was not consistent with the results obtained at other speeds. Similarly, from the data 
obtained during service operations only the speeds of 12.5 and 32.5 knots will be used 
for comparison as the other speeds represented only an approximate interpolation on 
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these speeds and their characteristics were not substantially different so they would not 
contribute significantly to the comparison. 

The comparisons in head seas for the 86 metre vessel are shown in figures 6.1 and 6.2 
for the delivery voyage measurements and in figures 6.3 and 6.4 for the measurements 
during service operations. The delivery voyage measurement of course only include the 
hull configuration with active transom tabs whilst the measurements made during ser
vice operations include active tabs and T-foils in the hull control surface configuration. 

6.2.1 belivery Voyage Transfer Function Comparison 

Figure 6.1 shows the delivery voyage measured comparison with predictions at 12.5 
knots for heave and pitch. It can be seen that in heave (figure 6.l(a)) the measured 
result was close to the prediction using the regular wave height of 0.5 metres for compu
tation. The amount of data making up the measured result consisted of approximately 
10 minutes of data (see table 4.2) but the result is consistent with other low speed 
results from measurement. No predicted results were obtained using the 2.5 metre 
regular wave height because the low speed and low force produced by the transom 
tab in wave conditions this high meant that a reliable periodic solution could not be 
achieved in the gain finding routine. Table 4.8 shows that the average RMS wave height 
for these measurements was 0.64 metres (i.e. about 2.56 metre significant wave height) 
but the bandwidth parameter shows (see table 4.6) that the seas were broadband, which 
suggests that multidirectional wave conditions may have influenced the measured ves
sel response sufficiently to create the difference in outcome when compared with the 
computed results. 

It can be seen that in pitch (figure 6.l(b)) that the measured result has a peak at 
the dimensionless frequency of 3.0 that may be the result of insufficient data to form a 
smooth spectral shape rather than representing a true spectral peak. Furthermore, the 
predicted results did not display any type of peak. However, the reducing :magnitude 
at the higher frequencies is of similar form and magnitude to the predicted results. 

On reflection one would expect these comparisons at the low speed of 12.5 knots to 
be relatively straightforward because there is no significant resonant character in the 
response functions to consider as the vessel is much less dynamically responsive at low 
speed. Thus one would expect the predicted and measured results to be generally quite 
similar. The fact that there were some small differences leads one to suspect that the 
wave environment had sigllificant directional spreading thus altering the result from 
what would be predicted for long crested head seas waves at 12.5 knots. 

The comparison of the measured transfer function at 32.5 knots for the delivery 
voyage with predictions are shown in figure 6.2 for heave and pitch. In heave, it can be 
seen that the frequency of maximum response is lower than all the predictions but that 
the prediction for 2.5 metre regular waves in the computation is closer to the measured 
result both in terms of frequency and magnitude. This larger wave height prediction 
also used the heavier vessel displacement and showed the lowest frequency of maximum 
response of all the displacements. It is evident therefore that the prediction was only 
moderately successful in duplicating the result of the heave transfer function obtained 
from measurements. This does not necessarily mean that the numerical method is 
deficient since the environment in which the measurerµents were conducted would have 
involved seas which were somewhat variable in direction. At dimensionless frequencies 
above 5.3 there was better agreement between the measured and predicted results. 

The comparison in pitch showed that the predicted result at the heavier displace
ment ("service-full departure") using the 0.5 metre regular waves in the computation 
showed much greater similarities with the measured result. The only difference was in 
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the magnitude of the peaks, which differed by about 0.2. Otherwise the slope away from 
the maximum were almost identical. Although the quantity of data used to generate 
this result was identical to that used for the heave, the pitch result showed better agree
ment. The pitch computation at the regular wave height of 2.5 metres did not compare 
as well as the computations using the 0.5 metre regular waves. Also, the results for the 
light displacement did not compare as favourably as the heavy displacement, primarily 
due to the increase of the frequency of maximum heave. 1'his aspect will be discussed 
further in the following section. 

6.2.2 Service Operations 'Iransfer Function Comparison 

Figure 6.3 shows the delivery voyage comparison of measured with predicted results 
at 12.5 knots for heave and pitch. It can be seen that in heave (figure 6.3(a)) the 
measured result was closer to the predicted result using the regular wave height of 
0.5 metres at dimensionless frequencies above 5, but elsewhere there is a departure 
between the two. The amount of data making up the measured result consisted of 
approximately 27 minutes of data (see table 4.2), which was satisfactory and the result 
is consistent with other low speed results from measurement. Table 4.8 shows that the 
average RMS wave height for these measurements was 0.85 metres (i.e. about 3.4 metre 
significant wave height) and the bandwidth parameter shows (see table 4.6) that the 
seas were broadband. These sea conditions encountered during the measurements may 
once again be the main reason that no resonance is seen in the measured results as can 
be seen in the prediction. Whilst the duration of the measured data may appear to be 
adequate (27 minutes) this does not guarantee that there is adequate spectral energy 
in all frequency bands of interest. 

It can be seen that in pitch (figure 6.3(b)) the outcome of the results closely re
semble those discussed previously for the 12.5 knot delivery voyage case (with transom 
tabs only). The peak response and frequency are very similar and the computed re
sponses show no real differences. Accordingly, the measured response is higher at the 
dimensionless frequencies greater than 4.0 and its downward slope as the frequency 
increases is lower than all predictions. Below the dimensionless frequency of 4, the 
only prediction that showed any excitation greater than unity is the prediction that 
used 2.5 metre regular waves, but the frequency of maximum response was higher than 
measured. , 

The comparison of the measured and predicted transfer functions at 32.5 knots for 
service operations where the hull had tab and T-foil active control surfaces are shown 
in figure 6.4 for heave and pitch. In heave, it can be seen that the measured frequency 
of maximum response is again lower than all the predictions but the prediction using 
2.5 metre regular waves is the closest to the measured result. There was agreement in 
the magnitude of the transfer function toward the higher frequencies, where there is a 
generally good comparison. At dimensionless frequencies greater than 6, the measure
ments were higher than predicted right up to a dimensionless frequency of 10. Below a 
dimensionless frequency of 4.5 the measured results continued to increase and showed 
signs of peaking at the frequency of 3 just before the frequency of truncation. By com
parison the predicted results had closely approached unity at this point resulting in a 
larger difference between the magnitudes of the measured and predicted results. 

The comparison in pitch showed that the predicted result at the heavier displace
ment ("service-full departure") using the 0.5 metre regular wave height in the compu
tation showed best agreement with the measured result in both magnitude and form. 
This outcome is slightly better than the result obtained previously at 32.5 knots for the 
delivery voyage comparison (see figure 6.2(b)). The peaks were in agreement as well as 
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the roll off with increasing frequency. The quantity of data used to generate this result 
was identical to that used for the heave and consisted of over 40 minutes of recording 
time in an average wave height of 0.44 metres RMS (i.e. about 1.76 metres significant 
wave height). The computation in a regular wave height of 2.5 metres did not compare 
as well as the computations using smaller regular waves and the light displacement did 
not have a shape that compared as favourably as the heavy displacement. However, 
the variation between these predictions and the measured results suggest that the com
putation is not particularly sensitive to the loading or wave conditions, which may be 
why a good agreement was obtained. 

6.2.3 Effect of Wave Height on Transfer Functions with a More Re-
cent Prediction Program 

At the time that the computations were carried out which formed the basis of investi
gation into the effects of displacement, speed and control surface action, the program 
BESTSEA was the only version of the time domain method available. As discussed in 
previous sections of this chapter in addition to chapter 5 (see section 5.6), thi~ program 
was used to compute motion solutions with regular head sea waves of 0.5 and 2.5 me
tres. It was found that the increased wave height produced a reduction in the frequency 
of maximum response as well as an increase in the magnitude. Using this program in 
its current format limited computational work to head sea waves as alteration of the 
program to include secondary hulls, oblique wave directions and some motion degrees 
of freedom was necessarily placed outside the scope of this project. Thus the effect of 
wave interaction between the hulls of the twin-hull vessels was neglected in addition to 
effects of surge, sway, roll and yaw motions. More recently a later version of BESTSEA 
was developed in which the modelling of multi-hull designs in oblique seas could be con
sidered with improved solution stability at large wave heights. This program (labelled 
BEAMSEA) has been used by Davis and Holloway (2003b) to investigate the effects 
of wave height. Of particular relevance here are results generated using BEAMSEA in 
head waves of various heights that support some trends found with BESTSEA. Figure 
6.5 shows the resulting transfer functions for the 86 metre vessel with wave heights of 
between 0.5 and 4.0 metres for the speed of 37.5 knots. It can be seen that there is 
a progressive reduction in the frequency of maximum response as the wave height in
creases. This supports the finding discussed in previous sections of this chapter and in 
chapter 5 (see section 5.6) where the regular wave height of computation was increased 
from 0.5 to 2.5 metres. 

One difference that can be seen in the heave transfer function of figure 6.5 to 
the heave transfer functions computed in this work is that the maximum response 
of the transfer function tends to decrease with wave height. This is different to the 
outcome obtained with BESTSEA where the maximum response tended to increase 
with wave height. The reason for this variation is not fully understood and requires 
further investigation where similar hull parameters used in the analysis of this work can 
be better reflected in the computation to assess the source of these notable differences. 
It could be argued that at larger wave height there is significant hull emergence at 
the bow and stern, which reduces the natural frequency of response due to waterplane 
area reductions that also reduce the forcing effect of the encountered waves. This 
would indicate that a decrease in maximum amplitude is more likely as shown by the 
BEAMSEA results. In addition, it is possible that the effect is due to hull interference 
effects, not represented in BESTSEA. Despite this difference in the response magnitude 
with speed it is sufficient to observe that there is a reduction in the frequency of 
maximum response even with a solution obtained from a more advanced program that 
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considers additional hydrodynamic effects. 
On the basis of that, these BEAMSEA results which support some characteristics 

seen with the BESTSEA results, there is further evidence that a major contributory fac
tor in the relatively high frequency of predicted maximum heave discussed in preceding 
sections is the use of small wave heights in the computations. 
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Figure 6.1: Transfer function comparison in (a) heave and (b) pitch (86m vessel, 12.5kn, 
active tabs only) 
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Figure 6.2: Transfer function comparison in (a) heave and (b) pitch (86m vessel, 32.5kn, 
active tabs only) 
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Figure 6.3: Transfer function comparison in (a) heave and (b) pitch (86m vessel, 12.5kn, 
active tabs and T-foils) 
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Figure 6.4: Transfer function comparison in (a) heave and (b) pitch (86m vessel, 32.5kn, 
active tabs and T-foils) 
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Figure 6.5: Transfer functions in (a) Heave and (b) Pitch using BEAMSEA with com
putations at various wave heights (86m vessel, 37.5kn, Hull loading condition not avail
able) 
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6.3 Comparison of Accelerations Relative to Wave Height 

6.3.1 Variation of Relative Acceleration with Wave Period 

The results obtained from full-scale measurements and predictions in head seas of ac
celerations per unit wave height (RMS) are shown in figure 6.6 for hull configurations 
that include active tabs that reflect the delivery voyage records and active tabs and T
foils that reflect the data records obtained during service operations. All data obtained 
from measurements are displayed in these diagrams that include the speeds between 
12.5 and 32.5 knots in increments of 5 knots for the active tab configuration and the 
speeds of 12.5, 17.5, 32.5 and 37.5 knots for the active tab and T-foil configuration. 
The predictions in the former set show the 12.5, 22.5 and 32.5 knot results whilst the 
later set show the predictions for 12.5 and 32.5 knots only as these are sufficient for 
comparative purposes. 

It is clear in these results that the measured data produced higher accelerations at 
the LCG than the predictions suggest at all periods shown. However, for wave periods 
over 7 seconds both the measured and predicted results show that the acceleration 
magnitude decreases with increasing wave period. Furthermore, both the predicted and 
the measured results show that the accelerations decrease with speed. The differences 
between the results may be due to the spread of wave directions present at the time 
of full-scale measurements that increased the acceleration above what would normally 
be the case with long crested waves, which were used in the numerical computation 
for the predicted results. The computed results are based on the relatively narrow 
band Bretschneider wave spectrum (see sections 4.3.2, 5.3.2 and appendix E) whereas 
the measured data was obtained in conditions that were quite variable and therefore 
had a broader spread of wave energy from various directions for a range of encounter 
frequencies. 

Differences of up to 5.2 metres are known to exist between the assumed LCG lo
cation for measurements (32.2m forward of transom) and computations (27.035m to 
30.324m forward of transom), which may contribute to the differences in acceleration. 
This is expected to be small but not necessarily insignificant (see also section 6.3.2). 
Therefore the differences seen between the measured and predicted results are to be 
expected. This is also supported by evidence seen in the previously compared trans
fer functions of section 6.2 that showed differences consistent with these acceleration 
results. 

6.3.2 Variation of Acceleration with Longitudinal Position 

The accelerations per unit wave height over the length of the vessel on the hull centreline 
are shown in figure 6. 7 for both measured and predicted results. In the measurements 
only the results corresponding to the locations of the vertical accelerometers are shown 
whilst the predicted results show the accelerations per unit wave height at the six 
longitudinal positions (i.e. AP, 0.25Lpp, LCG, 0.5Lpp, 0.75Lpp, FP). The predicted 
results are based on a Bretschneider wave spectrum of 2.5 metre significant wave height, 
which may be slightly higher than the average wave height for which the measured data 
was obtained. As discussed in the previous section it is known that there is a difference 
between the spectrum assumed for predictions and the wave energy spectrum for which 
the measurements were obtained. This in itself could lead to the appreciable variation 
in the relative accelerations determined here. 

The results in some cases show reasonable agreement between the measured and 
predicted data in figure 6.7(a), which shows the configuration with only transom tabs. 
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In particular the result at 22.5 knots has quite good agreement simultaneously over the 
length of the vessel whilst the 12.5 knots case has good agreement in the bow and LCG 
but not at the aft end. Furthermore, the 32.5 knot case has good agreement in the aft 
end and at the LCG but not at the bow. 

The results in figure 6.7(b) show the configuration with tabs and T-foils. The 
predictions at the bow over estimate the acceleration at 12.5 knots but under estimate 
relative acceleration at 32.5 knots. The predicted outcome in the stern at 12.5 and 17.5 
knots are unusually small. 

Overall the general shape of the longitudinal distributions are consistent between 
measured and predicted data, although there are variations at some speeds and posi
tions. However, based on the results discussed in preceding sections one would expect 
the agreement between measured and predicted not to be exact. As discussed, the most 
likely contributory factors are differences between encountered wave energy spectra for 
measured and predicted responses, variability of sea direction for the measured data, 
wave amplitude effects on the transfer functions and consequent derivation between 
predicted and measured encounter frequency of maximum response transfer function. 

6.4 Summary 

This chapter has presented selected comparisons between the measured and predicted 
results for the 86 metre vessel considered in the present analysis. Key findings from 
these results include: 

Transfer function comparisons 

1. The 12.5 knot results showed the closest prediction to measured data. To obtain 
better comparisons at this and other speeds, other unknown variables may need 
to be isolated, such as wave directional spreading and wave height. In general, the 
comparisons had the potential to be better than those obtained but the variability 
of the wave environment was the greatest factor in the discrepancies between 
measured and predicted results. Wave height non-linearity may also contribute 
to the variations seen. 

2. Further results using a more recent program for computational hydrodynamic so
lutions support the finding that there is a reduction in the frequency of maximum 
response as the regular wave height increases. Also, the maximum response of 
the transfer function tend to decrease with regular wave height. This remains a 
topic for further investigation. 

3. The pitch motion was generally in better agreement than the heave results and 
was less sensitive to variations in loading condition. 

Accelerations relative to wave height 

1. The measured accelerations were higher than the predicted accelerations however, 
in both cases the acceleration decreased with increasing periods over 7 seconds 
and in both cases the accelerations decreased with speed. 

2. Differences seen in the transfer functions are also evident in the acceleration 
comparisons but trends of acceleration decreasing with increasing wave period 
over 7 seconds remained similar between the measurements and predictions. Also, 
the accelerations generally decreased with speed. 
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3. The trends in the vertical acceleration with longitudinal distribution showed sim
ilarities. Although there were some variations, the general shape of the longitu
dinal distributions was consistent between the measured and predicted data. 
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Figure 6.6: Comparison between computed and measured acceleration per unit wave 
height (RMS) at LCG in head seas for (a) active tabs and (b) Active tabs and T-foils 
(86 metre vessel. Note: data points laying on the lines are computed results; other 
points are measured results) 
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of predicted and measured distribution of acceleration per 
unit wave height (RMS) in head seas for (a) active tabs and (b) Active tabs and T
foils (86 metre vessel. Predicted results show both the "Service-full departure" and the 
"Delivery-10% arrival" loading conditions, although no distinction is made between the 
two) 



Chapter 7 

Discussion and Conclusions 

7.1 Introduction 

The objective of this thesis was to implement full-scale measurements of hull motions for 
two high Froude number vessels. By accounting for the effects of the wave environment 
and the motion control system, the motion responses could be reconciled to show that 
the numerical computation could model the vessel motions with reasonable accuracy 
according to results extracted from full-scale measurements. 

The wave environment was measured with the use of a ship mounted one-dimensional 
microwave proximity radar that measured the sea surface profile. Through using the 
vessel as the means of determining the primary wave direction, spectral analysis was 
able to show similar characteristics between full-scale measurements and numerical 
predictions. 

7.2 Overall Conduct of the Sea Trials Program 

The sea trials conducted as described in chapter 2 essentially laid the ground work to 
provide the outcomes of this analysis and as such were perhaps the most important 
aspect of the investigation. It is clear that for a trials program to be successful it must 
contain clear objectives and processes for the data records to be utilised in the most 
efficient manner and for significant outcomes to be achieved. One of the major diffi
culties in this process is the cost of instrumentation from which basic motion data can 
be extracted with the greatest amount of accuracy and least amount of noise contam
ination. At the time of these experiments the cost of instrumentation to measure six 
degrees of freedom was considerable and so the measurements had to rely on the use of 
linear accelerometers when the ship system motion sensors were not available. This was 
not such a severe limitation in the measurement procedure becm1se by comparison the 
measurement of the wave environment was the more complex and technically difficult 
area of measurement based on the available instrumentation. Measurement of the ship 
motion was however of great importance together with the wave measurement as it was 
required to resolve the vessel response and transfer functions. 

An uncertain aspect of full-scale measurements is the amount of data that might 
be returned as the result of deployment of instrumentation on a vessel. This in some 
respects could be better planned with access to historical wave data should the vessel 
be operating on a known route, but in the case where the operating route is not well 
known or defined then having the flexibility to leave instrumentation on a vessel for a 
significant amount of time was the only alternative approach around this issue. This 
would then maximise the quantity of data collected during a given duration of the 
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measurement program, but there will always be the uncertainty of the precise sea 
conditions encountered and the impact of this on the final results of the investigation. 
Given the generally high cost of installation of the instrumentation it would make 
more sense where possible, for the instrumentation to form part of the essential ship 
equipment that would be on the vessel permanently. This would include equipment 
that forms part of a comprehensive motion control system that remains with the vessel 
for the duration of its operational life. There is then every expectation that over the 
duration of several years enough data could be collected for analysis for a variety of 
sea conditions and vessel speeds. In the present work even though the vessels were 
exposed to a range of different geographical areas in various oceans during the delivery 
voyage and during the course of normal operations most of the data for the 86 metre 
vessel was collected on the route in the English Channel. The range of wave periods 
and wave heights were not such a problem as obtaining enough wave headings relative 
to the forward speed of the vessel. In particular, rather limited quantities of data 
were obtained in head seas. Furthermore, the reality that the vessel was operationally 
limited because of wave height restrictions meant that quantities of data from the 
vessel in large wave height conditions was simply not available. However, more low 
wave height data could have been obtained with a lower setting on the automatic data 
acquisition trigger level. At the commencement of the investigation selection of the 
acquisition trigger level presented a difficult decision, balancing the storage capacity 
of the on board computer against the intervals at which it could be accessed~ The 
overwhelming dominance of the bow quartering and beam seas in the results obtained 
in this analysis demonstrate that the wave headings were severely limited by the set 
nature of the operating route. Although the large amount of data from these headings 
were beneficial, the bow headings data was severely limited. 

The procedure for wave measurement used in this work precluded the wave direction 
determination directly from the onboard instrumentation. More advanced equipment 
such as wave radar that could determine the statistics of the three-dimensional en
vironment surrounding the ship was not available. Ideally the entire wave climate 
surrounding the vessel would be measured to create an accurate and comprehensive 
understanding of the wave environment, including its directional and frequency com
ponents in a moving frame of reference on the vessel with the ability to convert this 
information to a stationary frame of reference. However, in the circumstance where 
such instrumentation was not available, then the method of determining the wave di
rection through analysis of the ship motions has been shown for twin-hull vessels to be 
a practical means of determining the average wave direction and can provide essential 
but general average information about a critical variable for the analysis of ship mo
tions. In this case the primary wave directions became clearly evident from the data 
but unfortunately it was not possible to determine the range of wave directional com
ponents that contributed to each wave spectrum. This was particularly evident in the 
data where roll did not reduce to zero in the head sea data because of the directional 
wave components that always lie outside the primary wave direction. 

The development of transfer functions relies primarily on the quality and quantity 
of wave data, the ship motions data and the ability to sort the data into subsets based 
on the operating variables. These include the wave period, wave direction, vessel speed, 
vessel loading condition, motion control surface configuration and where possible wave 
height. It was of course essential to obtain a sufficient duration of data for subsequent 
spectral analysis within each of the subsets of data. In the present work, even after 
collecting data for more than a year of regular operations, it was only possible to analyse 
data in subsets defined by two parameters only, the vessel speed and sea direction. 
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The transfer functions, despite the detailed differences between measured and pre
dicted outcomes, show that the magnitude of maximum response generally decreases 
with speed. Also the measured results showed that a reduction in speed did not always 
give a reduction in vessel accelerations. However, the roll actually increased as the 
speed reduced and did not begin to decrease until the speed was less than 22.5 knots. 

It is apparent from the wave conditions measured on each vessel that the wave 
height and period in the operating environment can vary significantly as they did in 
these measurements, but this may not always be the case. Wave conditions very much 
depend on the operational route of the vessel, which leads one to believe that during 
the design of a vessel, the wave environment in which it is to operate should be con
sidered. Even within the wave height limitations placed on the vessels considered in 
this analysis, the average wave periods varied between 6 and 20 seconds. With the 
vessel encountering bow quartering, beam and stern quartering wave directions for the 
majority of the time it make sense that the design of the vessel for this route should 
be considered in combination with these factors. They are the governing conditions, 
which in combination with the vessel response to those conditions will ultimately influ
ence the passenger comfort. One therefore must appreciate that the vessel design for 
motion comfort could ultimately be driven according to a range of motion criteria, such 
as motion sickness incidence (MSI) where based on a definition of acceptable motion 
levels the hull shape and motion control system is considered with respect of the wave 
environment in which the vessel is to operate. On this premise, there is no reason 
the owner or operator of the vessel could not commence operations based on a well 
planned set of outcomes that will meet pre-determined target expectations. However, 
whilst certain sea conditions may predominate, such as the relatively long period bow 
quartering seas on the service route in the present investigation, there will always be 
perhaps rare occasions where encountered conditions will deviate from the most com
mon. Thus the selection of a vessel will ultimately depend on achieving an appropriate 
balance between the most common and rather uncommon sea conditions. However, 
close matching of a vessel design to a particular route (as in the case of the SWATH 
form HSS for example) may result in consideration of a vessel that is not flexible with 
regard to the routes that it can service and which is therefore of limited value to its 
various owners. 

Based on results obtained from full-scale measurements there was no conclusive 
evidence that the vessel speed was limited by wave height. However, there was stronger 
support for the proposition that the speed of the vessel as operated is strongly influenced 
by the wave slope, which is a function of wave height. This evidence is not supported 
by the beam sea results but it was quite strongly supported for the bow and bow 
quartering wave directions. 

7.3 Computational Investigation of Response 

The computations undertaken for the 86 metre vessel provided transfer functions, ac
celeration spectra and accelerations per unit wave height for hull configurations that 
included active motion control surfaces for the head sea wave direction only. These 
results indicate that at larger displacements the motions of the vessel improved be
cause there was an increase in mass and radius of gyration, both of which increased 
the hull inertia. These effects reduced the frequency of maximum response and thus 
also reduced the accelerations, which reduce with the square of the frequency. This 
outcome is evident in both the transfer functions and the acceleration magnitudes. 

Some computations using higher computed regular wave heights of 2.5 metres 
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showed that there were nonlinear effects in the motion response per unit wave height 
that should be considered. These effects were particularly evident in the transfer func
tions where there was a reduction in the frequency of maximum response as well as a 
general change in the shape or magnitude of response with frequency. 

The method introduced to determine the gains for the active control surfaces proved 
to be useful but had limitations in the range of wave heights and speeds at which the 
gains could be successfully determined. This excluded combinations of low speeds and 
higher wave heights where the force of the control surface was small in proportion to 
the overall wave force on the hull. This was evident where either a regular periodic 
solution could not be achieved or the effect of the control surface on the vessel was so 
small that it was not possible to determine a set of gains that minimised the motions. 

It is clear that in cases where resonance is identified in the transfer functions, the 
vessel is not critically damped and there remains some scope for the size of the motion 
control surfaces to be increased1. This was particularly evident in transfer functions 
obtained from both measurement and prediction. An increase in the size of the control 
surfaces would increase their damping force capability and thus their effectiveness in 
higher wave heights. The computations showed that the existing arrangement of active 
control surfaces that included a transom tab and T-foil in a head sea of significant 
wave height of 2.5 metres, the average acceleration over the length of the vessel could 
be reduced by up to 393 compared with the hull without control surfaces. This im
provement with active control surfaces was increased at the light vessel displacement 
compared with the heavy displacement. 

It was clear in the head sea computations that a reduction in speed did not neces
sarily mean a reduction in accelerations at specific positions on the vessel particularly 
the forward and aft perpendiculars. However, on average the accelerations did tend to 
reduce with speed. 

The motion sickness incidence (MSI) computed at the regular wave height of 0.5 
metres and combined with a Bretschneider wave spectrum of 2.5 metres showed that 
the MSI (expressed as a percentage of the total passenger population) was reduced 
from 383 to 233 with active control surfaces fitted (a reduction of 393). This reduc
tion was of similar magnitude to the reduction achieved in accelerations, which is not 
unexpected. 

7.4 Comparison of Measured and Computed Motions 

It is clear from the computed and measured results in head sea waves that the computed 
motions did not accurately predict the outcomes obtained from measurement. This 
was still the case even when the numerical computation used the higher regular wave 
height, which had a lower maximum heave response frequency than that achieved with 

1 Whilst outside the scope of the present study, this issue requires further research and is an aspect 
of motion control systems that refers to the motion on vessels in relation to the size of the selected 
control surfaces. They usually remain undersized in terms of their potential to reduce the motions of a 
vessel in a given wave height, because of other practical constraints on the vessel's performance, such 
as resistance. 

The performance of control surfaces (or other devices) depends on the selected motion criterion. 
In the present study this consisted of the average vertical acceleration taken over the hull length. If 
for some reason the criterion is based on the reduction of roll or pitch displacement only, then the 
true effectiveness of the devices may be over stated in relation to the improvement felt by the crew 
or passengers. The vertical and lateral accelerations primarily contribute to passenger comfort. So 
whilst a comprehensive set of criteria may consider the motions of the rigid body in all six degrees of 
freedom, a minimum criterion set should at least consider the degrees of freedom affecting the vertical 
and lateral planes. 
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computation using a lower regular wave height. This indicated that the differences may 
have been the result of factors other than wave height nonlinearity or loading condition. 
Furthermore, it suggests that the measured wave environment was not sufficiently well 
defined for the numerical predictions to show close agreement with the measured data, 
particularly at the higher speeds. Had the wave conditions been better defined and thus 
better modelled in the computation, particularly with regard to direction, one would 
have expected the measured transfer functions to have fallen within the band of the 
predicted results obtained for the heavy and light loading conditions (i.e. "service-full 
departure" and the "delivery-10% arrival" loading conditions respectively). 

The unknown factor in these comparisons is the characteristics of the wave environ
ment that was discussed in chapter 4 with respect to the variability of the directional 
wave spreading and thus very broad banded nature that seems to be typical of the 
measured wave environment. By comparison, the predictions are calculated in regular 
waves of constant wave height and generally must assume linearity. What arises from 
the comparison of results is that it is difficult to make a determination whether the vari
ations between computed and measured results are because of the wave environment 
not being well defined during the course of measurements or whether the nonlinear 
behaviour in the vessel motion response occurred with the increased wave height. It 
seems most likely that the outco'mes are a result of both these influences. However, 
one must suspect that because the predictions at the higher regular wave height were 
unsuccessful in fully resolving the differences between the measurements and the pre
dictions, the general nature of the measured wave environment was not well enough 
defined for it to be adequately represented in the computations. This also raises the 
possibility that if the numerical prediction is doing a reasonable job, which previous 
publications suggest is the case, then the deficiency may rest in how well the wave 
environment is defined and whether the nonlinear behaviour of the vessel at higher 
wave heights makes comparison in the frequency domain with full-scale measurements 
an exercise that indeed requires much greater detail regarding these variables. 

Compared with the measured data of the 86 metre vessel response in bow quartering 
seas, which had over 29 hours of data during the delivery voyage and over 45 hours 
during service operations, the quantity of head sea data was significantly less, containing 
approximately 2 to 3 hours for all speeds combined. The most data allocated to any 
one speed only reached 75 minutes on the delivery voyage and 41 minutes in service 
operations. This ultimately results in measured data of lesser quality and this can be 
seen by comparing the various measured transfer functions of these two wave headings 
shown in figures 4.25 to 4.30 of chapter 4. It can be seen that the transfer functions 
at the wave heading of 135 degrees have much smoother and better regularity than 
the head sea (180 degree) diagrams, which are used for comparison with the predicted 
head sea data in this chapter. Despite these irregularities there is not any evidence that 
the measured results in head seas were producing any significant error, as the transfer 
functions in bow quartering seas also have a comparatively low frequency of maximum 
response and were not greatly different from the results in the head sea measurements. 

There are of course other questions that are not revealed in the details of the data 
that may have influenced the results. Table 4.4 shows the average wave height for each 
data group defined by speed, hull configuration and wave heading and showed that the 
average significant wave height varied between 1.32 and 2.56 metres. In the light of the 
large amplitude computations described in chapters 5 and 6 it seems that this wave 
height is greater than that which might reasonably be expected to produce a linear 
result based on the actual hull shape. The non-linearity with wave height however, is 
likely to have a lesser effect than the influence of a confused measured sea state with 
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a broad spread of wave directions as the comparisons with numerical predictions have 
indicted in previous discussion. 

The full-scale vessel also had the influence of steered waterjets that may in general 
impose a variable horizontal and vertical component of thrust at the aft end of the 
hull. One would assume that these forces are approximately constant and would tend 
to trim and sink the hull by some constant amount. In most instances this could be 
counteracted by the trimming offset imposed on the transom tabs. However, the force 
of the water jet inlets seems unlikely to be sufficient to cause substantial irregular and 
unsteady heave and pitch forces that could influence the motion response in waves. 
This can not be verified within the scope of this investigation without knowing the 
variation in the thrust vector produced by the waterjets when the vessel is oscillating 
in waves. 

The full-scale vessel also had a centre bow that was not modelled in the computation 
but was nevertheless present on the full-scale vessel. However, the centre bow has a 
relatively fine deadrise angle from its keel and is significantly displaced above the still 
water line. Its effect is therefore expected to be small except in relatively large seas 
in which tunnel or wetdeck slamming may occur. The operational limitation of 3 
metre significant wave height for the data records collected during service operations 
thus precludes significant forces arising on the centre bow at least for this set of data 
records. 

It is obvious that for the predictions to compare favourably with the measurements 
the frequency of maximum response must coincide as also must the magnitude. If the 
frequency of maximum response and the shape of the transfer function are already well 
predicted, then it is a relatively easy exercise to adjust the peak by tuning the levels of 
damping applied in the numerical predictions. However, if the frequency of maximum 
response does not coincide and in addition the shape of the transfer function does not 
resemble the measured outcome then adjustment of damping in the computed solution 
will not resolve the issue. One therefore must suspect that the variations between 
measured and predicted outcomes may be merely influenced by the one-dimensional 
wave assumption of the predicted results and non-linear wave height effects. 

7.5 Specific Outcomes of the Investigation 

The research program conducted here has involved the combination of an extensive 
program of sea trials involving installation of instrumentation on two vessels and data 
collection over a total period of approximately two years. This has been complemented 
with a computational investigation of various aspects of the motion response of the 
vessels. The overall outcomes of the work are as follows: 

1. Determination of sea direction from ship motions records: A method for 
determining the primary direction of the encountered sea by analysis of the ship 
motions record has been successfully implemented. The method has some limi
tations in that it relies on the well defined pitch and roll motions of a catamaran 
configuration, and in its present implementation it is essentially founded on the 
dominance of relatively long wavelength seas for which there is unit response to 
encountered waves. The latter aspect could be refined by developing the method 
to incorporate the effects of less than unit response for short seas if necessary. 
However, notwithstanding these limitations the method has formed an adequate 
basis for data records to be assigned to broad directional sets and it has therefore 
met the requirements of this first investigation undertaken anywhere along these 
lines. 
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2. Selection of ride control algorithm parameters: A computational method 
has been developed for the optimal determination of motion control system al
gorithm parameters and h~ been shown to be effective in maximising motion 
reductions. Whilst it must be recognised that the computational method avail
able here has limitations, in particular that the program BESTSEA had only the 
capability of resolving head sea motions, the method clearly shows promise. The 
method has potential for future development to optimise parameter selection for 
a range of sea directions ~sing the very recently developed program BEAMSEA, 
which was not available at the time of the present investigation. 

3. Nature of encountered sea conditions: The data collected from the two 
vessels in the present investigation has give insight into aspects of encountered 
sea conditions. Whilst more severe conditions of wave height were encountered 
on the delivery cruises, the service operations being restricted to 3 metres max
imum significant wave height, it is clear that sea conditions on particular routes 
will present very individual features, which should be considered when assessing 
vessel suitability. In the case of the two measured vessels of this investigation it 
is particularly evident that the operational route presented primarily bow quar
tering seas and that the wave periods were relatively long due to exposure to 
incoming ocean swells. Even though this route is well known and experienced 
crew might have been able to give a general indication of these aspects when the 
vessels were first put into service, it is true to say that the route sea conditions 
were not known by the author to this level of detail prior to the conduct of this 
investigation. It is however, fair to say that such information may have been avail
able from oceanographic institutions such as the United Kingdom Meteorological 
Office (UK Met Office) prior to the measurements but is us'ually often associated 
with considerable expense and therefore not readily available. No doubt simi
lar limitations regarding the detailed character of sea conditions on other routes 
would also exist. Indeed, there may in many cases be excessive reliance placed on 
the use of more general sea condition data, such as generalised relations between 
wave height and wave period of the type developed by Darbyshire and Draper 
(1963.). The present results show that a direct application of such general data to 
this particular operating route is inappropriate since wave periods are greatly in
creased by the contribution of ocean swells. This may be a more common feature 
of coastal ferry routes than is often realised. 

4. Vertical accelerations on board vessels: There has been a generally good 
correlation between measured and predicted on board accelerations. These are 
very strongly influenced by the response of the vessel and acceleration spectra 
are generally quite sharply peaked in form. Also it is clear from both measured 
and computed data that motions towards the bow are much more severe. This is 
almost an inevitable feature of this type of vessel and can only be circumvented 
by SWATH designs, such as the Stena HSS. However, SWATH designs are very 
prone to deck diving in following seas and have been subjected to significant bow 
damage as a result. Therefore extreme caution has to be taken when operating a 
SWATH vessel in following seas. Whilst the present vessels do have wave piercing 
bow forms, it is clear form the present work that their response is nearer to that 
of a conventional vessel than to a SWATH. Moreover, the adoption of an elevated 
centre bow present on the full-scale vessels but absent in these computations 
confers an increased measure of seaworthiness to the vessels in more severe and 
following seas and makes them generally more versatile and better suited to new 
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spheres of freight or military operation. However, in passenger service it is clear 
that passenger accommodation should be strongly concentrated towards the stern 
so as to minimise passenger discomfort. 

5. Vessel motion response transfer functions: The investigation has found a 
good measure of agreement between measured and computed transfer functions 
with regard to the effect of vessel speed and wave encounter frequency. However 
the present investigation has necessarily been limited to head sea comparisons, 
and it is evident that further investigation of the effects of sea direction and wave 
height is needed. In particular some computations with BESTSEA and further 
preliminary investigations using the more recently developed program BEAMSEA 
has shown that nonlinear wave height related effects seem likely to go some way 
towards resolving the issue of the frequency and magnitude of maximum motions. 

7.6 Implications of Research 

The results of this study show that the methods employed here to model full-scale ves
sels can reasonably well reproduce the motion characteristics of full-scale vessels. With 
the ability to conduct further experiments with a greater range of recorded variables 
it should be possible to determine a vessel's characteristics more accurately in all wave 
environments. The data analysis might then be extended to also show the non-linear 
characteristics of vessel response with wave height and wave period. Furthermore, it is 
clear from the results that given the inevitable limitation of measurement time frame 
and opportunity, full-scale measurements may not provide the full range of conditions 
required. This would leave model tests as the only alternative. The reason for this is 
two fold. Firstly, as the wave increase in size or the vessel motions become uncomfort
able, the first reaction from the crew will be to slow the vessel or to change course. This 
will almost always be done with the same regularity making measurement of extreme 
vessel responses rare or unattainable during normal operations. Secondly, the route 
and timing of the vessel operations during the measurement period may not provide 
the vessel with a full range of wave heights, directions and periods. Even if the range 
of available wave heights and periods are exceptional then the opportunities to have 
measurements made at every wave heading may not occur. 

A natural extension of this research is the option for all vessels to not only be fitted 
with monitoring equipment but also to have extended capacity for the data to be anal
ysed on a regular basis. Given that installation of a motion control system necessarily 
demands installation of motion sensors, it seems that the additional items required for 
a long term measurement programme are provision of data storage capabilities and 
also installation of a wave sensor. Provision of data storage facilities need not be a 
particularly demanding requirement given advances made in this area in recent years. 
However, a more economic wave sensing system that the TSK radar would be needed 
if more extensive data collection involving a number of vessels is to be contemplated. 

7. 7 Other Matters for Future Investigation 

There are various directions of study that could ·be pursued in future in relation to 
full-scale measurements and obtaining verification with numerical prediction methods. 
These areas include: 

• further study into the use of wave measurement from the platform of a moving 
vessel and obtaining three dimensional wave spectra; 
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• conduct of model tests for comparison with full-scale measurements to determine 
the extent that full-scale phenomena can be duplicated at model scale; 

• through collection of an increased amount of data it may be possible to add the 
category of wave height to the data collected and thus conduct a more rigorous 
analysis of the full-scale vessel response to a wave system is more accurately 
described; 

• numerical modelling in this analysis was based on the superposition of regular 
waves and on the basic assumption that the linearity exists in the computations. 
Furthermore, the wave environment was based on a wave spectrum that assumed 
all waves came from one primary wave direction. If a better three-dimensional 
model of the measured wave environment could be captured then duplication in 
the numerical prediction may produce better comparisons; 

• the motion control systems on full-scale vessels operate in an irregular wave en
vironment. It is unknown therefore whether the modelling of control surfaces in 
the frequency domain according to the method of this analysis does reflect the 
operation of these systems in irregular waves. A natural extension of modelling 
is therefore to give the numerical method the ability to compute directly the re
sponse to irregular waves, thus allowing the ship based control algorithm to be 
implemented directly in the numerical prediction. However, in proposing this op
tion, it must be said that suppliers of motion control systems are understandably 
reluctant to release full details of their control algorithms and strategies. This 
issue could be partly overcome by data logging the control surface deflections. 
Numerical modelling using irregular waves directly may be a means of making a 
better comparison between measurements and numerical predictions. This would 
then place the subsequent data analysis from both measurements and numerical 
predictions on an identical basis and the same spectral analysis would then be 
performed on both sets of results. Thus the comparison would be more direct 
than has been possible here. 
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Appendix A 

Hull particulars 

A.1 81 metre Vessel (Hull 038) 

The hydrostatics for the 8I metre vessel in the delivery load, service full load and ser
vice half load conditions are given in tables A.I, A.2, A.3 respectively. These conditions 
essentially encapsulate the range of loading conditions throughout the duration of ex
perimental measurements. Figure A.I is a representation of the hull fitted with motion 
control system comprised of transom mounted trim tabs and forward mounted T-foils, 
which are located at the positions given in table A.5. 

Figure A.I: F\ill motion control configuration with transom tabs and forward mounted 
T-foils (8I metre vessel, Hull 038) . 
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~36 Lpp [m] 663 66 3 66 3 66 3 66 3 66 3 
,37, Lpp/2 [m] :s .)(S:(;t,'.33.15 .<X'' 33'1'5 ;; £>33115 7 o.<l?l.'33. 1'5 ,, :\"21:.'i .,33115 U•c:/ 33:15 
:3g: Demt-hull length [m] 673 673 673 67.3 67.3 67 3 
,39. Demt-hull beam fm] % '•'Yi·"" 4.33 ,.;:(:S,0" ,~ \4.33 ···~p/)';·~4'l'.l3 ;l;, :~ '.Tui'>4.3S , "'~'\~) ~?.4!33 !':".··'.;;+ "4.33 
'40' AP (from zero) fml 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t4Jt Amidslnps (from zero) fml ;, t8i<:S:::f33;'15 )(S:+;;,~3'.f5 1Er:£H 33;15.:;. ' 33,151; -:.,,, 33:15 :::~ , • tc'3srf5 
'.'.42 Transom (from zero) [m] 0 0 0 0 0 0 
:~31 Amidships (from transom) [m] l.~ 0'33(15 '.i.,?;'..~/33.15 ':;,, ,:).t 3Y:l5 i~S,:4,,~' ·, 33t15 &~ . ~*S.:33.i.15 . '.+;;fRS:"33'.45 

t4JJ1 LCG (from zero) [m] 24.453 23 529 28251 27552 25.230 24390 
/45 LCG (from AP) [m] ' \&¥1' • :24:4'53 •1t2s:s29 ~· •. 728.251 

. 
' . 27.552 

,' ··:2sa3 :" '?i:.:· 24.39 

~46l LCG (from amtdships) [m] 8.697 9 621 4.899 5 598 7 92 8 76 
:47.'. LCG (from transom) [m] 'tz'~ 24.453 &•23'.529 •J.:.~28.251 MC27:552 ~'.~;<, A2S:23 I? :':{t,::;'..'.24:39 
'48' Bow (from zero) [m] 768 768 76.8 76.8 76 8 76 8 

Table A.l: Principle hull particulars (81m vessel) for delivery loading conditions (Note: 
table contains light displacement (Delivery - Full, 103 arrival) condition as used in 
numerical predictions) 
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81 nit' -(ll'tHi385'l',O d' "-d't"' '~'~'*"''; k '~il\J:ltlllo:''" ll:< S'. 101\o'afiuk z SeiVffri\B;TFU11f;10%:amvaJ:c e .-e u , · a con 1 ion -e, "" " ·'"' erv1 s ., d Jf' e 
Jet-Iolet~afc,ulatioh methoa ·i'::'X. :~;_, • "' G As tanks" tNo". .$:tAS'fanksr ~Non~Buoyaut &"0As~truiks}\f 

;0t Draft Anudsluos rm] 2.943 2 943 3.679 3 679 3.596 3 596 
'.2~· D1solacement [t] •f(frl~Vi'.:' <{162 <if{;;v94. t~, · r0 ±f1101 «:··'«'113"8" ~'>-/ ' ~ 'Jr1066 ~.~;?:··:· 2101097. ~'-' .;< 

·3 Heel to Starboard rdegreel 0 0 -005 -0.05 0.04 0.04 
4 DraftatFP [m] :SJF;Jt•>. 2?:488 /,f"2'.486 ; ·:·. s 0 ·><; ·3:6r4 I~ .• : 3;6\°!G f-"''.;. 3.506 ~i·~·'. '3'.505 
S.• Draft at AP [m] 3 398 3.401 3745 3.745 3.685 3.686 

,6z DraftatLCF [m] ,:·5· •• • 101G:o1 •<F3'.014 • ><£ .@::3f687 ~; '; ,:::. 3'.687 ,;\~:y Jlik '3 .607 ''S, z . 3.607 
:yq< Trim (+ve bv stem) [m] 0909 0.915 0.131 0132 0.18 0.181 
~8} LWL rmJ 

,. >: 'iti'6. 78~ ~:2:66:772 'Ji' ll'? "67:18'1 . -;:,,,; ·67~f8l .z.'¥f;:F:67:066 ,>', 1t:61.011s 
:;i§E BWL rm] 25.994 25.994 26.011 26 011 26 008 26.008 
ri:cf LWUBWL - l:'' t~<: ""'" :«;< ;1s:5 m .. ,'. 15;5 :t;: '.411~.5 : ~~ ;;;z'Hl?i~ 

"f />., .;,·';f1 ;>.,.l"',~1" 

i!J~ LWUdraft amidships - 22.7 22 7 18.3 18.3 18.7 18.6 
~12 Wetted Area [m21 :y·msz3:t16 : ~'823.832 I>{~ 1022:003·. '7;'.102'}J.§68 ,\, ~o/999:42ir (;j,W:i)·9!!9?40'6 
;.13 Waterplane Area [m21 476.72 480.242 497.911 497.908 497.094 497 103 
fl'4' Prismatic Coefficient - ," 'i~~~:S:fJf'J 0:1169 -.!o!ti96 0 :;:v;- ""' 0.741 0.762 ""' 0.736 "·, \ 0:758 
~1'5· Block Coefficient - 0.491 0.511 0594 0.611 0.585 0.603 
Ul'O: Midslup Area Coefficient - 114·~); .()5749 Asi%0:0;7,i9 !. ?''.'.,,, ~0!807 •;r,:;,.o.so1 ;:;:11,12 ·0.804 \. wai.o:so4 
}147' Waterplane Area Coefficient - 0.831 0.837 0.865 0 865 0.864 0.864 
~18 LCB to zero pt [ml 

., 
·24.791 t; .• ;I23J!'62 :;;y· ;'%'~::27 ,'/)Ji5 ~.{:;2()\888 . ·0~1~2"t27~4°52 IL : f'.&2o.702 

;19 LCF to zero pt. [m] 28 266 28 051 29.122 29.122 29 084 29 083 
.20 KB rml &' • :{!l.~2. J..'58 \'j.f;')',\2.i67 • . , &t' Z.51'.t re'.?" ?'2!51'.:U " .~::;;&2;;4~73 ;:J.;ji? ': ~2!47! 
211 KGf [m] 6.51 6.347 7.223 7 089 7 419 7 275 
jt: BMt [ml 0'~6?i!l7 ... 73:674 \ ''.';'F .·54.766. 53.259 ~" ~' .56.792 ? ', 55.168 
.231 BML [m] 179.039 175.621 138.329 134 52 143.116 139.029 
(241 GMt [m] . ":i'i,:'1.ff?ll.195 •'69:4'93 : ·~14~R5o:o6 '4.'< ·:l'.48.682 t«t : . ,'51.846 f;·~i\:?150::,154 
~25i GML [ml 174.686 17144 133 623 129.944 138.171 134.225 
"26' KMt rml <>.'.,),!~·;18'305 : ... '([5\84f ' . i;.ji;' ·?57:f283 %~'.1'&555.772 ?•\:',, ;\59;265 :·5;;,;;,:~57.639 
:27. KML [m] 181.197 177.788 140 846 137 033 145.59 141.5 
'2°8' TPc [t/cm] ::.Z:t?> 4:887, ~\~'\'4\923 <k ;;;;J'l.'l'.5.'105 ':\ .;.;z.5,105 '%\\" 1:.5.096 ;•).:,>>5.096 
'.29' MTc [tm] 20.081 20.52 22.309 22 308 22.21 22.211 
~30 RM at !deg= GMt.Diso.sin(l) rt ml -'.'..it )954!918 ~\.9°62~428 % :.:<~.9'67.059 ~7<:961:055 ~n.,..,~. ;ii'964;29 .... ·';t964t368 
34· LOA [m] 81 61 81.61 81.61 81 61 81.61 81.61 

,35 BOA [m] h ... ·:;26 . ·;+ ':~26 "'' 1:•lZ 7;26 :0;¥lliJ<(}:j:~\26 ;:. ,._~0-._; ~ 26. . f\lf..iii;}\,26 
f3:6l Loo rml 66.3 66.3 66.3 66 3 66 3 66.3 
'f!.37; Loo/2 [m] ;t(tJJ f'', 33:t5 . ,.~33gi5 .l\ ;];i?J\%~3?:1'.5 J;~533'.15 110 . '~ 33.lS •f ':3hf;:33J5 
]38, Demi-hull length [ml 67.3 67.3 67.3 67 3 67.3 67.3 
~3'9'! Derru-hull beam rml 'o'S'':':f'6Y. fit:33 ·, ·t'@''4f33 :'[ k1i}g;'~4$~3 ·:'~:ttx4~33 AF•;. ' 0 <" 4.33 ; .... ,l:}'.7'£4.3'3 
tlfQ; AP (from zero) [m] 0 0 0 0 0 0 
iifl: Anndshios (from zero) [m] ;~Yhii>'"' ·3'3{15 f:'.fJ33r15 $· :)':Bf ·'33'!1li i1±fld'3}15 4z,J rt%' 33'15 '. tS::;;:,;'33.15 
~42! Transom <from zero) [ml 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E43~ Anndsluos (from transom) rmJ 110\~<' 33:15 /

0

133:!5 ~,.-<.,.- 33.15 ·~33;i5 ;;:'Rt;:; 33.15 (.', ~.,,'.{33.15 
44: LCG (from zero) [ml 24.850 23.920 27.625 26.901 27.464 26.717 

:;{5 LCG (from AP) [m] .. :tz.·.·>' · 24.8S $.'.~23192 S'.S: ·~27,62'5' ) ~Ji-26:901 ",::::yt~tt21{4'64 ~- · ',,., 2'fi:717. 
(4°6! LCG (from amidshios) rml 8.3 9.23 5.525 6.249 5.686 6.433 
47· LCG (from transom) rml ''"".it? "..:24'.85 ·~};:23':92 ;";i;; " ;:l27·:625 z,.P ":26:901 ·:;;·"-:27:4.64 ; ' . 26:717 
48 Bow (from zero) [m] 76.8 76 8 76 8 76.8 76 8 76 8 

Table A.2: Principle hull particulars (81m vessel) for in service 1003 load conditions 
(Note: table contains heavy displacement (Service - Full departure) condition as used 
in numerical predictions) 
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si:inetie (Hfil!"038) LO'lia~condltill:m "~tlaSen!ice :t5~ Deilanure ', ' Set\rice - 5o'.9'df<I:uli, I oo/Jt~viltf, ,*I"& 
JetJIJllevcaicwaffffJilfu~tnod'?~ :',, , i;fNontBUciyan 4As)..,nh\:, , k~>N<rnJ:B.uoyanv'° 11,, :'?":'i'~lanks> ,y,~ 

itJ/ Draft Amidships [m] 3.433 3433 3.349 3.349 
:32 Displacement [t] ~ ~' ,;:~ 'SY1<'.llS.l "''",.'''*1, ll1l'4' t~;:)" >)) 't~J<k: 942 '** ,, ',, ',"'"'.~L, ;;9n 
:i, Heel to Starboard [degree] -0.05 -0.05 0.04 0.04 
4;" ~ DraftatFP [m] ,.h!' ',;:,;:~313!:18'. &,';,';,'S'? ''*'' ;::t3l34~ ;·, 4 lk ''"3:'237 ;<~~(';' .3:237 

,5J$ Draft at AP [m] 3.518 3.519 3.46 3.461 
f~6/ DraftatLCF [m] 17" ,~, it~ <t3:#;l.i ' ,ii" Lb 3,~~4' ~~),{~"'. ,_,' 3;362 '§'\ ')}'X; / '3.363 
~";7' Trim ( +ve by stern) [m] 0.17 0.171 0.223 0.223 
?'8 LWL [m] , ,'~'l:'m61X528 x~N 1~,1 ,'<tP' "'"'" ,£;, " :~~:61S7Il 1t;,;;, . .:{::~67."575 

9:. BWL [m] 26.001 26.001 25.998 25.998 
·10; LWL/BWL - 1':15\1<~ >:,, 15:5 . ' :'t'<, """'"· ';,';,;£1" "" '• ~ '. :?:,~;15.~ f \"Z:;'f-.;f'>, ' C';: 1~;5 '"':J 

1\1~ LWIJdraft amidships - 19.7 19 7 20.2 20.2 
4!2'. Wetted Area rmZJ r!W1' ! S'95'7 Jt4i, .A• ' . :gq, ${., 957:46 '' "''.'·,; ~~934,502 >' :.r;;,,~, ':934.605 
tf3 Watemlane Area [m2] 494449 495.741 493 407 495.895 
~J~f Prismatic Coefficient - ~ "M ;:~i ffv27 ·t~~ ·',:::, >~,,o;!zs,:v «;,:>; ~~;:;·;;;o.12r ,~,,;"if ''i:;ol[;'S:•,\'6[745; 
i1s Block Coefficient - 0 571 0.589 0.561 0.58 
~16 Midship Area Coefficient - .i;:; ~;~i'.d'.!7~3 §,&,~ : '~ ,,~0.793 I",:;:, " ·;;A'to:!7&9 j},l~""'';~, ',:,,:,do?z89 
,17 Waterplane Area Coefficient - 0.861 0.863 0.859 0 864 
J8 LCB to zero Pt. [m] {;~\~' ~ '27.3:ti: • 1' 9'~' Zlt: «2'6:531' '~; .\. f+ .. '\<'.27Bl~3 :. •·. ?6'. \:"'.26:'3'06 
:29 LCF to zero pt. [m] 29.081 29.004 29023 28.877 
"20~ KB [m] . ,;{; ~"'~~' +62"0384. &. '; :'ri .. '.t 2~384 ~::~;%:0 ?;2.'3'lt 1k~~ ,,~,~~ZEZE, ,\ ~:342: 
:2ls KGf [m] 6.979 6 837 7.191 7.036 
2i; BMt [m] u··~ z· :::3it254 ZEA.~ iZlt :,j15!}f5iH~. ±'.5Z1t&Z£4;, 63. 793 ": '· · ,::,0;;;;62;M6 
23l BML [m] 153.242 149.618 159.225 156.327 
24'. GMt [m] " ~~\s;;l;j.56:'059 ; ;;';'¥; '> ";~:55,{l'() I".~::: , "~58'.9'.43' \ ?krst:tt:~"~ ~5:7T3'52: 

v25 GML [m] 148.647 145.166 154.375 151 633 
J.26 KMt [m] i§'/'i ~\./ 63.638 ~~ · :.s:., ··t.1Jlz897 , . zt~+. . "66':°1°$3 Yi: ,• •,,.' ;,; 64.387 
;27 KML [m] 155.626 152 002 161.565 158 668 
'28) TPc [t/cm] S>~ ·~ .. ,h ,07?-S~s;Jl69 \\:;;;'~\~ -- M'~3il''.¥~~5.058 '°)·\'k:/ 'ii:;\'. 1"5~084· 
29 MTc [tm] 22.034 22.206 21.926 22.254 
30: RM at ldeg = GMt.D1sP.sin(l) [t.m] ••• •>' '9!7t.8W i:,:c~· ~M.7iJ:S:48 '.f.r&;,:p .Z1t96S.677 . '.· :: °'"'"°' ;· 973.939 

•34,, LOA [m] 81 61 81.61 81.61 81.61 
~5 BOA [m] ;\i>i.i;; . 5~;c<}26 '· :,t:{ y;('p1~ ' 2o l\}t ., ':' '>.'26 , · «nt':::, , · ;~, /~26 
'36 Lpp [ml 66.3 66.3 66.3 66.3 
j7, Lpp/2 [m] ~'~ .:~ l ·t3,ar1s l·A?./ /,1(;, t::: ,; Jjj.}5 k;! ' .. : •• ' :(33515 v;: ', . ';, 7;~· . .j3t'.15 

~38 Demi-hull length [m] 67 3 67.3 67.3 67.3 
j;39; Demi-hull beam [m] \R 'wt ''fl''. i":4~33 "'*'JS '1f' ,';;:! >'Jt~33 : §'.'.;'.:'.'.'!/ ~.33 ~3¥:'' \·<,h,:z:~~,,.'~\4/:33 
~o AP (from zero) [m] 0 0 0 0 
~1; Amidships (from zero) [m] ;s ~ •+.:,.33.1'5 ,/'3$% •. '<5 <533tJ'.5 l~r ::cxv ;,');.:• 33; rs- ~· "~ . '>.'lik33.t5 
f42'; Transom (from zero) [m] 0 0 0 0 
'431 Arnidshios (from transom) fm] t'(~'J'f~ ?i33~i5 . . 0; "?{~"33;}5 ;,r'.J> '*'.' ;1'33:u ' <"' )\k\-• ' ;;;;33:15 

44 LCG (from zero) [m] 27.348 26.543 27.153 26.321 
45 LCG (from AP) [m] "%i:~%·« 2:7+34"& ~:::/ ~;"g. 26.543 Ltt'i>,''· \:,(Q2,7;'.1:S3 ,,· \..• .<,<t;,·;2'0;321' 
;4(;~ LCG (from amidships) [m] 5.802 6.607 5.997 6.829 
~41$ LCG (from transom) [m] ·.~'11:.J..'. 0 ~71348 ,;~>. 'tl0!'J 26;543· tf~t I "\' " '/i:1Ji1'53 *' ·~'~;;,;Z£"iP32t 
.481 Bow (from zero) [m] 76.8 76.8 76.8 76.8 

Table A.3: Principle hull particulars (81m vessel) for in service 503 load conditions 
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Entrained water ROLL PITCH YAW 
included? % of BOA [m] % of Loo [m] % of Loo [ml 

Delivery - Lightship excl. 37.7% 9.813 27.7% 21.135 26.8% 20.476 
incl. 38.1% 9.917 27.9% 21.283 27.2% 20.811 

Delivery - Full Departure excl. 38.0% 9.891 23.4% 17.897 23.4% 17.871 
incl. 38.3% 9.946 23.9% 18.282 24.0% 18.360 

Delivery - Full, 10% arrival excl. 37.0% 9.626 26.3% 20.092 25.4% 19.420 
incl. 37.4% 9.724 26.6% 20.311 25.9% 19.813 

Service - Lightship 
excl. 37.9% 9.846 27.9% 21.347 27.1% 20.744 
incl. 38.3% 9.945 28.1% 21 .504 27.6% 21 .079 

Service - Full Departure 
excl. 35.2% 9.164 27.0% 20.601 25.1% 19.215 
incl. 35.7% 9.272 27.3% 20.847 25.7% 19.638 

Service - Full, 10% arrival 
excl. 34.7% 9.022 27.5% 21 .010 25.5% 19.452 
incl. 35.2% 9.145 27.8% 21 .242 26.0% 19.875 

Service - 50% Full Departure 
excl. 34.7% 9.022 27.5% 21.010 25.5% 19.452 
incl. 35.2% 9.145 27.8% 21 .242 26.0% 19.875 

Service - 50% Full, 10% arrival 
excl. 34.7% 9.022 27.5% 21.010 25.5% 19.452 
incl. 35.2% 9.145 27.8% 21 .242 26.0% 19.875 

Table A.4: Radius of gyration values (81m vessel) for a range of delivery and in service 
loading conditions 

Leading edge CL position 
Mean Longitudinal 

Description Longitudinal Offset Height chord Span Area centre of force 

(about hull (above 
I: 

(+ve fwd of centreline) baseline) (+ve fwd of 
transom) [m] [m] [m) [m] [m] [m2] transom) [m] 

Transom tab 0.612 10.834 1.400 2.000 4.000 8.000 1.012 

T-foil 56.400 10.834 0.600 1.216 2.395 2.912 55.792 

Table A.5: Motion control surface positions and sizes (81m vessel) 
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A.2 86 metre Vessel (Hull 042) 

The hydrostatics for the 86 metre vessel in the delivery load, service full load and ser
vice halfload conditions are given in tables A.6, A.7, A.8 respectively. These conditions 
essentially encapsulate the range of loading conditions throughout the duration of ex
perimental measurements. Figure A.2 is a representation of the hull fitted with motion 
control system comprised of transom mounted trim tabs and forward mounted T-foils, 
which are located at the positions given in table A.10. 

Figure A.2: Full motion control configuration with transom tabs and forward mounted 
T-foils (86 metre vessel, Hull 042) 
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86'iiletre'aititYo421 Loaa~4 ='"FU1kto% afrivaF; 
)eNlllet'Ca!culationmethod&Y ' : . ovant ''.i As'tanks'i'\; 

\'$1. Draft Amtdshms fml 2.693 2 695 .3.449 3 45 2 815 2.816 
'Q'.j Disolacement ftl ·ctz-{825 ., :<Vd J!63' ... W= ~120§ I &\h1 ;\'f!'..'1247, f\U\Ys > 887, iiff';\T;,,%'• , ' 925 
• 3¥ Heel to Starboard [degree] 0 0 -005 -0.05 004 0.04 
M'& Draft atFP fml m:>~/ 1"2?362 -~,·. 2:2sf 'U&k<.' 3:396 P\\\h ·~.395 · \:s•' :2.451 p·. :-;; .. :%9-21446 
;;s DraftatAP [m] 3.084 3108 3.503 3.504 3.173 3 187 
tt6:i DraftatLCF [ml l''\.titlt';; 2.76'! A\ '2\7;/6 lD"> .• Mt. 3(4°58' 1? 9-1 3.458 0 ;ii •/·'D:L-"2'.876 . ·A.Ji2~887 
(;0,7 Tnm ( +ve bv stem) · [ml 0.782 0.826 0.108 0.108 0.715 0.742 
?i~r LWL [m] '~, A;5';+76~702 !&r'.:'.'.~76.669 1 'i'.' :z:.«11.os i\:'%.• ~77Xl7f/; tf!'. :· 16:964 ~;;;;;ii~ ·tk76,949 
19. BWL [ml 25 984 25.985 26 26 25 99 25.99 
1fO LWUBWL [m2] •t\7,7 ' -~ -•.. >'§z;;l7,7 '11\\1.' i'i311:1 ''""' 17.7 ~ 

••w ' I'.{":.:• /h;Wjl):t 

l;lt LWUdraft amidships [m2] 28.5 28.4 22.3 22.3 27.3 27.3 

12~ Wetted Area - -~A:l902.776 ;§1903~8jj ~-~44'!203 . ''fl144'227 \~ Jij'(:t94L944 .: .. ':·.~M2llss 
13; Waterplane Area - 516.443 529 801 544.509 546.223 523.707 534 956 
14; Pnsmat1c Coefficient - :::hi\& !Y.61'3 '" .0.636 ::• . ~f2 0:093 4, :: ,,".0:714: ;,,~,\ ~; ;· ~;l,,ORi26 

'' 
;, -0:64-9 

15 Block Coefficient - 041 0.427 0506 0 521 0.425 0.442 
rn· Midship Area Coefficient [m] (7 .·'%ow22 ·•0.124 is.'%%%.\ ~~0:1r73 ~ 'i"0.773 '- 1,,~;:~~~ " 0 ~0-73, i.'%t:s: 'J:':,, ,;o.n 
17. Waterplane Area Coefficient [m] 0.783 0 803 0822 0 825 0.793 0.81 
-18 LCB to zero ot [ml ffiS~·:, <27.5S'6 ~~"26l461 ,\ ';~s;~30·;433: . ·~ v:::;,2<f:s16 c'.•:%28~04'.1 t· .:\ / i26.989 
;;19 LCF to zero ot. fml 31.5 30646 32.273 32 17 31.687 30 991 
ifiiO· KB [ml ~~J:90'9 io/.Y~ii924 «•· ;~~2.282 ).';;:?: ,;;,,;; ·2~82 ?;,,, :11'!971 . : y ·~1& ·+1:982 
;21 KGf [ml 7 199 6 986 6.552 6424 7 558 7.345 
·22\ BMt [ml . '.' :216:15 ·,,, 74.741 ;_,,;;':J::f. ·is::4:so1 t0::•. 53.328 !«?!':'~' .11:s29 f;':,' :;-:,:. 70.409 
23'. BML fml 218.812 224.72 173.063 169.375 211.393 215.24 
24t GMt fml 1ts'.!.;&·;:1, ~10.86 :fz ·'69:618 r'.1'.!r~ so,s31 , .• ·_;y, 49:186 0.-<.:i~·):J66.24'1 !<'..'! ·:; • f()5;04() 
25.'. GML fml 213.522 219 657 168 793 165.233 205.806 209 878 
26· KMt [ml ~-:S..h."-78'.059 %% 7<l?665 -"': .. ."&:S!~S7;083 ::::. !&\ ss:61 .... '.:;f/3'if199 T • ,• iy"72'.39.1 

·.21 KML [m] 220.721 226644 175.345 171 657 213.364 217.223 
,,zs TPc [tlcm] .,~~- -~5~295 ~:·ws;432.., · :··.z':S.582 8'\ti. <:z"J,'. •f5 .6 ,;h;-' :5369 . \).;-'\;t;~ ':'s.484 
%-29 MTc [t.m] 23064 24.798 26.714 26 956 23.901 25.397 
1-30 RM at ldeg = GMt.Disp.sm(l) ft.ml '--n ,,"' 1020f713 llll49.0li3 • ::X\-;,}066.472 :;y5;;107(I097 ~ ~\01:(025.902 s~:z:.}1:1@9:668 
734 LOA [ml 86412 86412 86.412 86.412 86412 86.412 
;35; BOA [ml IP:lWi/i-,, 26 ;;;· ~26 uu;,;:';';; W26 " .. 26 ::~ •;t.<zx;?.l20 :s:' ;',, :26 
''36. Loo [ml 76.412 76412 76412 76.412 76412 76.412 
'37£ Loo/2 [ml ;;,,:?,·~;%%38.206 ;g;. '3Sf206 ;"P~'.W38':~o6 $,· "\~38'.200 ,ff:~'\:' ~\°~38¥206 :· ·,, \7;38.206 
38' Demi-hull length [ml 76.709 76.709 76.709 76709 76.709 76.709 

•39; Demi-hull beam fml ' 'i!Qc·+f;;;q;33 ;;\ '\hf\4!33 ~ '~;' ~$'/ 4.33 ..• ,,'::;\4~33 :iv;;;;~;; 's4f:33 ~;;.: /):·, 4.33 
:dtO AP (from zero) [ml 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t41 Amidshios (from zero) [ml .. ",38:20f ' $38.206 ''l.9% .• -a!!:206 •6\;4t '381206 • ·;-:;,;;;;,,:;;3s:206 w~S?JJs:,zo<> 
042 Transom (from zero) [ml 0 0 0 0 0 0 
43,: Amtdsh1ps (from transom) [m] '%%~38.206 :µ>t ·38:206 B~3s::to6' ',v'J8:206 L" : -.93g;206 %x''~ '38:206 
441 LCG (from zero) [ml 27 633 26515 30.438 29 580 28.097 27 035 

MSl LCG (from APl fml '.' :~}$-..27.633 ?•: <i2'6'.ST5 :r ' · 'l%30.438 f·J:&"tc· ,,;,29":'58 '$ t;.JtDt 28\09.7 ;\;''';,i,,;727.035 
(;46 LCG (from amidshios) fml 10573 11.691 7.768 8.626 10 109 11.171 
f47 LCG (from transom) [ml fif., ''· 27,633 · J:i?-26.~s ',f{$y(,,'. 30.438 le r)<~ ">°W.58 ~ '-,1/~1':.t2S:097 ·t'-'xl';·Q\21 .. -035 
148; Bow (from zero) fml 816 816 81 6 81.6 816 81 6 

Table A.6: Principle hull particulars (86m vessel) for delivery loading conditions (Note: 
table contains light displacement (Delivery - Full, 103 arrival) condition as used in 
numerical predictions) 
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86metre~tion1"'' , Set'Vice ~ ti " .-FUil Dei>arture?<~anival 
JetJnlef cal J1 efn~Buovatit ;ant ¥'/As tanks . tanl(s ·: 

\ll Draft Anudslnps [m] 2717 272 3.483 3484 3401 3402 
!\2 D1solacement [t] .!l!Kilib .2~834 ~;' ,> v '811.· .. ,~'J?K12,i3 -~ .. ~1251 ;:i;,,, .10H67 ~£:0\:C ~zt1':Q04 
0-3 Heel to Starboard [del!feel 0 0 -0.05 -005 0.04 0.04 
•4 DraftatFP [m] ·~; +2'!378 .. Jz.358 "'" •?~f3;602 ,.. fo' %;D(£, 0_{ 3ifi ;~ '<•3;525 .·. ~t\:Y3.52f 
.5, DraftatAP [ml 3 056 3 082 3.364 3.368 3 276 3.283 
.()') DraftatLCF [m] *g},'?!\~75 K~.l . .3.2'79 ~~~i ' 1%3?iti5 f g,.jf~.3?465 : ~&. ~31882 !t. • 'i,};3.383 
'1/$ Trim ( +ve bv stem) rml 0678 0724 -0.237 -0.232 -0.249 -0.237 

;•8'; LWL rml ·•~16;&21. -~;"" >76.795 , .. ,.X*\(f' (7717]}#,., ?:f.fi1:1sti Ac jt:';t' 7ll:024 k">iV 77.984 
'9.' BWL [ml 25984 25985 26 26 26 26 
rlQ LWUBWL [m2] 16{. !$"' ~1:1. ;+S$f#l17fl flfyi;:c(16»S 17,7 [i@)>}!.;: ':'.i~1;1;1 lfK '~ '· t,7.7 ;;i:*~;;J_,/:,,,dJ_,7.7 
.Jt: LWUdraft anndslnps [m2] 28 3 28 2 223 223 22.9 229 
;12 Wetted Area - • %'»•909.759 '~· ",;;'';9'11:01 • •• il·fso.826 'i'.ist;;t1s1t261 1·z•:::r .·1;122:42 i!}, .·1122:998 
·13 W aterplane Area - 518 049 532153 544 788 549 839 542 652 550.633 
14' Pnsmatic Coefficient - ./:~·T.. Ot>19 )';'; • . • ·@o'.642 @t@t' ;,,'''.Oft61 f: '<'< ;S$&?0'!728 y' ~it5,,:~ "\0!703 ~~", ,'•'•i0.725 

·151 Block Coefficient - 0416 0432 0.519 0534 0512 0527 
16'. Midship Area Coefficient [ml ;ji'j?'.«•)Ji!l0.722 " ? fA~'t~;? CY.723 z1'J.11t'Sx o:soo 1;,: ,,c; , "K0.806 i(\;}v0~~ 0.801 ·j-'1c.;" / ;0.802 

·17 Waterplane Area Coefficient [m] 0785 0.807 0.823 0 83 082 0 832 
f'.lS: LCB to zero ot [m] 7. };;27!92 •' g~;:26.so2 ,,, 0>• 31.216 . 

30.342 ·{ '31.196 • : .:J()i"30:Z89 -r_..:,,> 

$19' LCF to zero ot [m] 31662 3077 32399 32097 32454 31 977 
t20't KB [m] {• ''<' h'!l4 ° . f&;®tl 929 '. · :WfA!&,287 .&!if]h 2.286 '.:»?~ " '.'.k<2.242 0{'ft ~~>~-~243 
:';2.it KGf [m] 7.138 693 7726 7 564 7 952 7 776 
•22: BMt [m] 'v'Iff 75,632 • '74.357 • ::'5;t~651 : ftf::t/''t-53'.5 tf ;y ..... ?56.597 ,q. 'fi@Ss,<;41 
i3 BML [m] 218 729 225 545 172.927 172.158 177 933 179.585 

.24 GMt [m] Lt.3i! :ztfa1os .~. '69l356 D& '4!!:<Z12 J' \ .@t48.233 .-:> •• 50'.887 ·:,..,,. ·50.'113 
)25 GML [m] 213.505 220 544 167 487 166 88 172 222 174.051 
<20 KMt [m] ; ''~·~· 777546 0\F ·' 76:286 '.>z7.ih' .56:93°8: >\:·\ "p;f55~797, ~ ·:·.;;,~ 581839 Z".&;t»J''51'89 
•27 KML [m] 220 643 227 474 175 214 174.444 180 174 181 828 
.'.28 TPc (t/cm] ·- ... 5:311. . ' <5'.456 . :·i~ •" 5:585 -;;';:" ·• .s,:·S.637 :; ••• '5.563 ';,:\ . 5.645 
129 MTc [tm] 23.292 25.137 26 593 27311 26302 27 43 
!3{) RM at Idell= GMt Disp,sm(l) [tm] &>''.:01024?331> '.'1%-*10541207 -¥l(J42.006 &,''); 1052.6Sf ~·.·~1036.363 ;',;/;UOS3'·233 
~34' LOA [m] 86412 86412 86.412 86412 86412 86412 
'.,35 BOA rml ",_ ,,, -A~",:::;;26 , .•. '26 /(,;c•;;;·<:c ; 26 .. , ''> ,";''. . ."26 ··;.; ,,. .. 26 • ::.> }~"; ».26 
16' Lpo [m] 76412 76.412 76.412 76.412 76412 76412 
-37 Lpp/2 [m] ·~-Slii38l206 ... ,~::±f;\\;38'.206 · .. ,,, ·+;){}-38.206 ·~.·,:,z;,· 38 206 ~; '!!@38.206 ,,tcfuc}i;;,3g··-206 
38 Demi-hull len2th [m] 76.709 76709 76709 76709 76709 76709 
39 Demi-hull beam [m] -· '.!$1' '4l33 'i\'~·'14,33 ··'*'7:!·4.33 <V·J. ·14.33 Wt' "~jt/;~ 4.33 '.11/l~!\.'«0'4t33 
40 AP (from zero) [m] 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4l, Amidships (from zero) [m] '""""" @:38:206 t.:"4'.'..68.206 'S1"38:206 'l; §;::'38:206 "'F* '~':38.200 /k:? ~:'<;p38:206 
42) Transom (from zero) [m] 0 0 0 0 0 0 

;43'< Amidshms (from transom) [m] i1, • ;7'3S.:t06 ].'§i\:+38.206 >F·38.200 .,;,, zA:ss:~oo .,;.,, '}3sr200 • '" ',;;,'i38i200 
44' LCG (from zero) [m] 27.964 26 842 31202 30324 31178 30267 
;45, LCG (from AP) [m] :z.; : :'27.964 •. '26842 », . 31.202 •• .""30·324 ·, . ;3f,t78 if •• ' ··,..130'267. 
i46; LCG (from amidshios) rmJ 10242 11364 7 004 7 882 7 028 7.939 
(47; LCG (from transom) [m] 'hi °"27.964 ., ''2{};842 .. ,·.,\,' ~311202 ,,.·: ·?<60.'324 'Z%/' r3l»1)7S it" I .";;li>J30~267. 
148'. Bow (from zero) [m] 81 6 81 6 816 81 6 816 81 6 

Table A.7: Principle hull particulars (86m vessel) for in service 1003 load conditions 
(Note: table contains heavy displacement (Service - Full departure) condition as used 
in numerical predictions) 
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86 ni~tre,(Hilil'o4~-fcoliiiitioil~t;: • is Service~ ~50%*i!i:ilf;/r[o/d!Aifiv11J5 
Jet Inl~t cfilc\ilation' '"" 'r:;1. : :~011;:Buoyao s \" ~.!\!il' ant 1mti:'.l As;taiikS s1·; ' 

%1 Draft Amidships [m] 3 212 3.214 3.128 3132 
·i2 Displacement [t] ,:_/ 'S-~0'~<:1067 ;:ff]{; ;;, ·:: '. '::11'104 )>~:Z'.'/ ,:;~~102i : ~'. ~:~ < ./·.:·~ 'Hfs8: 
:3 Heel to Starboard [degree] -0.05 -0 05 0.04 0.04 
4· Draft atFP [m] J .\z::;~/>,·3:28 ;/ +'i1;\;\ ' ' '3 .• 267, •k>k-&il ~13i'21J3 1f'7'dfu} °'U· 351J!4 

:;5' Draft at AP [m] 3.144 3.161 3.054 3.079 
6 DraftatLCF [m] /Ii' :; h .??fh"/ r 3!205 '.'.'. ~' '?;,?11 <t3:\11lfi ~\~' ~-:,~" ~{ ~~~{~~123, 

~ 7), Tnm ( +ve by stern) [m] -0.136 -0.106 -0.149 -0.105 
, 8'' LWL [m] I" :If''~: 'ta:o:tt' ' t ·'.".':I:::~,)·<.78.00S ' ;;·~ 77.927 ', /;< (\'77.904 
'9~ BWL [m] 25.997 25.997 25.994 25.994 

'LWUBWL [m2] ~ «' ·n,i :<'.!.Ai/ ,"%;;)?}~J(~7 ,• .'i"'~'l1,,.J .:.1~~;,; 'i.< "~'.'. , Yl. 7 
LWUdraft anudships [m2] 24.3 24.3 24.9 24.9 

Wetted Area - , I :'61061.615 li:k" '' "' 1062.634 ~:;,;~. to3<ti514 ''01{• • .<:<."d035c969 
Waterolane Area - 537.077 549.291 534.312 548 608 

~l'.43 Prismatic Coefficient - '.\:' .... 1 0 

f!I;:f,N • 0}7l2 . "' ""g :to:68o .:·'• ';,\'.; ; ·~;t'!0'.707 
+1151 Block Coefficient - 0.49 0.506 0.483 0498 
·116' Midship Area Coefficient [m] t;.% ++z ,;.OY763 

., 
'o:7S812: ·J:R\K 0.764 s't .. it< tz\ .;,ff:.J.>:1sz 

:n Waterolane Area Coefficient [m] 0.812 0.83 0.808 0.83 
·18 LCB to zero pt. [m] ~iB'· •:'30.79 .\.:Z$3l~ ,j>l?.a0$29l81 1;:n .x;~o.743 ;;~: ~':'!'. '>)i" 0< 29:724 

:19 .. LCF to zero Pt. [m] 32 516 31.778 32563 31.695 
,20. KB [m] J ,:-;·2.143 I;:;:;, i. . :;".;?2'.147 l"'::w;, ,;;;121097 ~.ti:.:f't''zi&~.0:::2.102 
\2.1( KGf [m] 7.515 7.338 7.763 7.57 
{22t, BMt [m] ' 4'' <);t'f6i:265 ls·s~:§''."' ·: • · '~6'<5:536 '".>': ':63~709 i; y ,.;± :~:; .63.1,05. 

?.t3x BML [m] 189.239 194 711 195.211 202.723 
('.24'\ GMt [m] b :l:Z R.J$155~893 "/'~;;~~~~ ftt55;345 !.;'.%'.:': •:58:042 :>::;,A 'i/' ···I( 57.637 
,2$ GML [m] 183 867 189 52 189.545 197.255 
26 KMt [m] /4 ;~~'263:408 {'::. j;'.r'5 

;,0/Y'./ '62(683 ;:;,0~ . :65:.so5 ~.~ ·~:':~<t~· .'65;201 
V2:7k KML [m] 191 382 196 857 197.308 204.825 
\28~ TPc [t/cm] : zi •tsrso6 I/ • ,;.~m:: <J.;f$":63'1 1:Dt0; :'*'.mli'.7.8 '.s;~ •. z:s?;<'."'.; i55.624 
.29; MTc [t.m] 25 675 27 388 25.319 27.312 
30. RM at ldeg = GMt.Disp.sm(l) [tm] ''ZZ :ilofl.of8'16 J:, '. · :~.zz 1066.622 !;.?.~{ iQ33,9S:7 ·j;+>'£;0~·if 1064:24 
34 LOA [m] 86.412 86.412 86.412 86.412 
35 BOA [m] ''§: Jlt1:%2'{.:$V26 I' 1%\%:1,ft' ::~726 ~<${JJ: ?~;i:tt26 lo.'\ft}Jt';;'.; ~qq: 41.26 
36 Lpp [m] 76.412 76.412 76.412 76.412 
37 Lpp/2 [m] / · 2.\L-38~206 §'.' ;,y;[,;~, ,381.206 <Mt? f3s'~66. hl~;>B;;?'<vJf{, t3t(2b6 
38 Demi-hull lenirth [m] 76.709 76.709 76.709 76.709 
'39. DemI-hull beam [m] .".\ A< » '~';;11'§~\_, ;#m . '"' ,, ' ~);t4'f3'3' ' '.{§K®:l?::«''Jr' l1t'<ff33, 

40 AP (from zero) [ml 0 0 0 0 
4f Arrudships (from zero) [m] ~ilr-~~.8:206 ;.•!,, <'1'.'X,;k, 38;206 "''T'' 88s206 , · ;;< .:tiJ;.. :11,,,38:20() 

A2\ Transom (from zero) [m] 0 0 0 0 

1
Ami .... ,. (from -=l [m] ! i' m::ii'.58}2()!;, 

., 
~Rtfn/!: $<)::';!,;*';' 38'.201> "•c''l;'l;? ' t' 'l38.206 

LCG (from zero) [ml 30.782 29.802 30 736 29.715 
LCG (from AP) [m] W<",f41:·'.':'<5om2 · ;ss#t?!'~:1:?/;':~29:802 ,,,f,'30/7·30 2/,, 21~ >; < ::219:1'15 
LCG (from amidships) [m] 7424 8.404 7.47 8 491 

=.:4>73 LCG (from transom) [m] $;~~ ·3o.?S2 .~,zc ;:~, "729~802 (; ) 'i'i(;\30.7361*',. ,A . <~; A'29l~i'S: 
>'f8i Bow (from zero) [m] 81 6 81.6 81.6 81.6 

Table A.8: Principle hull particulars (86m vessel) for in service 50% load conditions 
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Entrained ROLL PITCH YAW 
water? % ofBOA [m] % ofLpp [m] % ofLpp [m] 

Delivery - Lightship 
excluded 39.0% 10.137 29.3% 22.386 28.2% 21.517 
included 39.3% 10.220 29.5% 22.530 28.6% 21.834 

Delivery - Full Departure 
excluded 40.4% 10.508 25.2% 19.238 25.2% 19.294 
included 40.5% 10.540 25.6% 19.575 25.8% 19.721 

Delivery - Full, 10% arrival 
excluded 39.5% 10.268 28.5% 21.768 27.6% 21.086 
included 39.7% 10.335 28.7% 21.954 28.0% 21.427 

Service - Lightship 
excluded 39.1% 10.163 29.5% 22.519 28.4% 21.699 
included 39.4% 10.243 29.7% 22.671 28.8% 22.019 

Service - Full Departure 
excluded 36.3% 9.425 29.3% 22.352 27.3% 20.847 
included 36.6% 9.518 29.6% 22.585 27.8% 21.239 

Service - Full, 10% arrival 
excluded 35.7% 9.290 29.8% 22.786 27.6% 21.117 
included 36.1% 9.395 30.1% 23.009 28.2% 21.510 

Service - 50% Full Departure 
excluded 37.5% 9.762 29.4% 22.441 27.7% 21.195 

included 37.9% 9.848 29.7% 22.681 28.3% 21.596 

Service - 50% Full, 10% arrival 
excluded 37.1% 9.634 30.0% 22.938 28.2% 21.515 
included 37.4% 9.733 30.3% 23.163 28.7% 21.915 

Table A.9: Radius of gyration values (86m vessel) for a range of delivery and in service 
loading conditions 

Leading edge CL position 

Mean Longitudinal 

Description Longitudinal Offset Height chord Span Area centre of force 

(about hull (above 
Ii (+ve fwd of centreline) baseline) (+ve fwd of 

transom) [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m2] transom) [m] 

Transom tab 0.600 10.834 1.296 2.000 4.000 8.000 1.000 

T-foil 61.800 10.834 0 .200 1.216 2.395 2 .912 61.192 

Table A.10: Motion control surface positions and sizes (86m vessel) 



Appendix B 

Experimental Instrumentation 
and Data 

B.1 Instrumentation on the 81 metre Vessel (Hull 038) 

The 81 metre vessel instrumentation consisted of 

1. TSK wave meter with analog outputs were connected to the A/D board of the 
"Daqbook"; 

2. Notebook computer with data acquisition software; 

3. "IOtech Daqbook 112" A/D conversion module; 

4. "IOtech DBK 43" strain gauge module; 

5. 8 structurally mounted strain gauges with a direct cable connection to the junction 
box mounted in the bridge; 

6. Global positioning system (GPS) data cable between the GPS to the serial port 
of Notebook computer; 

7. Connection to the "Maritime Dynamics" (MDI) motions control system A/D 
board of the "Daqbook". 

A junction box mounted on the port side of the bridge terminated all ship connec
tions prior to connection with the data acquisition system. 

B.1.1 TSK Wave Meter 

The TSK unit measures ocean wave amplitudes and periods by mounting it directly over 
the free surface at the bow of the vessel. The data signals are returned to a processor 
that calculates running averages of the wave height and period whilst also providing 
the surface profile using the relative distance from the sensor to the free surface a_nd 
the acceleration signal. The significant wave height, bow vertical displacement, relative 
wave height (sensor to free surface) and wave profile outputs were obtained from BNC 
analog output connectors located on the units' processor. Alternatively, real time wave 
height time series data was available in digital RS232. The reader is directed to the TSK 
wave height meter operators manual (TSKA (1993)) for further information about the 
operation of this unit. Some of these details have been reproduced here. The calculated 
data was also displayed for viewing on the processor unit. 
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Specification 

• Wave Height Range: ±14.5 meters 

• Wave Height Resolution: 1.4 cm 

• Wave Height Accuracy: 103 of measured wave height 

• Wave period range: 0-20 seconds 

• Power requirements: 0.6 amp, llOVAC (240V adaptor) 

• Operating temperature range: 0-40deg C 

B.1.1.1 Bow Mounted Sensor 

The Sensor unit contains a Gunn oscillator, two detector diodes, a microwave horn and 
two amplifiers. X-band microwave radar emissions are emitted vertically downward at 
the moving sea surface. Reflected microwaves which have undergone a Doppler shift 
caused by the moving sea surface undergo a change in frequency. The returned signal 
are mixed with the original microwave signal in the sensor wave guide. The resulting 
interference pattern is detected by the diodes and used to calculate the relative vertical 
wave velocity. Through integration of this signal, the relative wave displacement is 
calculated. 

Specification 

• Output frequency: 10.525 GHz 

• Output power: lOm W 

• Antenna Gain: 19dB 

• Microwave beam angle: 13 degrees 

• Weight: llkg 

• Size: 260mm diameter by 350mm high 

• Operating temperature range: -20°C to 50°C 

• Maximum ship roll: ±15 degrees 

B.1.1.2 TSK Accelerometer 

A single accelerometer mounted adjacent to the microwave sensor was used to measure 
the bow vertical acceleration. The accelerometer was located inside an oil filled case 
and used a servo amplifier to output a signal representing the force imposed on the 
seismic mass under acceleration. 

Vertical motion only is required for the wave height calculation. The vertical mo
tions are measured by use of a gimbal mounting system to ensure the accelerometer is 
kept vertical to remove the measurement of accelerations in other directions. A viscous 
fluid level is maintained in the case to dampen the motion for the sensor. 
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Specification 

• Range: ±2g (2V /g) 

• Accuracy: ±0.5% full scale 

• Weight: 7.5 kg 

• Size: 170mm x 170mm x 140mm 

• Oil: Silicon, KF96, with kinematic viscosity of 5000 centistoke = 5000 scm/s 

B.1.1.3 Fore-peak Junction Box 

Signals from the TSK sea surface transducer and accelerometer were connected to a 
junction box mounted in the forward hull compartment which supplied the transducers 
with ±15 VDC of power. The junction box was connected to the TSK processor unit 
mounted in the bridge. Waterproof connectors were used to allow easy removal of the 
junction box at the conclusion of the measurements. (See· Farnell catalogue Amphenol 
free socket 5 way 14S5S MS 3106A Farnell 617-120; also cable cleanup and bush 97-
3057-1007-1, Farnell 151-627) 

The maximum distance permitted between the accelerometer or microwave sensor 
and the junction box was 20 metres whilst the maximum distance between the signal 
processor and the junction box was 50 metres. 

Junction Box Specification 

• Weight: 4kg 

• Size: 290x150x290mm 

System Cable Specification Outer insulation and shielding: 

• Outside diameter: 10.5 mm 

• Outside sheath: Black PVC, 10.5 mm OD, 1.1 mm thick 

• Inner sheath: Black PVC, 7.7 mm OD, 1.0 mm thick 

• Shielding: Steel braided armor, 8.3 mm OD 

Conductors: 

• Quantity: 6 conductors 

• Composition: 20/0.18TA, 0.9 mm OD 

• Diameter: 0.5 mm2 

• Insulation: PVC, 1.9 mm OD, 0.5 mm thick 

• Insulation resistance: >10 MOhm/km 

• Conductor resistance: <39.4 Ohm/km 
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B.1.1.4 TSK Signal Processor Display Unit 

The signal processor unit mounted on the bridge received the raw data signals from 
the accelerometer and the sea surface transducer from which it calculated the running 
wave statistics. It achieved this by taking data from the microwave sensor and passing 
it through a phase discriminator which determined whether the wave motion was up 
or down. Since the Doppler data measured wave velocity, the signal was integrated to 
calculate the wave surface displacement. Likewise, the accelerometer data was double 
integrated in time to calculate the vertical bow displacement in time. The accelerometer 
displacement signal was subtracted from the microwave sensor to sea surface relative 
distance data to calculate the wave height in time which was passed to the significant 
wave height and mean period calculation circuits. The sensor data output rate was 
switch selectable and was set at 10 Hertz. 

Specifications 

• Weight: 6.5 kg 

• Size: 480x99x127mm 

Analog Data Output The maximum range of all five analog channels was ±15 
volts. The maximum output range of the TSK unit was ±5 volts (20 metres wave 
height) which was compatible with the ±5 volt range of the Daqbook containing the 
A/D card. 

Abbreviation Channel Conversion Range (V) Range 

SD Ship Displacement SD = lOm/V xV -1 to +1 ±lOm 

RWH Relative Wave Height RWH = 10 m/V xV -1 to +1 ±lOm 

WH Wave Height WH= 2m/V xV -5 to +5 ±lOm 

SWH Significant Wave Height SWH=4m/V xV 0 to +2.5 0 to +10 m 

AWP Average Wave Period AWP = 4 sec/V xV 0 to +5 0 to +20 sec 

Table B.l: Calibration values for wave meter 

B.1.1.5 Processor Unit Calibration 

Calibration of the unit was an electrical factory calibration where an oscillator and 
dummy generator replaced the microwave sensor and input signal to the processor. 
The oscillator frequency is compared to. the processor output and calibration made 
with potentiometers to obtain agreement between the two. 

B.1.1.6 Significant Wave Height 

The TSK processor unit calculated the significant wave height according to the proce
dure given by Tucker (1991) (see p94) which assumes the sea surface to be a random 
Gaussian process. The real time wave data is passed through a rectifier circuit, then 
through an averager, which uses the last 6 minutes of data. The significant wave height 
is calculated 5.01 times the average rectified wave height. 

The average encounter period was calculated by counting the number of times the 
wave height passes downward through the average sea level. The counts were added for 
the latest twenty minutes of data and the period was then calculated with the formula 
(20 minutes)/(number of counts). 
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B.1.2 Analog to Digital Conversion Module 

The analog to digital conversion model was a commercially available IOtech Daqbook 
112 device that connected to the computer through the parallel port and a 12V power 
supply. It contained a screw terminal card to which the analog input signals were 
connected that included the TSK wave meter and the ship motion transducers. 

The Daqbook had a 12 bit acquisition card corresponding to 4096 levels. The full 
range of the card was ±5V giving a 2.441mV (lg~) resolution when the gain was set 
to unity. 

B.1.3 GPS Connection 

Connection to the ship Global Positioning System (GPS) consisted of a ground and 
signal connected to the 9 pin serial port of the computer. The GPS output was an 
industry standard interface NMEA 0183. 

B.1.4 Motion Instrumentation Output 

Motion measurements were made using the existing ship transducers to obtain the ver
tical accelerations on the hull centreline at the bow, centre of gravity and aft locations. 
The accelerometers contained a 2-pole low pass filter with a 5 Hz cut off frequency. 
Pitch and roll measurements were recorded from rate gyros located near the hull centre 
of gravity. There were a total of six outputs from the motion instrumentation system 
made up from 3 twisted pairs which are summarized in table B.2. 

No. Motion output wire Signal Signal range Voltage Voltage after voltage divider 

1 Black Pitch ±100 0 to 5 0 to 5 

2 Blue Roll ±100 0 to 5 0 to 5 

3 Red Bow accelerometer ±2g ±10 ±5 
4 Orange LCG accelerometer ±2g ±10 ±5 
5 White Aft vertical accel. ±2g ±10 ±5 
6 Green Common ±2g ±10 ±5 

Table B.2: Motions calibration (81m vessel) 

B.1.5 Data Output 

Data acquisition commenced initially with Daqview software until the implementation 
of the custom written Labview software. These files were recorded in one storage 
folder of the computer designated 038datal whilst all subsequent files acquired with 
Labview were recorded in the storage folders 038data2 to 038data10. The different 
folders represent new file formats as alterations and improvements were made. 

All connections to the PC were made through the screw terminal card mounted in 
the A/D module. The channel connections made to the screw terminal card are listed in 
table B.4. This table also shows the format of the data files within the various storage 
folders. Where more than one input was used on a particular channel, all variations 
are shown. Variations of the input type only affected the wave meter inputs. 
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Acquisition subgroups 
tryldata\ 038data6\ 

try2data\ 038data7\ 

038data2\ 
038data5\ 

038data8\ - poor 

038data3\ 038data9a\ - poor 

038data4\ 038data9b\ - poor 
038datal0\ - poor 

*.cor file 
Signal Corresponding file 

•.cor 
Corresponding 

*.cor 
Corresponding 

•.cor 
column file file file 
index 

Channel headers 
units 

file headers 
units 

file headers 
units 

1 l Bow accelerometer g >same >same 

2 2 LCG accelerometer g >same >same - -
3 3 Roll gyro deg. >same >same ,_ 

4 4 Pitch gyro deg. >same >same 
Not in file 5 Ultrasonic wave detector v >same >same 

~ -- -
5 6 Port transom tab v >same >same 
6 7 Stbd transom tab v >same >same -
7 8 TSK-SD* m >same >same --
8 9 TSK-WH* m >same TSK-RWH* m -
9 10 TSK-SWH* m >same TSK-WH* m ., 

10 11 TSK-AWP* sec TSK-RWH* m TSK-SWH* m 

11 16 S.G.-16 MPa >same >same ,- -
12 17 S.G.-17 MPa >same >same -
13 18 S.G.-18 MPa >same >same 

'''' 

14 19 S.G.-19 MPa >same >same 
-

15 20 S.G.-20 MPa >same >same 

Not in file 21 S.G.-21 MPa >same >same 

16 22 S.G.-22 MPa >same >same 

17 23 S.G.-23 MPa >same >same 

* 
TSK-SD Vertical displacement as measured by the TSK unit 

TSK-WH Sea surface displacement as measured by the TSK unit 
TSK-SWH Significant wave height as measured by the TSK unit 

TSK-AWP Average wave period as measured by the TSK unit 

TSK-RWH Relative wave height as measured by the TSK unit 
ref/ c:\I Nigel\038DATA'l>38\Data infonnation1il38 data summary 

Table B.3: Channel configuration and header list for *.cor files (81m vessel) 
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c ,....., 
E Qi E ,....., 
:::J ....... E 
0 >< 

c m ....... c CP 
,....., 

<.> CP ea 
Item Location Description 

c en E 
CP 'C J:. :c .... ....... = c 0 :::J CP m -·- m .. > .... en ·c, en (.) 
0 c .. c c t: ~ Cl ·2 ea 0 .... CP .. en ::> .J ... > 

I 1 g Bow vertical accelerometer (+ve up) Fwd of forwa.:rd peak bullg1ea,?.! near vessesl CL, frame 59 70.800 0.000 10.652 
.. 

2 2 g LCG vertical accelerometer (+ve up) Aft side of frame 22 under main car deck, on vessel CL 26.000 0.000 6.200 

Roll ( +;e stbd down) 
.. 

3 3 deg Aft side of frame 22 under ma,in c~.r deck, on vessel CL 26.000 0.000 6.200 -
4 4 deg Pitch (+ve bow up) Aft side of frame 22 under main car deck, on vessel CL 26.000 0.000 6.200 

·- n 

- 5 ID Ultrasonic relative wa~~ height Port bow 74.4 -1.8 10.652 -
5 6 v Port tab Port jet room 0.600 -10.834 1.400 

- ..-.-·· 

6 7 v Starboard tab Starboard jet room .. 0.600 10.834 1.400 
-~ 

7 8 v Ship displacement (SD - TSK output) On platform in FP compartment, on vessel CL, frame 62 74.000 0.000 10.300 

cwH or RWH - TSK output) Taken at transducer mount, fr~e 62 
·-

8 9 ID 74.400 M-j .800 10.652 
·- -· -----------· -

9 10 m (SWH or WH - TSK output) Taken at transducer mount, frame 62 - - --- --· 
10 I 1 s,m (A WP, RWH or SWH - TSK output) Taken at transducer mount, frame 62 - - -.. - - -
II 16 MPa Strain gauge 16 (Al) Port portal top aft, Fr 10 12 -I 1.5 I 1.2 

Strain g~'uge 17 (Al) 
. ----~- - . ~ 

12 17 MPa Port port top midship, mid fr ~4-25 28;,8 -11.5 11.2 
-~-~--W-N on·- - . ·~- -~ - -- - ·~ ·~-· 

13 18 MPa Strain gauge 18 (Al) Keel plate port midship, mid fr 24-25 28.8 -10.834 0.892 - ----- -- - -·- - - -
14 19 MPa Strain gauge 19 (Al) Port portal top fwd, mid fr 32-33 38.4 -11.5 11.2 - .. --·-· 

15 20 MPa Strain gauge 20 (Al) Steel vertical support, port face at top, fr 40.8 0 10.35 

- 21 MPa Strain gauge 21 (Al) B/H fr 34 vessel centreline - Vertical DNE 40.8 0 10.35 

16 22 MPa Strain gauge 22 (Al) B/H fr 34 vessel centreline - Horizontal 40.8 0 10.35 

17 23 MPa Strain gauge 23 (Al) B/H fr 34 vessel centreline - 45 deg 40.8 0 10.35 

ref/ c:\1Nigel\038DATA\038\Data infonnation\038 data summary 

Table B.4: Instrumentation positions, channel configuration and header list for * .cor files (81m vessel) 
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B.2 Instrumentation on the 86 metre Vessel (Hull 042) 

The hardware installation on the 86 metre vessel had some unique differences to the 81 
metre vessel in the arrangement of the strain gauges and an expansion of the amount 
of recorded data. An extra accelerometer mounted aft in the hull was included and 
extra GPS string outputs such as vessel heading were included. The following gives 
an overview of the hardware installed on the vessel where it remained for the delivery 
voyage and the following twelve months. 

1. TSK wave meter with analog outputs connected via the Daqbook; 

2. Notebook computer with DAQ software; 

3. IOtech Daqbook 112 A/D conversion module; 

4. IOtech DBK 43 strain gauge module; 

5. 8 structurally mounted strain gauges with appropriate cable connection to the 
bridge junction box; 

6. GPS data cable from GPS to serial port of Notebook computer; 

7. Connection to the bridge motions control board with a data cable, and 

8. 10 Channel Analog Optoisolater with in built voltage divider for mounting be
tween the Daqbook and the MDI motion control panel. 

A junction box mounted on the port side of the bridge terminated all ship con
nections prior to connection with the data acquisition system. For details of the TSK 
wave meter, notebook computer, analog to digital conversion and GPS connection, the 
reader is referred to the notes for the 81 metre vessel. 

B.2.1 Motion Instrumentation 

Motion measurements were made using accelerometers positioned at the bow, centre of 
gravity (CG), on the port side adjacent to the CG and in the aft end. The accelerom
eters from the ship mounted motion control system contained a 2-pole, unity gain, 50 
Hertz low pass filter. There were a total of six outputs from the motion instrumentation 
system made up from 3 twisted pairs which are summarized in table B.5. 

-

No. Motion control system Signal Signal Voltage Voltage after 

output conections range range optical iscolator 

1 White Bow vertical accel. ±2g ±10 ±5 -

2 Black {white associated) LCG vertical accel. ±2g ±10 ±5 
3 Red Aft vertical accel. ±2g ±10 ±5 
4 Black (red associated) Common ±2g ±10 ±5 
5 Green Pitch {unassigned) ±100 0 to +5 0 to +5 

6 Black (green associated) Roll (unassigned) ±100 0 to +5 0 to +5 

Table B.5: Motions channel calibrations (86m vessel) 
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B.2.1.1 Optical Isolator 

The Optical isolator unit was connected between the Daqbook A/D input module and 
the ship's motion control system to prevent ground loops between the data acquisition 
system and the ship's motion control system (MCS). 

B.2.2 Ship Electrical Junction Boxes 

Electrical junction boxes were placed in the bow for the wave meter and accelerometer 
which was connected to a junction box on the port side of the vehicle deck which was 
connected to a bridge junction box by a 32 core cable. It was from this junction box 
that connections were made to the Daqbook containing the A/D card. 

B.2.3 Data Output 

Data acquisition made use of custom written Labview software to acquire the data. 
These files were recorded in the four storage folders. The different folders represented 
new file formats as alterations and improvements were made. All connections to the 
PC were made through the screw terminal card mounted in the A/D module. The 
channel connections made to the screw terminal card are listed in table B.6. This table 
also shows the format of the data files. 
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c Qi I E c I :I c 
0 >< as iii 
() Cl) z; c Cl) I u Units Item Location Description '6 en 
Cl) 'C .. = c iii E Cl) iii -- > .. c c;, "' () 

0 Cl c c: ;: 
~ u; as 

0 .. Cl) 
..J I- > 

g Bow vertical accelerometer ( +ve up) Fwd of forward peak bulkhead, near vessesl CL, Fr ~~ ,,_,,....,.._A,...,. ___ A_,,... ______ ,.,,._..,,,,"""'"'°~ 74.5 0 II 

2 2 g LCG vertical accelerometer ( +ve up) Aft side of frame 27 under main car deck, on vessel CL 32.2 0 6.6 
~-----~ --------

3 3 g Aft vertical accelerometer ( +ve up) Near frame I under main car deck, on vessel CL 1.2 0 6.6 ----
4 4 degrees Pitch (+ve bow up) Aft side of frame 27 under car deck, on vessel CL 

5 5 degrees Roll ( +ve stbd down) Aft side of frame 27 under car deck, on vessel CL 

6 6 metres Ship displacement (SD - TSK output) (+ve up) On platform just behind frame 63, fwd of FP bulkh~!d, o~ vessel CL -----····· I 7~~2 I 0 I 10.S 

7 7 metres Relative surface displacement (RWH - TSK output) Taken at transducer mount, frame 66 -2.5 10.8 

8 8 metres Sea surface displacement (WH - TSK output) Taken at transducer mount, frame 66 

9 9 metres Derived sea surface displacement (WH_derived) Taken at transducer mount, frame 66 

10 10 metres Significant wave height (WH - TSK output) Taken at transducer mount, frame 66 
- ---· 

II 16 MPa Strain gauge 16 (on steel) Aft port steel Chevron brace fwd of frame I, underside face near vessel CL ... _ _. __ 1.5 -0.5 11 
12 17 MPa Strain gauge 17 (on steel) Aft stbd steel Chevron brace fwd of frame I, underside face near vessel CL 1.5 0.5 II 

MPa Strain gauge 18 (on aluminium) 
·--· ... --·---·--- ......__----,.,..-·-

Transverse square section girder at frame 14, on tops.\~~side, on vessel q .. 
~-

16.8 0 12 13 18 ________________ .. ______________ 
~'--""""""' 

14 19 MPa Strain gauge 19 (on aluminium) Transverse square section girder at frame 14, on bottom ~ide , on vessel CL 16.8 0 10.5 ·----,.,.,. 
15 20 MPa Strain gauge 20 (on aluminium) .... ____ ._,.,._ Inner bat cross structure side, aft face, fwd of frame 14 -- 17.5 -2 10.5 
16 21 MPa Strain gauge 21 (on aluminium) Outer bat cross structure side, aft face, fwd of frame 14 17.5 -6 10.5 - -- . 

Longitudinal beams, 4300 off centre, top face of ~;m-flange, frame 24.5 
-·---

17 22 MPa Strain gauge 22 (on aluminium) ------------ 29.4 -4.3 II 
18 23 MPa Strain gauge 23 (on aluminium) Port portal top, top mid face of web, frame 24.5 29.4 -11 10.7 

Strain gauge 24 (on aluminium) -- --· 
Longitudinal member 4300 off centre, top face of be~ Ql!!lg~. frame 32 

·-
19 24 MPa -- - ""---------··--· - 38.4 -4.3 11 
20 25 MPa Strain gauge 25 (on aluminium) Transverse horizontal girder over vehicle deck, lower web aft face, frame 35 42 0 10 ------- -- --·- ... ,...., 
21 26 MPa Strain gauge 26 (on aluminium) Keel plate, frame 24.5 29.4 -10.834 0.5 
22 27 MPa Strain gauge 27 (on aluminium) Keel plate, frame 35.5 42.6 -10.834 0.8 

-... ---..~ ,, ...... 
23 28 MPa Strain gauge 28 (on aluminium) - Keel plate, frame 41.5 49.8 -10.834 0.9 -------- -·· 

24 29 MPa Strain gauge 29 (on steel) Port steel column, aft face, mid height, frame 54 64.8 -3.8 9.6 .. . .. 
25 30 MPa Strain gauge 30 (on steel) Stbd steel column, aft face, mid height, frame 54 64.8 3.8 9.6 
26 31 MPa Strain gauge 31 (on aluminium) Tunnel structure under car deck, fwd face, lower web, frame 26 31.43 0 6.4 

27 II g Port mounted accelerometer Mounted over electrical junction box on port side of main vehicle deck, frame 27 32.4 -10.834 8.625 
reU c:ll NigcM42DATA\042\Data infonnationl042_channci_dcscriplioo(lhesis).xls 

Table B.6: Instrumentation positions, channel configuration and header list for *.car files (86m vessel). Roll and pitch although not directly 
recorded were post calculated and reentered back into the *.car data file 



Appendix C 

Bestsea Hull Geometry 
Definition 

The time domain program Bestsea required a geometry file that defined the hull shape 
to contain a number of regularly spaced sections along the ship length. Each section 
was defined by a series of offsets defined by x (horizontal) and y (vertical) coordinates. 
Table C.l shows the required format of this file. 

ns :number of sectfons 

npI :No. points in section 1 (2nd after the zero section at bow) 
XI YI :highest vertical coordinate of section 1 
Xz Y2 

XnpI YnpI :coordinate at the keel of section 1 

np2 :No. points in section 2 

XI YI :highest vertical coordinate of section 2 
Xz Y2 

Xnp2 Ynp2 :coordinate at the keel of section 2 

npI :No. points in section i 

XI YI :highest vertical coordinate of section i 

Xz Y2 

Xnpi Ynvi :coordinate at the keel of section i 

nv(ns) :No. points in section ns (stern) 

XI YI :highest vertical coordinate of section ns 

Xz Y2 

Xnp(ns) Ynp(ns) :coordinate at the keel of section ns 

Table C.l: Bestsea program geometry input file format 



Appendix D 

Labview program listing 

The front screen of the computer programs written to create BESTSEA input files 
and to post process the BESTSEA output data are shown in figures D.1 and D.2 
respectively. Other programs used in the analysis are shown in figures D.3 and D.4. 

No. ~MCtloro 
s-~~CoeffQwt(lryo.ztoo.s, ~•,..<o.l) ( litn*fll> 

-0.l ~~ 
~o:EanMU 
(• .g.btit2ot0) 

l~ 
No. d inedh CJIU cw 
........... tonl't (2) 

u::::J 

Figure D.1: BESTSEA time domain computation input configuration program 
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~-~r~7t·· 
__ .r._ 

' 
zO ,.(. '° aO 100 12o 1.4o 16o 18o zOO 22o 24o ~ 2Bo :m l2o 

di esMtxlllf'r5ferf\l'ld: 

···---1 ···--·-r----···r··· ....... ·-·1---.----r----
1 2 3 4 _:•c_ _ __:•--'--' J':-.,,..--:-:.,.--:-.,-l 

}~~1t~ .. ..1~-0.1 ...... , .......... . 
I 12 34 5 6 189 

~=~-~JSf#F~T'V 

Figure D.2: BESTSEA time domain numerical computation post analysis program 
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Figure D.3: Motion control system phase optimization plotting program for extracting 
the minimum phase angle. 
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P-1 

Figure D.4: Routine for extracting the phase angles for reporting 



Appendix E 

The Bretschneider Wave 
Spectrum 

The Generalized or Modified Pierson-Moskowitz wave spectrum Tucker (1991) Ppl07-
108 also known as the Bretschneider, ITTC or ISSC wave spectrum provided the basis 
on which the vessel response was determined for the numerical computations and is 
presented in various text (Tucker (1991) (p106), Lloyd (1989), Lewis (1988a) (p37), 
Phelps (1997)). Other spectra such as the Jonswap, Ochi 6-parameter are equally 
useful for particular applications. 

Lewis (1988a) (p36) gives the form of the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum for fully 
developed seas as, 

S(w) = ag
2w-5 exp [-,6 c:arJ (E.1) 

where 

S(w) spectral ordinate [m2 s] 
w frequency [rad/s] 

wo - g/Vw 

a 0.00810 

,6 - 0.74 

g - acceleration of gravity [m/ s2
] 

Vw - wind velocity in [m/s] (19.5 m above the surface) 

by setting dS~w) = 0 in equation E.1, the peak or modal frequency Wm is given as 

~,6 
5 
5 4 - -w 4 m 

(E.2) 

which is equivalent to the B (w) (win rad/s) term of the Bretschneider spectrum such 
that 

5 
B (w) = ,6w6 = 4w~ (E.3) 
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The parameter A of the Bretschneider spectrum is expressed as 

A=4Bmo, (E.4) 

thus the Bretschneider spectrum is expressed as (Lewis (1988a) (p37)) 

(E.5) 

It is useful to define the Bretschneider spectrum in terms of zero up-crossing period 
(Tz) and significant wave height H 8 • Lewis (1988a) (p37) gives Tz = 0.710To for this 
spectrum such that using E.3 

B(w) = ~ (l.427r)4 
4 Tz 

(E.6) 

which becomes B (!) = ( o;:1 r by the use of the relationship B (w) = B (!)(27r)4. 

(Parameter A is not a function of frequency so remains unchanged). 
Lloyd (1989) gives the significant wave height for the Bretschneider spectrum as 

- ~ 
Hi/3 = 4.oo-vmoy 1 - 2 (E.7) 

R V m2 where the band width parameter c: = =1 - ~. Thus for a spectrum of mom4 

narrow bandwidth (c: = 0), fI1;3 = 4.00JffiO and a wide bandwidth (c: = 1), fI1;3 = 
2.83Jffi0. However, Tucker (1991) prefers to define the significant wave height as Hs = 
4.00JffiO. 

The 15th International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC 1987, see Lewis (1988a)) 
recommended a form of the Bretschneider spectrum for average conditions less than 
fully developed seas to be more appropriate in most applications. In this case the two 
parameters A and B were given as 

A 
173Hi;3 (E.8) - T4 

1 

B 
691 

(E.9) T4 
1 

or in terms of zero up-crossing period using the relationship T1 = l.089Tz gives 

A 

B 

123.129Hi;3 

T} 
491.805 

T4 z 

(E.10) 

(E.11) 



Appendix F 

Motion Analysis 

F .1 Motion Sickness Incidence 

The motion sickness incidence (MSI) or percentage of the population to experience 
emesis according to O'Hanlon and McCauley (1974) was characterized by distribution 
curves based on regular sinusoidal motions over a period of 2-hours as a function of 
average acceleration and frequency expressed as 

MSI 

-oo 

(F.1) 

where 

(Y - 0.4 

a - mean acceleration [g] (a= ~amax =JS arms= JS vmo) 
11" 11" 11" 

µ 0.654 + 3.697log10 fe + 2.320 (log10 fe) 2 

fe encounter frequency [Hz] 

erf (x) - ~lax e-t
2 
dt 

McCauley et al. (1976) concluded through experiments that the motion sickness 
incidence (MSI) as a function of frequency, vertical sinusoidal acceleration and time 
could be described by a two-dimensional normal distribution, which was converted into 
the products of two univariate normal distributions to give 

MSI = 100.<I>z (za) .<I>z (z;) : [%] (F.2) 

where <I> (z) is the standardized cumulative normal distribution function given by 

(F.3) 
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which was evaluated for Za and z; by 

log10 a - µa U) 
Za = --"-=:----'--'::......:..:c....:.. 

Ua 
(F.4) 

(F.5) 

where 

(F.6) 

and t is the time (minutes), f is the frequency (Hertz), a is the vertical sinusoidal ac
celeration (g RMS). Also, estimates for the remaining variables that included standard 
deviations were given as 

Ua 0.47 (F.7) 

Ut - 0.76 

mean values as 

µa U) 0.87 + 4.36 loglO f + 2. 73 (log10 J)2 (F.8) 

µt - 1.46 

and the correlation coefficient as 

p = -0.75 (F.9) 

This experimental approach based on sine waves essentially precludes the confident 
prediction of MSI in vessels exposed to broadband motion from irregular sea waves be
cause the adopted RMS acceleration value doesn't necessarily provide an appropriate 
measure of the acceleration peaks, which may have a significant effect on the human 
tolerance. The standards of Australian Standard, AS 2670.3 (1990) and International 
Organisation for Standardisation, ISO 2631/3 (1985) use 1/3 octave frequency analy
sis of acceleration response to determine MSI values based on their own acceleration 
distribution. Whilst they provide a standard, more research in this area is needed. 

F.2 1/3 Octave Analysis of Acceleration Response 

Octave bands are defined as a ratio of an upper (h) and a lower bandage frequency 
U1) known as G =Ji- = 2 (Australian/New Zealand Standard, AS/NZS 4476 (1997)). 
As a function of G and the mid-band frequency Um) the upper and lower bands are 
expressed as 

Ji (a-~) Um) 

h - (a+~) Um) 

(F.10) 

(F.11) 
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where b is the bandwidth integer designator. For the base-two system this implies 
b = 2. The ratio of f2 and Ji is therefore 

1 1 h c+2b 2+5 l 
- = --1- = - = 2s 
Ji c-2b 2-i 

(F.12) 

On a log scale the ratio of the upper and lower frequency according to equation 

F.12 is of constant width (1og2 (Ji-) = ! ) and the mid-band frequency in terms of the 
lower frequency Ji can be determined from equation F .10 

. fm 

therefore Ji 

Ji 1 
-1 = 26 Ji ~ l.1225fi 
2-5 

- 0.8908fm 

or in terms of the upper frequency f2 using equation F.11 

fm - f~ = ri h ~ 0.8908f2 
26 

therefore f2 - l.1225fm 

(F.13) 

(F.14) 

Consider the acceleration response energy density spectrum, where the area under 
the curve represents the total acceleration energy of the ship response to a given wave 
system. This energy is expressed as 

.E = pg j s~ (we) dwe (F.15) 

The acceleration amplitude in this spectral density function is also given as E = 
!P9 I e~dwe. Equating with F.15 to solve for the nth acceleration amplitude en in 
some interval 8w gives 

(F.16) 

where S (we) is the mean energy density magnitude in the frequency band 8w and is 

determined by trapezoidal integration such that S (we) = J::tw~~~~dwe. 
Making 8we a 1/3 octave, a solution for en may be found for all n discrete frequencies 

such that 8we = ( 211 - 2-i) (we)n. 


